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Abstract
Excise taxation plays a significant role in the economies of each of the member countries
of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) in terms of both revenue and
consumption policies. However, each member country has seemingly developed their
excise taxation policies in isolation and the result being quite marked differences in terms
of both what goods and services are subject to excise and how excise tax is then levied. As
ASEAN looks to achieve closer economic integration, it is timely to analyse whether these
differences in excise taxation have any impact on this objective of bringing the 10
economies closer together.
The official formation of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) from 31 December
2015 represented a significant milestone towards this deeper economic integration and has
at its foundation the desire to create a ‘single market and production base’ with a ‘free flow
of goods and services’. Whilst ASEAN through the AEC will not be moving to an open
border style economic community, customs tariffs on most lines of intra-regional trade are
now at ‘zero’, however domestic taxes levied on imported goods such as excise are still
applied and in some cases are structured in such a way that they potentially operate as a
barrier to trade. Conversely, certain sensitive goods commonly subject to excise such as
alcoholic beverages and tobacco products, could benefit markedly from zero tariffs and
without an appropriate excise tax policy response, risk entering various markets at prices
below that desired by national consumption objectives.
The current blueprint supporting the implementation of the AEC through to 2025 has both
identified the need and has sought member countries to explore a level of coordination,
albeit at a minimal level, over those goods commonly subject to excise tax. This study
supports this exploration of possible excise tax coordination, and undertakes an analysis of
the current national excise taxation policies across ASEAN and highlights the effect of
these policy differentials. The study has a focus on automobiles, alcoholic beverages and
tobacco products which represent the three products taxed in all member countries, but also
addresses a range of other goods which are taxed, or will be taxed in most member
countries.
8

The study also explores the notion of excise tax policy coordination and reviews
approaches to the issue from a number of other economic communities, and brings
together a number of options for consideration by ASEAN. Building on the success of
existing coordinating instruments such as the ASEAN Harmonised Tariff Nomenclature,
the study proposes the development of an ASEAN Common Excise Working Tariff to
introduce a level of standardised excise product categories, product definitions and tax
bases, but leaving member countries with a degree of flexibility to capture national
economic considerations in terms of rate setting and statistical reporting. The consensus of
such an instrument and its implementation is intended to start to align national excise tax
policies for a regional outcome that preserves revenue levels, supports investment in key
excise paying industries by ensuring trade across the region, and does not undermine
consumption policies for products such as alcohol and tobacco.

9

1. INTRODUCTION

This study examines the way in which the members of the Association of South East Asian
Nations (ASEAN) levy excise taxes upon a range of goods and services, and highlights
how the differences in their approaches to excise taxation policy could impact the
formation of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC). Certain excise tax reforms
undertaken by some ASEAN member countries have seemingly been contrary to the
objectives of the AEC and this may be in part due to a lack of regional agreement on how
to coordinate excise taxation policies in the context of this deepening level of economic
integration. This study then develops a number of potential options for ASEAN members
to better coordinate their excise taxation policies such that excise taxes do not become an
obstacle to attaining benefits of the AEC, particularly for those within the industry sectors
which pay excise taxes, and for the national governments who collect it.

1.1 Background
On the 31 December 2015, the members of ASEAN being Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia,
Laos PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam established
the AEC. The AEC itself is essentially one step is a series of steps that ASEAN has taken
towards increasing the level of regional economic integration. This deepening economic
relationship is set out in the Bali Concord II agreement of 2003, which has as its
foundation a number of ‘pillars’ that include socio-cultural reform, political and security
cooperation and economic integration, which when combined seek to reduce the wealth
gaps and living standards between member nations and to lift those in poverty into
prosperity.
In relation to the economic reforms, the AEC is the centerpiece and is based largely on the
creation of a ‘single market and production base’, with the pathway to achieve this being
set out in the AEC Blueprint agreement (ASEAN, 2008). Whilst the AEC Blueprint
required much of member states to accomplish in order that a single market and production
10

base be created, this study was concerned that one area not included in this initial ‘road
map’ document was that of the need to coordinate certain national excise taxation policies.
According to Chia (2013, p14) and Investasean (2016) significant progress has been made
in terms of ‘free trade’ with customs tariffs reduced to zero on 99.65 percent of import
lines within Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand and 98.86
percent of import lines in the lesser developed ‘ASEAN CLMV’ members of Cambodia,
Laos PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam. The ASEAN CLMV members have been given
additional time to implement tariff reductions under the ASEAN Trade in Goods
Agreement (ATIGA) and these should be more fully implemented by 2018.

However, one issue that has emerged in the implementation of tariff reduction and has
begun to overshadow this progress is that of the increased use of non-tariff barriers to trade
say Astria (2013), Balboa & Wignaraja (2014) and Investasean (2016), and include
measures that work counter to the operation of a single market by maintaining protection
over the local industries of member countries. In short, former import tariffs on intraregional trade removed under ATIGA are being replaced by various kinds of non-tariff
measures. This study will address the use of excise taxation policies as one type of these
emerging non-tariff barriers.
Beyond the question of excise tax as a potential barrier to free trade, other consequences
are likely in terms of certain public consumption policies when national excise taxation
policies are not better coordinated. Excise taxes are also referred to as Pigouvian taxes
after the late economist Arthur Pigou who believed products such as alcoholic beverages
and tobacco should be taxed on the basis that there is an economic cost in the consumption
of those goods and that the excise tax acts as a price signal to consumers so as they can
make consumption decisions based on that cost (Cnossen, 2005, p4; Laffer, 2014, pp6-7).
The Pigouvian effect is lost somewhat if member countries use ad valorem based excise
taxes and production moves to low cost manufacturing member countries and finished
products are also imported ‘duty free’ under the provisions of the ATIGA. Any reduction
in excise tax liabilities from reductions in production costs, is of course an equal loss to
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government tax revenues further strengthening the need to examine this question of
regional policy coordination.

1.2 Issues to be studied
The research examines several areas. Initially, there is a need to understand the actual level
of economic integration in ASEAN, both that which was achieved upon commencement of
the AEC and subsequently what level of integration was agreed to according to the various
legal instruments that comprise the AEC. This will serve to identify any gaps between the
‘required’ level of economic integration and that which has been achieved and the
relationship between any ‘gaps’ which may be the result of national excise tax policies.
Secondly, there is a need to understand the excise taxation policies within the ASEAN
region in terms of goods (and services) and the policy approaches taken by each
government to the taxation of key products, or products that are subject to excise taxation
in all or most of the ASEAN member countries. In terms of policy approach, what is
important to understand is how products are defined, or classified for tax purposes, and
then on what basis are they taxed, and why. Analysis of such questions is undertaken with
a view to setting a standard approach upon which excise goods are viewed and treated, and
which is more likely to reach a consensus amongst the ASEAN membership.
An important issue to address is that of the need to understand the limitations within
ASEAN for developing and implementing regional agreements. With a Charter that
ensures the region moves forward on issues by consensus rather than regulation, the
research looks at the nature and design of existing ASEAN wide agreements with
relevance to the topic such as economics and trade, particularly those agreements with a
successful implementation and which are delivering regional wide benefits.
Finally, the research examines how these types of excise tax policy concerns around trade,
consumption and government revenue have been addressed in other regions which have
similarly moved to a closer level of economic integration. From this analysis, a number
options for enhanced excise tax policy coordination within ASEAN are distilled from the
approaches observed in selected economic communities and assessed against a set of
12

criteria which have been based on both the needs and the context of ASEAN’s decision
making processes.

1.3 Structure of Thesis
Following this introductory Chapter 1, Chapter 2 is a review of the literature relating to the
intentions of ASEAN in establishing the AEC and whether the impact of having 10 noncoordinated national excise taxation policies poses a risk to the proper functioning of the
key elements of the economic community. Given ASEAN is not the first region to enter
into a closer economic relationship, the review of the literature also looks at the approaches
taken in these other economic communities.
Chapter 3 outlines the methodology used in the study, whilst chapter 4 defines what is
meant by the term ‘excise taxation’ given that this type of taxation has differing titles
across the region. Using the definition of ‘excise taxation’, chapter 5 then identifies and
analyses existing excise taxation policies across the region in terms of both the products
included in the excise tax systems of the ASEAN member countries and how those
products are taxed.
Chapter 6 then outlines the need for a level of coordination between the excise taxation
policies of member countries, including discussion of several examples of where such
policies have worked counter to the objectives of the AEC. Chapter 7 looks outside
ASEAN at selected economic communities and the approaches they have taken in order to
better coordinate the national excise taxation arrangements of their member countries.

Chapter 8 develops and analyses a number of possible options for ASEAN to coordinate its
member’s excise taxation policies, options which have been based upon the experiences of
other economic communities outlined in chapter 7. Chapter 9 then includes a
comprehensive description of study’s preferred option which is also known as the
‘ASEAN Common Excise Working Tariff’.

13

Chapter 10 is the study’s conclusions and suggests a pathway for possible agreement and
implementation, using a decision making structure currently being set up within ASEAN in
relation to taxation cooperation, including excise taxation.

14

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 What level of economic integration is planned for ASEAN?
To look at the question of introducing a level of coordination of excise taxation policy
across ASEAN to support the establishment of the AEC, it is first important to understand
just what the region is trying to achieve in terms of deepening its level of economic
integration. In 2003, the leaders of the 10 member countries of ASEAN agreed to the
formation of an Economic Community – the AEC, as part of its larger ‘ASEAN Vision
2020’ plan. A ‘road map’ for implementation of the AEC was first laid out in 2007 in a
document titled the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint (AEC Blueprint) in which
deeper regional integration was to be achieved by:


the creation of a single market and single production base (through a free flow of
goods, services, skills, investment and capital);



a highly competitive economic region;



a region which is equitable in terms of economic development; and



a region which is fully integrated into the global economy.

However, use of the terms like ‘economic community’ and ‘single market’ by ASEAN
may be confusing as it often provides an immediate comparison to the European Union
(EU) style open border ‘common market’, which represents the deepest level of economic
integration. In terms of a move by ASEAN towards its form of a ‘single market and
production base’ there can be no comparison with the EU given that the AEC operates with
each of the 10 member countries retaining full sovereign border controls over intraregional trade. Indeed, the ‘free flow of goods’ which is outlined as a measure of the
single market and production base, does not refer to the intra-regional borderless
movement of goods, but rather refer to the reduction of the customs tariffs on ASEAN
origin goods moving across these intra-regional borders (Cnossen, 2013, pp. 590-591).
Therefore, ‘free flow of goods’ within the AEC is not the ‘free circulation’ as is seen in the
EU, instead ‘free flow of goods’ essentially means the removal of customs import tariffs
15

on intra-regional trade provided for under the Common Effective Preferential Tariff
(CEPT) mechanism of Article 4 of the ASEAN Free Trade Agreement AFTA by 2015,
with Cambodia, Laos PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam (ASEAN CLMV) removing their
tariffs by 2018. Similarly, the ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement (ATIGA) at Article 2
also serves to ensure that tariff barriers eliminated under the CEPT are not replaced with
what are termed ‘non-tariff measures’ to negate the benefits of free trade in the region.
According the AEC Blueprint, the term ‘free flow of goods’ also means the enhancements
and alignment of some customs procedures at national borders, and reducing the time
taken for goods to leave and enter member countries, particularly those or ASEAN origin.
One such measure of relevance is the ASEAN Harmonised Tariff Nomenclature (AHTN) a
common approach to classifying goods for customs purposes, which demonstrates that the
region can coordinate on indirect taxation policy matters. Each of these measures will work
to further facilitate the movement of goods, notwithstanding border control processes
remain in place in place for intra-regional trade in ASEAN.
According to Holden (2003) deepening levels of economic integration can be defined as
nations passing through a number of ‘stages’ which he then identifies as being entry into a:


Free trade agreement (FTA) or preferential trade in which members reduce
tariffs to zero for intraregional trade and reduce non-tariff barriers



Customs Union which is an FTA with a common external tariff, free flow of
goods across borders but maintenance of national economic policies;



Common Market which is a Customs Union with free flows of services,
investment, labour and capital, with some harmonisation of economic policies



Economic Union which is a Common Market with common economic policies
and common political and economic institutions.

Using Holden as a guide, it would appear that despite the terminology, ASEAN in reality
has moved into an enhanced ‘free trade area’ or as Cnossen (2013, p. 591) describes a
‘preferential trade area’ and not an ‘economic community’. It is then important to
16

understand if that becoming a preferential trade area is the ambition of the AEC, how much
of this ambition was achieved on the starting date of 31 December 2015?

2.2 Non-tariff barriers to trade hindering the AEC process
In regard to progress towards the AEC, both Astria (2013) and Balboa and Wignaraja
(2014) agree that whilst good progress has been made in terms of import tariff reduction
and in some aspects of trade facilitation, progress in other areas has been modest and that
the format of the AEC as espoused in the original AEC Blueprint document were going to
be difficult reach. The business sector also seemed to agree with this view, with Fensom
(2015) stating that even before the AEC commenced that some in industry had “written
off” the 31 December 2015 start date as a meaningful transition to freer intra-regional
trade.
There may be a number of possible reasons for why the AEC was considered as not being
fully implemented as at the end of 2015, however a common concern being raised across
the literature is that of many ASEAN members seemingly replaced the former customs
tariff barriers between themselves with a range of ‘non-tariff barriers’ or ‘non-tariff
measures’. So what are ‘non-tariff barriers’ and ‘non-tariff measures’ to trade? According
to Astria (2013, p. 33) the terms are often interchangeable and refer to any measure which
is not an import tariff but which ‘distorts trade’ and may
“include border, and behind-the-border measures, that arise from government
regulatory policies, procedures and administrative requirements which are imposed
to serve a particular purpose”
She adds that there may be legitimate policy reasons for such administrative and regulatory
arrangements to be developed after the removal of import tariffs, however in some cases
their operation is “so stringent that they become barriers to trade” (p33). Such
arrangements commonly include fees, charges, taxes, licences, and regulations that only
apply to imports, or which apply disproportionately higher to imports, than they would for
domestically produced goods.
The reasoning for the introduction of such measures say Balboa and Wignaraja (2014)
include the need to replace both the revenue and the levels of industry protection lost from
17

tariff reduction, however, they do add that when looking at ASEAN in a global context, it
is the region with the fastest level of growth in such non-tariff discriminatory trade
measures. In relation to this study, one non-tariff measure being increasingly seen is the
use of excise taxation to provide both these revenue replacement and local industry
protection functions (ERIA & UNCTAD, 2016, p. 46; Preece, 2015, p. 14; Preece, 2016, p.
57).
Also concerned about non-tariff measures is Fensom (2015) who in fact highlights the use
of excise as such a measure and the negative impact this will have particularly for the
automobile industry, an industry considered within the AEC Blueprint as a ‘priority
integration industry’ for the region. This focus on protecting local automobile industries is
supported again by Astria (2013, p. 51) who in her research found that for import tariff
classifications of automobiles and parts for automobiles, that between 70 and 100 percent
of these classifications across ASEAN have various non-tariff measures in place, whilst
Preece (2015, pp. 57-58) has identified a range of excise tax based non-tariff measures
such as duty rate differentials, valuation methodologies, duty rate adjustments, and certain
duty rate discounts for local value add which all act to place a higher effective excise tax
burden on imported vehicles.
It is perhaps important at this point to expand on this issue of governments needing to
reform excise taxation policies as a response to the start of the AEC. Whilst Astria (2013,
pp. 33-34) talks of ‘legitimate reasons’ to introduce administrative and regulatory
procedures, these ‘legitimate’ excise tax policy considerations should not serve as trade
barriers but rather should be restricted to addressing resultant domestic issues such as
revenue losses from AFTA and pricing of certain sensitive goods such as alcohol and
tobacco. In other words, when excise tax policies are reformed, the impact should not be
about discriminating against imports or favouring domestic manufacture, but be applied
equally to imports and local products when addressing such revenue and consumption
issues.
Looking at these two areas of excise taxation policy reform need, the first deals with the
issue of replacing the government revenues that are lost from the action of removing or
18

reducing import tariff as part of implementing a free trade agreement, in this case AFTA,
in which historically import duties have been an important revenue source for many
ASEAN members. Prior to the tariff reduction programs of the CEPT of AFTA, Fukase
(2001) states that import duties as a percentage of total taxation revenue for government sat
at between 3.5% and 40.9%. After the reduction of more than 90% of import tariffs on
ASEAN origin goods to ‘zero’ across the major economies of Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand, and noting that zero import tariff tariffs are not
required in the ASEAN CLMV economies until 2018, Cnossen (2013, p. 593) states that
by 2012, import duties had fallen to between 0% and 27% of taxation revenue for ASEAN
member governments. Table 2.1 below summarises the findings of the two authors and
demonstrates the importance of replacing customs import tariff revenue for some
economies.

Table 2.1: Import duties as a percentage of total taxation revenue
Country
ASEAN 6

Fukasa (2001)
%
4.5
4.0
14.5
20.3
3.5
12.1

Brunei
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
ASEAN CLMV
Cambodia
40.9
Laos PDR
23.3
Myanmar
12.2
Vietnam
24.6
Source: Fukasa (2001) and Cnossen (2013)

Cnossen (2013)
%
3.7
2.8
3.2
7.4
0
6.7
27.0
11.5
5.1
12.5

Excise taxation is a viable revenue alternative to these lost import duties. In relation to
Cambodia for example which is required to replace almost 41% of its tax revenue, a World
Bank study in the initial stages of CEPT AFTA recommends that for countries like
Cambodia consideration should be given to replacing high rate import tariffs on luxury
items with excise tariffs set at the same rate as the outgoing import tariffs based on the
19

concept that excise duties cover not only imports but also domestic production thereby
broadening the opportunity to collect additional revenue (Fukase, 2001).
In some cases, the revenue loss question goes beyond import duties but into losses of
excise duties on imports, dependent on how such excise taxes are structured. Where a
government uses ad valorem based excise taxes both Obradovic (2012, p. 82) and Preece
(2012, pp. 4-5) have highlighted that in those cases the value used to calculate excise
payable on the import of an excisable product is a sum of the import value for customs
purposes plus any import tariffs. As those import tariffs reduce to ‘zero’ there is a
corresponding fall in the value on which excise is assessed with a subsequent fall in excise
tax collected from those imports.
The second issue around excise taxation policy reform needs is that where the excise tax
liability itself on a product is based upon the need to address or correct various negative
externalities associated with consumption of that product. For example, much of the basis
for excise taxation policy on products such as alcohol, tobacco, fuels and motor vehicles is
that it operates as a Pigouvian tax or a fiscal measure to address the issue of the cost of the
harm from consumption, and to send a price signal to the consumer as to that cost (Laffer,
2014; Cnossen, 2005; and Nye, 2008).
Whilst excise tax restructuring to maintain revenue and pricing stability would be
considered important excise tax policy reform, the issues being raised are that the excise
reforms being seen in response to the AEC are going beyond these objectives and indeed
being utilised to replace the underlying role of a customs import tariff which is to protect
local industry. Before exploring this question further, it is necessary to identify what ‘local
industries’ are being protected by use of excise tax based non-tariff barriers to intraregional trade. Looking at the ASEAN region, Table 2.2 provides a summary of industries
impacted by excise taxation from studies in Preece (2012) and Preece (2014).
Table 2.2: Industries paying excise tax in ASEAN
Pays excise in all 10
ASEAN member
countries
Alcoholic beverages

Pays excise in most
ASEAN member
countries
Hydrocarbon fuels

Pays excise some ASEAN
member countries
Non-alcoholic beverages
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Cigarettes

Loose tobacco for smoking

Ethanol

Passenger motor vehicles

Commercial vehicles including
busses and pick ups

Gaseous fuels (LPG, CNG)

Motor cycles

Telecommunications

Night club venues

Luxury goods (perfume,
jewellery, carpets, boats, planes,
crystal ware)

Playing cards

Home electronic appliances
Environmentally harmful (air
conditioners, batteries, chemicals,
fire-works)
Luxury services (massage,
karaoke, gambling, bowling,
billiards, video game parlour)

Source: Author

The data in Table 2.2 suggests the need to focus on three particular excise tax paying
industries:


The automobile industry. The automobile sector takes in passenger motor vehicles
which pay excise in all ASEAN member countries, as well as commercial vehicles
and motor cycles paying excise in most member countries. The automobile
industry is also highlighted by ASEAN as one of 12 ‘priority integration’ industries
for the AEC (ASEAN 2008, p. 35) and according to both EIU (2014), and Research
Institute for Automobile Parts Industries (2014) is an industry in which
manufacturers will soon make a number of important investment and supply chain
restructuring decisions in response to the AEC;



The tobacco industry. The tobacco industry comprises both cigarettes which pay
excise tax in all ASEAN member countries and loose leaf tobacco for smoking
which pays excise in nine member countries. Significantly, Ratanachena (2012)
believes tobacco is an industry that has seen investments by the large multi-national
companies in the lower cost production countries with a view to distribution across
ASEAN using these price differentials to increase market shares in higher cost
countries. This issue is indeed emerging with British America Tobacco
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announcing some three months into the AEC that it will cease cigarette production
in Malaysia in 2017, and move its Malaysian market manufacturing to Vietnam
(BAT, 2016); and


The alcohol industry. The alcoholic beverage industry pays excise in all ASEAN
member countries on all its products. The National Treasury (2014, pp. 16-19)
believes this industry has a number of ‘unique’ issues to manage in terms of
regional integration such as large tax and price differentials between neighbouring
countries, tax and price differentials within the different types of alcoholic
beverages, and of the risks with illicit trade to avoid the payment of excise taxes in
those member countries with the highest rates.

2.3 Non-tariff measures and the automobile industry
As a commonly taxed product, the automobile industry is an excellent ‘case study’ in
excise tax policy coordination in terms of maximising the benefits of the AEC for the
region and identifying the risks of non-coordination. The other commonly taxed products
being alcohol and tobacco industries are also important to study in terms of excise tax
policy coordination, however these industries will be looked at later and not from a nontariff measure perspective, but in the context if the need to support national health policies
at a time when ‘some of the cheapest’ cigarettes (and alcohol) will be moving across
ASEAN’ (World Bank, 2015).
If looking at the automobile industry within ASEAN, the attraction of the region to
investors is twofold say both ASEAN (2014) and EIU (2014). Firstly, the potential for a
single ‘domestic market’ of over 600 million potential customers who have growing
incomes and current relatively low levels of car ownership. Secondly, there is also
potential to develop ‘integrated regional value chains’ that allow for economically efficient
production and distribution. The AEC with its objective to establish a single market and
production base should produce the necessary platform to allow the industry to restructure
supply chains. Regional value chains as stated by ASEAN (2014) are being created with
component manufacture being grown in the lower cost production countries such as
Cambodia, the Philippines and Vietnam, then these parts moving to the more traditional
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assembly lines of Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand free of tariffs under AFTA.
According to Wad (2009) and ERIA (2014) this restructure should serve to:


Reduce production expenses from sourcing lower cost components;



Allow for efficiencies of scale as products are produced for ASEAN wide
distribution rather than national distribution;



More affordable vehicles for consumers; and



More economic activity to move to the less developed members of the region.

The risk for the automotive industry is that the AEC fails to result in an actual single
market and production base, and so the expected efficiencies in production do not
materialise. Without this, manufacturers do not get to assemble vehicles with the best
priced components, nor are able to access these 600 million consumers with their products.
The Japanese automobile manufacturers who dominate production in the ASEAN region
have signalled that this risk is real and are concerned that “non-tariff barriers to trade along
with customs and related trade procedures will limit the potential for future growth” that
could normally expected under closer economic integration (JAMA, 2015).
As JAMA highlight, non-tariff barriers such as customs procedures and trade regulations
could result in ASEAN effectively remaining as 10 separate markets as they are today,
each protected by a range of these types of non-tariff measures. This is not a perception
desired by ASEAN in such a priority industry for integration, particularly when the region
is in competition with large markets like India and China for foreign direct investment
(ASEAN, 2014). ASEAN has in place free trade agreements with both China and India
meaning it has the potential to export automobiles to both markets without tariff barriers to
trade, although likewise it means that China and India can export to ASEAN without
tariffs. As a result, the region may need to ask itself whether it wants to attract the
investment in automobile production and export to these two large markets, or risk
investment going to China and India and ASEAN instead importing fully assembled cars
from one of these countries.
Certainly individual countries within ASEAN would prefer investment to remain in the
region, and indeed grow into a major auto manufacturing centre and are beginning to see
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the risks. The Thai Board of Investment in Thailand for example sums this risk up with its
observation in relation to aspirations it had for the start of the AEC and automobile
production in the region (BOI, 2013):
“….Although the AEC will make ASEAN a hub of auto production, there are
challenges to overcome and a need to minimize any barriers that will impact
industrial growth.”

2.4 Excise and non-tariff measures in ASEAN
In this study, the focus will be the use of excise taxation as a non-tariff barrier, rather than
the use of other regulatory and administrative measures. At this point there is value in
identifying a number of examples to illustrate how excise taxation policy can be developed
as non-tariff measure. These examples are set out in Table 2.3 and continue the analysis of
the automobile industry, highlighting a number of such excise based measures currently
seen impacting the sector (Preece, 2016; pp. 57-58). Table 2.3 provides an outline of both
the structure of the measure in the local law or legal guide-line, as well as the actual effect
of the measure, which effectively can be summarised as being:


The use of excise rate differentials on what are essentially like goods (Items 1 and
5 in Table 2.3). A product category is ‘split’ into sub-categories based on a single
criterion, in the case of automobiles usually engine displacement, with each subcategory being assigned a different excise rate. As engine sizes increase usually so
will the assigned excise duty rate. Whilst this may be reasonable in excise taxation
where sub-categories have different levels of externalities associated with
consumption, it becomes questionable when one sub-category is assigned an
exponentially higher rate so that just a small increase in engine size results in a
substantially higher excise tax burden, particularly if local producers are
specialising in certain engine sizes;



The use of a discounted excise valuation to calculate excise where there is local
value add (Items 2, 3, and 4 of Table 2.3). Automobiles can be exported as
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Completely Built Up (CBU) finished products, or exported as kits which are either
Semi Knocked Down (SKD) or Completely Knocked Down (CKD) for which
there will need to be value add conducted in the country of import and thus
providing some economic benefit to that country. To encourage the maximum
local ‘value-add’, the excise system can be designed to provide a discount in
excise for SKD’s, and higher discounts for CKD’s over imported CBU’s;


The use of discounted excise valuations to calculate excise if certain criteria are
met, notably a minimum local content in the automobile (Items 3 and 4 of Table
2.3). Usually as a result of a government policy to support the local automobile
sector – both component production and vehicle assembly. Increasingly used with
other criteria relating to a government initiative to develop a new product which is
perhaps environmentally friendly, energy efficient, low cost, or several of these;



The use of discounted excise valuation multipliers based on local content and other
criteria (Item 4 of Table 2.3). As above, usually arising from a government policy
to support the local automobile sector (and other initiatives to develop a new
product which are based around the environment and emissions, energy efficiency,
affordability from consumers, or a combination of these) the discount for use of
local content or for local-value add is increased exponentially, encouraging
importers and manufacturers to use more local components and do more local
assembly; and



Reduced production costs to access lower excise rate categories (Item 5 of Table
2.3). Can be used in excise systems where excise rate differentials exist based on a
particular selling price. Where a government exempts certain taxes and charges, or
subsidises certain costs, these feed into the taxable value and can place the product
in a lower excise category than an importer or manufacturer not given access to the
same exemptions or subsidies.
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Table 2.3: Illustration of the nature of automobile excise related non-tariff barrier measures
used through ASEAN
Type of non-tariff
measure

Legislation / Guide-line

Effect

1. Excise rate differential

Minister of Finance Number 64
PMK 11 of 2014 (Indonesia) –
Luxury Tax passenger motor
vehicle rates amended to:
< 1,500 cc
10%
1,500 – 2,500 cc 20%
2,500 – 3,000 cc 40%
> 3,000 cc
125%

A passenger motor vehicle with an
engine displacement of 3,001 cc
pays over 300% more tax than a
passenger motor vehicle with an
engine size of 3,000 cc.

2. Excise valuation discounts for
local value add

Guide on Valuation (Royal
Malaysian Customs)

Discounted excise valuation only
provided to importers undertaking
local value add, no discounts for
importers of Completely Built Up
(CBU) vehicles.

Value for excise: Open market
value (OMV)
Adjustment: Industrial Linkages
Program deduct local added
value (LAV) where LAV = exfactory value minus input
material value, and minimum
local content 30% for <2,500cc
and 25% for 2,500+ cc
New value for excise: OMV
less LAV
3. Excise valuation discount for
high minimum local content and
meeting selective criteria

Minister of Finance Number 64
PMK 11 of 2014 and
Regulation No. 33/MIND/PER/7/2013 of 2013
(Indonesia) – Luxury Tax
passenger motor vehicle
valuation for Luxury Tax can be
reduced to
0% for motor vehicles
manufactured under the LCGC*
and LCEP programs (other than
sedans and station wagons)
with:
- Spark ignition up to 1,200 cc;
or
- Compression ignition up to
1,500 cc; and
- Fuel consumption of at least
20 km/lt

Low cost low emission vehicles
meeting criteria of a government
sponsored package to support local
automobile production including
use of more than 80% local
components are effectively tax free,
whereas like imported CBU
vehicles pay will continue to pay
10% or 20% tax depending on
engine size.

*Requires sales price under IDR
95 million, greater than 80%
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local content, and use of either
RON92 gasoline or CN51 diesel
fuel.
4. Excise valuation discount
multiplier for use of local
content and meeting selective
criteria

National Automotive Policy
(2014) Energy Efficient Vehicle
(EEV) Tax Incentives
(Malaysia). Local value add
adjustment (as per 2 above) can
be multiplied by:

A manufacturer with 80-90% local
value add and awarded a full 1.6x
multiplier will effectively pay a
‘zero’ rate of excise, whereas as a
like vehicle imported CBU will pay
75% excise duty.

1x: Current localization
matching system
1.1x-1.3x: Localisation of EEV
model
1.4x-1.5x: Localisation of
critical components (e.g. hybrid
management system,
powertrain, safety system)
1.6x: Localize R&D of
components
5. Reduced production costs to
access lower excise rate
categories

Executive Orders 156 of 2002,
262 of 2003, 312 of 2004 and
877 of 2010. “The
Comprehensive Motor Vehicle
Development Program”
- import tariffs for parts
imported by registered
manufacturers cut to 0%-1%
- additional import tariff credits
earned on exports of CBU’s

As the Philippine’s excise system
for motor vehicles uses a marginal
rate approach based on the
manufacturer’s selling price below,
a 0-1% import tariff as opposed to
import tariffs up to 30% allows a
better opportunity to bring vehicles
into a lower excise rate bracket than
would likely apply to an imported
CBU. (in pesos)
- Up to 600,000 – 2%
- 600-000-1,000,000 –
P12,000+20%
-1,100,000-2,100,000 –
112,000+40%
- Over 2,100,000 – P512,000+60%

Source: Author

The use of excise taxation as non-tariff is not limited to automobiles in ASEAN. The other
key industries identified for the study - alcohol and tobacco, also have several examples of
such measures. Significantly, several ASEAN members have been subject to dispute
processes at the World Trade Organisation (WTO) from trading partners with the
Philippines excise system recently being found non-compliant with the Article III of the
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General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and needing to reform alcohol excises to
avoid possible retribution (World Bank, 2015, pp. 2-3). In this case, based on a complaint
from the United States and the European Union, the Philippines was found to have created
a classification for spirits distilled from local raw materials such as coconuts, nipa, cassava
or buri palm which had an excise rate which was between nine and 35 times lower than a
classification for spirits that had been distilled from any other raw material, giving local
producers a significant advantage (WTO, 2013).
Thailand and Indonesia also have alcohol excise measures in place which are also
questionable. A review of the Annex to the Liquor Act BE 2493 (1950 AD)1 of Thailand
contains a category for ‘Local White Spirits’ which has an excise tax rate of about 60
percent of that rate applying to ‘Other than Local White Spirits’, whilst wines are classified
according to wholesale prices, arguably only capturing imported wines in the higher priced
and higher taxed category. Indonesia has been very transparent with its excise based nontariff measure with Finance Minister Decree No 207/PMK.011/20132 actually dividing
alcoholic beverages into ‘Domestic’ and ‘Imported’ classifications which currently assign
a higher excise rates to imported alcoholic beverages as follows:


Category B between 5-20% alcohol by volume – Rp 33,000 per litre when
domestically produced and Rp 44,000 per litre when imported; and



Category C between greater than 20% alcohol by volume – Rp 80,000 per
litre when domestically produced and Rp 139,000 per litre when imported.

Tobacco excises have also been subject to WTO dispute processes with the ASEAN
region, and indeed a current dispute in relation to Thailand’s tobacco excise system
represents an interesting case study on how tax policies and administration can be
structured, often in a non-transparent manner, to afford protection to domestic producers.
1

As amended by Finance Ministers Regulation: Determining Liquor Types and Tax Rates 2556 BE (or 2013
AD)
2

Full title - Finance Minister Decree No 207 / PMK.011 /2013 on Excise Tariff on Ethyl Alcohol, Beverages
Containing Ethyl Alcohol, and Concentrate Containing Ethyl Alcohol
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In the yet unresolved dispute DS371 between ASEAN partners, the WTO has heard and
accepted the Philippines allegations that the application of Thailand’s customs valuation
processes are inconsistent with its international obligations and that these processes have
‘spilt-over’ into its ad valorem based excise system, and associated hypothecated ad
valorem taxes based on excise such as the 10% Local Tax, 2% Health Tax, and 1.5%
Public Television Tax (WTO, 2014).
The claims by the Philippines highlight the often complex nature of excise taxation and
how it can be designed in ways which are able to target to discriminate against certain
categories of goods, through classifications, rate differentials or valuation means. The key
issue is the process of customs valuation which led to higher customs valuations at the time
of import of cigarettes from the Philippines, not for customs duty purposes as the products
were tariff free under AFTA, but for excise and other domestic tax valuation purposes
which exponentially increase these liabilities well above those liabilities levied on the sole
domestic producer, the Thai Tobacco Monopoly (WTO, 2008). Further, the complaint
from the Philippines also included both a distinct lack of transparency in the assessment of
valuations for excise and other domestic taxes, and that there was as an effective doubling
of excise licensing requirements for the re-sellers of imported cigarettes who are required
to obtain an additional licence sell imported tobacco products (Cherniak, 2010).
The use of non-tariff measures by ASEAN member countries is not only a risk to the
region maximising the benefits, but as has just been highlighted in the Philippines and
Thailand, is also in breach of obligations each country has under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). All 10 members of ASEAN are members of the WTO and
thus required to comply with the Articles of GATT or invite being subject to a dispute
process with trading partners who are also WTO members (WTO 2015). In the case of the
measures being discussed in this review, the issue is based around the question of Article
III of the GATT, in particular Paragraph 1 and Paragraph 2 which state:
“1.

The contracting parties recognize that internal taxes and other internal charges,
and laws, regulations and requirements affecting the internal sale, offering for sale,
purchase, transportation, distribution or use of products, and internal quantitative
regulations requiring the mixture, processing or use of products in specified
amounts or proportions, should not be applied to imported or domestic products so
as to afford protection to domestic production.
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2.
The products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the
territory of any other contracting party shall not be subject, directly or indirectly, to
internal taxes or other internal charges of any kind in excess of those applied,
directly or indirectly, to like domestic products…….”

Whilst the WTO found that both the Philippines in terms of distilled spirits and Thailand in
terms of tobacco had not complied with Paragraph 2 of Article III if the GATT, without a
dispute process it cannot be determined if the other non-tariff measures discussed thus far
would also be in breach of the ‘internal tax applied in excess to those applied directly or
indirectly to domestic products’ of Paragraph 2. Similarly, whether some of the ‘local
content’ or ‘local value-add’ concessions as highlighted above in several automobile excise
systems breach the ‘afford protection to domestic production’ provisions of Paragraph 1 of
Article III.
Thus, ASEAN members are not only risking the effectiveness and the benefits envisaged
under the AEC, but are also risking challenges from within and from outside ASEAN on
these non-tariff measures. There is now a growing body of ‘case law’ at the WTO around
excise and its potential for use as a non-tariff measure, and this will help guide this study
and its recommendations.
According to the AEC Blueprint, the AFTA and ATIGA agreements are both mechanisms
to remove non-tariff measures ahead of the commencement of the AEC, however as
Balboa and Wignaraja (2014) state in the first four years after the AEC Blueprint was
released, some 186 new non-tariff measures have been introduced by ASEAN member
countries, some of these included in Table 2.3 above. Without either a WTO dispute
process no definitive statement can be made as to whether the types of measures in Table
2.3 contravene obligations under GATT, however, what can be said is that if business,
investors, importers, exporters, etc perceive they cannot competitively access a market
because of such a measure, then it is a ‘barrier’ to the AEC realising its full potential for
those affected industries.
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2.5 Excise taxation, the AEC and pricing of sensitive goods
In conjunction with the non-tariff measure issues raised above, equally important to study
here is the role of excise in the pricing and consumption policies of certain sensitive goods
such as alcoholic and tobacco products, and whether this further adds to the arguments for
ASEAN to look at developing and adopting some form of coordinated policy standards
around excise taxation. The key drivers for the question relate to issues such as
maintaining price stability after removal of tariffs, recovering the cost of harm from
consumers and managing the potential for illicit trade.
The price of alcohol and tobacco is greatly influenced by excise taxes. This is often a
deliberate intervention by governments to send price signals to consumers as to the cost of
harm to the economy from their consumption, and so these excise taxes may need to be
adjusted if certain costs like import duties, or ad valorem excises are taken out of the price.
However, there is also the question of careful excise tax adjustment as once tax inclusive
price exceed prohibitive ranges then it is possible to see a growth in illicit trade (Laffer,
2014) including in ASEAN which has a series of well entrenched smuggling routes (Preece
and Sou, 2013).
ASEAN has a diverse range of excise taxation policy approaches across the member
countries (Preece, 2014), which coupled with differences in production and distribution
costs can lead to an equally diverse range of prices that apply to sensitive goods such as
tobacco and alcoholic beverage products. With tariff reductions and no excise tax reform
in response, it could result in supply chain restructuring in which such products are
manufactured in the lowest costs countries for distribution across the region, potentially
driving prices down in existing higher priced markets, a restructure which may have
already commenced in the tobacco industry (Ratanachena, 2012).
In this context, excise tax policy coordination is an opportunity to address this risk to a
certain degree, and at the same time simplify many of the existing regional excise tax
systems which often has an effect of improving administration, and compliance, not just in
terms of differing tax bases such as whether to utilise ad valorem rates, specific rates, or a
combination or both, but also address product classifications. For example, (Preece, 2012,
2014) notes that Indonesia has some 18 classifications for tobacco product dependent upon
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a combination of product, manufacturing processes, whilst Malaysia has some 39
categories for alcoholic beverages.
Here, regional excise policy coordination would look at identifying key product categories,
defining them and agreeing on the most appropriate tax base. In the case of alcohol and
tobacco, the literature here is very clear in that both industries should be put into simple
specific rate excise systems with excise linked to quantities manufactured (Terra, 1996;
Yurekli, 2001; WHO, 2004; Cnossen, 2005; Laffer, 2014). Further in relation to tobacco,
not just use of specific rate excise taxation, but that rate should be set at around 70% of the
retail price, and this allows for the excise rate to reflect the economic circumstances of the
country concerned (WHO, 2014, p. 7).

2.6 Excise tax policy coordination to support the AEC
The literature on this question indicates that the process of achieving excise tax
coordination across a region is not easy. In the experience of three such economic
communities, the issue of aligning priority areas and policy objectives of all member states
is difficult say Cnossen (2010) in relation to the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) and similarly Petersen (2010) in relation to the East African
Community (EAC). Whilst both these economic communities have attained levels of
economic integration deeper than ASEAN hopes to achieve by the end of 2015, excise
coordination is still somewhat illusive. Even the EU which has attained the deepest form
of integration, struggled with coordination of excise tax policies and achieved a degree of
coordination that contains many compromises and often provide significant flexibility to
accommodate all the differences between the 27 members (Cnossen, 2010). When
considering the members of any economic community it is common to see a diverse range
of:


Economic development;



Manufacturing or industry sector concentrations;



Skills and education levels;



Social, religious and cultural considerations; and
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Laws and regulations over investment, trade, immigration, etc.

The other significant factor observed in the literature is that of the legal basis for the
formation and operation of the free trade area itself, as well as the significance of a central
body to make and enforce rules on member countries, and settle trade and other disputes.
This will be a challenge for ASEAN as it lacks a set of regional institutions capable of both
making and enforcing regional policy and practices, instead it moves forward on concepts
and issues via consensus (Cuyvers, de Lombaerde et al., 2005; Hill and Menon, 2010;
Rillo and Wignaraja, 2015). Rather, ASEAN through its Charter operates a Secretariat
which is more of a ‘coordinating’ body in Jakarta which works to coordinate regional
members and facilitate the building of consensus as required between those members
(ASEAN, 2008).
In this context, it is difficult to pursue a ‘legislative’ approach such as in the EU where
laws made by the European Parliament and Directives issued by the European Commission
are legally binding on member countries. The EU has the legal mechanisms to address
both the question of taxation policy coordination policies including the prevention of the
use of non-tariff barriers in internal trade (Cnossen, 2010). The EU through these legally
binding Directives over excise taxation were designed and implemented in the context of
‘establishing the single market’ (EC, 2015) and cover excise tax structure, minimum excise
tax rates and general administration of excise taxes. Whilst the instrument of legally
binding Directives cannot apply to ASEAN, the technical content of the EU level
agreements and supporting Directives will be further explored for possible content and
approaches that could be adapted for the ASEAN context.
Perhaps more relevant to ASEAN is the approach from the Southern African Customs
Union (SACU) which comprises Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa and
Swaziland. Again, the formation of a customs union represents a deeper level of economic
integration than is being implemented through the AEC with both a free trade agreement
between members and a common external tariff (SACU, 2002). However, like ASEAN
and its AEC, the SACU maintains full border controls between members with a number of
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facilitation measures such as ‘one stop clearances’ being introduced (Stern &
Ramkoloman, 2013).
Excise coordination is part of the SACU and is indeed found in the original agreement
which established the Union known as the 2002 Southern African Customs Union
Agreement. In this agreement, Article 22 includes a provision that “Member States shall
apply similar legislation with regards to customs and excise duties”. Further to Article 22,
excise tax policy coordination is critical in the SACU for the operation of what is termed a
‘revenue pool’. All excise and customs duties collected by the five Revenue Authorities
are paid into this SACU ‘revenue pool’ by way of Article 32, from which a ‘Development
Fund’ contribution is deducted before the remainder of these combined duties are
distributed amongst the five member states through an agreed revenue sharing formula
found in Article 34.
Non-alignment or non-coordination of excise taxes in these circumstances could well result
in distortions being created within the SACU which in turn could result in less excise
duties being available for distribution to the ‘Development Fund’ and back to member
states. As an example, poorly coordinated excise taxation policies across the region might
see greater economic activity relating to excise duties likely gravitating towards the
member countries with the lowest excise tax rates and / or lowest production costs. In this
scenario those goods with ad valorem excise tax rates have an economic incentive to be
produced in lower cost member states as the excise tax liability is reduced, and therefore
generates less excise tax revenues for the ‘revenue pool’. The way in which the five
members of the SACU achieve this prescribed outcome will be a focus of the research with
a view that the mechanisms in place will provide some insights for the possible
approaches, in terms of looking at options for regional excise taxation policy coordination
for the AEC.
Similar to the SACU, the SADC and the EAC have agreements on excise tax coordination.
Whilst the SACU has a general requirement of coordination in the Agreement which
creates their economic community, the SADC and EAC also have Treaties establishing
their economic communities, in which the Treaty documents provide for separate and more
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definitive agreements to be made on areas such as ‘single markets’ and ‘tax coordination’
and which include excise tax coordination (SADC 1992; EAC 1999).

The SADC comprises the five SACU members plus Angola, the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, the Seychelles, Tanzania and Zimbabwe, and
has agreed to a Memorandum of Understanding in Cooperation in Taxation Related
Matters which includes a ‘commitment’ to harmonise taxation policy and administration as
it relates to excisable goods. However, despite the success in reaching such an agreement,
the Memorandum of Understanding which was signed in 2002, has in effect seen little
progress in the actual level of excise coordination in reviews conducted in both 2006 and
2010 (Cnossen 2010) and smuggling of alcohol and tobacco driven by excise rate
differentials continues (National Treasury, 2014, p. 16).
Likewise, the EAC which comprises Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda has
identified harmonisation of excise duties as an important trade issue for further negotiation
after the economic community was officially formed in July of 2000. Excise rate
harmonisation remains as only one of two unresolved issues being discussed (the other
being the import duty rates that will levied in the external customs tariff) at Head of State
level, with both issues long preventing the region moving forward to a full customs union
(EAC, 2004). Some 15 years later, both issues are still under consideration and delaying
the region attaining the full benefits of deeper economic integration (Petersen, 2010, pp.
73-74; PWC, 2014).

The mechanisms of agreeing to coordinate excise tax policies, as well as the technical
content where available to give effect to excise tax coordination in these more similar
economic communities will also be studied further, perhaps offering a more realistic set of
options for ASEAN in comparison to the EU.
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2.7 Where to start coordination of excise tax policies in ASEAN
To look at the question of regional coordination of excise tax policies, economists working
in the excise field such as (Cnossen, 2010; Cnossen, 2013; Laffer, 2014) agree on the need
to first establish a number of principles on which the region can build agreement. Central
to such principles are the concepts that a market should be allowed to achieve an “efficient
allocation of resources, and that tax policies should not interfere with this premise”
(Cnossen, 2013, p. 571) by creating distortions in a market which impact on decisions such
as investment, manufacturing location and consumption.
In the case of excise taxation policy Laffer (2014) further adds that distortions in the
market from uncoordinated taxation policies also have the risk of result of creating the
environment for tax evasion and smuggling. However, he does make the point that
‘coordination’ does not necessarily mean ‘harmonisation’, or a policy where all members
of an economic community have identical excise rates, as this could also exacerbate any
smuggling from low cost low taxing countries to higher cost higher taxing countries within
the economic community.
Building on this basic principle of non-distortion is that of the need to then recognise the
role of excise taxation. Here Cnossen (2005) and Cnossen (2013) explains that tax policy
makers need to work with a “clear one-on-one relationship between the goals and
instruments of taxation” and that in the case of excise taxation, these goals include
“internalising the external costs associated with the use or consumption of those goods or
to enhance the progressivity of the tax system”. Importantly for this study, he adds that the
goal of excise does not include protection of local industry and that this a goal or a
function of a customs import tariff.
From the literature it would appear that coordination of excise tax policy is not so much
about the need for all members of an economic community to agree on a range of goods
and services that will be subject to excise duties and applying a single rate to each of those
goods and services, but rather it is about agreeing on:
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A principle that excise policy development will avoid use of tax design to
discriminate against categories of goods and services and to instead promote the
operation of the single market and production base of the AEC;



The criteria on which to subject goods and services to excise;



Standard definitions for product categories, product types, and services;



The most appropriate tax base for those good and services; and



Circumstances when exemption or rate differentials could be applied.

The nature and style of agreement will be a separate issue, and needs to be tailored to the
ASEAN way of consensus rather than direction (ASEAN, 2008). Under the ASEAN
Charter, legal instruments can be agreed and will come into force with agreement of all 10
member countries, and indeed a range of instruments sit below the Declaration bringing
the AEC into force including a number Memoranda of Understanding, Protocols, and
ASEAN Agreements (ASEAN, 2015). At this point some 40 legal instruments have been
agreed to in support of the AEC.

Whilst agreement on principles is critical, any regional agreement on coordination of
excise tax policies should also contain substance in relation ‘technical’ standards that
should apply, particularly in the areas of product definitions and tax bases. Both Cnossen
(2013) and Preece (2015) in relation to ASEAN and Petersen (2010) in relation to the EAC
talk of a need to standardise categories of goods and services and products within these
categories as well as the legal definitions to classify such products.
As an example Preece (2014) and Preece (2015) found that each of the major automobile
producing countries within ASEAN – Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia have introduced
excise concessions for what may be termed ‘eco’ or ‘green’ cars which are built to provide
consumers with a less environmentally harmful product which in turn has a positive effect
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on a country’s CO2 emissions from the transport sector. To support this type of product all
three countries have introduced an excise tax concession to with a view to both recognise
the reduction in harm form that vehicle’s use and to assist in eventual product pricing so
that vehicles are affordable to consumers.
However, without agreed guiding standards, each country has developed a set of criteria
for an ‘eco’ car that qualifies for a local excise tax concessional rate, but which then
effectively excludes from the same concession any ‘eco’ cars produced and imported from
the other two countries. Table 2.4 below outlines the three sets of current criteria for ‘eco’
cars found in the three main auto producing ASEAN member countries.

Table 2.4: Definitions of “Eco” or similar car used for concessional excise tax treatment
Criteria

Thailand (Phase 2)

Indonesia

Malaysia

Maximum engine size
(in cubic centimetres)

1,300 (petrol)
1,400 (diesel)

1,200 (petrol)
1,500 (diesel)

< 2,500 all engines

Emissions

<120 gram / kilometre

<120 gram / kilometre

To be advised

Fuel Efficiency

> 5.3 litre / 100
kilometre

20 kilometre / litre

Depends on vehicle
weight – ranges from 4.5
litres for vehicles < 0.8
tonnes to 12 litres per
100 kilometres for
vehicles exceeding 2.5
tonnes

Retail Price

N/a

< IDR 100 million

N/a

Fuel type

N/a

RON 93 gasoline
CN 51 diesel

All fuels

Other

Meets UN Regulations
for safety standards
Regulations 94 and 95

80% local content

Includes hybrid models

Minimum production of
100,000 units by 4th
year
Minimum investment of
THB 5 billion
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Pre-approved licence
from Board of
Investment

Source: Author

As seen from Table 2.4, to qualify for excise tax rate discounts in Thailand, a vehicle
manufacturer need to be able to meet minimum investment and production levels in
addition to a number of environmental related criteria. As such, if Thailand based
manufacturer is unable to export sufficient numbers of the Thai ‘eco’ car to the other major
markets of ASEAN, being Indonesia and Malaysia as these vehicles cannot be competitive
against locally produced eco cars, then it may question investing in the ‘eco’ car program.
This may be the reasoning behind a decision by General Motors International to withdraw
its application for a Phase 2 Eco Car licence from the Thai Board of Investment (General
Motors, 2015). Industry observers seem to agree somewhat and state that several other
manufacturers area also concerned about the ability to sell Thai manufactured ‘eco cars’
overseas and therefore meet the minimum production level requirements to access the
discounted excise rates (IHS, 2015). If correct, this could possibly eventuate as a
significant loss of investment to ASEAN and a reason to revisit the objectives of the AEC
and in this case pursue agreement on a coordinated regional excise tax approach.
The need to coordinate excise taxation policy extends beyond just the need to better align
products and the legal definitions used to classify those products, and also needs to include
the approach taken to levy excise tax upon a product. Both Cnossen (2013, pp. 606-607)
and Laffer (2014, p. 131) speak about the need to coordinate the excise tax base, or the
basis on which the excise tax itself is applied. Both favour excise taxes reflecting the
characteristics of the harm that has resulted in a policy to subject the good or service to
excise. In the case of alcoholic beverages this becomes an excise based upon ‘litres of
alcohol’ in the beverage (WHO, 2010a, p16), likewise for tobacco this would be the
quantity usually expressed as ‘per gram’, ‘per kilogram’, ‘per stick’ of a defined weight, or
‘per pack’ of a defined number of sticks of defined weight, and for tobacco this is
consistent with directions of the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control and its
Article 6 ‘tax and price measures’(WHO, 2014). Similarly, where excise is levied on fuels
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that can pollute, or non-alcohol beverages perhaps containing added sugars which impact
health, then these would also be taxed on a ‘per litre’, ‘per hector-litre’, or similar basis.
Preece (2014) indicates that currently with the exception of Brunei, Indonesia and
Singapore, in terms of alcoholic beverages and tobacco products, all other member
countries of ASEAN levy excise on an ad valorem basis, or on an ad valorem basis which
is part of a mixed value and quantity based excise system. A coordinated regional excise
policy would see all ASEAN member countries for such goods each adopting excise taxes
which are more reflective of the harm caused which means more use of quantity based or
specific rate taxes, even if as seen in the EU, part of a mixed system for tobacco products
to take into account different economic conditions in certain member states (EC, 2011).
In other cases, such as narrow based luxury taxes, then excise taxes are to reflect the value
or the premium nature of the product which achieved solely by ad valorem based excises.
Cnossen (2013, p. 609) refers to such as excises taxes as ‘progressive enhancing’ taxes
which place a higher tax burden as the price of the product and the income of those most
likely to acquire that product, increases. However, overall Cnossen (2010, pp. 11-12)
believes luxury goods should not form part of the excise tax system unless a strong case
can be made for the inclusion of such goods and that it is the role of the Value Added
Taxes to raise revenue on non-externality producing goods.
The final aspect of regional excise taxation policy coordination to highlight is the need to
address the decisions on ASEAN member countries to include exemptions and concessions
within agreed taxable product categories. Such exemptions and concessions should be
used sparingly, if at all, in order to avoid introducing complexity into a regional excise tax
policies and to avoid possible ‘loop holes’ or circumstances that can be cited to offer
opportunities to support local production or discriminate against like imports. Initially,
this area of coordination would be used confirm some of the principles of excise tax such
as its application being confined to the market of actual consumption (Terra, 1996, p. 2) or
to the ‘taxation in destination’ principle (Cnossen, 2010, p. 19) and as such would be
exempt if not consumed in circumstances such as export, consumed in the manufacture of
a new product, or destroyed prior to release into a market. Other exemptions would
perhaps be in accordance with international conventions such as duty free sales to
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diplomatic missions pursuant to Article 23 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations 1961, arriving international passengers (within the national policy for such
allowances) and perhaps visiting foreign military forces or foreign government and nongovernment organisations.

2.8 Conclusions from the literature and further research
In relation to this study the literature has confirmed the existence of a number of important
issues as they relate to the emerging excise tax policy differences across ASEAN, and has
also provided some direction for further analysis. The AEC did commence within 2015 as
was aspired, and whilst ambitious in both language and outcomes, the eventual start date of
31st of December 2015 should have been viewed more as a ‘mile-stone’ than the actual
commencement which Astria (2013) describes as a step in a much longer journey to closer
economic integration. The AEC is the creation of a preferential trading area that has been
successful in eliminating tariff barriers to intra-regional trade but less successful with
eliminating non-tariff measures, indeed many such measures perhaps acting as a
replacement to the tariffs that once protected the local industries of each of the ASEAN
member countries.
The literature indicates that the use of excise taxation is emerging as one such mechanism
that has been utilised as one of these non-tariff measure, and perhaps this is because excise
taxes have the ability to be structured in a way that can effectively discriminate against
imports. The literature also indicates that there is certainly a need to reform excise as a
result of the arrival of the AEC as government revenues are impacted and excise is adapted
to play a greater role in replacing that revenue lost from free trade. In addition, that same
free trade is also impacting the distribution of certain sensitive products such as alcohol
and tobacco in which excise is used to maintain pricing levels akin to the economic cost of
their consumption. However, equally it appears that several excise reforms noted in the
lead up to the start date of the AEC had in some cases gone beyond these objectives and
into a protective role over domestic industries which are subject to excise.
Commentators point to the fact that ASEAN and its AEC will not be the first ‘economic
community’ to both have these regional excise taxation policy issues, and to have
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developed appropriate policy coordinating responses, although seemingly, this issue of
excise tax coordination is still a ‘work in progress’ in some regions, several years after the
commencement of their communities such as the SADC and EAC. The EU however,
shows excise coordination can be achieved, sometimes with concessions for some member
states, but provides direction on ‘how it looks’ and ‘what is required’. The challenge for
ASEAN is that unlike the EU, it lacks that central authoritative institution to oversee
development and implementation of any excise coordination measures.
One clear conclusion of the literature is that whilst the ASEAN way of consensus building
takes time, it has shown with many aspects of fiscal and non-fiscal policy that regional
coordination can be achieved. In this context, the challenge now is to identify possible
options that can form the basis for such consensus. This challenge is being addressed by
the current study which seeks to identify a range of option and develop recommendations
that can deliver what every member country is effectively seeking: sustainable revenue
streams; the ability to attract investment in key industries; the opportunity to be part of
regional value chains in key industries; and to support consumption policies relating to
alcohol, tobacco, motor vehicles, and perhaps fuels.
Whilst each free trade area will have unique circumstances, analysis of specific issues
relating to excise taxation coordination as well as approaches to establishing such
coordination will provide invaluable insight into both what lies ahead in this aspect for the
ASEAN and its new AEC and the options which could be further developed based on the
learnings from other regions who have entered deeper economic integration. Even
defining what constitutes excise taxation coordination will be significant, and may help
direct the research to looking at the most appropriate mechanisms. However, as a starting
point, the concept of being able to develop standardised approaches to key aspects of
excise taxation such as: product categories and product definitions; tax bases or the manner
in which excise tax is applies to a product; and taxing point and taxing point definition,
needs to be explored. The form of agreed measure by which a regionally coordinated
excise tax policy is then delivered can then be constructed and a ‘final’ mechanism
outlined for regional discussion in the appropriate ASEAN fora.
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3. METHODOLOGY

As the objective of the research is to ultimately develop a recommended policy solution,
the methodology is primarily one of policy development. Policy development models
generally include a number of phases such as the identification of issues, establishment of
evaluation criteria, analysis of options against that criteria and a recommended policy
outcome. In this regard, the research methodology proposed for this study will be adapted
from two policy development models being those models put forward by Weiner and
Vinning (2005) and by Patton, Sawicki and Clark (2013), which were considered most
relevant to this study.
The result is that the methodology in this study has been divided into a number of steps
under two distinct phases in which phase one includes ‘analysing issues and concerns’ and
phase two being ‘analysing the solutions’ as put forward by Weiner and Vinning (2005).
Some of the steps under both phases of the Weiner and Vinning model have then been
further added to with a number of additional steps included based upon those proposed in
the approach of Patton, Sawicki and Clark (2013). The resultant methodology for this
study therefore, is now summarised in the outline below.

3.1 Phase 1: Analysing the issues and concerns
The first phase of ‘problem analysis’ entails properly identifying and fully understanding
the issues that are arising, or which may arise should the ASEAN region not look to
develop some form of regional coordination of excise taxation policy. However, equally
important is to understand the context of what is possible to achieve at a regional level, and
against this background how possible excise taxation policy coordination options can be
evaluated in terms of a successful adoption and implementation. This first phase will
therefore include three steps of ‘understanding the problem’, ‘establish evaluation criteria’
and then to ‘identify possible solutions’.
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Step 1: Understanding the problem
To properly understand the problem, the research needs to analyse three broad areas.
Firstly, there will be an analysis of what the main principles of excise taxation area and
how these may relate to the ASEAN region. This is not an economics based analysis to
justify or otherwise the use of excise taxation, or to find suitable levels of excise taxation,
but rather to inform the development of possible policy coordination options in terms of
identifying the most appropriate approaches to excise tax policy design, such as the nature
of the tax base, and how the tax base should align with the products being taxed.
The second area is effectively a comprehensive mapping and analysis of excise taxation
policies across ASEAN and will become the ‘starting point’ in highlighting issues around
not having coordinated policies. This will be based on data collection from national excise
tax laws and will build on the early work of both Preece (2012, pp. 1-14; 2014, pp. 189191; 2015, p. 15-29) and Cnossen (2013, pp. 603-605) by gathering more detailed
information on the existing excise taxation systems of the 10 member countries of
ASEAN. The data collection from these national excise tax laws will also include any
recent or proposed excise tax policy reforms which further assist in understanding the
current trends and intentions of national policies, as it is the future policy intentions that
this study wishes to influence through highlighting the need for the region in terms of
coordinating these intended reforms.
The third area of research brings together the first two and outlines the problems which
necessitate the need for the region to develop and adopt a mechanism to coordinate
national excise taxation policies. This will be achieved by understanding the AEC and the
objectives of ASEAN in moving to this deeper level of economic integration, and then to
examine how excise taxation policies sit within this context. This will focus upon the
relevant regional trade agreements and significantly the AEC Blueprint document, both the
2015 and 2025 versions. These ‘signed’ agreements represent actual agreed positions by
ASEAN member countries for the formation of the AEC and will allow for the study to
determine the intentions of members in terms of their objectives in seeking a deeper
economic relationship.
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From this base of an ‘agreed economic integration level’, the research will seek to confirm
the actual level of economic integration which has been attained in ASEAN and analysing
the ‘gaps’ or ‘short-comings’ between the agreed level and the level attained as the AEC
commenced as they relate to excise taxation. In this regard, the focus will be on whether
national excise taxation policies are contributing to any short-coming in the desired level
of integration in those aspects of the AEC which are impacted by excise tax.

Step 2: Establish evaluation criteria
This second step involves establishing the measures by which different policy solution
options can be evaluated so that a meaningful recommendation can be put forward. These
evaluation measures will also take into account the potential impacts upon the ASEAN
region should it make no attempt be made to implement some level of coordination of the
10 excise systems and will have a focus on the key goods as identified by Preece (2014, p.
190) as being subject to excise taxes in all 10 member’s tax systems, being automobiles,
alcohol, and tobacco.
Such evaluation criteria will also be based around the objectives set out for the AEC in
terms of the development of a ‘single market and production’ base and will adapted from
the policy documents that set out the direction of the region’s economic integration as
studied on Step 1. Significantly, when developing ‘regional’ level evaluation measures,
this Step will adhere to key principles which shape the AEC such as the retention of full
border controls within the single market, the significance of excise tax revenues following
the removal of customs tariffs on intra-regional trade, the desire to build regional value
chains for ‘priority industries’ and the requirement to dismantle non-tariff barriers to intraregional trade (ASEAN, 2015).
In addition to ‘regional’ level criteria, the evaluation measures will also be cognisant of
what could be considered to be ‘national’ level criteria. In relation to these ‘national’ level
considerations these are likely to include certain national government priorities for excise
taxation policy such as likely impacts on:


Sustainability of revenue collections;
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Foreign direct investment decisions in the manufacture and distribution of excise
goods;



Consumption levels in goods which impact health or the environment outcomes;
and



The response by the illicit trade in certain excise goods.

National level measures will be derived from publicly sourced policy documents that
outline government excise tax policy priority, which are generally published at the time of
any amendments to national excise tax laws.

Step 3: Identify possible solutions
This final step of the first phase will look to extract information from a range of economic
communities which are in existence, and then identify those components of the operations
of those economic communities which give effect to policy coordination, in particular
excise tax policy coordination. Recognising that there are a number of economic
communities to examine, each with a very different level of economic integration, often of
a differing size of membership, and differing levels of economic development, the research
will select several economic communities that share some similarities with ASEAN in
these aspects. In addition, some economic communities that are significantly different to
ASEAN will not be discounted particularly if have developed mechanisms for excise
taxation policy coordination that could be adapted to the needs of ASEAN.
The Step will review and analyse any of the approaches selected from these existing
economic communities and select approaches, or modify those approaches, or both, in
order to develop possible excise tax policy coordination solutions for use in ASEAN.
Initially, those economic communities and their relevant coordinating measures will be
those highlighted through the literature review. On this basis, Step 3 commence with
analysis from the following trading blocs and excise tax coordination measures:
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The European Union (EU), and its binding Directives on member states in relation
to ‘excise policy ensuring proper functioning of the common market’ (see Article
93 of the Treaty Establishing the European Union);



The Southern African Development Community (SADC) and its ‘commitment on
members to harmonise excise policy and administration’ (see Article 6 of the
Memorandum of Understanding in Cooperation in Taxation Related Matters 2002);



The Southern African Customs Union and its agreement for members to ‘make
similar legislation in relation to customs and excise taxation’ (see Article 22 of the
Southern African Customs Union Agreement 2002); and



The East African Community (EAC) and its requirement for members to
‘harmonise all tax policies to remove distortions to bring about the efficient
allocation of resources’ (see Article 83(2)(e) of the Treaty for the Establishment of
the East African Community) and ‘progressively harmonise tax policies and laws to
remove distortions in order to facilitate the free movement of goods, services and
capital (see Article 32 of the Protocol on the Establishment of the East African
Community Common Market).

3.2 Phase 2: Analysing the solutions
The second phase ‘analysing the solutions’ looks at a number of policy options that are
proposed in Step 3 and evaluates these against the criteria developed in Step 2 of the first
phase. From this analysis a preferred regional excise tax policy coordination option will
emerge as well as a recommended approach to adoption and implementation.

Step 4: Assess policy alternatives
Step 4 is an assessment of the various approaches to excise tax coordination as in use in the
economic communities selected for study in Step 3 which include the EU, the SADC, the
SACU and the EAC. Using the evaluation criteria established in Step 2, each will be
examined for their effectiveness in addressing both the context and issues in ASEAN.
Essentially there will be a process of ‘ruling in’ and ‘ruling out’ those identified
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approaches, or components of those approaches, leaving any number of measures that can
be bought together in Step 5 below as being the ‘most appropriate’ option to develop for
the region.
Critical in this assessment phase is also the need to recognise the ‘ASEAN way’ of
operating as set out in the ASEAN Charter of 2007 which sees policy made by consensus
rather than directive, and central bodies such as the ASEAN Secretariat that coordinate
rather than dictate. Whilst this guarantees sovereignty and freedom over policy for all
member states, it can also lead to some frustration in developing some regional policies
and this has been apparent in the implementation of the AEC as the region lacked decision
making and decision enforcing bodies such as a Parliament, an independent arbitrator or
regional court (Hill and Mennon, 2010; Cnossen, 2013). Thus policies which are proposed
for assessment need to be options which have a likelihood of achieving a consensus
amongst ASEAN members and implemented voluntarily by members for the benefit of the
AEC.

Step 5: Recommend most appropriate solution
It is expected that in this phase a solution will be developed in the form of mechanism or
instrument that is both suitable to the ASEAN context, and provides a basis for achieving a
degree of excise tax policy coordination to support the needs of member countries and
support the objectives of the AEC. The instrument proposed will likely comprise elements
from the experience gained from other economic communities which have been evaluated
as being able to meet the criteria of providing that support to the region and its members.
In addition to an actual policy instrument such as a ‘common excise tariff’ this step will
consider what process will be required to move such a proposal through the decision
making processes of ASEAN in order that the region can consider and even agree to the
recommendations of this study.
The proposed instrument will also need to fit within the requirements of the AEC Blueprint
2025, recently assented to at the ASEAN leader’s summit in Kuala Lumpur in November
2015. This most recent blueprint for AEC implementation has finally recognised the
emerging importance of excise taxation with the addition of a new paragraph from the
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previous AEC Blueprint 2015 document to the ‘Taxation’ components of the blueprint
document, stating at Section B5 Paragraph V:
"Explore the possibility of collaboration in excise taxation and information sharing
among ASEAN Member States on common excisable products"

This study is hoping to contribute a potential solution to the ‘exploration’ by ASEAN with
the initial focus on identifying and addressing the products ‘commonly’ subject to excise
across the region. Once developed it is intended to present such an instrument of excise
tax policy coordination at relevant ASEAN run tax conferences and seminars across the
region.

3.3 Data collection
Data collected for the study was primarily sourced from the official web-sites of the
relevant Ministries of Finance or equivalent tax policy agency, and official government
legislation repository web-sites, and included primary and sub-ordinated legislation
supporting the national excise taxation policies of the ASEAN member countries. Where
available, those related policy documents outlining the basis for these excise tax laws were
also captured. A listing of the legislation assembled during the research is found in Annex
2 and is maintained as an on-going resource for regional studies.
Data was also sourced from the official ASEAN web-site, particularly as they related to the
various legal instruments that support the formation of the AEC. In addition to the actual
instruments, again policy documents, leadership meeting outcomes and other materials
related to the development of those instruments was collected for analysis.
Supporting this were materials from certain ASEAN based regional excise taxation
conferences, seminars and workshops, many of which were attended prior to and during
the course of the study. No formal interviews were conducted, nor were any
questionnaires developed and sent to any persons, however a significant amount of
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important and relevant data was collected by the author over the past eight years of being
through active participation in various national and regional excise taxation policy
development projects, including:


Excise taxation enhancement (Thailand, Ministry of Finance 2008-2011);



Excise taxation ‘Master Plan’ (Thailand, Ministry of Finance 2009-2010);



Member, Steering Committee – Asia Pacific Tax Forum (2008-2014);



Excise taxation legislative frame-work design (Cambodia, World Bank 2012);



Sin tax reform (Philippines, World Bank 2012-2013);



Excise tax focus group (Indonesia, Ministry of Finance 2015);



Thailand, Indonesia bi-lateral meeting on excise (Thailand, Ministry of Finance
2015);



Reforming automobile excise in ASEAN (Regional 2015-2016); and



ASEAN Excise Director-General Meeting (Regional, ASEAN 2017).

Data was also collected from the selected economic communities for analysis in relation to
the development of an appropriate excise tax coordinating instrument for the ASEAN
region. In this regard, again the official data relating to the legal aspects of excise taxation
policy coordination in those economic communities operating in southern Africa, eastern
Africa and the European Union were taken from the official web-sites of the governing
body of the relevant economic community. In some cases, this was supplemented by data
taken from a member country of these selected economic communities which again was
sourced through the official web-site of generally the relevant Ministry of Finance.
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4. DEFINING EXCISE TAXATION FOR THE PURPOSES OF
THE RESEARCH

4.1 Defining excise taxation
Defining the term ‘excise taxation’ is a critical aspect of the research given that not all
members of ASEAN use the term ‘excise’ in their national tax laws. However, each
member country does have a form of taxation relevant to the study and it is intended that
each of these differently titled taxes are bought within the scope. In order to ensure the
research is analysing the same taxation polies across ASEAN, the term ‘excise taxation’
will include a form of indirect taxation which is applied to a narrow range of goods, and
often services, that are targeted at products or activities that are either generally associated
with a level of harm when consumed, or are luxury goods and their additional taxation
provides for a level of progressivity in the tax system. These narrow based ‘excise taxes’
are levied in addition to broad based consumption taxes such as a sales tax or a value
added tax.
This approach to defining ‘excise taxation’ is largely consistent with that used by the
OECD, who in their Classification of Taxes and Interpretative Guide (OECD, 2008, p.
321) consider ‘excise taxes’ at paragraph 61, classification sub-heading 5121 to be those
taxes which are:
‘levied on particular products, or on a limited ranges of products ……… imposed
at any stage of production or distribution and are usually assessed by reference to
the weight or strength or quantity of the product, but sometimes by reference to the
value’

Significantly, the OECD further differentiates excise from other ‘taxes on goods and
services of heading 5100’ by highlighting that such taxes are only levied once in the supply
chain, albeit at any point in the supply chain. Excise is therefore a ‘single stage’ tax, and
quite different to the main form of indirect tax which are value added taxes (VAT) and
turn-over taxes that are multi-stage taxes, and that are applied to a much broader range of
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goods and services than excise (OECD, 2008, pp. 320-321). Finally, it is also important to
note that excise taxes are not usually levied instead of these other indirect taxes, but are
levied in addition to these other indirect taxes.
Based on this definition of ‘excise tax’ the scope of the research will effectively include
only those taxing laws, or legal instruments which provide governments with the direct
authority to levy excise and specifies which goods and services will be subject to the tax.
With this scope Table 4.1 below has been produced and summarise the main excise
taxation instruments in operation across ASEAN against the relevant country of operation,
including for Indonesia, Laos PDR and Thailand each of whom have more than one
instrument under the definition for levying excise. A full detailed listing of all relevant
excise legislation obtained in the study can then be found in Annex 2.
Table 4.1: Excise laws across ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
Country

Name of legislation provide excise tax power

Brunei



Excise Order (2006) as amended

Cambodia



Law On Taxation (Chapter 4) Specific Tax on Certain
Merchandise and Services

Indonesia





Excise Tariff on Tobacco Products
Excise Tariff on Ethyl Alcohol, Beverages Containing Ethyl
Alcohol and Concentrate Containing Ethyl Alcohol
Sales Tax on Luxury Goods (PPnBM)

Laos PDR




Tax Law No 5 NA 20 (December 2011), Part IV Excise tax
Presidential Ordinance on Excise tax for Motor Vehicles

Malaysia



Excise Duty Order (2004) as amended

Myanmar



Commercial Tax Law, Schedule 6

Philippines



Internal Revenue Code, Title VI “Excise Taxes on Certain
Goods”

Singapore



Customs (Duties) Order

Thailand



Liquor Act BE 2493 (1950) as amended
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Vietnam
Source: Author





Tobacco Act BE 2509 (1966) as amended
Playing Card Act BE 2486 (1943) as amended
Excise Tariff Act BE 2527 (1984) as amended



Law on Excise Tax (No 27/2008/QH12) as amended

4.2 Excise taxation principles
Excise tax is one of the oldest forms of taxation, dating back to the middles ages it went
through a significant transformation after the work of the economist Frank Ramsey in 1927
who applied the concept of price elasticity to taxation (Cnossen, 2005, pp. 1-3). The
‘Ramsey Rule’, as it became known essentially stated that when a price of a product was
raised, and consumer demand did not fall to the same extent as the price increase, then that
product would become a good potential tax revenue source. In economics, this is referred
to as a product which is relatively price inelastic.
In effect, the excise tax liability is passed on by the manufacturer through an increased
price to the ultimate consumer, however, as a relatively price inelastic product, the
consumer will not markedly reduce their spending on that product (Holcombe, 2002;
Spiegel, et al, 2010). Cnossen (2005, p. 3) importantly adds that there also needs to be no
readily available ‘un-taxed’ substitutes for the consumer to consume in place of the taxed
product. Thus excise was an important tax government revenues and traditionally has been
levied on relatively price inelastic consumer goods for which few if any substitutes are
available, for example tobacco products and alcoholic beverages which all still exist today,
but historically have also included products such as salt, spices, perfumes and textiles.
In regard to developing countries, the use of excise taxation says Tanzi & Zee (2000) is
still prevalent and extends beyond price inelastic products and will often include a range of
‘luxury’ consumer goods, particularly if there is weak tax policy or weak tax
administration as it applies to the taxation of income and wealth. In this situation, excise
taxes offer some degree of ‘progressivity’ in the overall tax system (Greitz, 2016), from
excise tax burdens falling heavier on those with the financial capability to purchase luxury
products. This ‘income redistribution’ policy approach is still a factor in several ASEAN
member country excise taxation policies (Cnossen, 2007, p. 9). Additionally, and
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importantly for developing nations, these progressive type excise taxes generally result in
all of the revenue being paid by just a small number of licence manufacturers (Westin,
2014, p. 215) meaning it is far easier to administer for those revenue collection agencies
who are lacking the capacity to administer a larger population of tax payers who are paying
more complex income taxes.
As economic theory has evolved for tax policy generally, the principles of excise taxation
have also evolved in response and the most recent changes to excise taxation principles are
equally important to understand in the context of this study. Whilst tax policy is
fundamentally about collecting revenue for the government to fund its public programs,
there are more efficient and fair ways to do this meaning excise taxation has had to find
new roles and rationales in modern tax systems.
Fundamentally, excise taxes are discriminatory and the question has become about how tax
policy can justify the targeting of additional levels of tax upon such a limited group of
goods and services. In this case, that justification is now increasingly based upon
addressing the inefficiencies arising from the cost to the community from the consumption
of these products, known as ‘externality costs’, as set out in the work of the economist
Arthur Pigou (Cnossen 2005, p. 4). Pigou’s theory was that these market inefficiencies
could be corrected by way of levying a tax on the activities that give rise to these external
costs and as such excise taxes are often referred to as ‘Pigouvian taxes’. This approach
saw the addition of products to existing excise tax systems such as petroleum products,
motor vehicles, lubricants plastic bags and other products which damaged the environment
of their consumption (Mankiw, 2009, pp. 25-37; OECD, 2016) and the reform of existing
excise taxes on tobacco and alcohol to better align with the nature of the harm.
Perhaps the best explanation of the new role of excise taxation policy comes from a review
of the Australian Tax System undertaken between 2008 and 2010, known as the Henry
Review after the Chair of the review panel Dr Ken Henry (Treasury, 2016). In terms of
excise taxation, the review panel found that the ‘most efficient way to finance government
provided services’ that address the harm from consumption is by the use of a ‘user charge’,
however, this in many cases is not practical (Treasury, 2010, p. 319). The review then
states that where a user charge is not practical then ‘tax can be used as a tool’ to better
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align the social cost, or externality, with the private cost to the consumer. The desired
effect of the tax being the consumer making a ‘better’ decision about their consumption
when faced with the cost of the harm incorporated in the price of the product they are
selecting. The tax to achieve this is excise tax.
In the current context, externalities identified for correction by excise have been
summarised somewhat by Cnossen (2005, pp. 5-15) as being those costs to:


Health and society from excessive alcohol consumption, tobacco smoking,
gambling and other ‘vices’ like night clubs and massage parlours;



Environment from emissions to the atmosphere and discarding of solid and liquid
wastes;



Road maintenance from driving of vehicles particularly heavy vehicles; and



Traffic congestion from the volume of vehicles on those roads.

The significance of this for the study is that ASEAN with several developing and
economically transitioning countries, is that several member countries are in various stages
of transitioning their excise tax systems away from progressive revenue generating policies
and towards policies that focus more on correcting these types of negative external costs to
an economy. Such transitions require future excise tax policy to better reflect these types
of externalities and therefore when developing policy proposals, the study will address
issues such as the appropriateness of the excise tax base, in particular, transitioning away
from ad valorem or value based approaches and towards duty rates based on quantities to
be consumed.

4.3 Defining ‘excise tax policy coordination’
Critical to the later part of the study is the question as to the extent that it is necessary for
the various excise taxing laws of each member of an economic community to be consistent
across a region, or at least coordinated to some degree so that these laws are enhancing the
benefits of economic integration and rather than detracting from it. From the literature
review it was confirmed that ASEAN is at a very early stage in addressing this question
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and in terms of the AEC, ASEAN has realistically only just now agreed to look at the issue
(ASEAN, 2015, p. 18).
The main arguments say Marous & Rota-Graziosi (2013, p. 14) for coordinating excise
taxes in an economic community that maintains fiscal borders such as in the AEC, is to
prevent market distortions by “minimising intra-community cross border shopping”. Cross
border shopping includes the acquisition of zero rated or low excise tax rated products in
one country, for consumption in another country which has higher excise tax rate policies.
One effect of this is the distortion of trade as investment in production of such goods
moves into those zero rated or low excise rate member countries for the main purpose of
‘under-mining’ the higher excise tax rate policies of other member countries.
Preventing ‘market distortions’ are also the basis of the arguments proposed by Cnossen
(2013), Laffer (2014) and Petersen (2010) for coordination of excise taxation policies as
part of deeper economic integration of a region. The European Union (EU) has indeed
moved to legislate against potential market distortions from national excise legislation
through the use of Directives, see for example European Commission Directive
2011/64/EU concerning tobacco products which states at paragraph 3:
“………the application in the Member States of taxes affecting the consumption of
products in this sector does not distort conditions of competition and does not
impede their free movement within the Union.”

The EU Directives deal with the question of excise coordination in the context of how to
define those goods which are subject to excise within the categories of alcohol, tobacco
and hydrocarbon fuels. Perhaps the first level of excise tax policy coordination are those
Directives which in fact limit the use of excise taxation in the EU to just alcoholic
beverages, tobacco products and hydro-carbon fuel products, including the definitions of
such products so that all members taxing the same products. The second level of
coordination is then the direction for members in terms of the approach to levying excise,
in other words the basis for the tax, as well as by setting minimum tax rates.
Market distortions may not only be in the form of excise rate differentials that provide
favourable or unfavourable excise tax treatment between similar types of goods or similar
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types of tax payers, but could also include the design of excise taxes to act as ‘non-tariff
barriers’ to trade by placing a higher excise burden on ‘like’ imported goods. The
literature review has identified this as an issue for ASEAN with observers such as Astria
(2013, pp. 34-35) seeing a rise in the region in all types of non-tariff measures in intraregional trade including ‘domestic taxes’ like excise, whilst Fensom (2015) actually cites
excise tax based non-tariff measures as part of the tax systems within ASEAN.
Thus excise tax coordination in this study means the development of regionally based
mechanisms which if implemented successfully would remove the opportunities for the
market in excisable goods to be distorted. In terms of ‘distortion’, this refers to deliberate
changes in consumer behaviour and business investment as a direct result of excise tax
based policies that have been designed to favour or discriminate against particular
products, categories of products or particular excise tax payers. In effect, having a regional
policy in which agreement is reached on the following:


A guiding principle that excise taxation will be utilised to discriminate against
certain categories of goods (and services) or certain excise tax payers, but instead
promote the operation of the single market and production base of the AEC
wherever possible;



The nature of the goods (and services) that shall be subject to excise taxation;



Standard definitions for product categories, product types, and services;



The most appropriate tax base for those good (and services) and standard
definitions of these tax bases; and



Circumstances when exemption or rate differentials could be applied.
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5. EXCISE TAXATION IN ASEAN: A COMPREHENSIVE
ANALYSIS
5.1

How important is excise taxation to the ASEAN region?

This question is discussed against two measures, firstly the importance of excise taxation
as a source of revenue to national governments in the region, and secondly the role of
excise in relation to certain domestic consumption policies. The question helps provides a
degree of context in terms of identifying the potential level of priority that is or should be
afforded to excise taxation policy development.
In terms of excise taxation being a national tax revenue source, Table 5.1 below has looked
at the significance of excise both within the indirect tax system of each ASEAN member
country and then at the significance of excise as a component of the entire revenue
collected by that member country. For the purposes of this analysis, indirect taxes used
include each of the following taxes: excise; VAT; sales tax; customs duty; stamp duty; and
other taxes levied on the sale or consumption of goods and services. Total revenue is the
sum of all national government tax revenue from both the country’s direct (ie those taxes
on incomes and profit), and indirect tax systems.
As a proportion of the indirect or consumption taxes, excise tax comprises between 9.7%
(Singapore) and 52.8% (Myanmar), with average contribution across ASEAN members
being 28.8% and which is expected to rise as a percentage with falling customs import
tariffs. It should be noted that the ‘average’ was simply calculated by adding each
country’s percentage of excise to indirect tax collections and dividing by 10.
As a proportion of all total tax revenues collected, excise comprises between 1.9%
(Brunei) and 27.4% (Myanmar) with Laos PDR closely following at some 27.2%. The
average contribution of excise to total government tax revenues is 12.8% calculated in the
same manner as the average contribution of excise to indirect tax revenue.
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Table 5.1: ASEAN Excise Tax Contributions
Country

Excise Collected as
% Total Indirect tax

Excise Collected
as % Total
Revenue

Year

Brunei

34%

1.9%

2010

Cambodia

24%

18%

2011

Indonesia

19.6%

9.3%

2010

Laos PDR

35.8%

27.2%

2012/13

Malaysia

46%*

10.1%*

2009 (*pre GST)

Myanmar

52.8%

27.4%

2000

Philippines

15.5%

7.3%

2011

Singapore

9.7%

3.8%

2013

Thailand

35.6%

16%

2015

Vietnam

14.5%

7%

2012

AVERAGE

28.8%

12.8%

Source: Cnossen (2013); Cambodian Economist Association (2013); IMF Country Report
Laos PDR 15/45 (2015); IMF Government Financial Statistics Yearbook of 2001;
Philippines Bureau of Internal Revenue, IMF Country Report Philippines 13/103 (2013);
Singapore Budget (2015); Ministry of Finance Thailand Government Revenue 2014/15

The main anomaly in Table 5.1 is Brunei which sees excise being a relatively high 34% of
indirect taxation collections, yet only 1.9% of total tax revenues. This is explained by both
the Oxford Business Group (2013, p29) and KPMG (2014, pp. 1-8) who highlight that
Brunei has no VAT or sales taxes and so excise becomes a larger component of indirect
taxes, however, represents only a small component of overall tax revenue as the Brunei tax
receipts are dominated by oil and gas royalties and other income taxes on the sector which
account for over 89% of all government tax revenue. Further, it is also worth noting that
Brunei does not levy excise duties on refined petroleum products, the oil and gas sector
paying all its royalty types taxes on the ‘upstream’ activities.
Apart from this Brunei anomaly, it can be stated that with an average across the ASEAN
membership of 12.8% of total tax revenue that excise taxation is a significant contributor
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to government revenue. This significance grows in the two least developed members of
ASEAN, Myanmar and Laos PDR whose excise tax collections are over 27% of national
taxation revenue. Cambodia and Thailand with their broader based excise tax policies,
excise taxes account for some 18% and 16% of national taxation revenue respectively.
Given this level of contribution to national revenue, excise taxation clearly has a level of
priority for national governments and is worthy of deeper analysis.
The commencement of the AEC does put this important revenue stream at risk for some
member countries from both excise tax rate differentials across the region and the possible
gravitation towards moving production to lower cost and lower excise taxing countries as
well as from the design of excise taxes which have a reliance on ad valorem, or value
based, approach to assessing the tax. In such cases, ad valorem excise tax liabilities will
effectively be reduced when production costs are lowered by shifts in some or all
production to these lower cost countries as well as from the absence of customs import
duties that are part of the excisable value for imported products. These issues of supply
chain restructuring and reduced excise tax collections, reinforce the need to coordinate
excise taxation policies to some extent across the region.

5.2

The Nature of Excise Taxation in ASEAN

Table 2.2 in the literature review of chapter 2 included a high level ‘mapping’ exercise of
the ten excise taxation systems across ASEAN. The following section now provides a
more detailed analysis of the region’s excise taxation policies by breaking down the main
categories of excisable products on a country by country basis, including details of the
relevant excise tax bases applied in each country. The process will demonstrate the
diversity of approaches, and highlights the complexities and issued, which all contribute to
an argument for some form of coordinated excise tax policy development proposal.
Table 2.2 grouped excisable goods and services across ASEAN into categories of which
included that products being subject to excise tax in ‘all’ member countries, then products
subject to excise tax in ‘most’ or five or more member countries, and finally those products
subject to an excise in ‘some’ or at least one ASEAN member country. Using this as a
starting point, it can be surmised that all excisable goods and service across the region can
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be neatly captured in 12 separate categories for further analysis. These 12 categories are
then set out in Tables 5.2 to 5.13 below, and will include as follows:


Alcoholic beverages and non-beverage alcohol;



Tobacco and tobacco products;



Automobiles;



Motor-cycles;



Fuel products;



Non-alcoholic beverages;



‘Other’ goods for which consumption has an environmental impact;



‘Other’ goods considered luxurious;



Entertainment services;



Communication services;



Gambling and gaming services; and



‘Other’ services.

One issue with the mapping is the continual rate changes that occur to excisable goods and
services, and as such the mapping was kept ‘up to date’ until 1 July 2016 but not beyond.
As such, it should be noted that it is highly likely that many actual excise tax rates in
Tables 5.2 to 5.13 will have changed, and that in other cases some goods or services may
have been added to, or deleted from these tables.
As was seen in Table 2.2, the first three product categories of alcohol, tobacco and
automobiles represent those goods which are subject to excise in all 10 members of
ASEAN and thus represent somewhat of a priority for this study. These are what ASEAN
(2015, p. 18) in its new AEC Blueprint 2025 refer to as ‘common excise goods’. These
three priority product categories also translate somewhat into a number of other important
policy issues for excise taxation consideration within the region such as pricing,
consumption and supply chain investment decisions and thus are important to the study in
terms of developing excise tax coordination proposals.
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The automobile industry is key industry for ASEAN and has been identified as a ‘priority
integration sector’ under the AEC, and has the potential to deliver significant economic
benefits to the region should the desired level of integration be successful (Preece, 2015, p.
16; Preece, 2016, p. 48). This will require mechanisms to ensure that excise taxes are not
used to close markets to imports of motor vehicles, and that investment is attracted to
ASEAN by manufacturers believing they can build the most competitive priced
automobiles using duty free components and economies of scale in production, supported
by the potential to access all 10 member markets as one.
The automobile industry is important to ASEAN members which may lead to a question of
why levy an excise tax at all. In the case of motor vehicles, excise taxation is used as a
revenue raising instrument over what could be considered a ‘luxury’ item, however, it is
also used to correct a number external costs associated with driving the vehicle such as
atmospheric emissions, road maintenance and traffic congestion (Preece, 2016, p. 51).
Similarly, alcohol and tobacco products have excise taxes levied for revenue raising
purposes but equally to address the external costs associated with their consumption where
excise taxes and acting as a ‘price signal’ somewhat to consumers in relation to these costs.
In relation to this role of excise taxation, falling excise tax liabilities can undermine these
price signal effects, see for example the work of the South African National Treasury
(2014) and Ratanachena (2012).
After considering alcohol, tobacco and automobiles, there are then a range of goods which
are subject to excise in most ASEAN member countries and these include motor-cycles
paying excise tax in nine member countries, fuel products paying excise in seven member
countries and non-alcoholic beverages paying excise in four of the ten member countries
however will be included in the analysis of ‘most country’ excise taxes given the current
level of debate which is occurring in the region. Aspects of this debate in relation to nonalcoholic beverages are found in section 5.4.3 below and are quite relevant to this study in
terms of how various considerations translate into excise tax policy design.
All other excisable goods and services can then be categorised according to the likely
intentions behind their inclusion in one more member country’s tax system. As such there
two groups here to analyse, firstly there are those ‘other goods’ who are likely subject to an
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excise tax due to the potential harm they cause to the environment when consumed, and
then those ‘other goods’ which are subject to excise on the basis they are luxury or
consumer goods and seek to add to the progressivity of the national tax system.
The remaining categories analysed below relate to the excise taxation of services. In this
regard there are four distinct types of service included in some excise tax systems of some
member countries. The first category here is that of ‘entertainment’ which in effect is
capturing those services closely aligned with alcohol consumption and prostitution such as
nightclub venues, whilst similarly a second ‘vice’ related category captured different
gambling and gaming activities. Another service related excise tax category analysed
covers ‘communications’, whilst a final ‘catch all’ category includes all other services not
falling neatly within either entertainment, gambling or communications.

5.3

Outline of ‘Common’ excise goods

As stated above, these ‘common’ excise goods are this subject to excise taxation in all 10
ASEAN member countries and include alcoholic beverages, tobacco products and
automobiles which are now analysed below.
5.3.1 Alcoholic Beverages
Alcohol can enter a market as either a beverage or as a raw material input to the
manufacture of industrial products or mixed with petroleum as a fuel product. In terms of
beverages, alcohol can be in the form of fermented products, the most common being of
these being ‘beer’ and ‘wine’, or can it be further distilled into ‘spirits’ such as ‘brandy’,
‘whisky’, ‘rum’, ‘gin’, ‘vodka’ or ‘liqueurs’. Non-beverage alcohol is generally
manufactured at a very high alcohol strength, usually over 99% pure, and in some cases
will be ‘de-natured’ to prevent its use as a beverage.
Alcohol used as an industrial material in captured in the ‘non-beverage’ column of Table
5.2 and in some cases this category reflects alcohol which is to be actually used as an input
to manufacturing other alcoholic beverages and in some cases these products are double
taxed as a raw material and the final beverage. In terms of alcohol used as fuel, or blended
with petroleum fuels for use in motor vehicles, this will be will be addressed later in Table
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5.6 as several countries have created separate categories for fuel ethanol as its renewability
and cleaner burning properties play an important role in national fuel tax policies.
In analysing the use of alcohol excise taxation across ASEAN, the research has identified
four commonly used product categories which are set out as column headings within Table
5.2. The first category being ‘Beer’, which is listed specifically as ‘beer’ in nine of the 10member country’s excise taxing instruments, with Indonesia instead listing an excise tax
product category for all alcoholic beverages which have an alcoholic strength up to five
percent alcohol by volume. The effect of this category in Indonesia is to indeed capture the
vast majority of beer, however, those beers of an alcohol strength greater than five percent
by volume will be taxed in a separate product category for those beverages of alcohol
strengths between five and 20 percent by volume that captures products like wine.
The second alcohol product category is that of ‘Wine’ and is specifically listed in eight of
the region’s national excise taxing instruments. Again Indonesia has a separate product
category for those alcoholic beverages between five and 20 percent alcohol by volume and
effectively captures all wine products, whilst similarly Vietnam has a ‘non-beer’ alcohol
product category for those beverages not exceeding 20 percent alcohol by volume and
which captures wine. It is also significant to note that where wine might be fortified with a
distilled spirit, differential excise rates may apply in Laos PDR and the Philippines as both
countries no longer view the product as wine, but view it as a distilled spirit which carries
a higher excise tax rate. Also of note is that sparkling wine has higher excise rates than
still wine in Brunei, Malaysia, and the Philippines.
Finally, for beverage alcohol there is a product category for distilled ‘spirits’ differentiated
from beer and wine by a process of distilling a fermented raw material, and generally being
higher in alcohol strength from this process. Whilst most alcoholic beverages fall nicely
into either beer, wine or spirits, there are some anomalies to cater to local policies and
these are captured in the ‘notes’ column for example the sparkling wine excise tax rate
differentials above, or the discounted excise tax rates for certain locally produced spirits in
Malaysia and Thailand.
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Table 5.2: Alcohol excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
Country (& Currency)

Beer

Wine

Spirits

Nonbeverage

Brunei Darussalam (BND)

30.00

55.00

250.00

250.00

Notes

Per litre
Sparkling wine $120 and wine
>15% a/v $90
Non-beverage alcohol undenatured
only

25%

Cambodia (Riel)

20%

20%

10%

90% of the ex-factory price as
recorded on the invoice
Also 3% public lighting tax

Indonesia (Rupiah)
Alcohol strength

up to 5%

>5%-20%

>20%

Domestic

13,000

33,000

80,000.00

Import

13,000

44,000

139,000.00

Per litre

Ethyl alcoholic concentrate

100,000.00

Ethyl alcohol

20,000.00

up to 15%

>15%

50%

60%

70%

150

150

150

Laos PDR (Kip)

Malaysia (Ringgit)

1.1 + 15%

Beer and wine per litre, spirits per
litre of alcohol (LPA)
Sparkling wine MYR 450 per LPA
Some spirits MYR 60 per LPA (eg
arak, samsu)

60%

Myanmar (Kyat)

50%

5%

> of ex-factory or market price set
by IRD

(Market price per litre)
Up to 500

66

500-1,000

197

1,001-2,000

394

2,001-3,000

656

3,001-4,000

919

4,001-5,000

1181

5,001-7,000

1575

Per litre

65

7,001-10,000

2231

Over 10,000

60%

> of ex-factory or market price set
by IRD

Import

60%

Landed cost

Philippines (Peso)
50.60 NRP per litre

21

Beer taxes per litre of volume

>50.60 NRP per litre

23

NRP = Net Retail Price

Micro-brewery @ café

31.5

Sparkling 500.00 NRP per 750ml

281.22

Sparkling >500.00 NRP per
750ml

787.4

Still up to 14% a/v

33.75

Still 14-25% a/v

67.5

Fortified >25% a/v

20.8+20%

Wine taxes per litre of volume

Fortified wine >25% a/v per proof
litre + ad valorem based on NRP

20.8+20%

60

Singapore (SGD)

88

88

20.8+20%

88

Spirits tax per proof litre and ad
valorem based on NRP

Per LPA
Undenatured spirit only
S$60 per LPA for 'cider and perry'
(equivalent to beer)

Thailand (Baht)

(greater of)

48% + 155

Last Wholesale Price (LWP) excl
VAT + THB per LPA

48% + 8

LWP excluding VAT + THB per
litre
3 Baht per LPA surcharge for
beer> 7% a/v

<15% a/v + LWP <600 baht

0% + 1000

3 Baht per LPA surcharge for wine
> 15% a/v

0% + 225

3 Baht per LPA surcharge for other
fermented >15% a/v
Other fermented liquors 5% LWP +
> of 70 baht

<15% a/v + LWP >600 baht

36% +1000

per LPA or 10 baht per litre of
product

36% + 225

3 Baht per LPA surcharge for white
spirits > 40% a/v
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3 Baht per LPA surcharge for other
spirits > 45% a/v

(greater of)

White spirits

Other spirits

4% + 145

Local tax also payable at 10% of
excise payable

4% + 40

Health tax also payable at 2% of
excise payable
TV tax also payable at 1.5% of
excise payable

25% + 250

Sport Tax payable at 2% of excise
payable

25% + 50

(greater of)

10%

6

Viet Nam (Dong)
50%

Industrial use spirit, greater of 2%
or 1 THB per LPA, medical use
Pharmaceutical use, greater of
0.1% or 0.05 THB per LPA

up to 20%

>20%

Of ex-factory price (domestic)

25%

50%

CIF + customs duty (imports)

Source: Author

In analysing excise taxation in ASEAN, consideration of the tax base for each taxable
product can be equally important as considering which products are included in the
national excise tax systems. The ‘tax base’ is the basis or approach on which the excise is
actually levied. In terms of alcohol there are three tax bases to discuss: ad valorem or
value based taxes; specific or quantity based taxes; and a composite or missed rate which
comprises both an ad valorem and specific rate component.
Ad valorem rates effectively tax the quality of the product and can be seen as more
progressive, placing a higher excise tax burden on higher quality products and this is the
favoured policy of the lesser economically developed ASEAN CMLV countries –
Cambodia, Laos PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam. At the other end, Brunei Darussalam,
Indonesia and Singapore have specific rate policies which whilst seen as more regressive
do reflect the principles of alcohol excise taxation in taxing the volume of actual alcohol
consumed. Singapore levies excise on a litre of pure alcohol basis whilst Brunei
Darussalam, Indonesia and Myanmar (for domestic product) are each levying excise tax on
a litre of product basis.
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The remaining countries utilise a composite rate approach of both ad valorem rates,
although in the Philippines this only applies to distilled spirits as beer and wine both apply
specific rates of excise. The use of composite rates allows for excise to applied both on the
volume of consumption and on the quality of a product, this effectively maintains some
level of progressivity whilst at the same time addressing the aspect of consumption, and
can be an indication of an alcohol tax system in transition from progressive taxation to the
recommended approach of taxing alcohol on the basis of its externality costs
(Brendenkamp, et al, 2016, p. 12).
Within both the ad valorem and specific rate tax bases, further differences again emerge
between how the tax base is applied. Starting with ad valorem tax bases, the most
common valuation is that of an ‘ex-factory’ price being the manufacturer’s selling price
although as Preece (2012, p. 6) the term is not always defined and in some cases lacks
transparency. Ex-factory is a domestic production term, where excise goods are imported,
then the valuation becomes the Cost Insurance and Freight (CIF) value established under
customs law, plus any customs import duties payable.
Apart from ‘ex-factory’ other valuations used such as the ‘last wholesale price’ in Thailand
which introduced this valuation in 2012 through amendment to Section 4 of the Liquor Act
BE 2493 (1950) and is the price of the beverage at the last point in the distribution chain
before the product goes to a retailer of the alcohol, and is net of Value Added Tax (VAT)
but includes excise. The other ad valorem valuation used is at the ‘net retail price’ in the
Philippines which is set out in Section 141 of Republic Act 1051 of 2012 as being a value
published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue after a survey of large supermarkets inside
and outside of metropolitan Manila.
Further analysis of excise tax bases from a regional coordination perspective is required
and as such, a more detailed discussion will follow in Section 5.6.2 below. This further
investigation of the use of tax bases, as well as discussing the appropriateness of such taxes
to the products being taxed is considered essential as part of the development of a
regionally coordinated approach to excise taxation policy.

5.3.2 Tobacco
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Tobacco can enter a market in either stick form or in a loose leaf state. Stick form
products are best known as ‘cigarettes’ and ‘cigars’, although will include some local
products made to local specifications and which are more commonly known as ‘kreteks’,
‘biddies’, or ‘clove cigarettes’. Alternatively, tobacco may enter the market in a non-stick
for or as loose leaf ‘roll you own tobacco’, ‘pipe tobacco’, or ground up as ‘snuff’. In the
case of loose leaf tobacco, generally there has been some process of manufacture applied
to the harvested tobacco plant leaf even if it is simply drying and shredding, however,
delivery of un-processed leaf would result in an excise tax liability.
Looking at tobacco excise taxation across ASEAN, tobacco can be placed into four
common product categories for analysis and these are set out in the columns which
comprise Table 5.3. The first product category is that of ‘Cigarettes’, which are stick
products which contain up to one gram of tobacco, and can be found in the excise taxing
instruments of all 10 member countries. The second tobacco product category is that of
‘Cigars’ which are those products in stick form of tobacco, often rolled in a tobacco leaf,
but which fall outside the definition of ‘cigarettes’ and will also include ‘cigarellos’. As
with cigarettes, cigars are specifically listed in each of the 10 ASEAN member’s excise
taxing instruments.
A separate product category is included for ‘kreteks’ and was included on the basis that
four of the countries have separated this category and applied a differential excise tax rate,
generally lower than for ‘cigarettes’. Kreteks, biddies, clove cigarettes and the like are
associated with local and traditional production and consumption hence the ‘support’
through lower taxation, however, such products in the other six member countries simply
classify these products as ‘cigarettes’.
Finally, there is a product category for ‘loose’ leaf sold for the consumer to ‘roll their own’
leaf into cigarette paper or insert to a smoking pipe or a similar device, as well as including
any other loose leaf products such as ‘snuff’ which comprises ground tobacco leaf. All 10
ASEAN countries apply excise through their taxing instruments to this loose tobacco leaf
product, and in some cases such as Brunei, Indonesia, Myanmar and Thailand, on a weight
for weight basis, loose leaf tobacco is effectively subject to a lower excise tax rate than that
which is applied to manufactured cigarettes.
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Table 5.3: Tobacco excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
Country (and Currency)

Brunei Darussalam (BND)

Cigarettes

Cigars

Kretek

Loose

0.25

200

120

60

Notes

Cigarettes per stick
Other tobacco products per
kilogram

15%

Cambodia (Riel)

15%

15%

15%

Also 3% Public Lighting tax
85% of the ex-factory price per
invoice
Plus stamp tax 4.2 Riel per
pack

Indonesia (Rupiah)

Classification

Retail/stick or
gm

Kretek (Machine Made)

480

>2 Billion (machine made)

>1,000

Kretek (Machine Made)

340

< 2 Billion (machine made)

>740

Kretek (Machine Made)

300

< 2 Billion (machine made)

590-740

Kretek (Machine Made)

495

>2 Billion (machine made)

>930

White cigarettes

305

< 2 Billion (machine made)

>800

White cigarettes

255

< 2 Billion (machine made)

505-800

Kretek (Hand Made)

320

> 2 Billion (hand made)

>1,115

Kretek (Hand Made)

155

> 2 Billion (hand made)

775-1,115

Kretek (Hand Made)

140

0.35 to 2 Billion (hand made)

>605

Kretek (Hand Made)

120

0.35 to 2 Billion (hand made)

430-605

Kretek (Hand Made)

90

0.05 to 0.35 Billion (hand
made)

>400

Kretek (Hand Made)

80

<0.05 Billion (hand made)

>370

480

>2 Billion (hand made)

>1,000

340

< 2 Billion (hand made)

>740

300

< 2 Billion (hand made)

590-740

Cigar

110,000

Cigar N/a

>198,000

Cigar

22,000

Cigar N/a

55,000-198,000

Cigar

11,000

Cigar N/a

22,000-55,000

Cigar

1,320

Cigar N/a

5,500-22,000

Cigar

275

Cigar N/a

4,950-5,500
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28

Leaf cigarette N/a

>290

22

Leaf cigarette N/a

200-290

22

Rhubarb incense cigarette N/a

>200

28

Sliced tobacco N/a

>275

22

Sliced tobacco N/a

180-275

6

Sliced tobacco N/a

55-180

Other processed tobacco N/a

>305

110

Laos PDR (Kip)

60%

60%

Malaysia (Ringgit)

0.40

400

60%

5% + 7.50

5% + 27

Cigarette per stick
Cigar per kilogram

60%

Myanmar (Kyat)

60%

> of ex-factory or market price
set by IRD

(Selling price per pack 20)
Up to 300

3

Per stick

301-500

8

501-1,000

14

1,001-2,000

29

2,001-3,000

48

Over 3,000

120%

> of ex-factory or market price
set by IRD

Imported

120%

Landed price (CIF + customs
duty)

Philippines (Peso)
20% +
5.62

1.97

Per cigar + ad valorem per
NRP
Chewing tobacco 1.50 Php per
kg)

Packed by hand

21

Per pack of 20

Up to 11.50 NRP per pack

25

Per pack of 20

>11.50 NRP per pack

29

Packed by machine:

Singapore (SGD)

0.388 /
stick

352

Per gram per stick
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Per kilogram
Thailand (Baht)

(Greater of)

Viet Nam (Dong)

90%

20%

10%

Shredded tobacco 20% or 0.1
baht per gm

1.1 / gm

1.1 / gm

0.01/gm

Chewing tobacco 10% or 0.1
baht per gm

65%

65%

65%

Ex-factory price

Source: Author

5.3.3 Automobiles
The last of the commonly taxed products across the region is that of automobiles. The
most popular method of categorising automobiles for excise taxation is by engine size
(displacement) measured in cubic centimetres (cc’s), although few countries actually share
the same engine sizes as classification categories. Eight of the 10 ASEAN member
countries use solely engine size in excise classification whilst Thailand uses the vehicle’s
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emission levels with reference to engine displacement only in those
vehicles with engine sizes over 3,250cc’s. The Philippines uses a progressive marginal
rate excise system based on the net selling price (or importer’s selling price if the vehicle is
imported) with increasing excise tax rates being applied as the value of the vehicle
increases.
Another key aspect of automobile excise is the function of the vehicle in terms of it being
to transport passengers, or goods, or both and often this extends into whether the use of the
vehicle is for commercial or private purposes. For passenger transport, the key differential
is whether the vehicle is for transporting 10 person or less including the driver and these
vehicles are generally classified together as mentioned above based primarily on engine
size. Interestingly, this aligns with the HS classification in which vehicles of 8702 are
those which transport 10 or more persons.
Those vehicles which transport persons and goods, and popular in the ASEAN region such
as the ‘pick-up’ truck are often separated in excise taxing instruments, and often given a
discounted rate to reflect the commercial nature of their use. This will become a potential
issue to address at some point with the development of part passenger and part commercial
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vehicles such as ‘passenger pick-up trucks’ which seek to take advantage of the often
lower excise tax rates afforded to commercial vehicles.
Other purely commercial vehicles for the transport of goods such as van and trucks, are
only paying excise in Cambodia and Laos PDR and are not included in the analysis other
than by way of a note in Table 5.4 below. Commercial vehicles of this nature are primarily
used in business and therefore excise tax concession often apply so as minimise such costs
for those businesses.
On this basis, the study has captured automobile excise taxation across ASEAN in six
product categories for analysis and these are set out in Table 5.4 below. However, it needs
to be noted that with inconsistent engine size categories used for classification across the
region, the displacement categories utilised in Table 5.4 are somewhat of a ‘compromise’
and where significant deviations occur from the categories created, this is listed as a ‘note’
in the relevant country’s excise system.
The first product category is for motor vehicles with engine sizes of less than 2,000cc’s
which covers all countries including Cambodia and Vietnam which have a category for
engines sizes below 1,000cc’s, Indonesia and Myanmar which categories starting at below
1,500cc’s and Malaysia which starts at engine sizes below 1,800cc’s. The second product
category is for engine sizes between 2,000 and 3,000cc’s, whilst a third category is for all
other displacements or in effect, those vehicles with an engine size greater than 3,000cc’s.
Two product categories then exist for what are effectively commercial passenger
transporting vehicles, and are separated by passenger carrying capacity, the first is for
those vehicles with 10 to 16 seating capacity, the second being for those vehicles with a
seating capacity for more than 16 people but no more than 24 passengers. There is
seemingly no excise levied in any ASEAN member country on vehicles with a capacity to
seat more than 24 people.
The final product category in Table 5.4 relates to ‘pick-up’ trucks noted for having both
passenger and goods carrying functions and so can in many cases be considered a
commercial vehicle, although certainly can equally be a private use vehicle. Across
ASEAN Cambodia, Laos PDR, Thailand and Vietnam provide an effective discounted
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excise rate on such pick-up truck vehicles, although Laos PDR and Thailand do recognise
that some pick-up trucks have the capability of having four door cabins and carrying fix to
six passengers and whose function more resembles a passenger motor vehicle and as such
apply a higher excise rate to what are often termed ‘passenger pick-up trucks’.
Table 5.4: Automobile excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
<2000cc

2000cc3000cc

>3000cc

10-16
seats

16-24
seats

Pickup

Brunei Darussalam

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

Cambodia

50%

50%

50%

30%

30%

20%

Country

Notes

Less than 1000cc
10%
Spark ignition
engines for fitting
10%
Car radios 10%
Tractors 30%
Go-karts 25%
Motor homes 50%
Trucks / transport
of goods 30%
Working vehicles
eg forklifts (&
parts) 10%
Trailers and semitrailers 10%

Indonesia

20%

40%

125%

10%

<1500cc 10%
2000-2500cc 40%
4WD 15003000cc 40%
Sedan/station
wagon <1500cc
30%
Sedan/station
wagon >1500cc
75%
“Low Cost Green
Car” reduction of
the taxable value
to 0% if all criteria
met
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65%

Laos PDR

75%

90%

25%

20%

20%*

Engine sizes
below 1500cc
60%
Hard roof jeeps
add 5% to rate
Soft roof jeeps
30%
*2 door pickup, 4
door pick-up 25%
Trucks 10%
Spare parts for
vehicles 10%
Accessories for
vehicles 15%

80%

Malaysia

90%

105%

105%

105%

<1800cc 75%,
2500-3000cc
105%
Commercial
vehicles 0%
MPV & vans
>2500cc: <1500cc
60%, 1500-1800cc
65%
1800-2000cc 75%,
2000-2500cc 90%
“Fuel Efficient
Vehicle” reduction
of the taxable
value on a
multiplier basis
based on many
criteria are met.
Possible effective
excise rates of 0%

25%

Myanmar

25%

25%

25%

5%

<1800cc not in
‘special’
Commercial Tax

Net selling price
excludes excise &
VAT

Philippines
Net selling price/importers
selling price
up to 600,000 Peso

2%
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*on that which
exceeds 600,000
Pesos

12,000 +20%*
600,000-1,100,000 Peso

112,000 + 40%*

*on that which
exceeds 1,100,000
Pesos

512,000 + 60%*

*on that which
exceeds 2,100,000
Pesos

1,100,000-2,100,000 Peso

over 2,100,000 Peso

20%

Singapore

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

Thailand
Emissions as per Eco Sticker

<100gm/km CO2

100-150gm/km CO2

150-200gm/km CO2

>200gm/km CO2

30%

30%

35%

40%

30%

30%

35%

40%

50%

50%

50%

50%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

or >3,250cc
Electric cars

Viet Nam

3-18%

Cars using E85 or
NGV receives 5%
discount on
headline rate

3-18%

Hybrid cars
receive 10%
discount on
headline rate

3-18%

Eco cars
<100gm/km CO2
(diesel/benzene)
14% (E85) 12%

5-18%

Eco cars 100120gm/km CO2
(diesel/benzene)
17% (E85) 17%

50%
10%

40%

10%

60%

50%

75%

15%

0%

see
note

Use alternate fuels
(ex bio-fuel) 70%
of headline rate
Use bio-fuel 50%
of headline rate
Hybrids 70% of
headline rate
Pick-up truck 60%
of headline rate

Source: Author

Within the notes column of Table 5.4 above are the use of ‘special’ categories or perhaps
better termed ‘sub-categories’ to recognise certain features of a vehicle that if present will
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allow a discount to the prescribed excise rate (or headline rate) to be applied. In Table 5.4
these features leading to discounted excise rates are primarily based upon the vehicle
possessing features that are considered positive for the environment. Other factors not
covered in Table 5.4 may also be used to obtain a discounted excise rate and these will be
discussed further below as they raise a number of different issues relation to excise tax
policy coordination, for example, the requirement for a minimum use of local content,
which in itself can result in the possible construction of a ‘non-tariff barrier’ to trade in
those categories of vehicle (Preece, 2016, pp. 57-58).

5.4 Outline of those goods subject to excise in most ASEAN member
countries
This range of goods as the heading suggests are those which are subject to excise in more
than five ASEAN member countries. As mentioned earlier, the exception is non-alcoholic
beverages which currently see excise tax levied in four member countries but which recent
or current debate is occurring in at least four others.

5.4.1 Motor-cycles
The first type of goods analysed against this criterion is that of motor-cycles. Subject to an
excise tax in nine of the 10 ASEAN member countries, only the Philippines not taxing this
product. As with automobiles, the method of categorising automobiles for excise taxation
is by engine displacement and again few countries share the same engine size for
classification purposes. Based on current engine size criteria used across the nine countries
currently taxing motor-cycles, Table 5.5 below was considered the most effective way to
outline regional excise policy in ASEAN.
The first product category is for motor-cycles with engine sizes below 125cc’s, where it is
noted at this point that both Indonesia and the Philippines have excluded such smaller
engine products from their excise tax systems. Product categories are then included for
motor-cycles of an engine size between 125 and 500cc’c, another for those of 500 to
1,000cc’s and finally those motor-cycles within engine sizes over 1,000cc’s. Two
exceptions are listed in the notes, that being Indonesia which starts levying excise when
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engine sizes reach 250cc’s and Laos PDR that have two additional categories, the first at
111 to 150cc’s and a second at 151 to 250cc’s.
Table 5.5: Motor-cycle excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
<125cc

125cc-500cc

500cc1000cc

>1000cc

Brunei Darussalam

20%

20%

20%

20%

Cambodia

10%

10%

10%

10%

60%

75%

75%

<250cc 0%

25%

25%

25%

111-150 cc 15%

Country

Indonesia

Laos PDR

10%

Notes

151-250 cc 20%

Malaysia

20%

30%

30%

30%

Myanmar

5%

5%

5%

5%

Singapore

12%

12%

12%

12%

Thailand

3%

5%

10%

20%

20%

20%

20%

Philippines

Viet Nam

Source: Author

5.4.2 Petroleum and other Fuels
Petroleum based fuels, and other energy sources, are only subject to excise tax in seven of
the 10 ASEAN member countries, which could be considered as ‘unusual’ by global
measures as excise taxes are generally found on hydro-carbon fuels and other energy
sources (OECD, 2013, p. 324). When looking at specific types of petroleum based fuel,
then for diesel the number of member countries taxing this type of fuel drops to six, and
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further if considering kerosene, then the number drops again to see only five ASEAN
member countries taxing the product.
Of significant interest is the lack of ‘bio fuels’ across the excise tax systems of the region,
the main exception being ‘ethanol’ which is subject to excise in three member countries,
and that Thailand reduces its excise rates for gasoline where ethanol is blended with
gasoline to make products such as E10, E20, and E85, in proportion to the amount of
ethanol in the blend. For example, E10 which has 10% ethanol in the gasoline blend
results in an excise tax rate for gasoline being 90% of the regular excise tax rate. Products
like ‘bio-diesel’, popular in use in many countries are not specifically listed in any regional
excise taxing instrument, and are generally taxed as ‘diesel’ after being blended with diesel
to make products such as B10 and B20.
To best capture the outline of fuel taxation within ASEAN, the research has identified five
product categories to analyse and these are set out in Table 5.6. The first category being
‘gasoline’ which is the most commonly taxed fuel across the region, only Brunei
Darussalam, Indonesia and Malaysia deciding not to apply an excise to this product. The
second category is ‘diesel’ for which Singapore joins Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia and
Malaysia in not applying excise. However, of note is that those six countries with an
excise on diesel fuel, half of these, namely Cambodia, Laos PDR and Thailand apply an
excise rates which is lower than that for gasoline.
The next product category is that of ‘kerosene’ which is subject to excise taxation in five of
the member countries, however, in three countries, Myanmar, the Philippines and
Thailand, ‘jet fuel’ which is essentially the same product, is listed separately. Whilst
Myanmar and Thailand have no excise tax rate differentials between kerosene and jet fuel,
in the Philippines surprisingly has an excise on jet fuel whilst excluding kerosene.
The next product category listed is that if ‘natural gas’ which may come in either liquid for
(LNG) or in a gaseous form, including ‘compressed natural gas’ (CNG). Where countries
apply a specific rate of excise tax, then LNG will be taxed on a per litre basis, and CNG on
a per kilogram basis, reflecting the different nature of these products.
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The final fuel product category is that of fuel ‘ethanol’. As raised in Table 5.2, fuel
ethanol is a non-beverage alcohol and is delivered in to the market for the purposes of
fuelling combustion engines. Whilst ethanol can in its own right power a combustion
engine, the primary role of ethanol is to be blended with gasoline to make products such as
E10, E20 and E85 where ‘E’ relates to ‘ethanol’ and the 10, 20 and 85 relates to the
percentage of ‘ethanol’ in the actual fuel blend.
This ethanol product category is considered important as increasingly governments are
mandating a minimum level of ethanol in gasoline. This is an emerging issue for fuel
taxation as incentives are needed for this type of lower emission fuel, and increasingly seen
as a ‘renewable’ source of fuel in the context of governments needing longer term energy
security as diminishing petroleum fuels are replaced by ethanol (Department of Energy,
2016). Within ASEAN, the Philippines, Indonesia and Vietnam have mandated minimum
ethanol levels whilst Thailand has set ‘goals’ supported by tax incentives for minimum fuel
ethanol production (Ng, 2013, pp. 34-39).
Other petroleum based fuels which are subject to excise in only one or two ASEAN
member countries are then listed in the notes of Table 5.6, see for examples ‘lubricants’ in
Cambodia and the Philippines, ‘white spirit’ in Cambodia, ‘waxes’ in the Philippines, and
‘liquid petroleum gas’ or ‘LPG’ in Thailand.
Table 5.6: Fuel excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
Country (& Currency)

Gasoline

Diesel

Kerosene

10%

5.35%

10%

Natural
Gas

Ethanol

Notes

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Lubricants 10% or 25% (import)
White spirit 5%

Indonesia

Laos PDR

20%

10%

10%

10%*

Super gasoline 25%, Lubricants 5%
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NGVs for vehicles only, other NGV 0%
Malaysia

Myanmar

10%

10%

10%

5%

Jet fuel 10% production and imports
Natural Gas 8%

Philippines (Peso)

5.35

5.35

0.05/l

0.05

Per litre
Leaded gasoline 5.35 per litre
Jet fuel 3.67
Lubrication oils 5.35 per litre
Waxes and petrolatum 3.50 per kilogram
Indigenous petroleum 3% of fair market value

Singapore (SGD)

0.44

0.20/kg

Relates to RON 97 and above unleaded
RON 90-97 unleaded $4.10
RON below 90 unleaded $3.70
RON 97 and above leaded $7.10
RON 90-97 leaded $6.80
RON below 90 leaded $6.30

Thailand (Baht)

5.6

4.95

3.055

5.3/l

0*

*effectively 0 (reduces gasoline rate by % in
blend)
Jet fuel 23% or 3 THB per litre
LPG 2.17 THB per litre

Viet Nam

10%

10%

10%

10%

Source: Author

In terms of fuel taxation in ASEAN, the variances in excise tax policy in terms of decisions
to apply or not apply excise to products is compounded by differences in tax bases when
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considerations the regional taxation of these different fuel product. In terms of tax base
variations, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand using specific rates based on the
quantity of fuel and Cambodia, Laos PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam using ad valorem rates
based on a sale value. Here, the risk of distorting national fuel markets increases, with the
price of fuel having large differentials across the region and the ease at which vehicles and
vessels can obtain large quantities of fuel from low or zero taxed countries in close
proximity for use in their own higher taxed fuel country, in addition to the incentives
provided for larger scale fuel smuggling (IEA, 2013, p. 26).

5.4.3 Non-alcoholic Beverages
The excise taxation policy surrounding non-alcoholic beverages was found to be quite
topical during the study. As at 1 July 2016, the timing used to finalise the ‘mapping’ of
ASEAN member country excise tax systems, only four countries Cambodia, Laos PDR,
Myanmar and Thailand applied an excise tax on non-alcoholic beverages. However, the
research highlighted at least five other countries had given some level of consideration to
implementing such an excise tax during the period of study. Indonesia, the Philippines and
Vietnam have gone as far as preparing legislation to introduce such a tax on sweetened
carbonated beverages, whilst Malaysia and Brunei have made public announcements as to
the desire to begin looking at a new tax on sweetened non-alcoholic beverages. In terms of
these excise tax policy developments in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Vietnam
around non-alcoholic beverages, a full discussion can be found at section 5.7 below in the
context of emerging issues to be captured in the later part of this study as concepts are
formed around the need to coordinate excise policy.
The current taxation of non-alcoholic beverages has been divided into three product
categories being ‘soda water’ or aerated water without added sugars or flavours,
‘carbonates’ which primarily relate to aerated beverages which have been sweetened or
flavoured, and ‘other’ to capture by default any other non-alcoholic beverages which are
not aerated. Table 5.7 however is somewhat different to the Tables above in that there will
be the addition of the proposed non-alcoholic beverage excise taxes, these additional
excise taxes highlighted by rates the rates being shown in italics inside brackets.
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Table 5.7: Non-alcohol beverage excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
Country

Soda Water

Brunei Darussalam

Carbonates

Other

(Under
discussion)

(Under
discussion)

10%

Cambodia

10%

(Rp 3,000)

Indonesia

5%

Laos PDR

Notes

10%

(Rp 3,000)

5%

10%

Per litre. Commission XI Congress returned Bill to Finance
Ministry

Other includes mineral water and similar
Soda water category includes stimulants

(Under
discussion)

Malaysia

5%

Myanmar

5%

(Ps 10)

Philippines

(Under
discussion)

5%

(Ps 10)

Per litre. Bill approved by Panel of House of Representatives
(replaces first Bill which set excise at 10%)

Singapore

Thailand
Soda

25%

or 0.77 baht per 440ml unit - whichever greater

Other taxable

20%

20%

or 0.37 baht per 440ml unit - whichever greater
Exempt: Packaged water, RTD tea, RTD coffee,
sports drinks, nectar, still drinks, powders,
fruit/vegetable juice (per Regulation)

Viet Nam

(10%)

(10%)

Rejected by National Assembly Economics Committee

Source: Author

Where excise taxation of non-alcoholic beverages exists, it is currently taxed on an ad
valorem basis, although it is interesting to note that Thailand has a set of specific rates for
both soda water and for all other non-alcoholic beverages based on a measure per 440
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millilitres and excise payers are required to calculate both the ad valorem and specific rate
with the excise liability becoming the rate which delivers the highest assessment. The
effect of this dual rate is to provide a ‘floor’ under excise revenue collections by ensuring
that cost cutting in production of products does not reduce the excise payable below this
specific rate floor.
However, the most recent attempts to implement an excise tax on non-alcoholic beverages
in Indonesia and the Philippines are both on a specific rate basis, which would appear to be
more appropriate if the excise is proposed to address the externalities of consuming excess
sugar.

5.5 Outline of those goods subject to excise in some ASEAN member
countries
This final set of goods (and services) for analysis are those which appear in at least onemember country’s excise tax system. For streamlining purposes, the ‘mapping’ and basic
analysis of these various goods and services, they have been bought together into
groupings which are based upon the policy likely intent for their being part of an excise tax
system for example, those goods which have a negative impact upon the environment, or
which are luxurious in nature.

5.5.1 Goods for which environment concern is the basis for excise taxation
The first grouping of products under this section is that of goods which are likely subject to
an excise tax in the member country on the basis that their consumption may have a
negative impact upon the environment. On this basis seven categories were needed to
capture all such goods and are set out in Table 5.8.
The most common product subject to excise on this basis is air-conditioners, although it is
arguable that air-conditioners in some cases could be classified as a ‘luxury item’ of 5.5.3
below. Air-conditioning units are subject to excise in five member countries, although in
Thailand it is only automobile air conditioning units which are included in the excise tax
system.
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The next four categories are subject to excise in two ASEAN member countries, ‘batteries’
paying excise in Myanmar and Thailand, with Thailand offering a discounted excise rate
for batteries which have been recycled, ‘votive paper’ burnt in religious ceremonies paying
excise in Myanmar and Vietnam, ‘hydrocarbon chemicals’ paying excise in Myanmar and
Thailand and finally ‘fireworks’ excisable in Laos PDR and Myanmar. There are two
more categories included in Table 5.8, included only for the Philippines which levies
excise on ‘coal and coke’ on per tonne basis and ‘metallic and non-metallic minerals’
based on ‘actual market value’ with reference to international market prices as set out in
Section 4 of Revenue Regulation 7 of 2008.

Table 5.8: Environmental basis for excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016

Country

Batteries

Air Conditioner

Votive
paper

Hydrocarbon
Chemicals

Fireworks

Coal /
Coke

Metallic &
Nonmetallic
minerals

Brunei Darussalam

10%

Cambodia

Indonesia

10%

Laos PDR

80%

Malaysia

Myanmar

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

10 Peso/
tonne

Philippines

2%

Singapore

Thailand

Vietnam

5% (recycled)

15%

10% (other)

(<72,000 BTU for vehicle)

10%

30%

70%

85

(up to 90,000BTU)

Source: Author

5.5.2 Goods of a luxury nature for excise taxation
The following product grouping relates to the remainder of all other goods subject to
excise across the ASEAN region which have not appeared in any other category above.
From the nature of these goods they can be considered as ‘luxury items’ and are subject to
excise as a means of increasing the progressivity of the national tax system. These types of
luxury goods can be found in the excise tax systems of seven member countries, and cover
some nine categories and are set below in Table 5.9.
In terms of the most popular category of luxury goods, this would be considered to be
‘boats’ as it includes ‘general’ boats, power boats, canoes and yachts which gives coverage
across five member countries, six if Thailand is included with its current ‘Exempt’ rate as
the Thai Excise Act still provides for a rate to be applied up to a maximum 50%. The next
most used product category is ‘perfume’ being subject to excise in five countries
Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos PDR, the Philippines, and Thailand.
All other categories have excise levied in at least two or three countries, except ‘real estate’
which is only levied in Indonesia on homes and condominiums which exceed both a
certain sales value and certain floor space.
These other lesser used categories then include ‘jewellery and precious stones’ subject to
excise in Myanmar and the Philippines, ‘carpets’ in Laos PDR and Thailand, although only
applies excise to woollen carpets, ‘crystal’ ware which also pays excise only in Laos PDR
and Thailand, limited types of ‘sporting goods’ in Indonesia and Laos PDR, and ‘aircraft’
which pay excise in Indonesia and Vietnam. The remaining category listed in Table 5.9 is
that of ‘home appliances’ which is general category which is primarily electrical
appliances used in the home and is subject to excise in both Cambodia and Laos PDR. Of
note during the study was that Indonesia, by way of Finance Ministers Regulation 107
PMK 012 2015 amends the Luxury Sales Tax to remove a range of electronic consumer
goods and furniture on the basis to stimulate consumer spending in the domestic economy.
Table 5.9: Luxury nature as the basis for excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
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Country

Jewellery
/ Stones

Perfume

Carpets

Home
Appliance

Crystal

Sports
Goods

Boats

Aircraft

Real
Estate

20%

Brunei
Darussalam

Cambodia

15%

25%

45%
(boats)

10%
(Computers
& parts)

45%
(yachts)

10% (Video
record
devices)

Indonesia

Laos PDR

20%

20%

15%

30%
(electronic
games)
15%
(furniture
>10m KIP)

20%

40%
(ammunition)

30%
(canoes,
etc)

40% (air
balloon)

50%
(firearms)

40%
(power
boats)

50%
(aircraft)

Ex (Govt
firearms

75%
(ships)

50%
(helicopters)

and
ammunition)

75%
(yachts)

20% (billiard
tables)

15%
(boats)

20%
(football
tables)

15%
(yachts)

10%
(television)
10% (audio
visual
systems)
10%
(camera)
10%
(satellite
receiver)
10% (fridge
/ freezers)
10%
(washing
machines)
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10%
(vacuum
cleaners)
10% (water
heaters)
10%
(musical
instruments)

Malaysia

Myanmar

15%
(stones)
5%
(jewelry
of stones)

Philippines

20%

20%
(yachts)

20%

Singapore

Thailand

15%

20%
(wool)

15%

Vietnam

Exempt

30%
(yachts)

30%

Source: Author

5.5.3 Entertainment/recreation based services excise taxation
The remaining set of groupings under the heading of ‘subject to excise in some ASEAN
member countries’ relate to the taxation of services. The first of these being entertainment
or recreation type services for which there were three clear categories identified and are set
out in Table 5.10.
‘Dance clubs’ night-clubs or discos are subject to excise in five member countries, and
such premises are generally defined through their sales of alcoholic beverages and a space
for patrons to dance. However, it needs to be noted that in Myanmar ‘movie cinemas’
have been included in this category. ‘Karaoke’ premises supplying rooms for ‘sing a long’
services are subject to excise in Cambodia, Laos PDR, Thailand and Vietnam, whilst
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‘massage’ services pay excise in these same four member countries with Thailand
exempting ‘therapeutic’ or ‘remedial’ massage. Finally, one service remaining is that of
‘bowling alleys’ in Laos PDR which has been included in Table 5.10 as a ‘note’ against
that country.
Table 5.10: Entertainment based service excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016

Country

Dance
club

Airline
Tickets
Karaoke

Massage

10%

10%

10%

60%

60%

10%

Golf

Hotel

Notes

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

10%

10%*

*domestic flights only

Indonesia

Laos PDR

10%

Bowling alleys 10%

Malaysia

Myanmar

5%*

5%

5%**

*includes cinemas **also tickets on trains, boats and busses

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

10%

10%

10%

10%

Viet Nam

40%

30%

30%

20%

Source: Author
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5.5.4 Gambling based services excise taxation
The next grouping of excisable services is that of gambling and related items which serve
to facilitate gambling. Six of the 10 ASEAN member countries levy some form of
gambling related excise taxes and such taxes have been captured in five categories in Table
5.11 below. The first category is the most commonly used and covers the actual ‘playing
cards’ used in certain gaming venues for the purposes of gambling and is levied in five
member countries.
The second most common category is that of ‘lotteries’ being the purchase of tickets in a
draw for which prize money is awarded to those tickets selected from the draw and is
subject to excise in four member countries, however, Thailand again currently has an
‘exempt’ rate with the mechanism to apply a rate up to 20%. The remaining categories
under this gambling related grouping then include the betting on ‘horse racing’ subject to
excise in Singapore and Thailand, ‘casino slot machines’ subject to excise in Laos PDR
and Vietnam, and a general ‘other’ category to capture the remaining items across ASEAN
which include Majong tiles in Malaysia, sports bets in Singapore, and any other betting
service not listed in the former categories for Vietnam.
Table 5.11: Gambling based service excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
Country (& Currency)

Playing
Cards

Lottery

Horse
racing

Casino
style slot

Betting
other

Notes

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

45%

Indonesia

Laos PDR

90%

Malaysia

10%

25%

80%

10%*

*Majong tiles only 10%, 5% if not
made of wood or plastic

Myanmar

90

Philippines

30%

Singapore

25%

30%

Lottery: contributions less GST
Horse racing/sports bets: contribution
less winnings less GST
Other betting: contributions less GST

Thailand (Baht)
Cards (Poker)

30/100 cards

Cards (Other)

2/100 cards

Viet Nam

40%

Exempt

20%

15%

30%

30%

Source: Author

5.5.5 Communication based services excise taxation
The final grouping of excisable services is identified as being related to
telecommunications, including the internet, and of television signals which are only subject
to excise in three AEAN member countries. Only three categories were identified, the
main category being that of telecommunication services offered by telecommunications
providers and currently subject to excise in Cambodia, although only on international
telephone calls, and Laos PDR. Thailand, as has a current rate of zero percent and applies
only to those granted government concessions to provide telecommunications services, but
has the mechanism to raise this to up to 50% at any time.
The two remaining categories of ‘television signal’ services and ‘internet’ services only
apply to the excise tax system of Laos PDR. All three categories are set out in Table 5.12
below.

Table 5.12: Communication based service excise taxation in ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
Country

Telecomms

TV signal

Internet

Notes

Brunei Darussalam
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3%

Cambodia

International calls only

Indonesia

10%

Laos PDR

10%

10%

Malaysia

Myanmar

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand
land line

0%

Applies to Government Concessions only

mobile

0%

All rates set at 0%, ceiling rate 50%

other

0%

Viet Nam

Source: Author

The Tables above are a summary of the scope of excise taxation policies across the region,
in terms of identify the goods and services that are included in national excise tax systems.
In this regard we see that there are some 56 different product categories that can be
captured within 11 ‘like’ product groupings. The extent of policy variation is highlighted
by the fact that only three of these 11 product groupings apply in all 10 ASEAN member
countries, and in the case of automobiles, there were some significant compromises made
in order to map out the various taxable items within that product category. In some cases,
an excisable goods or service is found in just a single member country.
A further complication was also found during the excise tax policy mapping which related
to how products are defined or the criteria used for classification. As highlighted above,
the need to compromise the mapping of automobile excise taxes around engine
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displacement differentials was one complexity, however, the approach taken in Indonesia,
Myanmar, the Philippines and Thailand to classify certain alcohol or tobacco products by
wholesale or retail price, whilst the Philippines also classifies automobiles by selling price,
makes cross country comparisons of actual excise taxation impacts virtually impossible.
Similarly, classification of automobiles by Thailand for excise tax purposes has now
largely moved to the CO2 emission levels of vehicles, with engine displacement becoming
a secondary criterion along with the type of fuel consumed in the engine. Fuel type has
also formed part of the Vietnamese automobile excise tax structure with secondary
categories in place based on the type of fuel used which essentially provides reduced
excise tax rates for those vehicles using alternate fuels.
Finally, in relation to classification issues over like goods, both Indonesia and the
Philippines classify cigarettes differently based on whether the product is hand-made or
machine made. Defining or classifying a product should be a simple process and an
important concept when looking at regional coordination of excise tax policy, ensuring that
member countries are considering the same products when taxing like goods. To define or
classify products according to either their value at some point in the supply chain, the level
of emissions, the type of fuel they consume, or whether the product is hand or machine
produced, starts to compromise the simplicity required and in some cases the policy
intention may be contrary to the desired direction of the AEC and is in place to support
certain domestic arrangements.
This mapping and analysis process also highlighted the significant issue of tax base
variation, which is how the excise tax is applied to the product. This issue goes to both the
key policy area of why the excise is levied in the first instance and to the ease of intraregional trade in these excisable goods. As such, the issue of tax base variation will be
discussed in depth in the following section 5.6.
In summary, at this point the study believes that to move forward on a concept of regional
excise taxation policy coordination, the issue aligning product scope and product definition
for excise taxation purposes needs to be resolved. The approach will need to be to
introduce some form of standardisation in product definition which is both defensible and
acceptable to the member countries. Once the standardisation of product categories is
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reached, then the following issue of aligning appropriate tax bases against these standard
products can be addressed.

5.6 Excise Tax Base Variations in ASEAN
The ‘outline’ or mapping of regional excise tax systems, and some basic analysis around
this mapping process as set out in sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 above, begins to highlight some
significant differences in excise taxation policies across ASEAN. This is not just in
relation to the scope or the range of goods and services subject to excise taxation, but these
differences then extend into the variances in the excise tax base, or how the excise tax is
actually applied to the good or service.
These variations in the excise tax base occur on a number of different levels. The primary
difference to analyse is the question as to whether the member country’s policy is to levy
the excise tax on an ad valorem or specific rate basis, and then to discuss which is the most
appropriate. In short, is the policy to levy excise tax on the quality or value of a product,
or is the policy to tax in relation the quantity or volume of the product that is to be
consumed?
Once it is determined that an ad valorem excise tax base is used, the next level of analysis
is in relation to the basis of the valuation that will be used in to calculate the eventual
excise tax liability, and may be referred to as the ‘excisable value’ or ‘taxable value’. This
excisable value will be linked in the law to some point on the distribution chain such as the
manufacturer’s selling price, a wholesaler’s selling price, a retailer’s selling price or some
other reference.
What the study found to be of significance is that there is a trend to separate what Preece
(2010, pp. 74-75) calls the ‘taxing point’ and the ‘taxable value’. The taxing point is that
point in the distribution chain at which the excise tax becomes liable for payment, and
unless the national excise laws permit ‘bonded’ or ‘tax suspended’ sales down the
distribution chain, then the taxing point is generally the sale by the manufacturer out of
their production factories. In such cases, the value then used for excise tax purposes was
logically the manufacturer’s ex-factory selling price, and this is seen today in several
ASEAN member’s excise tax systems and will be discussed more fully below. However,
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an issue that needs to be raised at this point is that when the taxing point and taxable value
are different, and for example the taxing point remains the manufacturer’s sale form the
factory but the taxable value is that of the retailer’s net selling price, then a situation may
arise where the manufacturer as the excise tax payer may not be in possession of that actual
value, increasing the complexity of administering the tax.
Where it is determined that a specific excise tax is being utilised, the question then
becomes by what physical measure should be used as the basis for assessing the excise tax
liability? In many cases this will likely be entirely dependent upon the nature of the goods
and whether for example they are in a solid, liquid, gaseous, state or are able to be
distributed in any of those physical form. As such, excise tax rates incorporating a ‘per
kilogram’, or ‘per litres’ are common in specific rate tax bases, however often it is required
to have these rate more closely aligned to the actual product, such as ‘per litre of pure
alcohol’ within an alcoholic beverage, or ‘per stick’ as a pre-defined cigarette.
Further complicating specific rates of excise tax is the often volatile nature of excisable
products, and as such ‘per’ quantity basis needs to be standardised, usually to a common
temperature so as to avoid possible manipulation of tax liabilities. Given all of the tax base
complexities, the development of a preferred option for regional coordination will include
exploration of the appropriateness of specific and ad valorem excise tax bases, and the
design of such in relation to use of excisable values and volumes.

5.6.1 Ad valorem versus specific excise tax bases
Much has been written on the question of whether ad valorem or specific rates are most
appropriate for excise taxation, particularly when looking at those products such as
alcoholic beverages and tobacco products in which the former sole revenue raising
objective is now moving towards the inclusion of the need to address the various negative
externalities associated with their consumption (Thuronyi, 1996; Cnossen, 2005; WHO,
2010a; WHO, 2011; Laffer, 2014). These products are being joined by others such as
petroleum fuels and sweetened non-alcoholic beverages and suggest that the basis for these
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excise taxes need to become more aligned with the elements of harm from the products
consumption, rather than aligned with the quality or price of the product.
Therefore, a legitimate policy question for developing policies around the excise tax base
is whether a product like a cigarette pay excise tax according to a production or selling cost
in which a heavier tax burden falls upon a cigarette of greater quality, or should the
cigarette pay excise according the amount of tobacco leaf contained in the cigarette so that
the tax burden falls equally upon cigarettes of the same size? If the answer follows that an
amount of tobacco will do the same harm whether it be a premium brand or an
economically priced brand, then specific rates which are tied to the amount of consumption
become the most appropriate to propose.
This question however, is further complicated in a product such as alcoholic beverages in
which the harm from consumption is not the beverage itself, but rather the actual alcohol
contained in the beverage. For example, a beer product of five percent alcohol by volume
means that only five percent of the product is the source of the potential harm being
targeted by the excise tax. Here, the question has three possible responses, first should the
beer pay excise according to a brewing or selling cost so that heavier tax burdens again fall
on better quality beers, secondly should the beer pay excise according the amount of
volume of beer sold, or finally should the beer pay excise on the actual content of alcohol
in the beer. The last option results in beers of greater alcoholic strength carrying a heavier
excise tax burdens than beers of lower alcoholic strength.
Ad valorem excise taxes are often preferred, not just to place a greater tax burden on
higher quality product consumption bringing some progressivity to the tax system, but also
because they automatically adjust for inflation and therefore maintained in real terms
(Yurekli, 2001, p. 26; Thuronyi, 1996, p. 435; WHO, 2011, p. 40). Despite these positive
aspects to ad valorem tax bases, excise taxation with reference to quality or cost of
production often bears no correlation with the potential harm caused from the consumption
of those goods.
Specific excise tax rates require regular periodic adjustments of those rates to keep them in
line with inflation, essentially maintaining the tax rate in real terms (Thuronyi, 1996, p.
435; Cnossen, 2005, p. 38). Whilst this can be an onerous task in some countries as it
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requires legislative amendment, the benefits of specific rate excise policies are a clearer
connection between the harm and the excise incidence, as well as a clearer connection
between revenue collected and consumption which is missing in ad valorem excise
taxation.
What this means is that specific rate excise taxes can be used to target the potential for
harm and be structured so that with increasing risk of harm there will be a corresponding
increase in excise tax liability which will work on the pricing of the product and reduce the
demand for it. Likewise, revenue collections are directly linked to the amount of
consumption with increased consumption delivering increased excise tax revenue, which is
not guaranteed under an ad valorem system, as it may be possible for consumers to move
their consumption to cheaper products thereby making it possible for increased
consumption to see falls in revenue collections.
Ultimately, there will be some products for which it is less appropriate or impractical to
utilise a specific rate of tax. Certainly those services listed in Tables 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12
above need to have ad valorem excise tax rates as there are no physical attributes upon
which to design a specific rate. Those goods of a luxurious nature found in Table 5.9
above, whilst having certain physical attributes to design a specific tax rate, there is
unlikely to be an appropriate tax base to utilise. For example, if looking at ‘yachts’ subject
to excise taxation in five ASEAN member countries, it is hardly meaningful to apply a
specific tax rate. The options are limited, perhaps ‘per yacht’, ‘per mast’ or ‘per metre’ in
length, which given that yachts can be either sail powered and several metres or engine
powered and over 30 metres in length, would result in small relatively inexpensive boats
having a similar excise tax liability as a luxury vessel of considerable value.
Notwithstanding, an excise tax on such a product is designed more for income or wealth
redistribution and thus heavier excise burdens should be falling upon the higher valued
vessels which can only be achieved through ad valorem tax bases.
In summary, where goods are included in, or bought into an excise tax system on the basis
of correcting negative externalities from their consumption, then the starting point in
excise tax design should be the use of specific rate taxation referenced to a physical
measure appropriate to the nature of those goods. Where goods are included in an excise
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tax system for the purposes of having greater progressivity in the overall tax system, then
ad valorem taxation remains the most appropriate tax base. In relation to services which
are in an excise tax system, whether those services are included on the basis that there are
externalities to correct from their consumption or whether they are considered ‘luxuries’
there is no alternative to an ad valorem excise tax base.

5.6.2 Approaches to excise tax bases across ASEAN
Having just discussed the issues and use of ad valorem and specific rate excise tax bases,
and surmised that where externality correction is the primary intention of the tax, then
specific rates based upon an appropriate physical characteristic of the product are
preferred, but where progressivity enhancement is the primary intention, then ad valorem
tax bases are preferred. Against this observation it is worthwhile reviewing the ASEAN
region to determine how closely the excise tax bases of those priority products of alcohol,
tobacco and automobiles are aligned with this thinking.
Currently alcohol and tobacco excise taxes across ASEAN are quite divergent, not just in
terms of actual rates and their impact upon price, but in terms of the tax base and taxable
valuation (Preece, 2012; Preece, 2014). To illustrate this divergence Table 5.13 (alcohol)
and later Table 5.14 (tobacco) outline the marked difference across ASEAN to the taxation
of these products. Automobiles will be dealt with separately, as there is still a degree of
debate as to whether automobiles are captured within excise tax systems for externality
correcting or progressivity enhancing grounds.

Table 5.13: Alcohol excise basis across ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
Country

Ad valorem

Taxable Value

Specific

Unit of tax

Brunei

No

N/a

Yes

Per litre

Cambodia

Yes

Ex-factory or Landed price
for imports

No

N/a

Indonesia

No

N/a

Yes

Per litre

Laos PDR

Yes

Ex-factory or Landed price
for imports

No

N/a
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Malaysia

No

N/a

Yes

Per litre of alcohol
Per litre (beer)

Myanmar

Yes (imports
& spirits >
10,000 Kyat
per litre)

Greater of Ex-factory or
market price set by IRD

Yes

Per litre (domestic < 10,000
Kyat per litre)

Philippines

Yes (spirits)

Net retail

Yes

Per proof litre
Per litre (beer and wine) with
beer and sparkling wine rates
based on net retail price

Singapore

No

N/a

Yes

Per litre of alcohol

Thailand

Yes

Last wholesale (wine)

Yes

Per litre of alcohol or Per litre
whichever higher

Vietnam

Yes

Ex-factory or Landed price
for imports

No

N/a

Landed price for imports

Source: Author

From Table 5.13 there are six different approaches to alcohol excise taxation across
ASEAN, three are based on a product’s value and the other three are based on a quantity
measure. In terms of those countries using the product’s value, there is a further
complexity in that there are then three different levels used to establish those values,
include the manufacturers’ ex-factory selling price, the last wholesaler’s selling price, and
a net retail price. Preece (2014) however, found that whilst the manufacturer’s ex-factory
selling price is the most commonly used value, looking at the definition of ‘ex-factory’
indicates that no two countries share the same definition and this will be explored further
in the next chapter including Table 6.14 which will highlight these differences and their
impact. Importantly to note here is that where goods are imported, no ‘ex-factory’ value
point exists, as such the relevant valuation point here becomes the declared customs value,
which is usually at the Cost, Freight and Insurance (CIF) transaction plus any customs duty
which is payable, also known as the ‘landed price’.
The other taxing points for excisable value being at a wholesale and retail level. In
Thailand, the ‘last wholesale selling price’ is utilised for the ad valorem component of
excise taxation over alcohol beverages, as well as for the classification purposes in the
taxation of grape wine. The Philippines has adopted ‘net retail price’ which again is used
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for both calculating the ad valorem component excise on distilled spirits, as well as in the
classification of both beer and sparkling wine.
In terms of the quantity based excise rates, there are two in use which are a ‘per litre’ of
product rate and a ‘per litre of alcohol’ rate which equates to the alcohol content within a
product. One regional complication to note is that in terms of the ‘per litre of alcohol’
rates, the Philippines for distilled spirits has adopted a ‘per proof litre’ rate. It is also noted
that Thailand, Malaysia and the Philippines each use a form of mixed or composite excise
tax rate for alcohol which comprises an ad valorem and a specific tax rate. Similar issues
then exist in tobacco taxation as outlined in Table 5.14 as follows:
Table 5.14: Tobacco product excise basis across ASEAN as at 1 July 2016
Country

Ad valorem

Taxable value

Specific

Unit of tax

Brunei

No

N/a

Yes

Per stick (cigarettes)
Per kilogram

Cambodia

Yes

Ex-factory or
Landed price for
imports

No

N/a

Indonesia

Classification only

Retail

Yes

Per stick

Laos PDR

Yes

Ex-factory or
Landed price for
imports

No

N/a

Malaysia

Yes

Ex-factory or
Landed price for
imports (biddies
only and RYO only)

Yes

Per stick

Myanmar

Yes (imports and
domestic over 3,000
Kyat per pack of 20)

Greater of Exfactory or market
price set by IRD

Yes

Per stick

Landed price for
imports
Philippines

Classification only

Net retail

Yes

Per Pack

Singapore

No

N/a

Yes

Per stick or per kilo equivalent

Thailand

Yes

Ex-factory or
Landed price for
imports

Yes

Per gram (if higher than ad
valorem)
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Vietnam

Yes

Ex-factory or
Landed price for
imports

No

N/a

Source: Author

Table 5.14 again demonstrates that there are numerous approaches to tobacco excise
taxation across the region. Ad valorem based tobacco taxes are based on the product’s
value as it is sold from the factory by the manufacturer, whilst a range of specific rates are
used which are either based on weight or packaging. In terms of the ad valorem based
approach, the use of this ‘ex-factory’ price is most common consistent although there is a
question over consistency in terms on defining what the ‘ex-factory’ value comprises
(Preece, 2012; Preece, 2014). Similarly, where goods are imported the excise value is
again commonly the landed price.
In terms of the quantity based excises, there is use of a ‘per stick’ or cigarette piece, ‘per
pack’ which in the Philippines is 20 sticks, and ‘per kilogram’ which is essential to capture
tobacco products which are not cigarette sticks and may be loose tobacco or nonconventional cigarettes.

Again, it is seen that Thailand, Malaysia, and the Philippines

each use a form of mixed value and quantity based excise rates, with Indonesia, Myanmar
and the Philippines having this quasi ad valorem approach of applying specific rates of
excise per stick and per pack but based upon that stick or pack’s retail price (Preece, 2012;
Preece, 2014).
To conclude the analysis of excise taxation across ASEAN, it can be stated that very little
commonality exists across the policies of the 10 member countries. Whilst there is excise
taxation applied to automobiles, alcoholic beverages and tobacco products across all
members of the region, only automobiles are taxed on the same basis according to their
value. Even then, the manner in which both automobiles are classified and the range and
type of such classifications in receipt of exemptions or rate discounts varies markedly.
Alcoholic beverages and tobacco products which are again commonly subject to excise,
differ considerably in terms of the approaches to applying the tax, with some member
countries taxing according to quantity, some by value and the remainder using a
combination of both.
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From this point, the excise tax policies of the member countries then move further apart in
regards to what products are subject to the tax, whether services are included in the excise
tax systems and for those goods and services included, the nature of the excise tax base to
be applied. To the extent that this lack of commonality and coordination is an issue is
‘measured’ by the effect on the region in terms of the impact against the key measure of
the objectives of the AEC, in particular the formation of the under-pinning single market
and production base.

5.7 Emerging Trends in Excise Tax Policy across ASEAN
Of significant interest and relevance to this study is the observance of certain clear trends
in the region as to the development of national excise tax policies. Over the course of the
study, several amendments to actual policy were noted by way of amendments to existing
national excise laws. Amendments which resulted in a straightforward increase in excise
tax rates were a common occurrence during the research, however those amendments to
excise laws which added or deleted products from taxation, which altered classification or
valuation rules, or altered to the excise tax base have been examined further.
Such trends need to be identified and become part of the considerations as to the
development of a regional policy coordinating mechanism. These current trends and
reforms to excise tax policies are being considered by member countries in isolation and
without the benefit of regional co-ordination and so are of great interest to this study as to
whether they are sending national excise tax policies further apart.
In this regard, the trends noted relate to both an expansion in some member countries of
the range of goods which are subject to excise tax, and to changes in the excise tax base.
In terms of expansion of goods, most of those member countries which do not subject nonalcoholic beverages to excise taxation have undertaken processes to include such goods in
the excise tax system, or where they are subject to excise, expand the range of nonalcoholic beverages products that are captured in the relevant classification.
With regard to the excise tax base, two areas were emerging, first a greater use of specific
rate excise taxes for alcoholic beverages and tobacco products, and in many cases for the
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proposed non-alcoholic beverages mentioned above. Secondly, where ad valorem excise
tax bases are utilised, then the valuation point is moving away from the manufacturer’s or
importers price and further down the supply chain towards a wholesale or retail level.
These recent reforms are now further analysed below:

5.7.1 The taxation of non-alcoholic beverages
As seen in sub-section 5.5.3 and Table 5.7 above, four countries being Cambodia, Laos
PDR, Myanmar, and Thailand have an excise tax in place for non-alcoholic beverages,
however the research highlighted at least five other countries had given some level of
consideration to implementing such an excise tax. Several countries including Indonesia,
the Philippines and Vietnam drafted and introduced legislation to begin taxing this
category of beverage, whilst Malaysia and Brunei have seen their governments announcing
the examination of possibly introducing new taxes on ‘sweetened’ non-alcoholic
beverages.
In terms of actual drafting of legislation, Sihombing & Hidayat (2015) state that the
Ministry of Finance of Indonesia had proposed in 2012 to Commission XI of the House of
Representatives an amendment to Law No 39 of 2007 on Excise, to include “carbonated
drink and drinks containing artificial sweeteners on the list of excise goods”. The proposal
was made pursuant to Article 39 of that law which allows any products to be added to the
list of excisable goods if they “have a nature or characteristics that require their
consumption to be controlled…….as consumption can result in negative effects on
society…..”. The proposal in late 2015 for the 2016 national budget was in fact the
second attempt to levy such a new excise on non-alcoholic beverages, a similar proposal in
2013 was rejected by Commission XI which at the time requested further information
(Herlina, 2013).
The Philippines currently has two Bills in the Congress for a ‘soda tax’. The first of the
Bills titled ‘House Bill 3365’ was introduced into the Philippines Congress on 18
November 2013 by Representative Estrellita Suansing, seeking a 10% excise tax to be
introduced on sweetened non-alcoholic beverages. This was subsequently substituted in
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November 2015 by House Bill 292 which replaces the ad valorem 10% rate with a specific
Peso 10 per litre rate (Bundang, 2015; Chanco, 2016). House Bill 292 has now passed the
panel review process of the House of Representatives and if successful in the full Congress
vote would commence in 2017 (Romero, 2015; O de Vera, 2016).
Similarly, in Vietnam, the Ministry of Finance proposed an excise of 10% to be applied to
‘carbonated soft drinks’ in 2014 by way of an amendment to the Law on Special
Consumption (Excise) Tax. After consideration by the National Assembly’s Economic
Affairs Committee, Resolution 56/NQ-CP 2014 was issued which rejected the addition of
such products to the existing excise taxation instrument stating they were concerned that
the new tax may have been too narrow in scope to have a positive health outcome whilst at
the same time negatively impacting local soft drink manufacturers.
In addition to these three legislative proposals, Malaysia in 2014 saw the Director-General
of the Department of Health ordering a study into a ‘sin tax’ (or excise) on ‘sugary drinks’
by his Department in response to increasing levels of diabetes and other health issues
(Fong, 2014). At the time of writing, no further announcements have been made in
Malaysian as to the progress Department of Health. Likewise, Brunei, through the
Minister of Health, stated he was in discussions with the Ministry of Finance in relation to
the possibility of “taxing food products and beverages which contain high amounts of
sugar or even fast food chains” (Thien, 2016). As with Malaysia, Brunei has made no
further announcements during the time of this study.
Thailand has an excise tax on non-alcoholic beverages, however has made two significant
policy announcements during the period of the study. The first proposed reform was to
widen the scope of the non-alcohol beverage excise tax to capture those beverages that do
not contain at least 50 percent natural ingredients (Chantanusornsiri and Jitpleecheep,
2014). This proposal they add represented an increase from the previous policy that
exempted all non-alcoholic beverages that had more that 10 percent natural ingredients and
which permitted over 1,000 high sugar content products in the market to be excise free
such as sweetened ready to drink tea and sweetened fruit juices.
Whilst not enacted at the time of writing, the proposal has seemingly been incorporated in
a more current policy announcement in which sugar content would be the basis of a
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comprehensive restructure of non-alcohol beverage. Sattaburuth (2016) states that the Thai
Excise Department has now proposed a tax structure for Cabinet for which non-alcoholic
beverages with a sugar content between six and 10 grams per millilitres would attract an
excise tax which is likely to increase the price of such beverages by 20 percent, whilst a
second category for beverages containing more than 10 grams of sugar per 100 millilitres
would see excise tax rates increase the price of these products by around 25 percent.
Given the momentum of discussion and proposed legislation around excise taxation of
non-alcoholic beverages, these products will form part of the coordinating mechanisms
discussed in both Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 below.

5.7.2 Taxation of fuel products
Fuel products are currently subject to excise taxation in seven of the 10 ASEAN member
countries, however of those three not applying such an excise, Indonesia in early 2016
proposed a fuel excise to Parliament. The Fiscal Policy Office of the Indonesian Ministry
of Finance sought to introduce an excise on the basis that ‘consumption needs to be
controlled’ as is the requirement of any new excise tax, however, at the time of writing the
concept was meeting industry resistance on the grounds that fuel is in fact a necessity in
the economy and that such a new tax would impact fuel prices (Sirait, 2016).
This policy proposal follows a significant cut in fuel subsidies, sometimes referred to as
‘negative excises’ from Rupee 276 trillion in the 2015 national budget to an estimated
Rupee 60 trillion (Sambijantoro, 2015). This measure, if allowed to progress through
Parliament, would therefore seek to end a policy of negative excise taxation over fuel and
begin raising revenue from certain products in line with most other member countries.
Also noted within the debate in Indonesia is the levy introduced in 2015 on palm oil for
exportation, from which a fund has been created to stabilise the price of bio-diesel which
has moved to double the price of diesel fuel during the period of sustained global oil prices
(Fry, 2015; Wright and Rahmanulloh, 2016). Whilst not an excise within the definition of
this study, the levy on exports of crude palm oil and intention to create affordable biodiesel is of some relevance. Some of the excise tax rate concessions available in the
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Indonesian automobile tax system under Government Regulation 33 and Government
Regulation 41 of 2013, for supporting ‘green cars’ include vehicles which run on biodiesel. Bio-diesel which is disproportionately priced with respect to diesel can reverse the
effects of those environmentally linked excise tax concessions, as well as more generally
preventing other environmentally ‘friendly’ policies taking effect such as blending biodiesel with diesel to offer cleaner burning fuels.
Continuing the analysis of alternate fuels, several ASEAN member countries have
introduced ‘mandated’ percentages of biofuels in the fuel market, notably bio-diesel and
ethanol, which can have a significant impact on fuel excise policies given that only the
Philippines and Vietnam have an excise tax on fuel ethanol and no member country has an
excise tax on biodiesel (Preece, 2014). Fuel excise is then further complicated in Thailand
where the rate of excise on gasoline is effectively reduced by the percentage of ethanol in
the final blended product (Preece, 2014).
In relation to these biofuel mandates across the region, Lane (2016) provides the following
summary:


Indonesia: Bio-diesel at 10 percent (B10) with plans to move to 15 percent (Ho,
2015), and a three percent mandate for ethanol (E3);



Malaysia: Bio-diesel at five percent (B5);



Philippines: Bio-diesel at five percent (B5) and a 10 percent mandate for ethanol
(E3);



Thailand: Bio-diesel at seven percent (B7) with long term objectives to reach 10
(B10) and eventually 20 percent (B20); and



Vietnam: Ethanol at five percent (E5).

Given the discussions in Indonesia and growing level of interaction of largely non-taxed
alternate fuels and taxed petroleum based fuels, fuel products will also form part of the
coordinating mechanisms discussed in both Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 below.
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5.7.3 The taxation of environmentally harmful goods
The Indonesian Ministry of Finance Ministry has made a preliminary announcement that it
intends to propose a new excise tax ‘on all products wrappings of plastic, including bottles,
bags and sachets’, with a potentially lower rate for those businesses who undertake certain
recycling activities (Indonesia Investments, 2016; Jakarta Post, 2016). The move appears
to be based on three grounds adds Indonesia Investments (2016), firstly through increased
pricing discourage consumption of food packaged in this way thereby having
manufacturers move to more environmentally friendly wrapping. Secondly, and related to
the first objective is the reduction of plastic wrapping entering the environment as waste,
and finally to raise additional tax revenue in a year in which revenue targets are not being
met.
Thailand is another member country to propose a range of new products for excise taxation
on the basis of harm to the environment on consumption. Whilst Thailand has a number of
products subject to excise on environmental grounds such as motor vehicles, petroleum
fuels, and air conditioners, GIZ and UNEP (2016) cite a Thai Excise Department policy
proposal to Cabinet seeking an excise tax on a ‘polluter pays’ basis for a range of
additional products including pesticides, tyres, oil based lubricants, and as with Indonesia,
plastic packaging materials, with revenue raised potentially being placed into an
environment protection fund. As of writing, this proposal has not progressed passed the
Cabinet.
Whilst the environment is a legitimate basis for the application of an excise tax, there is
insufficient progress amongst member countries to bring these types of individual products
into the discussions within Chapters 8 and 9.
5.7.4 Greater use of specific rate excise tax bases for alcohol and tobacco
In what is seen as a positive reform trend across ASEAN there is a transition away from
the use of ad valorem excise taxation towards specific rate excise tax bases for alcohol and
tobacco. The trend appeared to begin in the Philippines, which had a set of specific excise
tax rates for both alcohol and tobacco but based on 1996 retail values, with higher retail
price brackets seeing higher specific rates in what is sometimes referred to quasi specific
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rates. The Republic Act 10351 also known as ‘Sin Tax’ reform, came into effect on 1
January 2013 and set a path of transition for tobacco products to a single specific rate ‘per
pack’ from 1 January 2017, removing the value of the product form the excise taxing
process. Beer and wine however, did not transition in the same way and remain paying a
specific rate based upon a retail price, however, distilled spirits did transition to a pure
‘mixed’ specific and ad valorem system with the specific rate component now linked only
to the alcohol content rather than the retail price as previously.
During 2013, Thailand reformed its alcohol excise tax system through an amendment to
the Liquor Act BE 2493 (1950) to move from a ‘higher of’ ad valorem or specific rate
calculation to a pure ‘mixed’ specific and ad valorem rate system that guaranteed that all
alcoholic beverages had a specific rate element included. In addition, higher strength
alcoholic beverages, or beer in excess of seven percent alcohol by volume, wine in excess
of 15 percent alcohol by volume and distilled spirits in excess of 45 percent alcohol by
volume, pay a specific rate on Baht per percentile of alcohol strength above these
respective strengths. Interestingly, the specific rate component in this mixed specific and
ad valorem alcohol excise system is calculated by determining whether higher excise can
be achieved by using a rate per litre of beverage or a rate per litre of alcohol within the
beverage, and selecting whichever achieves the highest excise return – although this
calculation does not apply to the high strength surcharge.
In 2015, Malaysia through Excise Duties (Amendment) Order 2015 ended a ‘mixed’
specific and ad valorem rate system for cigarettes and certain tobacco products to a single
specific rate system. The Malaysian government then followed with the Excise Duties
(Amendment) Order 2016 again ending a ‘mixed’ system for all alcoholic beverages and
with the Duty Order coming into effect on 1 March, 2016, Malaysia has a fully specific
excise tax base approach for alcohol and tobacco.
Finally, Myanmar in its Union Tax Law 2016 which amends Schedule 6 of the Commercial
Tax Law 1990 which contains the country’s ‘excise’ tax, moved both ‘liquor’ and
‘cigarettes’ away from pure ad valorem excise tax bases, to capture some specific rates.
However, the amendments are not ‘pure’ specific rates with Myanmar adoption some
aspects of the Philippines excise tax system in that classification of products for a specific
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rate tax is based upon the value of the products. The excise tax for liquor and cigarettes
has been designed using ‘selling price bands’ with excise tax rates per litre of liquor or per
pack of 20 cigarettes increasing as the value of each price band increases.
There are however, several notable exceptions which need to be discussed. First, for
locally produced liquor and cigarettes, once the selling price exceeds Kyat 10,000 per litre
or Kyat 3,000 per pack of 20 cigarettes, then the excise tax reverts to an ad valorem rate.
Secondly, all imported liquor and cigarettes are classified separately to domestic products
and irrespective of their selling prices will pay an ad valorem excise tax rate based upon
their ‘landed value’ or their CIF value plus any customs duty payable. Finally, all beer,
wine, loose tobacco and other tobacco products such as cigars, whilst imports and locally
produced products are classified together, each of these product categories have ad
valorem excise tax bases. This is suggesting that Myanmar excise tax policy is still very
much in transition from full ad valorem to specific rates for these types of products.

5.7.5 Ad valorem excise tax bases using values further along the supply chain
The final major trend observed over the course of the study was that for excise tax systems
that had a reliance on ad valorem excise tax bases (Preece, 2012). In the early stages of the
study, ad valorem rates were based upon either an ‘ex-factory’ valuation, effectively being
the manufacturer’s selling price into the market, whilst imports used the ‘landed price’.
Both valuation points are essentially at the start of the distribution chain, being the value of
the goods at the time they first enter the market.
However, a number of notable policy amendments to these valuation points were observed
and whilst manufacturers and importers still become liable for excise tax and pay that
excise upon sale of goods into the market, a new valuation from further down the
distribution chain has been adopted. This has been implemented for certain products in
Thailand, Vietnam and in the Philippines.
In Thailand, the same amendment to the Liquor Act BE 2493 (1950) to establish a pure
‘mixed’ specific and ad valorem alcohol excise tax system also introduced excise valuation
based on a ‘last wholesale price’ for the ad valorem component of the tax rate. The
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Director-General of the Thai Excise Department was reported as stating the main purpose
was to better align the valuations of imports and locally produced alcoholic beverages at
the wholesale level, and to overcome under-valuation issues by importer, however industry
saw the move as way to raise excise tax revenue by applying the same excise rates on a
higher valuation basis (Pootpisut, 2013).
According to the implementing instrument titled Ministerial Regulation on Determining
Liquor Types and Tax Rate BE 2556 (2013), the term ‘last wholesale price’ will be that of
the price paid in the last step in the supply chain before the alcoholic beverage is sold
retail, excluding the Value Added Tax. This new tax base appeared to have created some
concerns for alcohol excise tax payers according to Chantanusornsiri (2013) who citing the
industry highlights that whilst manufacturers and importers pay the excise, it is often an
unrelated wholesale entity that sets the last wholesale price that the tax payer must use.
Notwithstanding this potential issue, at the time of writing, the Thai National Legislative
Assembly has passed a Bill which amends the Excise Act BE 2527 (1984) the Deputy
Finance Minister, as Chair of the committee overseeing the Bill, states brings excise
taxation in line with changed social and environmental conditions (NNT, 2016). Of
significance will be the move to use the ‘manufacturer’s recommended retail selling price’
(RRSP) as the basis for excisable value for all products subject to excise tax, and is due to
commence after 180 days from Royal Assent, which is expected to be late 2017. The use
of retail level valuation offers the ‘ultimate’ transparency over valuation, as such
valuations are publicly available at any place in which excisable goods are sold. There are
immediate questions such as ‘what retail price’ given that some products such as alcohol
will have varied retail prices dependent on what type of premises is selling the beverage,
and that in many cases a manufacturer’s recommended price for retailers may differ
markedly from the eventual retail price and as such open a mechanism to under-state
RRSP. However, at the time of writing, the actual regulations to support the introduction of
RRSP in response to these types of questions, including how RRSP will be both
ascertained and confirmed, are yet to be written.
Similarly, Vietnam also moved the excisable value to a wholesale sales value, but for
automobiles and additionally also established a number of measures designed to ‘under110

pin’ a floor value for that wholesale price. Through Decree 108/2015/ND-CP the ad
valorem tax base now has two effective wholesale values dependent upon whether the
vehicle is assembled locally or is imported in a completely built up (CBU) state. For those
vehicles assembled in Vietnam, the excisable value moved from being based upon an exfactory value, to one which is based on a ‘wholesale price’ provided that the wholesale
value is within seven percent of the average wholesale pricing for that make and model.
For CBU’s imported into Vietnam, the excisable value has moved from being the landed
price, to the ‘importer’s on-selling price’ provided this on-selling price is greater than 105
percent of landed price. Where domestically assembled vehicles and imported vehicles are
outside these respective price range tolerances, then the General Department of Taxation
will assign a value.
The Philippines has moved directly to incorporate retail pricing within the excise tax bases
of their systems. The Philippines as part of its 2013 sin tax reform discussed, did create for
distilled spirits a mixed ad valorem and specific rate excise tax base, with the ad valorem
component based upon what is termed the ‘net retail price’ (NRP). Revenue Regulation
17-2012 issued under the Republic Act 10351 of 2012 defines NRP as:
“…the price at which the alcohol and tobacco products are sold on retail in at least
five (5) major supermarkets in Metro Manila, excluding the amount intended to cover
the applicable excise tax and the value-added tax. For alcohol and tobacco products
which are marketed outside Metro Manila, the „net retail price‟ shall mean the price at
which the alcohol and tobacco products are sold in at least five (5) major supermarkets
in the region excluding the amount intended to cover the applicable excise tax and the
value-added tax”

These NRPs are then published by the BIR on their website for use by excise tax payers by
way of Revenue Memorandum Circular (RMC) 90-2012. In relation to distilled spirits,
Annex B-1 of RMC 90-2012 lists the surveyed NRPs for which an extract can be seen
below in Figure 5.15.
Table 5.15: Extract of BI Survey Distilled Spirits posted for use from January 2013
Brand
Name/Product
Description

Type of
Packaging

Content
Per Type of
Packaging
(Millilitres)

Alcohol
Specific
Content (% Tax Due
by Volume
Per
or by Proof)

Net Retail
Price per
Bottle/Can
Content

Ad Valorem
Tax Rate
(15%) Per
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Bottle/Can (Based on
2010 BIR Price
Content

Bottle/Can
Content

Survey)

Andy Pixr XO
Prm. Whiskey
Añejo Rum Oro
Antonov Vodka
Antonov Vodka
Mixed DrinkApple
Antonov Vodka
Mixed DrinkApple
Barcelona
Brandy
Barcelona
Brandy
Barcelona
Brandy

Bottle

725

40.00%

11.60

94.93

11.39

Bottle
Bottle
NonReturnable
Bottle
NonReturnable
bottle
Bottle

375
700
250

36.00%
40.00%
5.00%

5.40
11.20
0.50

19.09
85.33
27.55

2.06
10.24
0.41

250

5.00%

0.50

24.55

0.37

250

32.50%

3.25

19.21

1.87

Bottle

350

32.50%

4.55

21.37

2.08

Bottle

700

32.50%

9.10

43.66

4.26

Source: BIR Philippines

New distilled spirits products entering the market must calculate their ad valorem excise
based upon a ‘suggested NRP’ as actual NRP will not be known. However, the suggested
NRP must be within 15 percent of the actual NRP identified in the subsequent BIR survey
otherwise additional payments must be made by the tax payer if the suggested NRP was
lower than this tolerance. Beer, wine and cigarettes also use the NRP for classification
purposes rather than for the tax base, however, as a note, the process of establishing the
NRP for such classification is the same as for distilled spirits and NRPs published by the
BIR on its website in the same format as Figure 5.15.
From these observations as to policy developments in excise taxation across the region, it
is seen as important to now include the following aspects of recent reforms into the
considerations of the study as it proposes approaches excise tax policy coordination in
ASEAN:


The inclusion of non-alcoholic beverages;



The inclusion of fuel products, including the treatment of the blends of various fuel
products; and



Identifying and defining a range of valuation points for excise assessment.
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Chapter 5 has highlighted the divergence in excise taxation policies across ASEAN, in
terms of scope and approach, and suggests that reform of these policies is on-going, with
several clear trends around new products and the tax base emerging. Chapter 6 now will
seek to analyse the effect on the region of this divergence which has perhaps resulted from
there being a lack of a coordinated approach, in particular the extent to which these
divergent policies are negatively impacting upon the main objectives of the AEC’s
formation and operation.
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6. THE NEED FOR COORDINATION OF EXCISE TAX
POLICIES UNDER THE AEC

6.1 The AEC and excise taxation
As seen in Chapter 5, an examination of the excise tax systems of the ASEAN members
has shown notable variances across the region in terms of national polices as they relate to
both the scope of products subject to the tax, and the manner in which such products are
taxed. This raises the question of whether these variances adversely impact the
development of the AEC, particularly against the objectives of the AEC as espoused in the
AEC Blueprint 2025 as being:


The creation of a ‘single market and single production base’;



Evolution into a highly competitive economic region;



Becoming a region which is equitable in terms of economic development; and



Becoming a region which is fully integrated into the global economy.

This chapter will look at this question of whether differential excise tax policies are
hindering the achievement of these objectives, as well as looking at the impact upon the
principles of national excise taxation policy generally such as revenue and pricing of
certain sensitive goods and services.
The four objectives above, as set out in the blueprint document are somewhat interconnected. The creation of a ‘single market and production base’ is essential for the region
to both prosper economically and then have that new prosperity shared across member
states, particularly those of lesser economic development such as the ASEAN CMLV,
where Lim and Kyunt (2010, pp. 14-15) state that without this true ‘single market’, the
AEC is meaningless. The concept of the single market and production base also provides
the platform to produce goods and services more cost effectively, allowing for increased
sales of more competitively priced product, not just within the ASEAN region but also
globally from such a strong domestic base.
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If the successful establishment of a single market and production base is such a critical
component of achieving the AEC’s key objectives, then a valid question for this study
becomes whether current excise taxation policies are in any way hindering the progress
towards successful operation of this desired outcome? The literature review of Chapter 2
had identified a number of excise taxation policies which had the potential to act as nontariff measures in intra-regional trade, particularly in the automobile and alcoholic
beverage industries, whilst also confirming that a number of excise taxation policies of
both the Philippines and Thailand had indeed been confirmed through WTO dispute
processes as being measures which were effectively protecting domestic industries from
imports of like goods.
When looking at the AEC Blueprint 2025, the single market and production base can be
characterised by the ‘free flow’ of goods, services, skilled labour, investment and capital,
despite the maintenance of national sovereign borders with relevant customs controls in
operation for intra-regional trade. Thus the single market and production base requires any
and all barriers to intra-regional trade to be both removed and play no future role in
regional trade policy. Barriers to trade are generally categorised as tariff or as non-tariff in
nature, and whilst there has been acknowledgement of the removal of most customs tariff
barriers, there are clearly a number of questions as to the effectiveness of the requirement
to remove non-tariff barriers, indeed possibly the opposite with potential new non-tariff
measures being developed (Astria, 2013, pp. 31-33; ERIA and UNCTAD, 2016, pp. 2123).
In this chapter, a number of excise taxation arrangements are examined in the context of
the proper functioning of the single market and production base, not just the potential use
of excise tax as a non-tariff measures. There is also a question as to whether excise
taxation is possibly impeding or at least adding to the cost of intra-regional trade through
application of complex administrative and compliance issues. As such, the potential areas
of concern have been categorised for analytical purposes as follows:


The use of excise taxation policies as a form of non-tariff barriers to trade;



Complexities in trade in excisable goods created through variances in classification
and treatment of like goods; and
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Distortions to regional supply chains created in response to differential excise
taxation policies.

6.2 Are excise taxation policies creating non-tariff barriers to trade?
Non-tariff barriers to trade are measures that have been put in place either at the border or
beyond the border, and which impede imports and offer some protection to local industry
(UNCTAD, 2013, p. 2). More specifically in ASEAN, Astria (2013, p. 100) describes
barriers to trade as currently including ‘additional taxes and charges, import bans, import
subsidies, non-automatic licensing, import procedures and technical barriers’ that are
applied at the border, whilst beyond the border include measures such as ‘investment
controls, state aid measures, and trade facilitation measures’. This study with its focus on
excise, looked at the 10 excise tax systems of ASEAN member countries and analysed the
design and application of taxes to see if they operated to apply any ‘additional excise
taxes’ over the import of products in comparison to the excise tax paid on like domestically
produced products.
In short, the study did find evidence of such excise taxation polices that could operate in
such a manner as to place a higher excise burden on imported excisable goods, either
directly or indirectly. More specifically, the study was able to locate several examples of
excise tax structures within member countries that clearly have the effect of being
discriminatory in nature towards imports. These discriminatory structures are varied in
nature and in order to examine these policies, those excise tax based non-tariff barriers
identified in the study have been categorised as those which directly or openly discriminate
against imports, those which use large excise rate differentials and two categories of
measures that provide excise rate discounts for either use of local content or where local
manufacturing is utilised. These four types of non-tariff measures based upon excise tax
policy are outlined in sub-sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.4 below.
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6.2.1 Direct discriminatory excise rates
This type of excise tax based non-tariff measure is fully transparent in terms of the policy
to ‘openly’ apply a higher rate of excise upon the imported product that will be applied to
the like domestic equivalent product. For World Trade Organisation (WTO) members,
which currently includes all 10 ASEAN countries, such a measure would be considered
contrary to Article III of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and
represents almost a direct challenge to trading partners. In this circumstance, the excise tax
structures involved have two rates applying to the same product, one rate for domestic
products and the second for the like imported product such as that seen in Table 6.2 below
for alcoholic beverages excise in Indonesia:
Table 6.1: Alcohol excise duty orders, Indonesia

Category
A
B

Tariff Per
Litre
Domestic
13,000
33,000

Amount of Alcohol
Up to and including 5%
Greater than 5% up to and including
20%
C
Greater than 20%
80,000
Source: Regulation PMK 207/011/2013 Republic of Indonesia

Tariff Per
Litre
Import
13,000
44,000
139,000

This separation of ‘domestic’ from ‘import’ equivalent products allows for the excise tax
policy to place a heavier tax burden on the imported item which has clearly occurred in
Table 6.1 for both Category B and Category C products. In this case Category B
beverages of between five and 20 percent in alcohol strength have an excise rate which is
some 33 percent higher when the alcoholic beverage is imported. For category C
beverages which are greater than 20 percent alcohol in strength, this rises to an excise tax
rate which is some percent higher when imported. When recovering this additional excise
tax burden in retail pricing, it places imported products in these two categories at a
significant disadvantage and indeed could well impact on investment decisions as to
whether such products are viable as imports and thus isolate the Indonesian market in
intra-regional trade in alcohol.
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This same ‘transparent’ discrimination between domestically produced and like imports
also occurs in Myanmar, where the excise is design is based around price tiers, with
increasing excise tax rates for each higher priced product tier. The Union Tax Law 2016
now includes in its Schedule of ‘Special Goods’ separate categories for ‘various kinds of
liquor (imported)’ and ‘various kinds of cigarettes (imported)’ both of which have ad
valorem tax bases which result in an effectively higher excise tax rate than for all
categories of the like domestic product, with the exception of the highest priced domestic
product.
Equally discriminatory is an excise tax design shown in Table 6.2 from Thailand’s Liquor
Act as amended in 2013 by Ministerial Regulation 2556 BE: Determining Liquor Types
and Tax Rates. Table 6.2 highlights a separate sub-category translated as ‘local white
liquor’ which shows a discounted excise tax rate in comparison with all other types of
beverage distilled liquor. Here the excise tariff is a mixed ad valorem and specific rate
structure for which column three shows that the ad valorem rate for ‘local white liquor’ is
only four percent, with all other liquor paying 25 percent. Added to this, the specific rate
element for ‘local white liquor’ is the higher of either 145 Thai Baht per litre or 40 Thai
Baht per litre of pure alcohol in comparison with an option of either 250 or 50 Thai Baht.
Table 6.2: Ministerial Regulation 2556 BE: Determining Liquor Types and Tax Rates –
Distilled Liquor (as at 1 July 2016)

Item 2
Sub-Item
“Distilled
Liquor”
2.1
Local White Liquor
2.2
Other Liquor (other than
2.1)
Source: Thailand Excise Department

Ad
valorem
Rate

1. Specific
Rate Per
Litre*

4%
25%

PLUS
*If higher
than 2. use
145
250

2. Specific
Rate Per
Litre of
Alcohol**
PLUS
**If higher
than 1.use
40
50

Another example of discriminatory excise comes from Cambodia. In this case, excise
payable on imported goods is effectively subject to two pieces of law which appear to be in
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conflict in some areas that ultimately see a higher rate being able to be applied against like
imports. The ‘excise tax’ of Cambodia referred to as the ‘Specific Tax on Certain
Merchandise and Services (STMS). The STMS forms part of the Cambodian ‘Law on
Taxation’ which is national legislation that also includes taxes on profits, minimum tax,
and the Value Added Tax (VAT). The STMS is administered by the General Department
of Taxation (GDT) and is payable by tax payers registered in the system who produce or
sell domestically, any of the goods and services outlines in column three of Table 6.3
below.
The STMS as it applies to the importation of goods is administered by the General
Department of Customs & Excise (GDCE) through Article 4 of the Law on Taxation, and
is assessed and collected at the time of importation through the import declaration process
along with customs import duties and VAT. Article 9 of the same tax law states that the
STMS is a ‘duty’ which is a ‘duty, additional duty, tax, fee or other charges imposed by
the Law, or other Laws and regulations enforced and administered by Customs’.
The GDCE then also administers the ‘Customs Tariff of Cambodia’ where all commodities
classified in the Harmonized System (HS) to an eight-digit level have duty rates for
customs duty, STMS, VAT and export duty assessment purposes for import of goods.
Significantly, Article 85 of the Law on Taxation also uses the HS codes to help define
some goods (automobiles, motor cycles and parts for automobiles) which are subject to
STMS. As such, there should be clear consistency between rates as set out in both the Law
on Taxation and the Customs Tariff of Cambodia, in other words between domestic and
like imported goods.
However, as can be seen in columns three and four of Table 6.3 there are several cases
where the STMS is applied to imported goods through the customs administered tariff,
whilst those same goods if manufactured locally are not subject to STMS via the Law on
Taxation. In all these cases, except for lubricants, such products manufactured in
Cambodia would not be subject to the STMS.
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Table 6.3 Specific Tax on Certain Merchandise & Services.
Item

HS Code

Rate as per Rate as per
Law on
Customs
Taxation
Tariff

Pleasure boats

8903

n/a

45%

Petroleum products

2710

20%

25%
(lubricants)

Perfumes

3303

n/a

15%

Make up preparations

3304

n/a

10%

Air-conditioners

8415

n/a

10%

Digital cameras

8525

n/a

10%

Source: Law on Taxation 2004 Cambodia, and Law on Customs Tariff of Cambodia 2012

These illustrations indicate almost a clear policy intent to perhaps target imports with
additional excise tax burdens which in itself is in clear contradiction to paragraph 2 of
Article III of the GATT, whilst the effect of such additional excise burdens could easily be
argued to be a measure which ‘affords protection to domestic industry’ which is the
contrary to paragraph of the same Article.
Not only are each of these illustrations contrary to Article III of the GATT in a global
trading context, but also run contrary the spirit of the objectives of the AEC as espoused in
the various agreements being implemented through the ‘blueprint’ process on intraregional trade.

6.2.2 Use of excise rate differentials over like goods
The use of excise rate differentials on what are essentially like goods occurs when a
product category is effectively ‘split’ into sub-categories based on a single criterion as part
of the structure of an excise tax design. The result is that goods which are essentially the
same but for this single criterion will have significantly different excise tax rates, and that
the use of the particular criterion identifies a domestic product and facilitates an excise tax
advantage. Alternatively, the criteria will capture only imported products, which will in
turn be subject to a less advantageous excise tax rate.
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The most common area this approach appears to be utilised is within automobile excise
taxation. In the case of automobiles (Preece 2016, p.57) states that it is generally engine
displacement upon which the criteria are based for final classification, with each
automotive product category structured to have several sub-categories based on a range of
engines size with each of these sub-categories being assigned with a different excise rate.
As engine sizes increase usually so will the assigned excise duty rate, although in Thailand
from 1 January 2016, sub-categories have largely been based on Carbon Dioxide emission
ranges, and the Philippines continues to have its sub-categories based on the vehicles
selling price (Preece 2014).
Whilst this is a reasonable policy approach in say automobile excise tax policy to have
sub-categories aligned with different levels of externalities associated with consumption,
such as the association between larger engines and higher emissions, higher fuel
consumption and larger heavier vehicles impacting roads and traffic congestion, it becomes
questionable policy when one sub-category is assigned an exponentially higher rate so that
just a small increase in engine size results in a substantially higher excise tax burden. As
an illustration, the Luxury Sales Tax of Indonesia after being amended by way of Finance
Minister’s Regulation 64 PMK 11/2014 deemed larger engine vehicles as a ‘luxury’ and
increased their tax rate from 75% to 125% of taxable value. The effect of the amendment
was to disproportionately tax larger engine vehicles and resulted in those vehicles with an
engine capacity of 3,001 cubic centimetres paying over three times the tax than a vehicle
with an engine capacity only one cubic centimetre small at 3,000 cubic centimetres as
shown in Figure 6.1 below.
Figure 6.1: Indonesia Luxury Sales Tax – Passenger Cars

Excise rate differentials:
Passenger Car (Multi-Purpose Vehicle Two Wheel Drive) less than 10 passengers (spark
ignition)
Engine capacity:


< 1,500 cc

10%



1,500 – 2,500 cc

20%



2,501 – 3,000 cc

40%
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> 3,000 cc

125%

Source: VAT and Luxury Sales Tax Law, Regulation 41 of 2013, Republic of Indonesia

The issue of excise rate differentials is of concern when the criteria used to separate
products into various sub-categories can be linked to a difference in the nature between a
domestic product and its import equivalent. In such cases arguments can be built to
suggest that the structure of the excise tariff concerned is primarily to provide an advantage
to the domestic product.
This criterion based excise tax design approach to create separate categories or subcategories with significant rate differentials, can prima-facie appear to be applying equally
to domestic and like imported goods, however the effect of the excise tax design can be
one of discrimination against the imported product. To illustrate this issue, certain aspects
of the alcohol excise system of Thailand are again highlighted in Table 6.4 below, in this
case ‘wine’.
In this case there is a mixed ad valorem and specific rate excise tariff, where the specific
rates of both sub-categories are the same, however the ad valorem element for wine which
does not exceed 600 Thai Baht per bottle wholesale is ‘zero’ whilst wine over that price
will be subject to a 36 percent ad valorem excise.

Table 6.4: Ministerial Regulation 2556 BE: Determining Liquor Types and Tax Rates –
Fermented Liquor

Item 1
Wine, sparkling wine,
“Fermented
made from grape
Liquor”
1.2 (1)
0-15% alcohol by
volume and 0-600 Thai
Baht per bottle at the last
wholesale price
1.2 (2)
0-15% alcohol by
volume and above 600

Ad valorem
Rate

Specific
Rate Per
Litre

Specific
Rate Per
Litre of
Alcohol

0%

1,000

225

36%

1,000

225
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Thai Baht per bottle at
the last wholesale price
Source: Thailand Excise Department

The issue becomes around the 600 Thai Baht per bottle wholesale value used to
differentiate wine for excise purposes, and whether at that value it is more likely that
imported wines with their nominal ‘in built’ additional costs over domestic wine such as
overseas freight, insurance, wharf handling and in some cases customs import duty, will be
paying the higher excise rate. If in effect, this excise tax design results in all or the
majority of imports paying this higher rate and all of the majority of domestic production
of wine falling into the lower rate, then a case for GATT Article III type discrimination
occurring can be made, and trade barrier over imported wine being has been put in place.

6.2.3 Excise valuation ‘discounts’ on meeting certain criteria that supports some level
of domestic content
In a measure which appears to be used exclusively in automobile excise taxation, the
valuation used for excise tax assessment purposes can be reduced where certain criteria
around local ‘value add’ are met (Preece 2016, pp. 57-58). The measure is aimed at
encouraging use of the domestic industry in automobile value add activities such as
assembly, even if the many of the components have been imported.
The automobile industry trades vehicles as either ‘completely built up’ (CBU) units, or as
kits in ‘semi-knocked down’ (SKD) or ‘completely knocked down’ (CKD) form, and these
terms are found in customs tariff law and in several cases, excise tax law as well (Preece
2015, pp. 17-18). The import of CBU’s provide little or no opportunity for domestic
industry to value add in terms of manufacture, whereas imports of SKD and CKD kits
allow for the domestic industry to provide a degree of assembly as kits are put together for
delivery into the local market. In such cases, the value of that local value add in assembly
will be used to adjust downwards the excisable value and therefore provide an excise tax
benefit not available to the same vehicles imported in CBU form. Likewise, it is likely that
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larger discounts in the excisable value will be available to importers of CKD’s over those
importing SKD’s given that less local value add is undertaken with this type of product.

Figure 6.2 below provides an example of discounting excisable values based on the
amount of local value add and is an extract in relation to automobiles from the Guide on
Valuation issued by the Royal Malaysian Customs and Excise Department in 2014. In this
example, with a minimum of 30 percent local value add on a local value add on the
maximum local value add to a product, the excise system can be designed to provide a
reduced valuation for the value of that local production. The minimum content
requirement falls to 25 percent if the engine size of the vehicle is greater than 2,500 cubic
centimetres.

Figure 6.2: Excise valuation discount for local value add: Malaysia

Excise valuation:
1. Local assembly:
Value for excise: Open market value (OMV)
Adjustment:

Industrial Linkages Program deduct local added value (LAV)*
(NB: LAV = ex-factory value minus local input material value
(NB: Minimum local content 30% for <2,500cc and 25% for 2,500+

cc)
New value for excise: OMV - LAV

2. Import CBU:
Value for excise:

Gazette value (GZ) based on CIF

Adjustment:

Plus import duty (up to 35% of GZ)

New value for excise: GZ + Import duty

*The Industrial Linkages Program forms part of Malaysia’s National Automotive Policy
2014 which was released to strengthen the domestic automotive sector.
Source: Royal Malaysian Customs and Excise Department
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In a related measure, Malaysia’s National Automotive Policy 2014 also strives to make the
country a ‘hub’ for production of the ‘Energy Efficient Vehicle’ (EEV) through various
incentives including reduced excise taxation (Ministry of Trade and Investment, 2014, pp.
8-9). In this case, in addition to reducing the excisable value based on the amount of local
value add, those vehicles meeting the prescribed specification of the EEV, the excisable
value is further reduced by a multiplier factor effect.

Under what is termed the Industrial Adjustment Fund (IAF), on top of local value add, a
multiplier of between 1.1 and 1.6 which is awarded by the Government based on levels of
‘base localisation’, which acts to further reduce the excisable value. A 1.6 multiplier
(awarded for a 65 percent ‘base localisation’) for example, could see the effective rate of
excise at close to ‘zero’ (AM Research, 2014, pp. 7-9). To illustrate the effect, Figure 6.3
below has been included using a multiplier of 1.5 meaning the vehicle is using localised
‘critical components’ such as ‘hybrid system management’, ‘power train, or ‘safety
features’ and results in the normal excise rate of 75 percent being effectively reduced to
18.8 percent.
Figure 6.3: Excise valuation discount for EEV production: Malaysia

EEV: Industrial Adjustment Fund and Excise
Reduction of excise valuation for base localization multiplier:
EEV scenario (Malaysian Ringgit) – ‘localization’ rate of 50% for non-national company
Total cost of car:

100,000

- of which: Local cost

50,000

- of which: Imported cost

50,000

Localization rate

50.0% (Local cost / Total cost)

Excise duty rate

75.0%

IAF multiplier

Localisation rate post-IAF

1.5

75.0% (IAF multiplier x Localization rate)
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Effective imported cost post-IAF

25,000 (100,000 – 75,000)

Excise duty paid

18,750 (75% of 25,000)

Effective excise duty rate

18.8% (18,750 / 100,000)

Source: Royal Malaysian Customs and Excise Department

It is important to note from Figure 6.3 that the importation of an identical vehicle meeting
the EEV criteria but imported as a CBU product, will pay the full excise rate of 75 percent
rather than the 18.8 percent payable by that same vehicle that is subject to some localised
production. This in turn would make it increasingly difficult for such an imported CBU
motor vehicle to be commercially viable against those accessing the IAF concessions for
local input.
In a measure similar to the adjustment of excisable values discussed from Malaysia,
Indonesia has also introduced a set of criteria to reduce excisable value of automobiles,
however, in this case certain vehicles produced under a ‘low emissions’ policy may have
their ‘sales price’ which is the value used for tax, reduced to upon the meeting of certain
criteria. Again, these criteria have been established with the view of supporting both the
local industry, and the environment, by stimulating production and sales of affordable
environmentally friendly vehicles.
Government Regulation 41 issued in 2013 by the Indonesian Government set out a ‘low
cost emissions program’ (LCEP) for the automotive industry, the intention of which was to
meet this policy intention of making low emission vehicles more affordable and
stimulating production of vehicles in this category. This is to be achieved by removing
some of Luxury Sales Tax burden on larger vehicles should they adopt cleaner emission
technology and achieve certain fuel efficiency levels, and indeed removing all tax burden
from other vehicles which meet the criteria of a new product category known as ‘Low Cost
Green Cars’ (LCGC).
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In support of Government Regulation 41, a subsequent regulation, Government Regulation
33/M-IND/PER/7/203 also of 2013 established both the criteria for manufacturers to
register with the tax authorities, and the specifications to be met for a vehicle to be
classified as a LCGC. Manufacturers and vehicles meeting the requirements of
Government Regulation 33/M-IND/PER/7/203 have their taxable value set at ‘zero’ and
therefore not paying any Luxury Sales Tax. Figure 6.4 below outlines the current
automobile tax reductions in Indonesia.
Figure 6.4: Luxury Sales Tax valuation discounts for low emission vehicles: Indonesia

Excise zero rating:
Luxury Sales Tax
Government Regulation 41 and 33 of 2013: Taxable value is reduced to:


75% of sales price: Use of advanced engine technology, duel petrol/gas engines
(converter kit CNG/LGV), bio-fuel engines, hybrid engines, CNG/LGV
dedicated engines with fuel consumption of 20-28 lt/km;



50% of sales price: Use of advanced engine technology, duel petrol/gas engines,
biofuel engines, hybrid engines, CNG/LGV dedicated engines with fuel
consumption of > 28 lt/km



0% of sales price (ie tax free): Motor vehicles manufactured under the LCGC*
of the LCEP programs (other than sedans and station wagons) with:
o Spark ignition up to 1,200 cc; or
o Compression ignition up to 1,500 cc; and
o Fuel consumption of at least 20 km/lt

*Requires sales price under IDR 95 million, greater than 80% local content, and use of either RON92
gasoline or CN51 diesel fuel.

Source: VAT and Luxury Sales Tax Law, Regulations 33 and 41 of 2013, Republic of
Indonesia

The issue here relates to the 80 percent local content specification to access the ‘zero’ rate
tax option. In other words, LCGC’s which pay no Luxury Sales Tax can only realistically
be manufactured in Indonesia and any like vehicle meeting all other aspects such as engine
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size, fuel type, and retail price, cannot access the same tax free treatment because of
overseas assembly.
In short, this type of excise based non-tariff measure means that within the ASEAN region,
the automotive industry is unable to look at ‘regional’ environmentally friendly or similar
type motor vehicles, rather they need to structure their assembly businesses for any number
of ‘local market’ vehicles. This need to limit production to single markets is inefficient in
terms of achieving the economies of scale in production needed for maximum
competitiveness and results largely from this practice of designing excise tax policies that
encourage only local production and effectively deny commercially viable access to
imports (EU-ABC, 2015, pp. 9-12).

6.2.4 Excise tax rate ‘discounts’ on meeting certain criteria that supports local
manufacturing
Having just discussed programs to support domestic industries through providing for
reductions in excise valuations in line with local ‘value add’ in the manufacture of excise
goods, there was also an identification in the study of a similar measure which reduce
excise tax rates in certain ‘domestic production friendly’ situations. Again, the criteria
used to reduce the excise payable supports the use of locally based manufacturing.
An example is included in Figure 6.5 from Thailand and its ‘Eco Car Phase II’ program.
To access the program manufacturers must commit to minimum levels of investment and
units produced, then build vehicles meeting certain criteria the Thai Government deems
constitute an ‘eco car’ such as engine size, fuel type, and emission levels. (Board of
Investment, 2015). Where all criteria are met, excise tax payable in some models will fall
from between 20 and 25 percent to either 12, 14 or 17 percent depending on fuel type and
carbon dioxide emission levels.

Figure 6.5: Excise valuation discount for eco car production: Thailand

Eco Car Phase II: Criteria and excise tax rates
Automaker commitment:


Minimum investment of 6.5 billion baht (US$199.5 million) on a new plant;
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Annual production capacity of 100,000;
Capacity to be reached within four years of operation; and
Plant meets government mandated environmental standards.

Eco Car Specifications





Euro 5 emission standards;
Average fuel consumption of 4.3 litres/100 kilometres;
Average CO2 emission of 100 grams per kilometre
Meet international crash safety levels

Source: Thailand Board of Investment

The issue from Figure 6.5 is not the ‘eco car’ specifications, but rather the access to the
program by way of minimum investments made in Thailand in terms of plants and capacity
which effectively excludes imported ‘eco cars’ from accessing lower excise rates and thus
competing on a tax equivalent basis.
In the case of the Philippines, the Comprehensive Automobile Resurgence Strategy
(CARS) Program reduces excise tax to ‘zero’ once a manufacturer and a product is
recommended for approval to the Board of Investment by an Inter-Agency Committee
(Department of Trade and Industry, 2016). Figure 6.6 below outlines both the eligibility
criteria for the CARS program as set out in Sections seven and eight of Executive Order
182 of 2015, and the mechanism for excise free treatment (as well as customs duty and
VAT exemption) under Section three of the Implementing Rules and Regulations of the
Executive Order.
Figure 6.6: Excise tax exemption under CARS: Philippines
SECTION 7. Criteria for Enrollment of a Model. The criteria for the enrollment of a
Model shall be based on, but not limited to, the following:
1. Track record and Model competitiveness;
2. New investments in Body Shell Assembly and Large Plastic Parts Assemblies;
3. Planned volume, as may be determined by BOI, but in no case lower than two
hundred thousand (200,000) vehicles over the Model Life up to a maximum of 6
years;
4. Economic impact of the investment plan for the Model, including impact on the
parts manufacturing industry and linkages, jobs generation, and overall consumer
welfare;
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5. Overall competitive environment and long-term industry development; and
6. Compliance with fuel efficiency and emission level standards as may be
determined by BOI, which in no case shall be lower than the standards under the
Clean Air Act.
SECTION 8. Eligibility and Qualifications of Participants. The participating Car
Makers, Parts Makers and Shared Testing Facility Proponent must meet the following
qualifications, and such other criteria as may be required by BOI:
Minimum Qualifications for Car Makers
1. An internationally-recognized Car Maker/brand owner and/or its authorized in
country licensed manufacturer acting jointly with an internationally-recognized
carmaker/brand owner;
2. Proven global track record; and
3. Existing multinational operations.
Minimum Qualifications for Parts Makers
1. Endorsed by the PCM to manufacture parts of its enrolled Model;
2. OEM automotive Parts Maker and/or its authorized in-country licensed
manufacturer acting jointly with an internationally-recognized carmaker/brand
owner;
3. Proven track record; and
4. A member of good standing of the Philippine Parts Maker Association.
Minimum Qualifications for the Shared Testing Facility Proponent
1. Collectively endorsed by the PCMs; and
2. Proven track record.
RULE IV: SECTION 3. Tax Payment Certificate. The FIS and PVI fiscal support shall
be evidenced by non-transferrable Tax Payment Certificates (TPCs), which shall be used
to defray the tax and duty obligations due to the National Government. The tax and duty
obligations are excise tax, income tax, import duties, and Value Added Tax (VAT) only,
and shall not include any type of withholding taxes.
Source: Implementing Rules and Regulations for Executive Order 182 of 2015, Republic
of the Philippines

It is significant to note from Figure 6.6 that the Philippines CARS program that Executive
Order 182 of 2015 has placed a cost to the Philippines budget of some Peso 27 billion over
the six years of operation. It does therefore raise the question as to how this program
which commenced on the first day of the AEC contributes to objectives of the new
economic community. As with other regional programs included in this chapter, greater
excise tax burdens are falling imported products as part of incentive schemes to boost
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domestic manufacturing, which in many cases may be inefficient and being supported by
national budgets rather than increased efficiencies and is at odds with the single market and
production base objective which strives to have ASEAN manufacturing rather than 10
individual manufacturing centres.

6.3 Are excise taxation policies hindering trade facilitation?
The significant variations found in excise taxation policies across ASEAN identified in
chapter 5 raise the question as to what extent such variances impact the ease of conducting
intra-regional trade in excisable goods. In addition to the question of excise based nontariff barriers to trade just analysed, the study also considered the ease of conducting trade
in excisable goods, particularly in the context of the AEC and its objective of increasing
the level of trade facilitation.
Findlay (2006, p. 1) in his review of trade facilitation in ASEAN as part of the AEC
implementation process, uses aspects of the World Trade Organisation’s definition of the
concept to guide his measurement. Notably, he states that trade facilitation is “the
simplification and harmonisation of international trade procedures”, where trade
procedures are the “activities, practices and formalities involved in collecting, presenting,
communicating and processing data required for the movement of goods in international
trade”. There are several key projects under the AEC Blueprint that are contributing to
improved trade facilitation on intra-regional trade such as the: ASEAN Harmonised Tariff
Nomenclature, Single Administrative Document and the gradual development of the
ASEAN Single Window. Observers from both business and academia of trade facilitation
in ASEAN in the lead up to the AEC seem agreed that since around 2003, the cost of trade
has declined with such achievements, but equally there is still considerable room to keep
improving (International Chamber of Commerce, 2015; Nguyen et al, 2015; OECD, 2015).
In this environment of ‘simplifying’ intra-regional trade it is timely to examine the impact
of excise tax policy variations on the ease of import export procedures such as
classification and tax liability calculation. To measure ‘simplicity’ this study was
interested in the extent of differing information required for classifying and reporting
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excise goods, as well as the extent of information required for calculation of excise tax
payments.

6.3.1 Issues around classification
The first level of complexity highlighted in the study is that of the process of product
classification. Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore, and to some extent Cambodia have adopted
some or all of the customs HS nomenclature as their excise tariff structure, whilst the other
six countries have developed excise tariff structures to suit local policy considerations
(Preece, 2012; Preece, 2014). The benefit in this case in using the HS nomenclature for
excise classification is to give some consistency in terms of product definitions and clarity
for those importing excisable goods. However, the World Customs Organisation (WCO)
as the maintainer of the HS nomenclature states that the primary purpose of the HS is for
signatory countries to both collect customs duties and international trade statistics (WCO,
2012). As such, the HS nomenclature for excise purposes creates a significant number of
items to manage under which products can be potentially classified.
To illustrate this, Figure 6.7 looks at the classification of ‘wine’ in both Myanmar and
Malaysia. Myanmar has gone for a single item product classification in its ‘Special
Goods’ schedule of the Commercial Tax placing an excise tax on any product known as
wine, which effectively would include any fermented alcoholic beverage product that is
not ‘beer’ and is not ‘liquor’ as these products will fall to separate Items of the ‘excisable
goods’ Schedule. As mentioned, Malaysia is one of the ASEAN countries using the HS
nomenclature for excise classification purposes which in the case of ‘wine’ means the
product can potentially fall within 17 possible classification items based upon the
Malaysian Customs Tariff and national policies on import duties and statistical collections
over trade.
Figure 6.7: Classification via HS Nomenclature versus general classification: Myanmar &
Malaysia at 1 July 2016
Excise taxation of wine:
MYANMAR
Item 10, Schedule 1. Special Goods Commercial Tax
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‘Various kinds of wine’
MALAYSIA
Excise Duty Order Schedule Chapter 22
220410000

-Sparkling wine

220421100

---Wine

220421200

---Grape must with fermentation prevented or arrested by the addition of alcohol

220429100

---Wine

220429200

---Grape must with fermentation prevented or arrested by the addition of alcohol

220430000

-Other grape must

220500100

-Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavoured with plants or aromatic
substances in containers holding less than 2 litres.

220500900

- Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavoured with plants or aromatic
substances other

220600100

-Cider and perry

220600200

--Sake

220600290

--Other rice wine (including medicated rice wine)

220600300

-Mead

220600400

-Wines obtained by the fermentation of fruit juices, other than juice of fresh
grapes (fig, date or berry wines), or of vegetable juices

220600510

--Exceeding 0.5% volume but not exceeding 1.14% volume

220600590

--Other

220600910

--Bottled or canned

220600990

--Other

Source: Union Tax Law 2016 of Myanmar and Excise Duty Order 2012 (as amended) of
Malaysia

In analysing the two examples in Figure 6.7, the classifying of all like goods into a single
product category as seen in Myanmar offers simplicity and equity in that all these like
products will attract the same excise tax rate. However, in some cases there could be oversimplification which may lead to certain risks to the administration of the tax and in this
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case with Myanmar the rates for Item 10 ‘various kinds of wine’ is set at 50 percent of
taxable value whilst Item ‘various kinds of liquor’ is set at 60 percent. There may be
somewhat of a grey area emerges as to whether ‘wine’ and ‘liquor’ could ever be the same
product, particularly as neither have a specific definition. See for example Item 1.b, of
Article 2 of the Law on Excise Tax of Vietnam where ‘liquor’ is an alcoholic beverage that
is not ‘beer’ and thus includes wine, distilled spirits, liqueurs and other products. Those
traders working with the Vietnamese definition of ‘liquor’ in Myanmar could face
classification confusion.
The use of the HS Nomenclature in Malaysia overcomes any classification issue by
offering significantly more clarity in product definition, as well as greater consistency with
definitions with the other ASEAN member countries also using the HS for excise
purposes, especially down to the first six digits of the respective classification codes.
However, equally of note is that beyond these six digits, each member country then has the
ability to create unique classifications around national policy or statistical requirements
and/or to insert rates for certain product categories. The result in this case is the real risk
that member countries have the ability to create excise tax designs that see like products
being subject to quite different excise tax rates which facilitates the establishment of some
of the types of non-tariff barrier measures discussed in section 6.2 above.
Six of the 10 ASEAN member countries have developed excise tariff instruments which
are not based on the HS Nomenclature and as such have evolved to create unique product
categories supported by nationally derived definitions, perhaps based on local policies.
With six such tariff design differences there is inevitably a likelihood that even upon
common product categories appearing in those six excise tariff instruments, the definitions
assigned to each will differ and in some cases create complexities for traders in these
goods.
Figure 6.8 provides an example of divergent product category definitions and complexities
by looking at the excise taxation of fuel across ASEAN. This is a critical product to
analyse as fuel is not all types of fuel are subject to excise in all 10 member countries.
Figure 6.11 makes it clear in the three countries listed, Vietnam, Singapore and Thailand
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that only petroleum based fuels are subject to excise although Vietnam may be potentially
be excluding certain petroleum based products by referring to ‘all kinds of gasoline’.
Vietnam appears to focus on gasoline and components used to blend into gasoline such as
naphtha, but is silent on petroleum gaseous fuels and so it is assumed that these products
will not be subject to excise. Singapore uses the HS Nomenclature which as discussed in
the context of Malaysia provides some certainty and consistency but creating more items in
the excise tariff, whilst Thailand leaves some scope for the ‘Minister in the Government
Gazette’ to list a range of fuel products of petroleum origin that will be subject to excise
leaving some uncertainty in what is otherwise a comprehensive definition.
Figure 6.8: Classification of fuel products: Cambodia, Singapore and Thailand
Differing definitions for classification purposes for the taxation of fuel:
Vietnam

Singapore

Thailand

“Gasoline of all kinds,
naphtha, reformate
components and other
components for mixing
gasoline”

27.09 “Petroleum oils and
oils obtained from
bituminous minerals, crude”

01. “Oil and Oil Products”

27.10 “Petroleum oils and
oils obtained from
bituminous minerals, other
than crude; preparations not
elsewhere specified or
included, containing by
weight 70% or more of
petroleum oils or of oils
obtained from bituminous
minerals, these oils being the
basic constituents of the
preparations; waste oils. Petroleum oils and oils
obtained from bituminous
minerals (other than crude)
and preparations not
elsewhere specified or
included, containing by
weight 70 % or more of
petroleum oils or of oils
obtained from bituminous
minerals, these oils being the
basic constituents of the
preparations, other than those

means such products derived
from petroleum as gasoline,
kerosene, aviation turbine
fuel oil, diesel oil, heavy fuel
oil, furnace oil and other oil
similar to those mentioned,
lubricants, petroleum
bitumen (asphalt),
petroleum coke, any
petroleum gas, condensate,
natural gas,
any solvent, by products and
residuals derived from
petroleum, including other oil
or products derived from
petroleum refining or
analysis as notified by the
Minister in
the Government Gazette”
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containing biodiesel and
other than waste oils”
27.11 “Petroleum gasses and
other gaseous hydrocarbons”

Source: Item 1.g, Article 2 of the Law on Excise Tax (No.27/2008/ QH12) of Vietnam;
Chapter 27 of the Singapore Trade Classification, Customs & Excise Duties (STCCED)
2012 Part I, Excise Tariff Act BE 2527 (1984) of Thailand

6.3.2 Issues around the tax base
Simplicity in the trade in excisable goods extends beyond that of classification and into the
ease of understanding and applying the excise tax bases across the ASEAN member
countries. On top of being able to ensure excise tax classification criteria are met in the
intended country of consumption and thus classify products correctly, there is also a
question of being able to make the correct assessment of the excise taxes that will be
payable against that classification.
Currently manufacturers and traders in excise goods need to look in the first instance as to
whether the tax base used to assess duties is based upon a value of the goods, or is based
upon a physical quantity. Once this established, in terms of ad valorem approaches, the
subsequent question is upon what value the assessment is made which itself is a designated
point in the supply chain from manufacture or import, through wholesale to retail. In terms
of quantity based approaches, the excise tax rate is usually expressed as a ‘per unit’ basis
relevant to the nature of the goods for example per kilogram or per litre.
Where these tax base questions become complex for manufacturers and traders is in the
issue of differing member countries applying significantly different valuation points, or
significantly different physical measures to assess duties. Further, in some cases, where
similar valuation or physical measures are actually used, there are the however differing
definitions of these similar tax bases between member countries, and this will be explored
further in section 6.3.3 below. Alternatively, some of these valuation and physical
measurement terms are not defined at all, leaving great uncertainty over what the final
excise tax assessment may be.
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Figure 6.9 below starts to illustrate the level of variation seen across the ASEAN region for
a manufacturer or a trader in terms of calculating excise duties from the tax base and in this
case is based on the intra-regional trade in beer. Using ‘beer’ as an illustration, in order for
an ASEAN based brewer to distribute product across the region, it can be seen that a
significant amount of data is required to be held and communicated for each product to
enable excise tax calculations to be made upon import into destination countries.
Figure 6.9: Trade data required to export beer in ASEAN
Excise Tax Base Variations across ASEAN - Beer
A beer brewing business in Vietnam for example, intends to distribute beer throughout
the ASEAN region.
For any domestic sales with Vietnam itself, the brewing company needs to know its exfactory selling price into the market, but for export purposes it needs to know and retain
very different or additional depending on the intended market. A summary of this
different and additional information is as follows:
•

Indonesia: The liquid volume and whether the beer is greater than or less
than 5% alcohol by volume;

•

Singapore and Malaysia: The alcohol content;

•

Philippines: The Net Retail Price per proof litre and liquid volume;

•

Cambodia, Laos PDR & Myanmar: The CIF and any import duty (as
AFTA starts in 2018 for these countries and so customs duties remain);

•

Thailand: The Last Wholesale Price, the liquid volume, and the alcohol
strength; and

•

Brunei: Alcohol content (however import of alcohol is largely banned).

Source: Author

In summary, to be a regional supplier of beer within the ASEAN community, the
distributor is required to have access to all of the following information to be able to assess
and pay excise taxes in the intended market of consumption:


The products value at each of the ex-factory, landed (Cost Insurance Freight plus
import duty, if any), last wholesale and net retail levels;



The liquid quantity of product measured in litres; and
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The liquid quantity of the alcohol in the product measured in either litres or proof
litres.

The main impact is ensuring that correct details of each product are sent to the respective
market to avoid delays in clearing the product out of bond. Whilst certain data is straight
forward such as the amount of liquid in the package, and even the alcohol strength, other
data such as conversion to proof litre basis and aligning that with a new retail price such as
in the Philippines, can get complex and require additional processes to import the product.

6.3.3 Issues around tax base definitions of taxable values and taxable volumes
The excise tax base related issues are not confined to the variances in approaches as
highlighted in 6.3.2 above, but extend into definitional issues where two or more member
countries have the same tax base but those tax bases, be they ad valorem or specific in
nature, are defined differently, or differing rules as to how to calculate the taxable value or
taxable volume. In some cases, manufacturers and traders are not only faced with differing
definitions as to what a common tax base is, but additionally such some definitions were
found to lack either clarity or transparency, and in some cases were not defined at all,
making the assessment of excise taxes increasingly difficult.
The discussion on tax base definitional issues needs to be split between domestically
produced goods and like imports, and between those tax bases which are ad valorem and
those which are specific. Specific rate tax bases are less of an issue and analysis has been
focussed on the differing approaches to establishing taxable quantities for example, what
are the issues if say specific based tobacco taxes are levied per gram, per kilogram, per
stick or per pack in differing member countries?
Ad valorem tax bases do have more issues to analyse in particular on what value the
assessment will be made, ie at what point in the supply chain, and how these excisable
values will then be defined in the law. In the case of imported excisable goods, an added
question arises from the application of Article III of the GATT which requires equal
application of tax laws and so at what taxing point should a value be assigned so that it
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best represents the same taxing point used for like domestic goods when obviously the
distribution of imported and domestically produced goods are different. Clearly
domestically produced goods do not pass through the border and pay import tariffs, nor do
finished and packaged imported products enter the market from a local factory.
In this regard, as the most common taxing point for domestically produced goods is ‘exfactory’ or as goods leave the place of manufacture for delivery into the market, it has been
usual practice to equate the taxing point for imported goods as being the point where the
goods have cleared customs control and are likewise ready for delivery into the market.
This essentially is the ‘landed price’, or the ‘customs value’ of the imported goods as
determined under local customs law plus any import tariffs payable (Preece, 2012).
However, in an important trend emerging across ASEAN and which will be subject of
further discussion in this study, several member countries are attempting to perhaps better
align the taxing point for ad valorem tax bases between domestically produced and
imported like goods. In effect, this is being achieved by moving the taxable value down
closer the consumer, in other words, rather than using an ‘ex-factory’ or ‘landed’ price for
excise assessment, the taxable value is becoming a wholesale or retail price (Preece 2016,
p. 54).
Using a wholesale or retail price as with Thailand, Vietnam and the Philippines would also
appear to serve this purpose of aligning domestic and imported products at a clearer point
in the supply chain for excise valuation purposes, whilst at the same time increasing the
value of those goods paying excise tax as value-add components get incorporated into the
price used for the excise tax assessment. This has the further benefit of protecting excise
revenues from the effect of import tariff reductions in ad valorem excises as the removal of
those import tariffs from the excisable value is negated by inclusion of the costs and
margins of those in the supply chain being added back in to the valuation.
Returning to the analysis of regional ad valorem excise tax bases, as stated the most
common taxing point for excise valuation is still ‘ex-factory’ meaning the excisable value
is based on manufacturer’s selling price as the product leaves the manufacturing facility.
All ASEAN member countries use ad valorem tax bases for a range of goods outside of
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alcohol, tobacco and fuel, whilst the ASEAN CLMV members use ad valorem on all
excisable goods (Preece, 2012).
There are a range of definitions used to capture an ‘ex-factory’ valuation which is not
desirable in terms of good policy, but is not critical for intra-regional trade as it relates only
to domestic production. The issue found in the study is that there is some level of
uncertainty, even a lack of clarity in many of these ‘ex-factory’ definitions. A summary of
the various definitional approaches to what is referred to as ‘ex-factory’ is found in Figure
6.5, which includes an additional column that became necessary during the analysis, as in
some cases the legal definition of ‘ex-factory’ was found to come with a ‘caveat’ or
condition. Such caveats allow for other ‘adjustments’ to be made to the valuation and
suggests that there may be a level of non-transparency or complexity to excise tax
valuations, however, they do reinforce the need to introduce a level of coordination for
excise tax policy, particularly in relation to the adoption of ‘standard’ tax base definitions
for the same valuation points.
Table 6.5: Definitions for ‘ex-factory’ as excisable value
Country &
Legislation

Definition of ‘ex-factory’

Other rules which impact valuation

Cambodia

“the ex-factory sales price recorded on the invoice”

The tax payer uses 85% of the exfactory value

Article 21
Finance Act
1995 (as
amended by
Article 85 of
the Law on
Taxation
2004)
Indonesia
Articles 1(18)
and 6(2)
Luxury Sales
Tax 2009 (as
amended)

Laos PDR

(see Notification 15, Ministry of
Economy & Finance Prakas 521 of 22
April 2014)

“Selling Price (of the producer) means value in the
form of money, including all requested costs or
should be requested by the seller due to the delivery
of the Taxable Goods, excluding the imposed Value
Added Tax based on this Law and the discount that
is included in the Tax Invoice”
Luxury Goods Selling Tax shall only be imposed 1
(one) time at the delivery of such Luxury Taxable
Goods by the entrepreneur who produces or at the
import of such Luxury Taxable Goods”
“For goods that are domestically produced and
[goods] domestically produced under contract or for
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Article 21
Tax Law (No
05/NA 2011)

self-consumption, [the taxable amount] is the
wholesale or retail value [excluding value added tax
and excise tax] of the goods manufactured or
produced under contract multiplied by the excise tax
rate”

Malaysia
Section 2
Excise Act
1976

“Price the buyer would give for the goods on
purchase in the open market at the time duty is
payable but will exclude any excise duty, costs,
charges, expenses of transportation and storage
immediately after removal from the place of
manufacture”

Myanmar

Schedule 6 levies excise on “the proceeds of sale”

Section 3 and
Schedule 6

Where “Proceed of sale means the money received
or to be received from the sale of goods in cash basic
or on credit or by other deferred payment system or
sale in advance system. If it is the exchange of
goods, it is the value determined in doing so. This
expression includes the value of
packing material for packing the goods”

Commercial
Tax Law
1990 (as
amended)
Philippines

Price, excluding VAT, at which the goods are sold at
wholesale in the place of production or through their
sales agents to the public. If the manufacturer has an
interest in a wholesale entity, the wholesale price of
that company will be the Gross Selling Price (GSP).
Should such price be less than the cost of
manufacture plus expenses incurred until the goods
are finally sold, then a proportionate margin of
profit, not less than 10% of such manufacturing cost
and expenses, shall be added to constitute the GSP.

Thailand

Ex-factory is not specifically defined

*taken from
Liquor Act
BE 2493
(1950) as
amended

“The Minister may, from time to time,
by notification in the Gazette, fix, for the
purpose of the levy and payment of
excise duty, the value of any dutiable
goods”
(see Section 7, Excise Act 1976)

“For the purpose of tax collection, the
Director-General, with approval of the
Minister, is empowered to announce the
value of liquor produced locally for use
as basis for the computation of tax, by
fixing such from the ex-factory selling
prices in general market”
Section 8(1) Liquor Act BE 2493
(unofficial translation)
NB: The excise rate is ‘inclusive’ or is
calculated on the excise inclusive exfactory selling price with the resultant
tax collection formula provided through
the Excise Department website
Excise tax = value of merchandise x tax
rate
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= (Factory sale price + excise tax + tax
for the Ministry of Interior) x tax rate
= Factory sale price x tax rate
1 – (1.1 x tax rate)
Vietnam
Article 5 and
6 Law on
Excise
Taxation
2008 (as
amended)

“the selling price set by the producer” (excluding of
excise and VAT)

The Government shall detail and guide
the articles and clauses of this Law as
assigned, and guide other necessary
provisions of this Law to meet state
management requirements
Article 11 Law on Excise Taxation
(Under Article 11 see for example
Decree 26/2009/ND-CP and 113/
2011/ND-CP where the distributor’s
selling price is more than 10% higher
than the ex-factory selling price, then the
distributor’s sales value is used)

Source: Author

Figure 6.5 confirms the variety of definitions used by member countries to describe what is
essentially the same transaction, as well as including Thailand which has opted not to
define ‘ex-factory’ but rather give the Director-General ranging powers should officials not
accept the tax payer’s ex-factory valuation. Without a prescribed definition, and with these
provisions in the law, the possibility arises that the ex-factory value will be determined by
the Thai Excise Department and not what the actual manufacturer’s selling price is.
Malaysia and the Philippines have more comprehensive definitions and appear to be
attempting to also prevent under-valuation of goods through non arms-length transactions
between the manufacturer who is liable for excise and the next entity in the supply chain
such as the wholesaler. However, Malaysia as with Thailand has a provision within
national excise law that enables the ‘Minister’ or in effect, a delegate of the Minister to set
out certain ‘ex-factory’ valuations in the government gazette.
Likewise, from Table 6.5 above, Vietnam has attempted to reach the same outcome in
terms of non-arms-length sales to reduce ex-factory valuations, by issuing Decrees that
change the excisable value from ex-factory to the selling price of the distributor should the
distributor’s selling price be more than 10 percent higher than was the ex-factory selling
price. It is interesting to note the same 10 percent margin is part of the Philippines exfactory definition.
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Another issue to raise is that of whether the ex-factory price is inclusive or exclusive of
excise and other taxes. From the analysis in developing Table 6.5, value added taxes
(VAT) are generally excluded from the excisable value in all cases and excise tax itself is
also excluded. In Thailand however, the ex-factory price is ‘inclusive’ of excise tax which
is seen not only as lacking a degree of transparency but also complicates the actual
assessment process somewhat. This lack of transparency results in a ‘hiding’ of the actual
or effective excise tax rate. Using the formula as set out by the authorities, the actual or
effective excise tax rate is significantly higher than what is prescribed in the Schedule to
the Excise Tariff Act with the example in Figure 6.10 highlighting that a 50% excise tax
rate actually becomes 111.1% when applied.
Figure 6.10: What is the actual excise tax rate – Thailand
Excise assessment ‘ex-factory’
= Factory sale price x tax rate
1 – (1.1 x tax rate)

Excise tariff rate: 50%
Factory sales price: THB 1
=

1 x 0.50
1 – (1.1 x 0.50)

=

0.50
0.45

= THB 1.1 or 111.1% of factory selling price
Source: Thailand Excise Department

In terms of imports, excise collection is connected with the customs procedures being
performed through the import declaration process. Here, the excise liability is assessed,
reported and paid along with any import tariffs and other border taxes via the relevant
import declaration, with excise in most member countries being assessed against the
‘landed price’.
However, as discussed in Chapter 5 there appears to be a trend developing in which the
valuation for excise taxes is moving down the supply chain closer to the consumer. For
imports this means a movement away from the landed price as excisable value and as seen
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in Thailand and Vietnam, a wholesale price, or in the Philippines, a net retail price. Table
6.6 below captures some of these new excise valuation points, and will apply to all
excisable goods, be they imported or manufactured locally.
Table 6.6: Trend to align import and domestic excise taxing points
Country &
Legislation

Excisable valuation

Philippines

Net Retail Price (alcohol and tobacco):

Chapter VI
National
Inland
Revenue
Code Section
143 (Alcohol)

Chapter VI
National
Inland
Revenue
Code Section
144
(Tobacco)

‘the price at which the (product) is sold on retail in at
least five (5) major supermarkets in Metro Manila
(for brands marketed nationally), excluding the
amount intended to cover the applicable excise tax
and the value-added tax. For (product) which are
marketed only outside Metro Manila, the 'net retail
price' shall mean the price at which the (product) is
sold in at least five (5) major supermarkets in the
region excluding the amount intended to cover the
applicable excise tax and the value-added tax.
Major supermarkets, as contemplated under this Act,
shall be those with the highest annual gross sales in
Metro Manila or the region, as the case may be, as
determined by the National Statistics Office, and
shall exclude retail outlets or kiosks, convenience or
sari-sari stores, and others of a similar nature:
Provided, That no two (2) supermarkets in the list to
be surveyed are affiliated and/or branches of each
other: Provided, finally, That in case a particular
cigarette is not sold in major supermarkets, the price
survey can be conducted in retail outlets where said
cigarette is sold in Metro Manila or the region, as the
case may be, upon the determination of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Other rules which impact valuation

The net retail price shall be determined
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue
through a price survey under oath.
The methodology and all pertinent
documents used in the conduct of the
latest price survey shall be submitted to
the Congressional Oversight Committee
on the Comprehensive Tax Reform
Program created under Republic Act No.
8240.

Thailand
*taken from
Liquor Act
BE 2493
(1950) as
amended

Last Wholesale Price (Alcohol):

Section 8(4) Liquor Act BE 2493
(unofficial translation) as amended 2013

Last wholesale selling price which is net of VAT

Vietnam
Law on
Excise
Taxation
2008 (as
amended)

Wholesale price (Motor vehicles):
Imports – importer’s on selling price provided it is
greater than 105% of the landed

Decree 108/2015/ND-CP amending
Article 11 Law on Excise Taxation
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Domestic – wholesale price provided it is within 7%
of the average wholesale price for that make and
model

Source: Author

In addition to the wholesale and retail excise valuation points set out in Table 6.6, both
Indonesia and Myanmar use retail sales pricing for the excise tax classification of
cigarettes and Myanmar using the same to classify liquor. In a continuation of this trend
and identified in section 5.7 above, Thailand will soon adopt a ‘manufacturer’s suggested
retail price’ during 2017 for all excisable goods, including alcoholic beverages which
moved to a last wholesale price in 2013 (Chantanusornsiri, 2016; Preece, 2016, p. 54)

6.4 Excise tax policies and the AEC ‘single market and production base’
Whilst it has important to analyse the nature and extent of excise tax policy variances
across the region and to discuss the structuring of certain excise tax systems to effectively
support domestic excise paying industries, it is also important to understand the effect
these may have directly upon the operation of the ‘single market and production base’. In
this final section of Chapter 6, the effect of various excise tax policies on the aim for closer
regional integration are explored further.
ASEAN’s vision for a ‘single market and production base’ is espoused in paragraph six of
the AEC Blueprint 2025 which aspires to create:
“….a deeply integrated and highly cohesive ASEAN economy that would support
sustained high economic growth and resilience…”

This effectively translates into the ASEAN region becoming a single base for
manufacturers to produce their products, in other words, being able to acquire components
from within the region and bring these to their assembly plants free of customs tariffs and
without delay to reduce costs. Assembling products for an ASEAN wide customer base,
also allows for economies of scale to occur that are not present when manufacturing for 10
national markets. Therefore, these same manufacturers need to see the whole of the
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ASEAN region as one market of over 620 million potential customers to which they can
sell their products, meaning again that they can distribute regionally without customs
tariffs or other impediments reducing the competitiveness of their products. In short, a
single market and production base is manufacturers have no tariff or non-tariff barriers on
their business inputs or their product output in the context of intra-regional trade.
This then has a ‘follow on’ effect of then increasing global competiveness for the region as
the strong consumer base and more cost effective production operations allows another key
aspect of paragraph six to follow, namely to:
“.increase ASEAN’s competitive edge in moving the region up the global value
chain..”
In terms of analysing how the three priority industries of the study being alcohol, tobacco
and automobiles are approaching the single market and production base of the AEC
Blueprint 2025, it is apparent that each industry is responding or planning to respond. The
following sections address current industry reactions.

6.4.1 Production of cigarettes and alcohol in low cost ASEAN countries to off-set high
taxes
Looking first at tobacco, there already appears to be some industry response to the
formation of the AEC. The most recent reform being the announcement by British
American Tobacco (BAT) that it will close its Malaysian manufacturing facility and move
the production capacity to Vietnam where costs are much lower (SEATCA, 2016; Reuters,
2016). In an announcement from BAT, the company cited the need to make savings in
production costs to off-set the effect of the excise duties which had risen by some 110
percent over the preceding five years, including the most recent through the Excise Duty
Order 2015 for cigarettes and tobacco products (BAT, 2016).
Such a move by companies from the higher cost production member countries of ASEAN
to those with lower costs could ordinarily be expected as a ‘normal’ or ‘positive reaction
by industries to the AEC, however of interest to this study is that in the case of sensitive
goods such as tobacco, cost savings passed through to retail pricing is an undesirable
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outcome from a public health perspective. Ratanachena (2012) explains that cigarette
affordability is a significant part of health policy consideration, and that the AEC provides
an opportunity for large multinational tobacco companies to restructure and take advantage
of lower cost production and import tariff free movement of goods, and that if the AEC
provides rising incomes to the population as forecast, then cigarette affordability increases.
As is the basis of this research, Ratanachena and Dorotheo (2012, p. 7) recommend that in
response to the AEC, the region should look at a level of ‘coordination and possible
harmonisation’ over tobacco excise taxes. One area of tobacco excise tax policy that
would benefit from coordination, and indeed could address some of these price reduction
concerns, is that of the tax base. In those instances, where ASEAN member countries have
adopted ad valorem excise tax bases, then any cost savings on production will also flow
through to a reduction in the excise tax payable. As was seen in Table 5.3 this risk applies
mostly to Cambodia, Laos PDR, Thailand and Vietnam who have full ad valorem excise
taxation of cigarettes, whilst Myanmar and the Philippines use some ad valorem in the
excise tax base.
Should a coordinated excise tax policy approach move tobacco taxation towards a specific
rate tax base, then the issue of production costs undermining excise tax liabilities is
somewhat removed. Only the actual savings in production, minus any additional freight
costs by having production in another member country, is available to pass through to the
retail selling price. Perhaps the only exception here is Thailand, which despite having very
high ad valorem tobacco excise taxes is protected somewhat by laws which require all
cigarette production to be conducted by the Thai Tobacco Monopoly (TTM) a state run
enterprise of the Ministry of Finance with current investment strategies that will be
supported by disallowing movement of such production to a third country (TTM, 2016).
Notwithstanding, if the TTM begins to become less competitive in terms of production
costs, then without specific rate excise taxes, its market share would come under pressure
from those imports produced in lower cost member countries.
In terms of alcoholic beverages and industry restructuring around the implementation of
the AEC, indications of an industry response appear to have first emerged in Thailand in
2009 with suggestions that AFTA related customs import tariff reductions were of concern
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to the Thai Ministry of Finance and an urgent redesign of the alcohol tax system was
required to “prevent cheaper foreign-made beer and spirits from flooding the Thai market”
(The Nation, 2009). In this case, it also needs to be noted that Thai excise duties were
largely ad valorem in nature and that the issue was not just the removal of the customs
import tariff but also that the import tariff itself was included in the excisable value,
effectively meaning that reduced duty and tax will flow through to consumer prices
liabilities Preece (2012, pp. 8-9).
Limsamarnphun (2009) seemed to be confirming the concerns of the Thai Ministry of
Finance, identifying:
“…….Chinese beverage firms with production facilities inside ASEAN are
expected to flood the Thai market with cheap beer and liquor. In addition, some
European firms are already using production facilities within ASEAN to supply
low-cost products to the Thai market”

At the time of full implementation of AFTA by Thailand, alcohol tax rates included both
an ad valorem and a specific rate for each taxable product category, with excise payers
being required to assess both the prescribed ad valorem and specific rate and select
whichever rate resulted in the higher assessment (Preece, 2012 p. 8). However, with
specific rates set low, ad valorem rates were generally utilised and thus excise collections
were set to fall leading to a significant restructure of alcohol excise taxes in Thailand in
late 2012. This reform resulted in two distinct policy changes to alcohol taxation, first by
shifting the valuation for excise assessment to the ‘last wholesale price’ and secondly
introducing a true composite ad valorem and specific rate system that saw a quantity based
element applied to every alcoholic beverage (Pootpisut, Tungrungwetjarun, and Rinwong,
2013; Preece, 2014).
Further evidence of restructuring in the alcoholic beverage industry was also apparent in
Vietnam between 2011 and 2015. Here, two major multi-national brewing companies
Asahi and Heineken were competing with a larger regional brewer, Thaibev to invest in
stake being offered in a government brewery, whilst two other leading multi-national
brewers Sapporo and Anheuser-Busch Inbev have all established a presence in the country
(Dixit, 2016). The capacity of these investments which exceeds what is required for the
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domestic market suggests that Vietnam will become a brewing centre for the ASEAN
region, and possibly beyond.
The question of the alcohol and tobacco industries restructuring to have manufacturing
conducted in lower cost countries requires further consideration. As highlighted in section
5.7 above, the study has found that national excise tax policies that use ad valorem tax
bases, have seen some of these member countries look to move the valuation point used for
excise taxes further down the supply chain. The more common valuation points of ‘exfactory’ for domestic production or landed price for imports, are being replaced by
wholesale and retail based values and use of these higher valuations may work to address
some of the potential price falls from falling production costs.
However, equally there are other options for the taxation of alcohol and tobacco, namely
the use of specific excise tax rates which need to come into the examination, as taxation
per unit of consumption works to place ‘floor’ under prices as the production cost becomes
irrelevant to the excise tax assessment. Whilst production cost savings can be passed on,
specific rate excise taxation can be utilised more successfully to provide pricing outcomes
more desirable when looking at government consumption objectives for these types of
products. In summary, the study as it moves to Chapter 7 and the design of a mechanism
to coordinate excise tax policies in the region, it will be favouring recommendations for
alcoholic beverages and tobacco products that coordinate round the use of specific tax
rates.

6.4.2 Restructuring of the automobile sector
The automotive sector is one of 12 ‘priority integration sectors’ under the AEC (ASEAN
2011, p. xiii). This will see a focus on the sector for several key integration issues
including mutual recognition of various ‘approvals’ and harmonization of technical
regulations, in addition to the general requirements of ATIGA and the AEC Blueprint to
remove tariff and non-tariff barriers to intra-regional trade (ASEAN, 2011, pp. 13-14).
Notwithstanding, several researchers including Wad (2009) and ERIA (2014) had already
begun ‘looking ahead’ to the commencement of the AEC to determine the impact of the
proposed economic integration on the automotive sector in ASEAN. Whilst it is
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recognised these are only predictions, the consensus is that significant restructure is likely,
and that some ‘manufacturing’ member countries will come under pressure, whilst
opportunities may exist for component level production and minor assembly in lower cost
countries. Preece (2016, pp. 48-49) summarises the predictions of this research below,
with Figure 6.16 capturing these views in what may be the potential future shape of the
ASEAN automotive sector:


Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s) will likely concentrate traditional
automobile assembly of CBU’s into just two member countries, Thailand and
Indonesia, which will be supported by heavy component manufacture such as
power train plants, that will stay in close proximity to the OEM’s final assembly
plants;



There will be some growth in the assembly operations in large or emerging
markets of Malaysia, Philippines and Vietnam in relation to the assembly of
imported CKD units, and some very small scale assembly of SKD and CKD in
new markets like Cambodia, Laos PDR and Myanmar;



Light component parts, and labour intensive component parts production, will
likely move to lower wage cost member countries like Cambodia, Myanmar and
Laos PDR with an associated ‘hollowing out’ of auto component parts industries
in higher wages cost member countries like Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia;



Export growth of CBU’s and CKD’s from Thailand and Indonesia built with
components sourced from across ASEAN, going to into both the ASEAN member
country markets and to markets outside of ASEAN; and that



Singapore and Brunei will continue to be fully import CBU markets.
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Figure 6.16: Possible shape of automobile industry in ASEAN post AEC implementation
Type “B” Manufacturing

Type “A” Manufacturing
THAILAND
INDONESIA
-Fully integrated OEM operations
- Heavy components produced in
close proximity

Export
of CBU,
CKD &
parts
under
AFTA

MALAYSIA
PHILIPPINES
VIETNAM
-Local assembly of imported
CKD’s
- some local components

Export of parts
under AFTA

AFTA / ATIGA

Light and/or labour
intensive component
manufacturing
CAMBODIA
LAOS PDR
MYANMAR

CBU
EXPORTS To
ASEAN
ASEAN Partner FTA’s

CBU
EXPORTS To
Ex-ASEAN

Source: Author

Prima-facie the potential future structure of the ASEAN automotive sector appears
beneficial to the region with the exception of Malaysia and the Philippines which would
lose OEM investment in traditional heavy assembly operations. However, in relation to
the AEC Blueprint from a regional perspective, the movement of certain operations with
investment and jobs to the ASEAN CMLV member countries will assist in sharing the
benefits of a stronger automotive sector, made strong by the ability to make more
competitively priced vehicles and sell these to a larger consumer base established by the
single market.
Section 6.2 however, also highlights risks to such objectives being met, as it is apparent
that those member countries with existing or emerging OEM assembly are in some cases
utilising non-tariff measures, including excise taxes to support, even protect, local
automobile production. Again, regional level coordination of excise taxation policies is a
means to address the issue of those non-tariff measures which are based on the excise tax
system of a member country.
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Chapter 6 has confirmed a need to develop some form of mechanism for the region to
provide a level of coordination between member countries as they reform excise taxes as
both a response to the AEC and more generally in response to national priorities. In this
regard, the study in Chapter 7 will examine in detail a number of other economic
communities to analyse the question of how these communities address excise taxation
and coordination issues from which possible options for ASEAN will be identified as the
basis for developing an appropriate ASEAN approach.
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7. EXCICE TAX POLICY COORDINATION: MODELS TO
STUDY FO ASEAN

7.1 Where to start coordination of excise tax policies in ASEAN
To look at the question of regional coordination of excise tax policies, economists working
in the excise field such as Cnossen (2010; 2013) and Laffer (2014) agree on the need to
first establish a number of principles that will serve as a basis on which regional agreement
can be built. Central to these principles is the concept that a market should be allowed to
achieve an “efficient allocation of resources, and that tax policies should not interfere with
this premise” and this is achieved by ensuring that no distortions are created in a market,
distortions that impact on decisions relating to investment, manufacturing location and
consumption (Cnossen, 2013, p. 591).
Building on this basic principle of non-distortion is then the need to recognise the role or
objective of excise taxation, and why it exists in a country’s tax system. Here Cnossen
(2005; 2013) explains that tax policy makers need to work with a “clear one-on-one
relationship between the goals and instruments of taxation” and that in the case of excise
taxation, these goals include “internalising the external costs associated with the use or
consumption of those goods or to enhance the progressivity of the tax system”.
Importantly for this study, he adds that the goal of excise does not include protection of
local industry which is in fact the objective or function of a customs import tariff.

In this context it would appear that coordination of excise tax policy is not so much about
the need for all members of an economic community to agree on a range of goods and
services that will be subject to excise duties and applying a single rate to each of these
items, but rather it is about the members of ASEAN agreeing on:


A principle that excise policy development will avoid use of tax design to
discriminate against categories of goods and services and to instead promote the
operation of the single market and production base of the AEC;
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The criteria on which to subject goods and services to excise;



Standard definitions for product categories, product types, and services;



The most appropriate basis on which to apply excise tax to those good and services;
and



Circumstances when exemption or rate differentials could be applied.

The nature and style of agreement is then a separate issue, and needs to be tailored to the
ASEAN way of consensus building and adoption of regional agreements. Under the
Charter of the Association of South East Asian Nations of 2007 (the ASEAN Charter),
legal instruments can be agreed and bought into force only with agreement of all 10
member countries (ASEAN, 2008, p. 22). The nature of these agreements include
instruments such as Memoranda of Understanding, Protocols and ASEAN Agreements to
implement those policies assented to. Indeed, some 40 such legal instruments have been
agreed to and are in place to support the establishment of the AEC (ASEAN, 2015). Thus,
this study is also concerned with the development of appropriate legal mechanisms for
both an actual agreement on an instrument which excise tax policy coordination can occur
and the means to have members apply or implement that agreed instrument.

In terms of the agreed instrument which will operate to coordinate excise tax policies in the
region, it is envisaged that such an instrument would contain both a range of principles
around the use of excise taxation by member countries as well as the ‘technical’ elements
which are the standards that should apply, particularly in the areas of product definitions
and tax bases. Both Cnossen (2013) and Preece (2015) in relation to the AEC, and
Petersen (2010) in relation to the East Africa Community (EAC) talk of a need to
standardise categories of goods and services and products within these categories as well
as the legal definitions to classify such products.
In summary, this study is seeking to create and propose technical content in relation to
classifying and assessing excise taxes on what have been termed ‘priority’ goods which are
those ‘common goods’ or goods subject to excise taxation in all member countries as set
out in section 5.3 as well as a number of emerging products that are being considered and
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if implemented would see such goods subject to excise in all or at least the great majority
of member countries as set out in section 5.7. In addition, the study will also consider an
appropriate legal frame-work for which ASEAN member countries can agree and
implement coordinated excise tax policies, a frame-work involving the design of an
appropriate policy instrument and some form of agreement or protocol to support the
policy instrument’s implementation.

7.2 The question of excise tax policy coordination in economic
communities
A significant part of the study included analysis of how other economic communities have
considered the question of excise tax policy differentials between the various member
states, and subsequently how they those communities addressed these differences through
use of some form of coordinating instrument. Understanding these issues and approaches
is informative in terms for how these same types of excise tax policy differentials can be
addressed in the context of ASEAN and its AEC.
It is understood that all economic communities are quite different and that the actual level
of economic integration, economic development, and implementing charters will guide the
relevant community and provide for the available options for excise tax policy
coordination. Further, it is difficult to find an existing economic community or free trade
area with sufficient similarities to ASEAN in terms of integration, differing economic
development of membership and legal instruments, as such it was determined that rather
than seek a single trading bloc, the study selected several economic communities to
analyse the types of approaches to coordination utilised by each.
To capture a broad range of options, a level of diversity was used in selecting a sample of
economic communities to study. These differences to capture for analysis included the
following:


Level of economic integration. Selecting a community considered at full
integration, selecting a customs union, selecting a free trade area or community
and also selecting a free trade area or community which is perhaps still in
transition or at an early stage of formation;
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Level of economic development. Selecting a community consisting of members
which are all developed economies, a community whose members are all
developing economies as well as a community with members that are a
combination of developed and developing economies; and



Some communities which share some similarities with ASEAN in terms of the
level of economic integration sought, the membership of developed and
developing economies and in the goods and services subject to excise taxation.

On this basis, four economic communities were selected for further study. These
communities include:


The European Union (EU) as a community which is both considered fully
integrated and which has a membership consisting of developed economies and
theoretically should highlight a number of approaches to excise tax policy
coordination that could represent ‘best practice’ or ‘benchmark’ approaches;



The Southern African Customs Union (SACU) which as a customs union has
achieved a higher level of economic integration than has ASEAN and which
should provide insight into the question of approaching excise tax policy across a
community with a membership of quite differing levels of economic development;



The Southern African and Development Community (SADC) which has not yet
achieved the level of economic integration of the SACU but which should provide
valuable insight on transitional issues given that some members of the SADC are
also members of the SACU; and



The East African Community (EAC) which whilst in operation since 1999 has yet
to successfully agree on a mechanism for excise tax policy coordination despite the
issue being acknowledged as one requiring resolution and as such may provide
insights into potential issues for ASEAN.

For each of these four economic communities, the research conducted was centred on how
the region approached excise tax coordination in terms of: the mechanisms which allow for
excise tax policy coordination; the intentions in relation to coordination in those
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mechanisms; and the scope of those mechanisms in terms of the goods and approaches to
taxing those goods.
An outline of the research areas is captured in Table 7.1 in which for each of the four
studied communities in the first column, the relevant authority to allow for excise tax
coordination is listed with a statement on the intention around coordination is provided in
the second column. The actual instrument or set of instruments which support and give
effect to the policy intention are set out in the third column, whilst the scope of
coordination in the final column.
Table 7.1: Scope of mechanisms to address excise tax coordination in selected regional
economic communities
Community

Authority to coordinate
excise policy

Instrument relating to
Excise

European Union
(EU)

Article 93 of The Treaty
Establishing the
European Community

Directive 2008/118/EC

(harmonise excise taxes
to ensure proper
functioning of the
internal market)

Goods/Purpose

Set of rules covering
all goods subject to
excise (ie alcohol,
tobacco and energy
products)

Directive 92/83/EC
Alcoholic beverages –
excise structure
Directive 92/84/EC
Alcoholic beverages –
minimum rates
Directive 2011/64/EU
Cigarettes – minimum
rates and ad valorem
and specific rate split
Other tobacco –
minimum rates
Directive 2003/96/EC
Energy products
(mineral oil, coal,
coke, natural gas,
electricity) –
minimum rates (and
options for electricity
excise)

Southern
African Customs
Union (SACU)

Article 21 and 22 of the
Southern African
Customs Union
Agreement 2002

Decision making
structure, including
setting of excise rates

Alcoholic beverages
Tobacco
Fuel products
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(Agree on same specific
and ad valorem excise
rates for goods of the
same kind and all
members make similar
legislation in relation to
excise)
Southern
African
Development
Community
(SADC)

Article 21 and Article 22
of the Treaty of the
Southern African
Development Community
(Cooperate on matters of
trade and finance, and
make Protocols for
cooperation)

East African
Community
(EAC)

Article 83(2)(e) of the
Treaty for the
Establishment of the East
African Community

Common Excise Tariff
containing agreed rates
and calculation
formulae for goods
taxed on an ad valorem
basis

(all to be taxed on a
specific rate basis)

Article 6 of the
Memorandum of
Understanding in
Cooperation in
Taxation Related
Matters 2002

Tobacco
Alcoholic beverages
Soft drinks
Fuel products
(all to be taxed on a
specific rate basis)

(commitment to
harmonise excise policy
and administration)

Luxury goods
Other goods
(all to be taxed on an
ad valorem basis)

Yet to be agreed

Yet to be agreed

Automobiles
Luxury goods
(all to be taxed on an
ad valorem basis)

(harmonise tax policies
to remove tax distortions
to bring about efficient
allocation of resources)
Article 32 of the
Protocol on the
Establishment of the East
African Community
Common Market
(progressively harmonise
tax policies and laws to
remove distortions in
order to facilitate the free
movement of goods,
services and capital)

Source: East African Community, European Commission, Southern African Customs
Union, Southern African Development Community
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7.2.1 The European Union approach of Directives binding on community members
The EU reached a membership of 28 countries in 2013 after the accession of Croatia who
joined Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, the Republic of Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden and the United Kingdom (EU, 2016). Using the criteria of Holden (2013) the EU
represents the highest level of economic integration by achieving a ‘common market’ and
adopting harmonised monetary and fiscal policies. The Treaty Establishing the European
Community has bound the members to the formation and operation of a ‘common market’
through Article 12 which sets out both central requirements for the functioning of this
single market in goods and services, as well as the implementation of common policies for
an ‘economic and monetary union’.
Article 93 of this same treaty then requires the European Parliament, after relevant
consultation and study, to issue necessary ‘Directives’ to member states to ‘harmonise’
indirect taxes, including excise taxes, to the extent needed to ensure the ‘functioning’ of
the common market created under Article 2. Article 93 stating as follows:
The Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and
after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee,
adopt provisions for the harmonisation of legislation concerning turnover taxes,
excise duties and other forms of indirect taxation to the extent that such
harmonisation is necessary to ensure the establishment and the functioning of the
internal market within the time limit laid down in Article 14.3

In response to Article 93, the EU Parliament has subsequently issued a set of relevant
binding Directives and Regulations to guide member states towards harmonisation of
excise tax policy. Directive 2008/118/EC is in place as an overarching instrument setting
out a range of ‘principles’ for excise tax policy across the region, and then a series of
product specific Directives support this general Directive with guidance on how to tax

3

Article 14 of The Treaty Establishing the European Community requires members to implement
harmonisation in relation to all indirect taxes by 31 December 1992.
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those products which are to be subject to an excise tax. The general principles of Directive
2008/118/EC have been summarised by the EC (2016) as including:


That alcoholic beverages, tobacco products and energy products are to be subject to
excise taxation in all member states;



General provisions in relation to the production, storage and movement between
member states are to be applied to all excisable products so as the liability over
those goods can be controlled, monitored and accounted for; and



Where and when the excise duty liability becomes due and payable.

In terms of the excisable products themselves, a set of Directives covering the three
categories of excisable goods prescribed under Directive 2008/118/EC - alcoholic
beverages, tobacco products, and energy products have also been put in place to create
harmonisation at the product level. As is seen in Table 7.1 above, four Directives have
been made, two for alcoholic beverages (Directive 92/83/EC and Directive 92/84/EC), and
one each for tobacco products (Directive 2011/64/EU) and energy products (Directive
2003/96/EC) which when examined together provide for the following direction for excise
policy harmonisation:



The structure of excise taxes as they are applied to alcoholic beverages, tobacco
products and energy products in terms of:
o Definitions of various product categories;
o The way in which excise duties are to be calculated (sometimes referred to
as the tax base); and
o The scope of any possible exemptions;



The minimum rates of excise duty that member states will need to apply to
alcoholic beverages, tobacco products and energy products; and
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Any special rules around the administration of excise duties on alcoholic
beverages, tobacco product or energy products such as methodologies to measure
or calculate volumes, or use of tax stamps, etc.

In terms of this study, the EU confirms that coordinating excise tax policies of member
states is an important aspect of economic integration and has responded to this need by
issuing Directives to those members to ensure that harmonisation of excise tax policy
exists to a level that allows for the proper function of the single market. Further, the
Directives themselves provide insight into the key areas which comprise coordination such
as the scope of excisable goods (and their definitions), the alignment of the tax base for
each of the excisable goods, and a set of floor and ceiling tax rates will apply to excisable
goods such that pricing of these goods will not distort their market.
The nature of the instruments, namely the Directives (and Regulations) however, cannot be
part of the ASEAN response as no such authority to create or apply this type of binding
obligation on member states exists. Thus when the research comes to developing
coordination mechanism options for the AEC, areas like scope, tax bases and minimum
and maximum rates will need considerable adaptation and flexibility to be able to see a
level of consensus reached amongst ASEAN members. Thus, the question becomes what
aspects, if any, can be taken from the relevant EU Directives and Regulations that will be
considered beneficial and agreeable to all members of ASEAN? In this regard, the
following elements will be carried forward to later parts of the study as recommendations
on excise tax policy coordination are further developed:


The use of specific rate taxation for alcoholic beverages and tobacco products;



Where the adoption of specific rate taxation on alcoholic beverages and
tobacco products represents significant disruption to local industry then
specific rates should still be implemented but as part of a mixed specific and
ad valorem rate system;
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Aligning definitions to at least the product category level, such as ‘what is
beer’ in terms of alcohol beverages; and



Aligning definitions and application, as appropriate, of the excise tax bases
such as ‘what is a pack’ in terms of cigarette.

Interestingly, the EU is currently studying the possibility of also coordinating automobile
taxes such as ‘circulation taxes’ or ‘road use’ taxes, which in some cases are applied as
excise taxes upon sale by a manufacturer (EC, 2012). The term ‘coordinating’ has been
deliberately used in place of ‘harmonisation’ as seen in the EU Directives dealing with
excise as it this point there is a significant difference in the nature of automobile taxation
including use of tax rebates, across the EU (Preece, 2015, pp. 20-26).
This development in the EU around automobile taxation policy is of interest to this study
given it requires the EU to undertake a process to build a set of criteria and guide-lines
which will result in a regionally coordinated excise tax policy. The objective is to reduce
the number of major differences of regional automobile tax policies that has emerged and
become a significant issue. In a 2012 Communication from the Commission to the
European Parliament titled “Strengthening the Single Market by removing cross-border
tax obstacles for passenger cars”, it was stated that the primary objective of the
announcement is to ensure the ongoing integrity of the common market (EC, 2012).
The need for the EU to now pursue such an instrument to coordinate automobile taxes is in
response to the large volume of vehicles which freely cross ‘open’ national borders
coupled with the ability for residents of the EU to readily purchase a vehicle within the
common market for use at home, taking advantage of tax (and price) differentials. This
leads to questions such as how to ensure the excise tax is paid in the country where the
vehicle will be owned and used, how to avoid ‘double taxation’ for cross border purchases;
and how do first time and annual registration taxes work when so much cross border
activity occurs. To clarify why the “Strengthening the Single Market by removing crossborder tax obstacles for passenger cars” announcement was made in 2014, the European
Commission issued a press release stating:
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"With over 3 million cars moved between Member States every year, the number of
tax obstacles they still encounter is unacceptable. If Member States cannot agree on
common car taxation rules, they should at least respect basic EU principles to
ensure that citizens and businesses do not suffer higher taxes or discrimination.
Today's Communication spells out basic rules that must be respected, and offers
good advice to improve the Single Market for passenger cars."

Those proposals by the EU to address this issue of inconsistent automobile tax policy
include several which are of further interest to the study, and include the following aspects
to be developed over the coming period (EC, 2012):


The potential benefit from agreeing to have ‘minimum’ and ‘maximum’ tax rate
guide-lines (rather than harmonising around a single tax rate);



A use of standard definitions is important – both category and product as
appropriate, which in many cases the EU has linked to the World Customs
Organisation’s Harmonised System (HS) of tariff nomenclature;



Avoidance of ‘tax induced market fragmentation’ or in this case seeing
manufacturers needing to change product specifications to be competitive in a
particular member state’s market (for example manufacturers no longer needing
to build a model with two engine sizes depending on the intended market, or
build a model with an engine size not desired such as 1,999 cc rather than
2,000cc, or cut certain features to stay under a value threshold);



A use of standard methods to calculate excise on a particular product; and



Agreeing on the conditions for when and how to use any tax exemptions and or
tax rate differentials.

In addition to the automotive excise tax aspects captured above, the EU has offered some
general consideration in relation to regional approaches to excise tax policy coordination.
Given the context of ASEAN and what can realistically be achieved, the following
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‘general’ concepts will also be part of the considerations of a proposed coordinating
mechanism:


The use of standardised definitions for common goods;



The use of standard excise tax bases for common goods, and that in particular
alcoholic beverages and tobacco products should contain a specific rate element
in that tax base; and



The use of standardised definitions for those excise tax bases.

7.2.2 The Southern African Customs Union approach of a Common Excise Tariff
Perhaps a little more relevant to ASEAN is the approach to excise tax policy coordination
from the Southern African Customs Union (SACU) whose membership includes Botswana,
Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa and Swaziland. Despite having formed a customs union,
the level of economic integration has still not evolved fully. Despite the members
operating a common external tariff for imports from outside of the SACU and having a
free trade agreement in place for intra-regional trade, like ASEAN and its AEC, full border
controls remain in place for that trade between member states with the focus being on
increasing trade facilitation measures (Stern & Ramkoloman, 2013).
As with the EU, excise tax coordination has been a feature in the development of the
community with specific coverage being given in the initial SACU formation agreement
(SACU, 2002). The approach to excise coordination is addressed in the Southern African
Customs Union Agreement of 2002 at Article 22 states:
“Legislation relating to Customs and Excise Duties:
Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement - Member States shall apply
similar legislation with regard to customs and excise duties.”
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Preece (2016, p. 59) points out however, that Article 22 is ‘merely a statement of intent
and guidance’ for those with responsibility at a national level for making excise tax policy.
The success of Article 22 ultimately emerges from the decision making processes within
the SACU that sets out key aspects for each member to follow in key policy areas such as
what goods will be subject to excise, how will they be taxed, and at what excise tax rates.
This question is in part determined by Article 21 which requires members to apply the
same specific and ad valorem excise duties on ‘goods of the same class or kind’ which
states:
“Specific Excise and ad valorem Excise Duties and Specific Customs and ad
valorem Customs Duties on Imported Goods of the Same Class or Kind:
1. The Ministers responsible for Finance in all Member States shall meet and
agree on the rates of specific excise and ad valorem excise duties and specific
customs and ad valorem customs duties to be applied to goods grown,
produced or manufactured in or imported into the Common Customs Area.”

Excise tax coordination within the SACU then takes on an added priority as all excise
duties collected by the member states are paid into an SACU ‘revenue pool’ through
Article 32 for distribution amongst the five members through an agreed revenue sharing
formula found in Article 34 and Annex A (Lawrence & Lawrence, 2009). Without
coordination of excise taxes under Article 22, the SACU risks creating circumstances that
could distort markets by sending economic activity around excisable goods production and
import to those member countries with the lowest excise tax rates. The effect of these
distortions would be less excise duties being collected and therefore available for redistribution across the community.
The decision making process, including over excise tax policy within the SACU has been
given some structure, beginning with the key decision making body which is the ‘Council
of Ministers’, one of six key institutions implemented to support the community (SACU,
2016). The Council of Ministers itself is comprised of the Finance Ministers and Trade
Ministers of each member state and gets its ‘supreme decision making authority’ from
Article 8 of the 2002 Southern African Customs Union Agreement, which also includes the
ability to form and utilise ‘Technical Liaison Committees’ to provide advice and support
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for which excise falls under the ‘Customs Technical Liaison Committee’ which the SACU
(2016) states that under its Constitution includes:
“b. Facilitate the development of measures to ensure the proper application of the
Common External Tariff, excise policies and customs laws in Member States”

Perhaps the most relevant outcome to this study from SACU is the development and
implementation of a ‘Common Excise Tariff’. This instrument has bought a set of
common excise laws across the region in terms of having common goods subject to excise
tax, common tax bases and the respective excise tax rates applying to each country,
expressed in local currencies.
The WTO (2009, pp. 16-26) in a trade policy review of the region conducted in 2009 sated
that the SACU had only been able to harmonise two forms of indirect taxation, customs
duties through the ‘Common External Tariff’ and excise duties through the ‘Common
Excise Tariff. This was recognised as a significant achievement as other taxes like the
VAT and sales taxes have yet to be harmonised. However, the effect of not being able to
harmonise these other taxes meant the region is required to leave in place a number of
‘economic borders’ along with the physical borders, as has ASEAN, thus slowing down
economic integration within the SACU.
The WTO review further notes that in terms of the structure of the SACU’s Common
Excise Tariff, the instrument had been based on the South African Customs and Excise Act
1964 and that the goods, tax bases and rates within the instrument had virtually been ‘set’
by South Africa. Such dominance by a single member country within ASEAN is unlikely
to lead to the required consensus, with members falling back to Article 5 of the ASEAN
Charter which effectively prevents one-member country from dominating a regional
policy (ASEAN, 2008, p. 8).
Looking at the Common Excise Tariff itself, the instrument sits in the ‘Tariff Book’ which
is effectively a Schedule (Schedule 1) to each of the member state’s Customs and Excise
Acts. Schedule 1 is then divided into a number of Parts, Part 1 deals with customs import
duties and is essentially the ‘Common External Tariff’, whereas Parts 2A, 2B, 3, 3A, 3B,
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3C, 3D, 5A and 5B deal ‘excise and levies’ and are of significant interest to this study as a
means to coordinate excise tax policies across the SACU.
Parts 2A and 2B are tariffs referred to directly in the schedule as ‘excise duties’ and are
applied to products which are commonly associated with excise taxation or as the South
African Revenue Service (2016) states:
“…is to ensure a constant stream of revenue for the State, with a secondary
function of discouraging consumption of certain harmful products; i.e. harmful to
human health or to the environment.”

Part 2A is for those products which will be subject to specific rates of excise duty and
include alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, fuel products and certain chemicals. The
products are identified by a unique regional classification code up to seven digits in length
referred to as the ‘Tariff Item’ which is linked to a corresponding HS code up to eight
digits and becomes the ‘Tariff Sub-heading’ followed by a product description of each
Tariff Item and Sub-heading. Against each Tariff Sub-heading level classification there is
then a rate of excise duty expressed in local currency per taxable unit such as litre,
kilogram or per cigarette piece. Table 7.2 below from the South African Schedule 1 Part
2A excise tariff provides an illustration as to this structure as it relates to sparkling wine,
which is subject to excise duty at a rate of Rand 10.53 per litre of product.
Table 7.2: Common Excise Tariff Extract for Sparkling wine made in, or imported into
South Africa
Tariff Item

Tariff Subheading

Article Description

104.15

22.04

Wine of fresh grapes, including fortified
wines; grape must (excluding that of
heading 20.09)

104.15.01

2204.10

Sparkling wine

Rate of Excise Duty

R10.53/li

Source: South African Revenue Service

Part 2B are for those products which will subject to ad valorem rates of excise duty and
primarily include goods considered to be luxurious in nature, as well as motor vehicles.
Again, the products are identified through the same ‘Tariff Item’ and ‘Tariff Sub-heading’
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classification structure, followed by the product description and rates expressed as a
percentage of the excisable value. Figure 7.3 below from the Lesotho Schedule 1 Part 2A
excise tariff provides an illustration as to this structure as it relates to video gaming
machines which are subject to excise duty rate of 7%.
Table 7.3: Common Excise Tariff Extract for video games made in, or imported into South
Africa
Tariff Item

Tariff Subheading

Article Description

103.10

9504.50

Video game consoles and machines, other
than those of subheading 9504.30

103.10.05

9504.50.10

Of a kind used with television receivers

Rate of Excise Duty

7%

Source: Lesotho Revenue Authority

Parts 3, 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, 5A and 5B of Schedule 1 are also relevant to the study in that they
relate to a range of ‘levies’ applied on a limited range of goods and services which are
associated primarily with causing harm to the environment through their manufacture or
consumption. As such levies meet this study’s definition of an excise tax, and in effect are
applied in the tax system as an excise type tax on top excise duties and collected at
manufacture or import to the SACU, they are included here.
As part of the Common Excise Tariff approach, each levy is applied in all member states
and at a specific rate in local currency per taxable unit. Each product subject to one of the
prescribed levies is again given a unique regional classification, linked to the HS
nomenclature as with the excise duties of Parts 2A and 2B. Table 7.4 is a summary of these
additional levies, their place in the common tariff law, with notes as to their operation.
Table 7.4: Levies applied in the SACU
Schedule 1

Name of levy

Scope of levy

Notes

Part 3

Environmental Levy

Gives authority to collect levies
under Parts 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D

Use HS classification
from Schedule 1 Part 1

Part 3A

Environmental Levy on
Plastic Bags

Any plastic article for conveyance of
goods

Per bag

Part 3B

Per kilowatt hour
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Environmental Levy on
Electricity Generated in
the Republic

Electricity generated by nonrenewable fuels, and of a certain
operating capacity

Part 3C

Environmental Levy on
Filament Lamps

Filament lamps more than 15 watts

Per lamp

Part 3D

Environmental Levy on
Carbon Dioxide
Emissions of Motor
Vehicles

Vehicles with CO2 emissions
exceeding:
- 120 grams/kilometre; or
- 175 grams/kilometre

Per gram/kilometre
which exceeds either
threshold – higher rate
for those exceeding
175 grams/kilometre

Part 5A

Fuel Levy

Petroleum based fuels of HS 2710
Biodiesel of HS 3826

Per litre with lower
rate for biodiesel

Part 5B

Road Accident Fund
Levy

Petroleum based fuels of HS 2710
Biodiesel of HS 3826

Per litre with lower
rate for biodiesel

Source: Lesotho Revenue Authority

In some cases, the same goods are subject to several taxes levied under several Parts of the
schedule, see for example ‘Biodiesel, other’ of HS classification ‘3826.00.90’ which under
the tax structure set out above in Table 7.4 is subject to the following excise taxes as per a
regional classification:


Part 2A – Classification 108.20.50 ‘Specific rate excise duty’;



Part 5A – Classification 195.20.03 ‘Fuel levy’; and



Part 5B – Classification 197.20.03 ‘Road accident fund levy’.

This ‘common excise tariff’ approach in the SACU has the effect of coordinating excise
tax policies in a number of ways, several of which are seen by this study as being relevant
to ASEAN and from which there are a number of options that can be potentially developed
further to support the level of coordination needed for the AEC. Whilst the Common
Excise Tariff’s application of common excisable products and several common excise
rates, as well as its basis on a single dominant member country are not viable options to
develop in the ASEAN context, this study believes that the following aspects arising from
the SACU are more likely to be both acceptable to ASEAN member countries and be
effective in enhancing excise tax policy coordination in the region:


The establishment of a standardised classification numbering system;
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Creation of a level of consistency in both product category definition and
individual product definition through linking each with the HS classification
nomenclature; and



The ability for options to set either ad valorem or specific rate excise tax bases,
with reference to whichever is seen as being most appropriate to the product being
taxed.

Notwithstanding, the ASEAN context may still require some flexibility particularly in
relation to what goods (and in some case services) are to be subject to excise taxation, as
well as flexibility in the use of ad valorem and specific rate tax bases (including provision
for use of mixed systems) and a requirement that individual member countries be able to
set their own excise duty rates against their excisable products. Thus the Common Excise
Tariff approach of the SACU could be developed for ASEAN starting with those goods
identified within this study as ‘priority’ or commonly taxed goods. For such goods, a
numbering system could be developed along with standardised definitions, against which
the ASEAN proposal could provide options for the excise tax base before offering a degree
of national flexibility in terms of the actual excise tax rate. This approach begins to
introduce some coordination with sufficient flexibility to maximise the likelihood of
consensus.
Whilst a Common Excise Tariff may not be fully acceptable within ASEAN in its current
form from the SACU, there is much to be taken forward in this study and its objective of
proposing an excise tax policy coordinating mechanism. Specifically, for ASEAN the
SACU approach has the following aspects to consider further:


A unique numbering system which is linked to the HS nomenclature;



Standardised product definitions again linked to the HS nomenclature; and
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Use of specific rate excise tax bases for alcoholic beverages and tobacco products
(as well as fuel and other goods subject to excise on the grounds of correcting
negative externalities) and use of ad valorem excise tax bases for goods subject to
excise on the grounds of tax system progressivity enhancement.

7.2.3 The Southern African Development Community approach of agreement
through Memoranda of Understanding
The Southern African Development Community (SADC) comprises the five SACU
members discussed above as well as Angola, the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, the Seychelles, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. The SADC
has a number of agreements in place in relation to excise tax coordination to consider, the
key agreements for the purposes of this study however, include both the establishing
Treaty, and a supporting taxation coordination Protocol.

The SADC itself is established and run under the Treaty of the Southern African
Development Community, signed in 1992 and which contains two Articles of interest
namely Articles 21 and 22 which provide direction on the development of taxation policies
by member countries. Article 21 is headed ‘Areas of cooperation’ under which subparagraph 3c) states that:
“In accordance with the provisions of this Treaty, Member States agree to
cooperate in the areas of:
3c) industry, trade, investment and finance”

The mechanisms for such cooperation are then provided for by Article 22 headed
‘Protocols’ for which in paragraph 1 requires that:
“Member States shall conclude such Protocols as may be necessary in each of area
of cooperation, which spell out the objectives, and scope of, and institutional
mechanisms for, cooperation and integration”
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The ‘Protocol’ for cooperation in relation to taxation as a component of ‘industry, trade,
investment and finance’ is the agreement to the Memorandum of Understanding in
Cooperation in Taxation Related Matters. In relation to excise, this Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) includes a ‘commitment’ to harmonise taxation policy and taxation
administration across the community, including for those excisable goods.
The MOU at Article 6 address ‘Indirect Taxes’ requiring at paragraph 1 that:

“Member States accept that it is in the interest of the Community that there be
effective
co-ordination and harmonisation in the administration of indirect taxes.”

Thus at paragraph 1, members of the SADC are realistically only ‘agreeing to accept’ the
concept that there are benefits from coordination and harmonisation of indirect taxes,
rather than working to implement relevant coordinating or harmonising mechanisms.
Further, Paragraph 3 of Article 6 then looks for members to ‘explore’ for excise taxation
policy and administration coordination options rather than prescribing an actual
coordination mechanism. This position is not dissimilar to the new AEC Blueprint 2025,
which at Sub-section B5 calls for ASEAN members to “explore the possibility of
collaborating in excise taxation” (ASEAN, 2015, p18). Paragraph 3 of the SADC’s MOU
states as follows:
“Member States will explore areas of possible co-ordination for policy formulation and
administration in respect of excise duties on:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

tobacco products;
alcoholic beverages;
non-alcoholic beverages;
fuel products;
luxury goods; and
any other excisable goods.”

Therefore, whilst not committing members to an actual instrument to coordinate excise tax
policy, Paragraph 3 does at least provide some guidance on the scope of what products
should be subject to excise, notwithstanding that ‘luxury goods’ and ‘any other excisable
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goods’ are very broad undefined terms that could allow for any number of products to be
included. Further, Paragraph 4 of Article 6 seems to indicate that the term ‘luxury’ is
linked to ‘social and economic conditions’ and as such could change from time to time as
these social and economic conditions change and as a result some goods (and services)
could be added or deleted as appropriate. However, of note is that Paragraph 4 sends a
policy direction that ‘as far as possible’ members should look to use ad valorem excise
duties on luxury goods in lieu of having multiple rates of value added taxes (VAT) or sales
taxes.
Also of note is that in relation to three categories of excisable goods, namely tobacco,
alcoholic beverage and fuel products,that members should look at harmonising actual
excise duty rates as a response to cross border smuggling risks. Harmonising of excise tax
rates is seen as a step beyond coordination as it means that for these three categories,
member countries would be required to apply the exact same excise duty rates as occurs in
the SACU, although again it needs to be highlighted that the requirement is to ‘take steps’
rather than outlining an instrument such as ‘common excise tariff’. The requirement to
move to full harmonisation of excise taxes for alcohol, tobacco and fuel to overcome such
smuggling risks is outlined in Paragraph 5 of Article 6 of the MOU then states:
“Member States will, in an effort to minimize incidents of smuggling, take such
steps as are necessary to harmonise the application of excise duty rates, with
specific regard to tobacco products, alcoholic beverages and fuel products.”

However, analysis of excise taxation policy coordination within the SADC indicates that
despite the initial success in reaching such an agreement as set out in the MOU in 2002,
there has actually been little progress in the actual level of excise coordination reached.
When reviewed in both 2006 and 2010, the assessment was that the five members of the
SADC who are not members of the SACU, still operate very nationally centred excise tax
systems (Cnossen, 2010).
In addition, the smuggling of alcohol and tobacco driven by excise rate differentials that
was the catalyst for Paragraph 5 of Article 6 of the MOU, continues across the region.
Smuggled tobacco product appears to be moving from the lower taxed Mozambique where
the illicit market is negligible to Swaziland, Namibia and Zambia whilst smuggled alcohol
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looks to be a significantly larger problem for Mozambique, Swaziland and South African
than for the lower taxed markets in Namibia and Zambia (SADC, 2012; National Treasury,
2014).
The SADC has little to inform the development of an excise tax policy coordinating
mechanism for ASEAN other than confirmation that the process of coordinating excise tax
policies is necessary but complex and difficult to achieve quickly. The SADC also does
highlight a potential additional issue of non-coordination, being the risk of cross border
smuggling and private cross border trading in untaxed goods.

7.2.4 The East African Community approach
As with the SACU and SADC, the East Africa Community (EAC) comprising Burundi,
Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda has identified harmonisation of excise duties as an
important intra-regional trade issue. Formed in 1999 under the Treaty for the
Establishment of the East African Community (as amended in 2006 and 2007) it includes
provision in that Treaty for members to ‘harmonise’ policies in relation to taxation matters
to the extent that no one single member country’s policy works to distort investment and
consumption decisions across the community.
Paragraph 1 of Article 82 of the Treaty for the Establishment of the East African
Community seeks to have member countries “adopt policy measures in accordance with an
agreed macro-economic policy framework” in which sub-paragraph (2)(e) of the same
Article then links taxation policy objectives to this framework, stating:

“2. For the purposes of paragraph 1 of this Article, the Partner States undertake to:
(e) harmonise their tax policies with a view to removing tax distortions in order to
bring about a more efficient allocation of resources within the Community.”

The need to harmonise excise taxation policies as part of broader tax policy objectives is
also found in a number of Protocol agreements which are described as ‘integration pillars’
of the EAC, in this case the Protocol on the Establishment of the East African Common
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Market and the Protocol on the Establishment of the East African Customs Union (EAC,
2016). In terms of the agreement relating the formation of the ‘common market’ the
objectives for excise tax somewhat mirror those found in the main Treaty, with Article 32
of the Protocol on the Establishment of the East African Common Market stating as
follows:
“Harmonisation of Tax Policies and Laws
The Partner States undertake to progressively harmonize their tax policies and laws
to remove tax distortions in order to facilitate the free movement of goods, services
and capital and to promote investment within the Community.”

Whilst Article 32 above simply appears to support through similar wording to Article 82 of
the main treaty, a desire of the members to ensure taxation policies do not ‘distort’
investment and consumption decisions, the Article does add a new level of specific detail
in that the distortions to be avoided are those which hinder the ‘free movement’ of goods,
services and capital. This indicates a position that EAC wants to be seen as one regional
market and not five separate national markets. What is perhaps more interesting in the
context of this study however, is the approach to excise tax coordination as set out in the
Protocol on the Establishment of the East African Customs Union.

In this Protocol, quite specific explicit directions have been agreed by member countries
which are based directly upon the relevant Article of the GATT, and when implemented
provide that internal tax policies cannot be utilised to protect domestic industries of
member countries in intra-regional trade. Also titled “National Treatment” as it is in
Article III of the GATT, Article 15 of the Protocol on the Establishment of the East
African Customs Union states as follows:
“National Treatment
1. The Partner States shall not:
(a) enact legislation or apply administrative measures which directly or indirectly
discriminate against the same or like products of other Partner States; or
(b) impose on each other's products any internal taxation of such a nature as to afford
indirect protection to other products.
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2. No Partner State shall impose, directly or indirectly, on the products of other
Partner States any internal taxation of any kind in excess of that imposed, directly
or indirectly, on similar domestic products.”

Internal taxes in this case would ordinarily include excise taxes, as well as other taxes on
products such as VAT, sales taxes and any other consumption taxes on products for which
opportunity can be created to design the tax to act as trade barrier by placing a heavier
burden on imported products than those same products produced domestically. Whilst this
is a clear ‘guiding principle’ for regional excise tax policy development by members of the
EAC, there is still no actual apparent policy instrument from which members can base
local excise policy reforms.
A regional instrument to coordinate, or even harmonise regional excise tax policies,
appears to be one of only two unresolved issues being discussed at Head of State level, the
other unresolved issue being that of import duty rates that will levied in the external
customs tariff (Petersen, 2010; PWC, 2014). Given the EAC customs union was agreed to
in 2005, it highlights just how sensitive the matter is and how difficult it is for members
after 11 years of discussions to agree beyond principles and into actually designing and
implementing a mechanism to bring about excise tax coordination or harmonisation for the
EAC.

The basis for the sensitivities and difficulties appear to be centred on both the significance
of excise taxation revenues in most member countries, as well as a general unwillingness
to reform systems which have been in place without change for many years. Mayaka
(2014) believes that excise tax policy in the region is still focussed on revenue collection
and that the national budget processes drive revenue targets for the tax rather than
consumption policies and as such each member is protective of their excise tax base.

Maina (2013) adds that harmonising excise tax policies regionally would require some
countries to give up excise taxes such as Kenya removing the tax from sugar and Uganda
removing it on cement, whilst Burundi would need to impose excise taxation upon several
of its industries for the first time. Interestingly, both Maina (2013) and Mayake (2014) call
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for harmonisation as do several other reviews of the issue conducted on behalf of both the
private sector and the EAC Secretariat (PWC, 2014; GIZ, 2016).

As with the SADC, the EAC has little to provide on the technical side to the development
of an excise tax policy coordinating mechanism, although the ‘national treatment’
principles incorporated into the regional agreement documentation is seen as an effective
means to guide aspects of excise tax policy development in ASEAN. The EAC experience
does highlight the range of sensitivities of both the process and outcomes of developing
region wide excise tax coordination, given the issues of the revenues that are at stake for
national governments, and these need to be part of the consideration when developing
relevant proposals for ASEAN.

7.3 Distilling the components of excise coordination from other economic
communities to build an ASEAN option
Excise tax policy coordination will comprise several elements, beginning with an agreed
set of ‘guiding principles upon which excise policies will be set, and then standardising the
scope of defined excisable products, and a standardising of excise tax bases around those
which are believed to be most appropriate for the excisable product. These aspects then
need to be captured in an appropriate mechanism or instrument that delivers the
coordinated policy. These elements will now be addressed individually.

7.3.1

Guiding principles in excise tax policy coordination

Prior to building or developing a mechanism or tool for use in the coordination of national
excise taxation policies, the economic community members need to have agreed and have
prescribed a set of guiding principles. As was seen in each of the Treaties which created
the economic communities studied in section 7.2, such guiding principles existed for
coordinating, and in some cases harmonising taxation policy. Further, these Treaties then
provide the authority for the governing bodies to draft Protocols, MOU’s or Directives
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which then become more specific in their effect and will address excise taxation
specifically.
At this point it is noteworthy that the AEC has no ‘formal’ treaty creating the community
but rather is based upon a declaration to implement a ‘blueprint’ plan agreed by the 10
members (ASEAN, 2008, pp. 2-4), which then initially expired in 2015 before being relaunched as the AEC Blueprint 2025 in 2015 (ASEAN, 2015, p. 1). In the initial blueprint
document, no reference at all is made to coordinating the taxation policies of any kind
other than to “complete a network of bi-lateral agreements on the avoidance of double
taxation amongst member countries” (ASEAN, 2008 p. 23). This is not a policy direction
but simply represents an action for members to simply finalise existing bi-lateral
discussions on operational level arrangements between countries so that entities and
individuals do not pay income taxes twice when working in another ASEAN member’s
economy.
The current blueprint document which guides the continued implementation of AEC until
2025 has indeed expanded the scope of ‘taxation’ requirements beyond finalising double
tax agreements, and into information sharing to address tax avoidance, consideration of a
regional tax-payer identification system, and of relevance to this study “exploration of
collaboration in excise taxation” (ASEAN, 2015, pp. 17-18). The term ‘exploration’
however, is a long way from providing guidance as to coordinating policy and as such a set
of excise tax policy guiding principles is seen as critical as a first step in regional
coordination.
To this end, if the study is linking excise taxation policy principles with the foundation
elements of the new AEC Blueprint 2025 then any guiding principles for excise tax policy
in the region as part of a coordinating instrument would include:


Excise tax policy should not impact the operation of the single market and
production base by acting to protect domestic industry by discriminating against
like imported goods;
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For common excisable goods: alcoholic beverages, tobacco product and
automobiles, a standardised approach to excise tax policy should applied in respect
of definitions and tax bases for such goods as appropriate to their nature;



For other goods and services subject to excise on the basis of
o Health, environment, or other externality correction grounds, definitions
and tax bases should be applied in a simple, transparent manner and take
into account the nature of goods; and
o Goods and services subject to excise on the basis of their luxury nature,
definitions should be applied in a simple, transparent manner and tax bases
applied on an ad valorem basis.

In relation to the first principle listed above of ‘national treatment’, this is a common
theme running through the EU, the SADC, the SACU and the EAC. The objective of this
principle throughout each of these economic communities is to ensure the community
operates as a single market and that consumer and investment decisions are not distorted
by excise tax policies. Where such distortions occur then there is a risk that there will be
“an inefficient allocation of resources” a concept equally important within ASEAN and the
AEC (Cnossen, 2013, pp. 591-592).
The risk being highlighted here is one where member countries within ASEAN potentially
structure excise taxes to operate as barriers to trade, or as protective measures for local
industry as was seen in section 6.2 above. Such excise tax based non-tariff measures often
have the effect of businesses needing to consider restructuring their supply chains to
compensate through reducing excise taxes payable. Such restructuring could see for
example, businesses setting up manufacturing operations in a particular member country at
considerable cost simply to avoid significant excise duties payable should those goods be
made elsewhere in the region and imported, particularly if those goods can be made more
efficiently in another member country.
This is certainly the case in say an excise tax paying industry that requires economy of
scale in production such as the automobile sector (Preece, 2015, pp. 15-16), who adds that
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excise policies also contribute to an efficient allocation of resources when those policies
offer discounted excise rates on mass production of vehicles with certain specifications for
which the minimum production volumes simply lead to over-supply in the market of the
manufacturing member country with little scope to export given they will not discounted
excise rate criteria set in other ASEAN member countries.
From a consumer perspective, Cnossen (2005, pp. 6-7) also sees the need in a single
market for a ‘desirable degree of harmonisation’ to reduce the risk of ‘inter country
distortions’. By this, he is speaking of the need to avoid member countries using
incentives such as significantly lower excise rates for ‘tax snatching’ in which consumers
come across the borders to make purchases of excisable goods delivering the excise
revenue to the government offering the lower excise rates. This is not only an unwelcome
economic distortion, but works against other key objectives of excise taxation such as to
correct the negative externality of consumption and curb that consumption (Cnossen, 2005,
pp. 3-5; Laffer, 2014, p. 3)
The objectives of excise taxation require that the tax be applied in the country of
consumption and as such, bypassing of these objectives occurs when consumers from a
higher excise tax community member country will cross borders to acquire excise tax paid
products in a lower excise taxing community member’s market. Whilst a larger concern in
the EU with its open border economic community, even with full border controls in
operation in the SADC, SACU, EAC and for the AEC, it is not viable to monitor all
returning residents and cross border traffic in terms of their cross border purchases and
thus it becomes a policy consideration (Preece, 2012, p. 12).
The second statement of principle recognises from the mapping of excise tax policies in
Chapter 5 that alcoholic beverages, tobacco products and automobiles are the only three
categories of products subject to excise taxation in all 10 ASEAN member countries.
Thus, this becomes a starting point for future policy coordination in terms of aligning who
each member country both defines and levies excise taxes on these types of products. How
to look at defining these products is further analysed in sub-section 7.3.2 below, whilst
how to consider appropriate tax bases for levying the excise is further analysed in subsection 7.3.4. However, it is noted at this point that alcoholic beverages and tobacco can
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be linked to externalities relating to health and society and the costs to the economy of
consumption of these products, whilst automobile excise policy is in a state of
transformation. Automobiles have traditionally been considered a ‘luxury’ product for
which excise is seen as an income redistribution mechanism, and now with current levels
of automobile ownership, the luxury ‘label’ is being replaced and excise policy looks to
address a number of externalities relating to the environment, road damage and traffic
congestion (OECD, 2014, pp. 143-147; Preece, 2016, pp. 51-52).
Finally, in relation to the principles outlined above, there is a need to address a range of
other products and services which are subject to excise across ASEAN, although not in
every member country, especially those under active policy consideration in those
countries which are looking to add such goods to their excise tariffs. In this case, products
and services need to be addressed in accordance with the basis on which the excise tax is to
be levied, in other words is the excise tax to correct a negative externality or is it targeting
luxury consumer goods or services. Again, the principle requires a policy approach which
sees some consistency in the definition of the good or service which will subject to excise
tax and the use of a tax base which is relevant or appropriate to the nature of the goods of
service.
Thus an appropriate guiding principle for avoiding such market distortions to be proposed
for ASEAN is to reinforce the operation of a key pillar of the AEC, namely the single
market and production base. This can be achieved by adopting parts of Article III
(National Treatment) of the GATT in a not dissimilar manner as was adopted by the EAC
in its Protocol on the Establishment of the East African Customs Union, as well as using
parts of Article 22 of the Southern African Customs Union Agreement of 2002 relating to
‘similar legislation’. Thus a starting point for a proposed ‘statement of guiding principles
on ASEAN excise coordination’ could include the following type of wording:
“Excise taxation and the single market and production base
1. Member States shall not:
(a) enact excise tax legislation or apply excise tax administrative measures
which directly or indirectly discriminates against the same or like products of
other Member States; or
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(b) impose on each other's products any excise taxation arrangement of such a
nature as to afford protection to the same or like produced which have been
produced domestically.
2. No Member State shall impose, directly or indirectly, on the products of other
Member States any excise taxation of any kind in excess of that imposed,
directly or indirectly, on similar domestic products.
3. Member States shall apply similar definitions to alcoholic beverages, tobacco
products and automobiles, and other goods and services subject to excise, and
apply similar tax bases to those goods and services on a basis that is most
appropriate to the nature of the good or service”

Given all members of ASEAN are also members of the WTO, paragraph one of the above
proposed statement is unlikely to meet resistance, as to do so would flag a rejection of the
principles of Article III of the GATT and raise concerns amongst trading partners of any
member country not in agreement. More challenging will be the standardising of the actual
working definitions of products and of appropriate tax base design, and these are discussed
in 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 below.

7.3.2

Standardising the definitions of excisable products

Using the substance of the guiding principles above, and recognising from earlier chapters
the commonly taxed products under the national excise laws of each ASEAN member
country, being alcohol, tobacco and motor vehicles, the study looked for a starting point
for defining these such products. In this case, a logical place to begin the search for
commonly used product definitions in the context of intra-regional trade is the definitions
used for classification purposes within the ASEAN Harmonised Nomenclature (AHTN)
instrument.
In this case, the study was able to start with the definitions for alcoholic beverages of
Chapter 22, tobacco products of Chapter 24 and motor vehicles within Chapter 87. The
relevant definitions extracted at a Chapter and Heading level are outlined in Table 7.5
below, and include:
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Table 7.5: AHTN Product Categories: ASEAN common excise goods
AHTN Product Categories
Alcoholic Beverages:
2203

Beer made from malt

2204

Wine of fresh grapes, including fortified wines; grape must other than that of heading
20.09

2205

Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavoured with plants or aromatic substances

2206

Other fermented beverages (for example, cider, perry, mead); mixtures of fermented
beverages and mixtures of fermented beverages and non-alcoholic beverages, not
elsewhere specified or included

2208

Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of less than 80% vol;
spirits, liqueurs and other spirituous beverages

Tobacco Products:
2402

Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes, of tobacco or of tobacco substitutes

2403

Other manufactured tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes; “homogenised” or
“reconstituted” tobacco; tobacco extracts and essences

Automobiles:
8702

Motor vehicles for the transport of ten or more persons, including the driver

8703

Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of persons
(other than those of heading 87.02), including station wagons and racing cars

8704

Motor vehicles for the transport of goods

Source: Lao PDR Customs

The author believes Table 7.5 to be a useful start, not just in terms of the current
acceptance and use of these definitions by all ASEAN member countries, but there is also
extensive capture of all relevant excisable products. The main issue to resolve is that the
customs nomenclature does not necessarily align with the operation of excise taxation and
in some cases the AHTN is applying too many items for like products, for example excise
tax policy would not require the separation of wine from flavoured wine. In other cases,
the AHTN does not provide sufficient break down of items such as motor vehicles which
are universally subject to excise taxation in the region based on engine displacement.
However, the study believes that there is substantial scope to look at certain Chapter and
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Heading combinations look to either rationalise like products into single classification
definitions, or alternately move beyond the Chapter and Heading level of the AHTN and
examine the Item level to add to the relevant product definitions to capture excise taxation
policy needs.

7.3.3

Tax base appropriateness and standardisation

The question of tax base variation was raised in section 5.6.1 above in the context of the
range of different approaches utilised by ASEAN members to levy excise taxes upon
goods and services. The discussion also addressed the two main approaches of specific
rates of duty, being rates based upon a quantity or measure and of ad valorem, being rates
based upon a value. In terms of what is ‘appropriate’ this will depend not only on the
nature of the good or service being taxed, but also on government policies in relation to
factors such as priorities around consumption of certain goods and services, affordability
and the regressive nature of excise, and income redistribution.
In a study which seeks to introduce coordination of excise taxation policies across the
region, in addition to standardising the definition of products or categories of products as
seen above, there equally needs to be analysis of how these products are taxed in an excise
system. This applies on several levels, firstly to identifying the most appropriate tax base
for each product or product category, and then subsequently to standardising the use of and
definitions of the various quantity measures for specific rate taxation and the valuation
points for ad valorem rate taxation.
To address the question of what is an appropriate tax base, the differing nature of excisable
products requires each product category to be examined separately. In this context, the
study has separated those product categories into those which it is believed specific rate
taxation is most appropriate and those on which ad valorem taxation is most appropriate.
In summary, for the purposes of developing a position of regional coordination in terms of
use of tax bases, specific rates are the most appropriate for excise on alcoholic beverages
and tobacco products, and this can be extended to other goods such as fuel products and
non-alcoholic beverages. Ad valorem based rates are most appropriate automobiles, and
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this can be extended into motor cycles which share similar excise taxation aspects to motor
vehicles. Looking at these product categories in more detail:

Alcoholic Beverages
Specific rate taxation for alcoholic beverages has two options, an excise rate based on the
volume of product such as litres of beer, litres of wine or litres of distilled spirits, or
alternatively an excise rate based on the alcohol content within the product expressed as
litres of alcohol. The first option of a per litre specific rate, whilst being the simplest, does
not properly reflect the ‘externalities’ associated with the consumption of the alcoholic
beverage, unless a complex excise tax structure is created based on bands or tiers of
alcohol strength for which the higher the alcohol strength in the band, the higher the excise
tax rate will for that band will be. Without such a complex structure a one litre bottle for
example of beer at say four percent alcohol by volume would pay the same excise tax as a
beer which was six percent alcohol by volume despite the fact it contains 50 percent less
alcohol for consumption. Further, given that production and tax costs are the same for
both products, it is also highly likely in this scenario that the beer which has six percent
alcohol by volume could be offered for retail sale at the same price as the beer with only
four percent alcohol and thus sends an unclear price signal to the consumer as the potential
additional external costs from consuming the product of higher alcoholic content.
The second option of a rates based on a ‘per litre of pure alcohol’ measure, better reflects
the externalities associated with alcohol consumption and overcomes the issues raised
above in terms of per litre rate. The effect of a per litre of alcohol rate is that the excise tax
is being levied upon the actual alcohol content and as such the tax liability for the product
rises to in line with alcohol content of the beverage, and in doing so works to increase the
price of higher strength alcoholic beverages relative to lower strength products. Returning
to the beer illustrations above, the beer which was six percent alcohol by volume would be
paying 50 percent more excise than the beer of four percent and thus more likely to result
in its retail price being higher when consumers are making a choice of beverage.
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Specific excise taxation based on alcohol content is also favoured by the experts,
particularly those in public health policy. The World Health Organisation (WHO) has
itself publicly advocated for specific taxation of alcohol based on alcohol content as part of
its ‘global strategy to reduce harmful consumption’ (WHO, 2010a, p. 16). In its strategy
outline the WHO recommends that national government in setting alcohol tax policy
should:
“Establish a system for specific domestic taxation on alcohol accompanied by an
effective enforcement system, which may take into account, as appropriate, the
alcoholic content of the beverage”

The WHO adds that this approach to taxation of alcohol is most appropriate due to its
impact on pricing where pricing of product to consumers is key in the strategy to reducing
harmful levels of drinking. Where alcohol tax policy is a part of government policy in
relation to harmful levels of consumption, academics such as Cnossen (2013, p. 606) and
Bird and Wallace (2010, pp. 6-7) agree with the approach, believing that specific rates of
alcohol excise tax best work in terms of price signals and correction of the negative
externalities arising from excessive consumption, however, they do recognise the
regressive nature of specific rate taxation and thus understand why ad valorem rates are
still utilised, particularly in developing economies.

To address regressivity of alcohol tax policies in the developing countries of ASEAN, it
may be necessary to include ‘mixed’ or ‘composite’ alcohol excise tariff structures which
include both a specific and ad valorem excise rate. Such an approach has been adopted by
both Thailand and the Philippines, and previously by Malaysia as a way to transition from
ad valorem excise taxes on alcohol based on value, and towards policy objectives which
see alcohol taxed on volume consumed and thus better aligned with externalities being
taxed (World Bank, 2015, pp. 12-16).

Another important aspect of standardising alcohol tax bases is recognition of the volatility
of the product, in that it can expand or contract and thus requires a standard measurement
for taxation purposes. This is achieved by adopting a standard temperature at which to
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measure the volume of alcohol, and the most common temperature standard used is 20
Degrees Celsius, and indeed in terms of international trade, the Harmonised System (HS)
of tariff nomenclature includes the requirement to correct all volumes of alcoholic
beverages to this temperature. Note 2 of Chapter 22 of the HS stating:
“2. - For the purposes of this Chapter and of Chapters 20 and 21, the alcoholic
strength by volume shall be determined at a temperature of 20°C.”
Remaining in the Notes of Chapter 22 of the HS, there is also a definitional issue to raise in
terms of alcohol strength. Note 3 recognises the existence of non-alcoholic beverages that
may contain traces of alcohol from the production process such as ‘de-alocoholised beer’
and ‘de-alcoholised wine’ and for classification purposes places these outside of the
relevant beer and fermented alcohol product classifications. For consistency, this can be
applied equally to excise related working definitions of ‘beer’ and ‘other fermented
alcoholic beverages’.

At this time Preece (2012; 2014) found that only those ASEAN member excise systems
that were connected customs tariff laws being Malaysia and Singapore, had reference to
the need to correct volumes to 20 Degrees Celsius, and to use of a minimum alcohol
strength for excise tax classification purposes.

In summary, it is considered appropriate that in regard to coordinating excise tax policies
in ASEAN, alcoholic beverages should aspire to be subject to excise tax on the basis of the
volume of alcohol as contained in the beverage. Where this aspiration cannot be in the
short term due to issues of requiring additional progressivity in the excise tax system
discussed above, particularly in relation to the consumption of ‘high end’ or premium
branded wine and distilled liquors, then an element of ad valorem excise could be retained
as part of a ‘mixed’ specific and ad valorem excise tax base.

Tobacco Products
Specific rate taxation for tobacco products has two types of options, one based around
weight and another based around packaging.
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In terms of weight, a specific rate would be based upon a very simple and commonly used
unit of weight such as per gram, per kilogram or per tonne. This tax base based on unit of
weight is essentially the only appropriate option for loose tobacco ie not in a standard
‘stick form’ such as ‘roll your own’ (cigarette) tobacco leaf, pipe tobacco, snuff, and cigars
which can vary in weight.

The second option as a specific rate tax base is that of representing packaging would the
excise rate linked to a unit of packaging from a per (cigarette) stick, per pack, or where
also relevant perhaps as a ‘per carton’ or ‘per master-case’ rate. In such a packaging based
approach, a standard for the packaging needs to be stated so that excise tax liabilities
cannot be manipulated by manufacturers, for example if a ‘pack’ is not defined in a ‘per
pack’ excise tax rate, then a ‘pack’ could see the number of cigarettes vary to reduce the
effective rate of excise per cigarette.
In this regard, there are a number of ASEAN member countries already using a ‘per stick’
tax base however, of these only Indonesia and Singapore have defined or identified a
‘stick’ as being equivalent to one gram of tobacco, whereas Brunei and the Philippines do
not use such a standard weight (Preece, 2014). In terms of ‘per pack’, this tax base is only
used in the Philippines where Section 145 of the Republic Act No 10351 of 2012 (the Sin
Tax) defines ‘pack’ as being 20 cigarette sticks.

In a related issue, these two specific rate tax base options will often be used together,
reflecting that it is more appropriate to have ‘loose tobacco’ and cigar type products
subject to a weight based rate, whilst finished cigarettes can be subject to either a weight
based or packaging based excise tax rate. However, where this occurs and an excise tax
system contains both a weight based and packaging based excise tax rate, then there should
be an effective equivalence between the two rates to protect the revenue. If there is not
such equivalence and the excise tax rate of loose tobacco leaf is effectively lower per
kilogram than for a kilogram of tobacco in packaged cigarettes, then there is a risk that
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consumers will substitute loose leaf tobacco and ‘roll their own’ cigarettes rather than
purchase packaged cigarettes.

From the excise taxation systems which use specific rate over tobacco products, no
ASEAN member currently aligns the two excise rates for ‘per kilogram’ with the ‘per
stick’ or ‘per pack’ rates. In the case specific rates are used exclusively, such as Brunei,
Indonesia, and Singapore, or used in a composite specific and ad valorem rate system such
as Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand, the effective excise rate for loose leaf tobacco to
‘roll your own’ cigarettes is below that for packaged cigarettes.

An example for ASEAN could be the Australian tobacco excise approach in Table 7.3
below. Australian tobacco excise taxes are contained in Item 5 to the Schedule of the
Excise Tariff Act 1921 which has two items covering tobacco, one for manufactured
cigarettes of no more than 0.8 grams per stick and applies excise tax at a ‘per stick’ rate,
and the other item covering all other products which are not cigarettes of no more than 0.8
grams per stick. These other products pay a ‘per kilogram’ excise tax rate, however, when
converting the $0.53733 per stick rate to a per kilogram based on a stick being 0.8 grams,
the result is $671.68 per kilogram rate and thus providing a full excise liability
equivalence.
Table 7.6: Australian tobacco excise as at 1 July 2016
Tariff
Description
item

Rate from 1 July 2016

5

Tobacco, cigars, cigarettes and snuff

5.1

In stick form not exceeding in weight 0.8
grams per stick actual tobacco content

$ 0.53733 per stick

5.5

Other

$ 671.68 per kilogram of
tobacco content

Source: Australian Taxation Office

The benefit of an Australian type approach as set out in Table 7.6 is that no incentive in the
excise system is created to substitute with loose leaf tobacco and consumers ‘rolling their
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own’ cigarettes, nor is there an opportunity to evade excise duties by manufacturing
‘larger’ cigarettes in a ‘per stick’ excise tax rate, as any cigarette which exceeds 0.8 grams
falls automatically to the ‘other’ category and moves to an equivalent ‘per kilogram’ excise
tax rate.

As with alcohol specific rate excise taxation based on tobacco products is also favoured by
the experts both from a tax and from a health perspective. Laffer (2014, pp. 92-96) states
that from a tax policy perspective, specific rates of excise for tobacco are “clearly preferred
over ad valorem taxes” as when considering government revenue, specific taxes “offer
more stable and controllable source of tax revenue” due mainly to the fact that revenues
are not beholden to manufacturer’s pricing or consumers brand choices. This is supported
by Yurekli (2001, pp. 24-26) in the World Bank’s ‘toolkit’ for tobacco tax policy makers,
adding that outside of a high inflationary environment where ad valorem taxes will work to
effectively continually increase the price of tobacco, specific should be chosen as they
impose the same burden across all cigarettes irrespective of quality, origin or brand thus
work to reduce consumption, as well as providing ease of administration by use of physical
counting or weighing of stock rather than the need for any number of commercial records
and accounts.

Specific rates of excise taxation for tobacco are also preferred by Petit & Nagy (2016, pp.
4-6), however, they raise a point of significant relevance to the ASEAN region which is
that of ultimate industry pressure to retain a link to the concept of ‘quality’ or what the
consumer values such as smoothness of taste and packaging. This effectively translates
into a ‘mixed’ specific and ad valorem based excise tax system for tobacco, in which the
proportion of the specific and ad valorem components is then set by reference initially to
the need for tax neutrality in that the excise tax system should not change the quality of
products, but more likely is set by ‘practical’ requirements such as avoiding the need to
design overly complex tobacco tax systems with multiple categories and classifications
such as those seen in Indonesia and Myanmar. Petit & Nagy (2016, p. 6) do note that from
their research that the current trends are for movement away from ad valorem excise
taxation over tobacco and into specific rates, based on several factors, notably the
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increasing difficulties in monitoring manufacturers pricing and provide more stable
revenue streams.

In terms of excise and tobacco excise taxes in the context of public health policy, the WHO
citing many studies itself, has published in its tobacco taxation technical manual for tax
policy makers a preference for specific or ‘uniform’ excise rates on the following grounds
(WHO, 2010, pp. 39-48), including:


More likely to result in a price increase (including often price increases higher than
the tax increase) to consumers and therefore more likely to reduce consumption;



Deters the development of, and substitution towards, lower quality and cheaper
brands;



Administration and enforcement is made easier for authorities; and as with Laffer
above

 Certainty and stability in government revenue.

However, the WHO do make notable observations, in that unlike ad valorem taxes, specific
rate taxes do not keep in line with inflation and will effectively be reduced in real terms
unless there is a constant revision upwards in with the inflation rate. Where a specific rate
cannot be implemented due the economic circumstances within the country, then the WHO
(2010, p. 39) is comfortable with a composite ad valorem and specific tax rate systems
provided that tax policy makers can:
“….find the appropriate balance between specific and ad valorem taxation, so that
the public health objective is achieved while generating higher revenues.”

In summary, it is considered appropriate that in regard to coordinating excise tax policies
in ASEAN, tobacco products should aspire to be subject to excise tax on the basis of the
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quantity of tobacco as contained in the product, which can be expressed as weight or as a
packaged product equivalent.

Automobiles
Automobile excise taxation policy appears to be in period of transition, although given the
nature of the product ad valorem tax bases still appear to be the most appropriate.
According to the OECD (2014) consumption tax policy views of automobiles are that they
are moving away from being seen as a luxury product which a progressive approach to tax
policy is preferred, and moving towards a recognition that with the ‘wider levels of vehicle
ownership’ a new automobile tax policy generally requires a new set of objectives (p144).
These new consumption tax policy objectives now increasingly include the need to
influence business and consumer behaviour around the negative externalities associated
with driving, particularly greater reference to Carbon Dioxide emissions and fuel
efficiency (OCED, 2014, pp. 144-145).
These views are shared by Preece (2015; 2016) who also looks at the question of
automobile excise taxation from an ASEAN regional reform perspective, highlighting a
number of likely externalities under consideration in excise policy development, including:


A charge of road users to create revenues for public road building as well as
supporting services such as traffic lights, road signage, rescue and recovery;



Maintenance of public roads from damage caused during normal road usage;



Carbon Dioxide and other emissions impacting immediate air quality in urban
areas and the broader impacts associated with climate change; and



Traffic congestion from a growing number of automobiles on the road.
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Thailand in its reforms to excise in 2016 best represents this transformation in automobile
taxation policy. From 1 January 2016, Thailand’s excise tariffs for automobiles became
based upon the vehicle’s certified Carbon Dioxide emissions, with further effective rate
reductions applying for those vehicles using cleaner burning fuels, electric vehicles, hybrid
models or are ‘eco cars’ being vehicles which meet a set of departmental criteria (Preece
2015, p. 24; 2016, pp. 53-54).
Table 7.7: Excise tariffs for automobiles, Thailand from 1 January 2016
Fuel Type

Category
Vehicle type
(CO2 emissions)

Passenger cars not more
than 10 seats

E10 / E20

E85 / NGV

Hybrid

< 100 g/km

30%

25%

10%

101 - 150 g/km

30%

25%

20%

151 - 200 g/km

35%

30%

25%

> 200 g/km

40%

35%

30%

> 3,000 cc

50%

50%

50%

< 100 g/km

14%

12%

n/a

101 – 120 g/km

17%

17%

n/a

< 3,000 cc

n/a

n/a

10%

> 3,000 cc

n/a

n/a

50%

< 3,000 cc

n/a

n/a

n/a

> 3,000 cc

n/a

50%

n/a

Passenger Pick Up

Space Cab

Other

25%

5%

3-18%

Eco Cars

Electric vehicle / fuel cell /
hybrid

OEM Natural Gas Vehicle
(NGV)

Pickup Vehicles
< 200 g/km
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> 200 g/km

30%

7%

3-18%

Or > 3,250 cc

50%

50%

50%

< 100 g/km

14%

12%

n/a

101 – 120 g/km

17%

17%

n/a

< 3,000 cc

n/a

n/a

10%

> 3,000 cc

n/a

n/a

50%

< 3,000 cc

n/a

n/a

n/a

> 3,000 cc

n/a

50%

n/a

Eco Cars

Electric vehicle / fuel cell /
hybrid

OEM Natural Gas Vehicle
(NGV)

Source: Excise Department of Thailand

It is important to note that despite an excise tax system restructured to address certain
externalities from vehicle use, the tax base is still ad valorem unlike alcohol and tobacco.
In this context, there are few if any no practical volume based tax bases to utilise leaving
ad valorem as the appropriate tax base, Preece (2015, p. 30) looking at possible specific
rate options and concluding:


Per car would be quite regressive and not recognise the differentials in externalities
from larger vehicles;



Per cylinder or per cubic centimetre of engine displacement do not recognise or
incentivise any move towards technology which increases fuel efficiency and
reduces emissions; or



Per gram per kilometre of Carbon Dioxide would leave no revenue from vehicles
with very low or zero emissions.

Preece (2015, pp. 20-28) adds that in the analysis of externality correction through the
excise tax base a ‘proxy’ for such externalities could be engine displacement, and ad
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valorem rates based around differentials in engine size. For example, the larger the engine
the heavier the vehicle and thus larger engine vehicles are more likely to use more fuel,
emit more Carbon Dioxide and do more damage to road surfaces and as such excise tax
bases which are structured around engine displacement with increasing ad valorem rates.
The structure of ‘tiered’ structures based on engine size utilising ad valorem rates could be
seen as effectively delivering a ‘composite’ or ‘mixed’ excise tax system of specific and ad
valorem rates. The cubic centimetre tiers representing externality correction and delivering
higher tax rates as the engine size increases, whilst the ad valorem tax base then
incorporates a degree of progressivity by then seeing a higher tax burden falling upon the
more expensive vehicles.
However, one additional issue that the Thailand automobile reform of 2016 set out in
Table 7.7 addressed was to recognise that new technologies are emerging that can deliver
lower emissions even from larger engines, and so for engine sizes below 3,000 cubic
centimetres (or 3,250 cubic centimetres for pick-up trucks) the excise system is structured
on Carbon Dioxide emission level tiers with increasing ad valorem excise tax rates with
each increasing emission level band (Swire, 2016). Thus again, an almost ‘mixed’ excise
tax system with increasing emission levels resulting in higher tax rates, working with ad
valorem tax bases to have a degree of progressivity by having the more expensive vehicles
in the same emission tiers incurring a higher excise tax liability.
In summary, it is considered appropriate that in regard to coordinating excise tax policies
in ASEAN, automobiles should continue to be subject to excise tax on the basis of the
value of the vehicle.

Other goods
Fuel products, non-alcoholic beverages and motor cycles will also be included as ‘items’ in
the development of proposals to coordinate excise tax policy. The basis for this decision
can be found in sections 5.4 and 5.7 above, which for fuel products and non-alcoholic
beverages included extensive analysis was made of the current trends to expand the
taxation of these products into an increasing number of member countries. In terms of
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motor cycles, section 5.4 identified that these products are subject to excise taxation in
nine of the 10 member countries which warrants their inclusion from this point of the
study.

In terms of actual excise tax base discussion, it follows that motor-cycles utilise an ad
valorem rate in the same manner as other automobiles. Indeed, across the region there is
many similarities between automobile and motor-cycle excise taxation with classification
of products aligned with engine capacity with increasing excise rates applied as engine
sizes within these categories increase linking excise tax policy with similar considerations
to automobiles in relation to emissions, fuel use and road use.

Fuel products will use specific rates as the excise tax base. Fuel products are generally
delivered into a market in ‘bulk’ form from a refinery, fuel terminal, depot or a wharf. In
such cases, where these products will be subject to excise then it is reasonable to have the
tax base linked to a volume or quantity basis.
Ad valorem excise taxation which place a higher excise burden on premium products on
the basis of progressivity is seen as largely irrelevant in relation to fuel products as they are
produced and priced as global commodities and not in categories of ‘premium’, ‘midpriced’, ‘value’ brands. In addition, a range of other range of other factors also make ad
valorem tax bases difficult to justify, including government pricing controls, pricing
subsidies; and rebates.
Therefore, specific rates appropriate to the nature and type of fuel will be used. These will
include for example, liquid fuels and gaseous fuels liquefied for delivery on a per litre or
kiloliter basis, and other gaseous fuels which could be taxed at either a rate per kilogram or
per cubic metre basis.
As with alcohol, it is also important to recognise the volatility of fuel products in the
context of specific excise rate taxes. Changes in temperature can change excisable
volumes and as such volumes and weights need to be corrected to a standard temperature
for volume measurement and standard pressure for gaseous fuels.
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In this regard, temperature corrections for petroleum products will be applied at 15 degrees
Celsius which is fully consistent with standards outlined in the ‘Petroleum Measurement
Tables’ (ASTM, 1952). This standard will also apply to certain bio-fuels such as biodiesel, and blends of petroleum products and certain bio-fuels. Fuel ethanol reverts to the
standard 20 degrees Celsius as with other alcohol products for volume measurement as
discussed above.
Gaseous fuels also require a standard for volume correction. In this case the standard
relates to not only temperature, but also the pressure. For temperature correction, this
should will be set an industry based standard 15 degrees Celsius whilst standard pressure
observed at between 101.325 and 101.56 kilopascals (NIST, 2012)
Finally, it is intended to also include non-alcoholic beverages for which such products will
also utilise a specific rate as an excise tax base. This intention relates to the growing
discussion across ASEAN in countries like Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and
Vietnam of excise taxation being used to correct certain external costs associated with the
sugar content of the proposed excisable beverages as was outlined comprehensively in subsection 5.4.3 above.
Given both the need to link to the externality factor of sugar intake, and the nature of the
goods as liquids in known package sizes, a specific excise rate based on volume such as
litre of hectolitre is considered most appropriate (Preece 2012, p. 61). This also provides
consistency with global practices in which non-alcoholic beverages were formerly seen as
a ‘luxury’ and subject to ad valorem excise taxes as part of increasing the progressivity of a
national tax system, but are moving towards greater recognition of the externalities of
excess sugar intake and thus these excise taxes have a specific rate excise tax base (Preece
2013, p24). Sugar levels in the context will be based upon the brix degree scale which is
the measure of sugar content in a liquid product, and which has been adopted by
international standards for such as the Codex Alimentarius (Food Code) established by the
Food and Agriculture Organisation and World Health Organisation (FAO, 2017).

To capture the discussion from sub-sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 above, Table 7.4 summarises
the starting point in terms of developing an excise tax policy co-ordinating instrument in
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relation to those goods to be captured, where standardised definitions could originate and
appropriate tax base. From here, the contents of Table 7.4 will populate the various
proposals for evaluation in chapter 8.
Table 7.8: Summary of appropriate excise tax base discussion
Goods

Starting standard definition

Tax base

Alcoholic beverages

AHTN Chapter and/or heading

Either
Specific (alcohol content),
or Specific (beverage
quantity) or for wine and
distilled liquors
Composite: Specific
(alcohol content), or
Specific (beverage
quantity) in addition to
Ad Valorem

Tobacco products

AHTN Chapter and/or heading

Specific

Automobiles

AHTN Chapter and/or heading

Ad valorem

Motor cycles

AHTN Chapter and/or heading

Ad valorem

Fuel products

AHTN Chapter and/or heading

Specific

Non-alcoholic beverages

AHTN Chapter and/or heading

Specific

Source: Author

7.4 The ASEAN Harmonised Tariff Nomenclature as a precedent
The concept of bringing together an agreed standardised treatment of goods for trade and
taxation purposes across the ASEAN region is not without precedent, and an appropriate
example is that of the ASEAN Harmonised Tariff Nomenclature (AHTN). As can be seen,
the AHTN came to prominence increasingly during the course of the study becoming an
illustration of how the region can build consensus on an instrument that coordinates
customs duty classification, standardising definitions down to a product sub-item level,
including guidance on how such classifications are made. The AHTN and its application
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to regional customs and trade policy development is not entirely dissimilar to what this
study is trying to achieve in relation to excise taxation.
It is not just the AHTN itself, being an instrument which classifies goods and provides
those goods with a tariff classification to be adopted by ASEAN members, but
significantly it is supported by a separate Protocol document agreed to by all ASEAN
Finance Ministers on how the AHTN should be implemented (ASEAN, 2003). This study
has already determined that any coordinating excise tax instrument will similarly need an
appropriate authority to support its introduction.
The Protocol Governing the Implementation of the ASEAN Harmonised Tariff
Nomenclature (the AHTN Protocol) sets out a range of ‘objectives’ in Article 1 particularly
the facilitation of intra-regional trade and ‘principals’ in Article 2 which include
‘transparency, consistency and efficiency’ as a guide to publishing any supporting national
laws, regulations or rules in support of the AHTN. However, Article 4 to the AHTN
Protocol is of note to this study as it places an ‘obligation’ on ASEAN member countries
to put in place the structure of the AHTN, primarily an eight-digit level classification of
goods, into national customs tariffs, from which each member country can then add further
‘sub-levels’ and customs duty rates as appropriate to that country.
Thus the AHTN is now a ‘common system’ for the classification and designation of goods
for customs purposes for ASEAN (Chia and Plummer, 2015, p. 57), who add that the
benefits have gone beyond facilitating the customs clearance processes, but the AHTN has
become a useful basis for the region when it has for example, negotiated free trade
agreements with trading partners. Further, the AHTN has found similar uses in the
development of various “customs treaties, and in the collection of trade statistics” as well
as being used by Customs administrations “to monitor the movement of goods for the
purposes of food security, public health, environmental protection and counter terrorism
(ASEAN Affairs, 2011).
Significantly, in the context of the consensus driven workings of ASEAN, the member
countries have all implemented the AHTN, and did so by the agreed by the 2004 deadline
(JETRO, 2005, p. 31). Similarly, this level of regional support continues with the AHTN
being updated and re-released in 2007 and 2012.
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The AHTN Protocol itself required a further level of ‘technical’ support in relation to rules
about the classification process. Whilst the AHTN sets out the classification
nomenclature, further agreement was needed for rules about how to determine the actual
classifications and as a result, some four months after Finance Ministers signed the AHTN
Protocol, the Directors’-General of the 10 ASEAN Customs Departments signed another
agreement for that purpose, being the Understanding on the Criteria for Classification in
the AHTN (ASEAN, 2016).
Finally, it is important to understand the AHTN from an industry perspective. Just as the
HS helps facilitate global trade, the AHTN should help facilitate intra-regional trade, and
this appears to be the case. The Finance Director of the multi-national petroleum company
Shell, a large excise payer based in Singapore covering the ASEAN market, is cited as
stating that the AHTN has “increased efficiency and productivity in tariff number
maintenance” by enabling the same tariff number to be utilised across of all of the ASEAN
member countries and that the “enhanced transparency in the classification of oil and
petrochemical products across ASEAN” helps facilitate trade (ASEAN Affairs, 2011).
This study believes that the AHTN is not only a valuable precedent in the region being
able to agree on and implement a coordinated approach to a policy, but the instrument
itself could be part of the solution or at least some of the content of the AHTN form the
basis of some elements of a proposed approach to excise tax policy coordination. The
‘infrastructure’ around the development of the AHTN and the fact that products subject to
excise tax are currently captured in the agreed nomenclature will both inform the
development of the options for regional excise coordination as these options are explored
and developed further in Chapter 8.
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8. POSSIBLE EXCISE TAX POLICY COORDINATION
MODELS FOR ASEAN

8.1 Developing evaluation criteria
In order to evaluate potential mechanisms for regional excise tax policy coordination, a set
of evaluation criteria has been developed which takes into account the environment in
which ASEAN operates as an entity including how regional decisions are made and
implemented. The criteria also take into account the focus this study which has been on
‘common’ goods, being those goods identified as being subject to excise taxes in all 10
member’s tax systems (ie alcoholic beverages, tobacco products and motor vehicles).
In evaluating any regional proposal within ASEAN there is the over-arching principle that
the region is run by achieving consensus between members, rather than run by a central
authority and that member countries always retain the right to abstain from any policy they
believe impacts their sovereignty (ASEAN, 2008, pp. 2-3). As such, the nature and form
of any excise tax coordination proposal would need to be agreeable to all 10 member
countries, with a focus on ensuring any such proposal would not undermine the current
national excise tax policies of any member. In this regard, the primary measure of any
regional policy proposal is its likelihood of acceptance by all members as an instrument of
regional benefit that does not adversely impact domestic policy.
The evaluation criteria also have regard to both the objectives set out for the AEC in terms
of the development of a ‘single market and production’ base and were adapted from the
policy documents that set out the direction of the region’s economic integration.
Significantly, when developing ‘regional’ level measures, the evaluation of policy
coordination options will adhere to the main principles which shape the AEC such as the
retention of full border controls within the single market, the significance of excise tax
revenues following the removal of customs tariffs on intra-regional trade, the desire to
build regional value chains for ‘priority industries’ and the requirement to dismantle nontariff barriers to intra-regional trade (ASEAN, 2015).
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Thus to assess any proposal, there will need to be outcome which work to facilitate intraregional trade across sovereign borders, and to support ASEAN wide value chains.
Proposed policy coordination options cannot allow for the likelihood of development of
national excise tax based ‘non-tariff’ barriers to intra-regional trade. In this regard, the
evaluation criteria are informed where appropriate, by the relevant aspects of the AEC
Blueprint 2025 and as such take on the following design:


The nature and form of excise tax coordination proposed needs to be agreeable to
all 10 member countries and allow for national policy considerations within a
frame-work that benefits ASEAN in the way aspired to under the AEC;



The effect of the proposal contributes to the establishment of a single market and
production base by working to facilitate intra-regional trade in excise goods
through:
o Excise taxation not being used as a non-tariff measure over imported excise
goods;
o Improved trade facilitation through better alignment between member
countries of excisable product categories, product definitions, and
classification criteria for excise tax purposes; and
o Better alignment of excise tax bases which are appropriate to the nature of
the product and are consistent with the principles of excise taxation;



For the automotive industry, the proposal has the potential for ASEAN to enhance
the regional value chain and to significantly grow the industry to the point where it
can competitively export into the global market;



For the alcohol and tobacco industries, the proposal does not undermine existing
national policies on pricing and consumption of these sensitive goods.

In terms of the evaluation criteria, the first point relating to consensus is viewed as almost
a ‘vetoing’ criteria and any proposal that met all other aspects in terms of helping
establishing the single market and production base, and in terms of meeting any industry
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specific needs, could not be progressed as a viable proposal without the possibility of
regional consensus.

8.2 Options for ASEAN regional excise tax policy coordination
Chapter 7 included a comprehensive analysis of the approaches to excise taxation policy
coordination in place in the economic communities of the EU, Southern Africa and the
SACU and SADC, as well as East Africa and its EAC. From the analysis the study was
able to extract certain components of the relevant agreements and instruments for
adaptation to the ASEAN context. These components include the nature of agreement to
coordinate excise tax policy, the manner of aligning product definitions as well as the
manner of aligning the excise tax bases.
Given the current adoption and success of the AHTN as outlined in section 7.4 above, it
became apparent to the study that any proposal should have consideration of certain
aspects of this instrument both in approach to technical content and in mechanisms to have
it implemented. Likewise, the approach of a ‘common excise tariff’ with its structure and
appropriateness for excise goods was also favoured, however, in its form as used in the
SACU it was considered unlikely to have full acceptance across the ASEAN membership
and would require certain modification including some alignment with AHTN.
Based on these preferences, the study itself looked at the development of three potential
‘models’ for excise tax policy coordination for use in ASEAN, which are now documented
and evaluated below. These proposals include a simple expansion of the AHTN to include
an additional function for excise taxation and is outlined and analysed at 8.2.1, whilst a
second proposal was to adopt an SACU style ‘common excise tariff’ using the principles
of excise taxation to capture excisable products and their appropriate tax bases and is
discussed and evaluated in 8.2.2 below.
Finally, a proposal was evaluated in which a ‘common excise tariff’ approach is designed
and developed using certain aspects of the AHTN such as product definition and
nomenclature details as a base. In effect, this approach is a combination to some extent of
the main concepts of 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 through creating a ‘common excise tariff’ template for
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the ASEAN context and linking key aspects of the AHTN to that template. This
‘combined’ AHTN and common excise tariff proposed approach is detailed at 8.2.3.
As a result, the evaluation process saw the emergence of a single preferred proposal to
develop an ASEAN ‘appropriate’ style common excise tariff which is able to build on
certain aspects of the AHTN. Such an instrument was also seen as the most likely proposal
to have the potential to achieve both the desired effect of excise tax policy coordination,
and of a universal acceptance across the region’s members.
A detailed look at each of these proposals now follows.

8.2.1

Option 1: Expanding the AHTN to include excise taxation

The AHTN customs tariff nomenclature for the classification of goods has been adopted by
all 10 member countries. The AHTN is based on the Harmonised System (HS) of the
World Customs Organisation (WCO) which harmonises product classification to a ‘subheading’ or a six-digit level code. The AHTN extends this to an ‘ASEAN sub-heading’ or
an eight-digit level classification which is now the basis for each member country’s
national customs tariff nomenclatures. Thus national custom tariff nomenclatures across
ASEAN are essentially the eight-digit level AHTN plus in some countries additional
classification levels down to nine digits and some cases, down to 10 (ASEAN, 2016).
Therefore, it can be stated that the AHTN since 2012 has effectively harmonised the
classification of goods for customs purposes within ASEAN to an eight-digit level.
ASEAN (2016) further explains that the development of the regional nomenclature had
two main objectives, both of which are relevant to this study and include:


The harmonisation of tariff classification – as a means to facilitate trade, ensure
comparable products have the same classification across the region and as a “basis
for the collection of excise and sales tax”; and



The improvement of data collection – both on the flow of comparable goods
between member countries and as a basis for analysing trade data for future policy
development.
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If looking at this study, the intention some parallels to the first of these stated objectives as
this study also seeks to propose a level of harmonisation across product classifications for
the purposes of trade facilitation as well as excise tax collection as an outcome.
To some extent, this first option of extending the existing AHTN, reflects the approach
taken in both Cambodia and Malaysia, who for administrative purposes have added a
column within the schedules of their existing customs import tariff laws. Also known as
Customs Working Tariff Schedules, the national tariff nomenclature of these two member
countries not only sets out the relevant customs duty rate against each classification, but
also a rate for excise duties, and other indirect taxes such as VAT.
Cambodia perhaps represents the closest to this proposed option as it retains the eight-digit
AHTN classification format, then includes in its working tariff a number of columns which
contain rates for the different taxes that are paid at the time of importation. As seen in
Table 8.1 below, in addition to customs duties the additional columns include one for
‘Specific Tax’, which is an excise tax as defined in the scope of this study, one for ‘Value
Added Tax’ and another column for ‘Export duties’.
As an illustration, an extract from the Cambodian customs working tariff found in Table
8.1 is for ‘sparkling wine’ and shares the ‘Heading’ reference and description with the
AHTN, the same ‘Sub-heading’ reference and product description, as well as the same unit
or quantity description being ‘litre’.
Table 8.1: Cambodian Customs Working Tariff Schedule
Heading

Sub
Heading

2204

Description

Unit

Customs
Duty

Specific
Tax
(excise)

Value
Added
Tax

Export
Duty

litre

15%

20%

10%

0%

Wine of fresh grapes,
including fortified wines;
grape must other than that of
heading 2009.
22041000

- Sparkling wine

Source: General Department of Customs and Excise, Cambodia
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For comparative purposes, it is also important to look at Malaysia which has created a
nine-digit classification in its national customs tariff law, but which is wholly consistent
with the AHTN to the eight-digit level. Using the same extract for ‘sparkling wine’, Table
8.2 indicates that Malaysia in its working tariff again shares the same ‘Heading’ reference
and description with the AHTN, then separates out further ‘Sub-headings’, however the
nomenclature numbering is the same except for an additional zero on the ‘Sub-headings’
whilst Heading and Sub-heading descriptions are again taken directly from the AHTN.
There are then additional columns which prescribe for the import duty, followed by the
rates for ‘Excise’, Goods and Services Tax’ and ‘Export’ duties.
One notable difference between Cambodia and Malaysia, is an issue that has been raised
several times over the study in that for alcoholic beverages such as sparkling wine,
Cambodia has utilised an ad valorem excise tax rate, whilst Malaysia has recently adopted
a specific rate excise tax based on the actual alcohol content. An excise tax rate relating to
alcohol content is consistent with the findings of chapter seven of this study in relation to
the most appropriate tax base for alcoholic beverages and this issue of guiding member
countries though the coordination process towards more appropriate excise tax bases needs
to be addressed in the eventual preferred proposal.
Table 8.2: Malaysian Customs Working Tariff Schedule
Heading

Item

SubItem

Unit

2204

Description

Import
Rate

Goods &
Services
Tax

Excise

Export
Rate

RM 23.0

6%

RM450.00
per 100%
volume
per litre

Nil

Wine of fresh grapes,
including fortified wines;
grape must other than that
of heading 2009.
10

000

litre

- Sparkling wine

Source: Customs and Excise Department, Malaysia

Also of note is that the Customs Duties (Goods of ASEAN Countries Origin) (ASEAN
Harmonised Tariff Nomenclature and ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement) Order 2012
which legitimises the amended AHTN of 2012 as part of Malaysia’s customs tariff law.
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This customs duty order states at Sub-section 6(1) that in terms of classification of goods,
the rules of the WCO’s HS system for classification are to be used in the first instance.
This raises an interesting point in that given the AHTN is based upon the HS, there is
further support in terms of reaching consistency in the region over classification of goods,
as the classification rules of the HS are available to member countries to complete the
classification process. In short, should member countries or traders in ASEAN have
difficulty reaching a particular classification for a product in the AHTN, including an
excisable product, then member countries or traders can fall back and use the classification
rules of the HS.
This proposed option therefore is essentially expanding the existing AHTN by simply
adding a column to the current nomenclature for prescribing the ‘excise tax base’ on those
Headings of the AHTN that are subject to excise taxation, starting with Tables 7.3 and 7.9
in the previous chapter. The result is that wherever excise goods are located within the HS
nomenclature, then the user is able to refer to the agreed appropriate tax base option or
options for the relevant product.
To illustrate how this option would look, and continuing with the ‘sparkling wine’ product
example, Table 8.3 below is the relevant extract of the existing AHTN which currently
includes columns covering the ‘heading’, ‘sub-heading’, ‘product description’ and ‘unit of
quantity’, to which an additional column has been added for the inclusion of an ‘excise tax
base’ for member countries to apply in their national excise tariffs. In this case, in line
with the general findings of this study in relation to tax base appropriateness, that for
alcoholic beverages the excise tax base should be a specific rate which for preferably is
based on alcohol content such as ‘per litre of alcohol’ but which could also be ‘per litre’ of
product. The excise tax base in Table 8.3 also allows for transitioning in the less
developed member states by including the use of a specific rate of excise tax in
combination with an ad valorem rate.
Table 8.3: Sparkling wine example extract from Option 1 in coordinating ASEAN excise
policy – using the AHTN
Heading

Sub
Heading

Description

Unit of
Quantity

Excise Tax Base
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2204

Wine of fresh grapes,
including fortified
wines; grape must other
than that of heading
2009.
22041000

- Sparkling wine

Litre

Per litre of pure alcohol; or
Per litre

Source: Author

There are a number of advantages to developing a coordination mechanism based on the
existing AHTN. Firstly, the option represents a level of simplicity in that it creates a level
of excise tax policy coordination with just the addition of one single column of
requirements to an existing ASEAN wide agreed nomenclature. This ‘additional column’
would include the required excise tax base to be applied against those common excisable
goods.
Thus the only points in the existing AHTN that will be populated in this additional ‘excise
tax base’ column will be those goods classified in the nomenclature at Headings: 2203;
2204, 2205; 2206; 2208 (alcoholic beverages), 2401; 2402; 2403 (tobacco products); and
8702; 8703; 8704 and possibly 8705 (automobiles). This process of inserting an additional
column and appropriate excise tax bases could occur in the next revision of the AHTN, for
which no date has been set, but which generally follows any revision of the HS by the
WCO. The WCO is looking to release a new HS 2017 from 1st January 2017 (WCO,
2016) which is likely to trigger a similar review of the AHTN within ASEAN of the
AHTN providing an opportunity for the addition proposed in this option
A second advantage is the outcome of having product classification harmonisation to an
eight-digit level, which achieves an effect of removing certain mechanisms which can act
to establish separate or unique discriminatory product categories as was discussed in
Chapter 6. Whilst no guarantee that a member country will not use a nine-digit or greater
classification nomenclature to establish such categories for the purposes of protecting
domestic industries, it does make the practice a little more difficult to achieve as like goods
will share the same sub-item level definition. In addition, if a member country were to set
additional classifications at the nine or 10 digit level that discriminated against like
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imports, the practice would be more transparent for identification and discussion among
the trading partners.
Finally, the option represents very little structural change for several member countries
including Brunei, Malaysia and Singapore who have already have adopted a Customs
working tariff that incorporates excise (and other taxes) as national excise tariff policy
design (Preece, 2012; 2014), Cambodia also to some extent as it’s Customs working tariff
as seen in Figure 8.1 again includes a column for applies for excise tax, however the
notable difference is that this applies to the excise taxation of imported goods only, and not
local production. Excise on locally manufactured goods in Cambodia is applied through
Chapter 4 of the Law on Taxation where the classification of excise goods only makes
reference to the HS at heading level, and then only to separate different types of
automobiles.
This issue in Cambodia highlights a significant area of concern for this proposal to extend
the AHTN. The AHTN with its origins in the HS have been developed for international
trade and is quite detailed for the support of monitoring and identifying goods, as well as
statistics for measuring trade and informing trade policy. As such does, the AHTN does
not quite reflect the purpose of excise taxation and could introduce a level of unwanted
complexity for domestic manufacturers. Continuing with the ‘wine’ illustration from
Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 above, a local wine maker paying excise on their product would
now need to classify into one of 13 AHTN based sub-items covering wine as seen in Table
8.4 below. Using the AHTN for excise tax purposes now separates grape wine into
categories by alcohol strength and container size. If moving beyond to take in all wine
products such as fruit wines, vermouths, vegetable wines, ciders, perry, meads, sakes and
other wines of AHTN Headings 2205 and 2206, the number of product classifications
increases again to 23 categories.
Table 8.4: Wine example extract from the AHTN
Heading

2204

Sub
Heading

Description

Unit of
Quantity

Wine of fresh grapes, including fortified wines; grape must
other than that of heading 2009.
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22041000

- Sparkling wine

Litre

220421

Other wine; grape must with fermentation prevented or
arrested by the addition of alcohol:
In containers holding 2 litres or less
Wine:
Of an alcoholic strength by volume not exceeding 15 %
volume
Of an alcoholic strength by volume exceeding 15 % volume
but not exceeding 23 % volume

Litre

Of an alcoholic strength by volume exceeding 23 % volume

Litre

22042111
22042113

22042114

Litre

Grape must with fermentation prevented or arrested by the
addition
of alcohol:
22042121
22042122

Of an alcoholic strength by volume not exceeding 15 %
volume
Of an alcoholic strength by volume exceeding 15 % volume

Litre
Litre

220429

Other:
Wine:

22042911

Of an alcoholic strength by volume not exceeding 15 %
volume
Of an alcoholic strength by volume exceeding 15 % volume
but not exceeding 23 % volume

Litre

22042914

Of an alcoholic strength by volume exceeding 23 % volume
Grape must with fermentation prevented or arrested by the
addition of alcohol:

Litre

22042921

Litre

22042922

Of an alcoholic strength by volume not exceeding 15 %
volume
Of an alcoholic strength by volume exceeding 15 % volume

220430

Other Grape must

22043010

Of an alcoholic strength by volume not exceeding 15 %
volume
Of an alcoholic strength by volume exceeding 15 % volume

22042913

22043020

Litre

Litre

Litre
Litre

Source: Author and Singapore Customs

Whilst seemingly useful for international trade, capturing some 23 product categories for
wine is largely irrelevant for excise tax policy. The principles for the excise taxation of
wine and indeed any alcoholic beverage, are largely concerned with the alcohol content
and externalities arising from consumption as well as generating government revenue.
Essentially, excise tax policy requires just a simple single item ‘wine’ and is not concerned
with the raw materials fermented, the bottle size, nor whether it is sparkling or still.
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Wine is only one example, and the potential for a single product or product category
having up to 23 different classifications for excise tax purposes is starting to re-introduce
complexities that run contrary to certain evaluation criteria such as facilitating intraregional trade. It must also be remembered that this proposal to make excise tax policy
related additions to the existing AHTN would also become the basis for national excise tax
classification and tariff systems and that there can be no justification to subject domestic
producers to a complex international trade based classification system that for example
again would see domestic wine makers classifying their products from 23 possible
classification options.
Further, the greater the number of classifications for products or product categories also
establishes an easier pathway for national excise policies to protect their domestic
industries. As an illustration from Figure 8.4, what for example would be the effect of
placing significantly higher excise tax rates for those wine products in containers
exceeding two litres (i.e. bulk wine)? In this case, it is more likely that bulk wine would be
imported so as to save on international freight costs and be bottled locally upon arrival and
as such, a higher excise rate for like imported wine based on being in bulk form effectively
provides protection to domestic wine makers. This study is seeking to remove such
opportunities from excise tax design which allow for potential discrimination against like
goods.
In addition to the issues of complexity and tax design, a key reason for not progressing the
expansion of the AHTN as an excise tax policy coordination mechanism is that of
consensus. Whilst this approach is a relatively simple proposal to develop on a technical
level, the success of the AHTN in terms of getting the 10 members to agree of product
classification to an eight-digit level, is something that perhaps should not be put at risk. To
re-open the agreed policy positions of the AHTN and negotiate for this type of addition
could perhaps result in a loss of consensus over the AHTN itself and undo what has been a
positive step in regional trade coordination.
As such, the view of this study is that the AHTN should be left unaltered. However, the
benefits which have accrued from the development of the AHTN such as the agreed
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definitions of key items and sub-items, should be utilised in the eventual preferred option
for regional excise tax policy coordination.

8.2.2

Option 2: A Common Excise Tariff developed on accepted excise principles

The second option proposed in the study is to build a ‘common excise tariff’ instrument
based on the principles of modern excise taxation policy such as those raised in section 4.2
and linked to how this translates in terms of products and tax bases in section 7.3 above
and which when required, calls upon certain product definitions from the AHTN. In effect,
this proposal is a new coordination mechanism or instrument for the region to be referred
to a ‘common excise tariff’. The proposed common excise tariff is similar in some aspects
to that used in the SACU, and to excise tariff laws generally in that it incorporates features
such as working definitions, notes and a schedule of products and their classifications and
tax bases.
This proposed common excise tariff for ASEAN is ‘aspirational’, seeking to move ASEAN
immediately to coordination of national excise tax policies across the region which are
based the key principles of excise taxation. Taxation of goods and services according to
relevant externalities and appropriately aligning the various tax bases around both the
nature of the good or service, and the externalities to be corrected.
As with the other options, the proposal is based around key product categories, and in
some cases sub-categories within these categories, each with a standardised definition.
Where required, those standardised definitions will be adapted from the AHTN which as
discussed is a repository of regionally agreed product definitions and of rules for
classification.
Each of the 10 member ASEAN countries has an excise tariff although for Singapore,
these excise taxes have been incorporated into a single Customs (Duties) Orders in which
the First Schedule structured on the AHTN sets out ‘customs duties’, ‘excise duties’ and
‘Goods and Services Tax’. In its working form, the Schedule to the Duty Orders are
loaded onto the Singapore Customs website as the Singapore Trade Classification,
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Customs and Excise Duties 2012 (STCCED) document and apart from use of the AHTN
classification numbering, is not dissimilar to the concept within this proposal.
Brunei and Malaysia both have Excise Duty Orders which are separate to customs tariffs,
but which are based on the HS in terms of classification numbering and like Singapore,
excise tax classification numbering is aligned with the chapters and headings of the
AHTN. As a result, the first item in the Schedule of excise rates in each of these Excise
Duty Orders of Brunei and Malaysia is not item 1 but in fact item ‘2203’ being the HS
heading for ‘beer made from malt’ and for which sub-items based on the AHTN then
include: ‘22030010 stout and port’ and ‘22030090 other, including ale’.
This proposed option of a common excise tariff for ASEAN would remove all reference to
the HS and AHTN nomenclature and implement a unique regional numbering system for
classification, and further simplify the instrument by removing many of the item and subitem level classifications which do not need separate identification and treatment in excise
taxation. Figure 8.1 below is considered a starting point for a common excise tariff of this
nature, and a more detailed discussion of the structure, contents and intentions of each
component follows the proposed instrument.
Figure 8.1: Common excise tariff based on excise principles
Definitions:
Ad valorem means a tax rate expressed in percentage terms of a value set in national excise tariff
law.
Aromatics means oils and other products of the distillation of coal tar; similar products where the weight of
the aromatic constituents exceeds that of the non-aromatic constituents

Beer means an alcoholic beverage from the fermentation of malted barley to which hops have been
added, and which does not contain any other alcohol from another source, sugars, colourings and
flavourings.
Biodiesel means a diesel fuel obtained either by esterification of oil derived from plants or animals or
by hydro-treatment of oil derived from plants or animals
Bus means a vehicle designed for the carriage of 10 or more persons including the driver and
includes ‘mini vans’ seating 10 or more persons including the driver.
Crude oil means crude oil and oils of bituminous materials not intended as feedstock for a refinery
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Fuel Methanol means methyl alcohol derived from a catalytic conversion process from carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, or hydrogen gases or by other means.
Cigarette means a stick containing no more than 1 gram of manufactured tobacco
Passenger motor vehicles means a road motor vehicle, other than a motor cycle, intended for the
carriage of passengers and designed to seat no more than nine persons (including the driver).
Passenger Pick Up Vehicles are Pick Up Vehicles designed with an extended or dual cab for the
carriage of no more than nine people (including the driver)
Per kilogram equivalent for tobacco products means that the rate should be equivalent to any rate
applied on a per stick for cigarettes
Per litre of alcohol means volume of alcohol contained within an alcoholic beverage when measured
at 20 degrees Celsius
Pick Up Vehicle means any vehicle which contains both a passenger compartment designed for the
carriage of less than four persons and open cargo bed for the carriage of goods.
Special Purpose vehicles means a Commercial Motor vehicle with specific purposes such as firefighting, ambulances, spraying, concrete mixing, mounted cranes, etc
Specific means a tax rate expressed on a per quantity basis
Truck means a vehicle with a power unit and either a permanently fixed or detachable cargo carrying
capability with two or more axles
Truck tractor means a non-cargo carrying vehicle designed to tow trailers and other devices.
Van means any vehicle with a closed cargo bay designed for carriage of goods with no more than
two axles

National Excise Tax Rate:
For the purpose of setting national excise tax, member countries shall not discriminate against other
member states by either:
I.
enacting excise tax legislation or apply excise tax administrative measures which directly or
indirectly discriminates against the same or like products of other Member States; or
II.

impose on each other's products any excise taxation arrangement of such a nature as to afford
protection to the same or like produced which have been produced domestically; or

III.

imposing, directly or indirectly, on the products of other Member States any excise taxation of
any kind in excess of that imposed, directly or indirectly, on similar domestic products

Schedules:
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Schedule 1: Subject to excise in all ASEAN member countries
ITEM

SUB
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

TAX
BASE

NOTES

PASSENGER MOTOR VEHICLES

1
1.1

Spark ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine of a cylinder capacity not
exceeding 1,000 cubic centimetres

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

1.2

Spark ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding
1,000 but not exceeding 1,500 cubic centimetres

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

1.3

Spark ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding
1,500 but not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

1.4

Spark ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding
3,000 cubic centimetres

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

Diesel or semi diesel internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,500
cubic centimetres

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

Diesel or semi diesel internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
not exceeding 2,500 cubic centimetres

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

National Excise
Tax Rate

1.5

1.6

1.7

Diesel or semi diesel internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,500
cubic centimetres

Ad Valorem

1.8

Busses and minivans of 10 or more seats

Ad Valorem
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National Excise
Tax Rate

AUTOMOBILES DESIGNED FOR THE
CARRIAGE OF GOODS AND SPECIAL
PURPOSES

2

2.1

Pick-up truck, except Passenger pick-up trucks
classified to Item 1

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

2.2

Trucks (including truck tractors)

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate (unless
exempt)

2.3

Vans

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate (unless
exempt)

2.4

Special purpose vehicles

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate (unless
exempt)

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

3

MOTOR-CYCLES
3.1

With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 50
cubic centimetres

3.2

With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 50 cubic
centimetres but not exceeding 250 cubic
centimetres

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

3.3

With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 250 cubic
centimetres but not exceeding 500 cubic
centimetres

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

3.4

With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 500 cubic
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centimetres but not exceeding 800 cubic
centimetres

3.4

4

With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 800 cc

Ad Valorem

National Excise
Tax Rate

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
4.1

Beer

Specific

Per litre
Or
Per litre of alcohol

4.2

Other fermented alcoholic beverages

Specific
Or
Mixed

Per litre of alcohol
Or
Per litre of alcohol
plus a national
excise tax rate ad
valorem rate

4.3

Distilled alcoholic beverages

Specific
Or
Mixed

Per litre of alcohol
Or
Per litre of alcohol
plus a national
excise tax rate ad
valorem rate

TOBACCO AND TOBACCO PROUCTS

5
5.1

Unmanufactured tobacco

Specific

Per kilogram

5.2

Cigarettes (includes biddies)

Specific

Per stick (or per
pack), or a per
kilogram equivalent

5.3

Other tobacco products

Specific

Per kilogram

Schedule 2: Subject to excise in most ASEAN member countries

6

FUEL PRODUCTS
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Specific

Per litre

Crude oil

Specific

Per litre

Petroleum products (whether or not containing
biodiesel or ethanol in the blend) for internal
combustion engines (includes topped crude oil,
diesel, kerosene, heating oil; unleaded gasoline,
fuel oil, and mineral turpentine)

Specific

Per litre

Petroleum gaseous products (includes natural
gas, propane, butanes, ethylene, propylene,
butylenes, and butadiene)

Specific

Per cubic centimetre
or Per kilogram

Bio-diesel

Specific

Per litre

Fuel Ethanol

Specific

Per litre

Fuel Methanol

Specific

Per litre

Waters, with added sugars, flavours or colours

Specific

Per litre

Juices of fruit and vegetable with added sugars,
flavours or colours

Specific

Per litre

Other ready to drink beverages

Specific

Per litre

Aromatics (includes benzene, toluene, xylene,
and naphthalene)

7

NON ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

Source: Author

In Figure 8.1, the proposed common excise tariff option is divided into three parts: a set of
‘Definitions’ to support users of the instrument; a note to users on ‘National Treatment’
which links the common excise tariff to the setting of national excise tax policy; and the
‘Schedules’ for which the first schedule covers those products currently subject to excise
taxation in all 10 ASEAN member countries and the second schedule relating to those
products subject to excise in most member countries.
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Within these two schedules, all product categories are given an Item number as reference,
the classification for excise tax purposes being at a Sub-item level linked to the Item
reference. A description of the Item and Sub-item follows, which is supported in several
cases by the ‘definitions’ component that works to expand or clarify the Item or Sub-item
description.
The next column in the proposed common excise tariff is the tax base which will either be
‘ad valorem’ or a specific rate most appropriate to the goods, and in some cases for a
transitioning period this could be a ‘mixed’ ad valorem and specific tax base.
In terms of ad valorem, the definition the proposed common excise tariff allows for each
country to set a taxable value and percentage rate through the use of the term ‘national
excise tax rate’ which is linked to the definitions component of the instrument. In this
case, ‘national excise tax rate’ requires the member country to set such a rate in accordance
with the principles of ‘national treatment’ which prevents the design of an excise tax rate
that effectively discriminates against imports of excise goods from other member countries
or essentially protects domestic production of those goods.
Also preventing discriminatory excise tax policies is the structure of the common excise
tax instrument itself. In relation to imports for example the main difference between the
AHTN and the common excise tariff proposal is the removal of products that are clearly
imports that could be targeted in an excise tax design such as products arriving with the
need for local assembly such as automobiles imported in a Completely Knocked Down
(CKD) or Semi Knocked Down (SKD) state, or alcoholic beverages imported in bulk form
for local bottling. Both examples here are subject to excise on the final product that enters
the market in the same manner as the equivalent domestically manufactured product.
Whilst this form of common excise tariff proposal is favoured by the study, due to its
simplicity, clarity and principles based approach, it would perhaps be the proposal least
likely to achieve a consensus, and thus cannot realistically be progressed as an option for
ASEAN. In this format, it is viewed that too many aspects that would need agreement, and
with several significant ‘gaps’ between what is proposed here and what is in place in some
existing national excise tax systems.
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There is also little flexibility for individual member countries to incorporate certain
national excise policies, and whilst this in not necessarily a negative point and has been
overcome in places like the EU and SACU, in the context of ASEAN with the right to
consensus based regional policies, it would be a significant challenge to have this proposal
adopted. Given the ‘veto’ status of a difficult to achieve consensus, it was decided not to
consider the other evaluation criteria at this point.
Notwithstanding, as with the first proposal to extend the AHTN for excise tax
coordination, this proposal also has aspects that can be taken forward, in particular the
concept of the ‘common excise tariff’ instrument itself, but one which is closer aligned to
the context of ASEAN. Thus the final proposal following in 8.2.3, seeks to accomplish
this by designing a common excise tariff with greater connectivity to the AHTN, and
greater flexibility in the classification and tax base to meet national circumstances.

8.2.3

Option 3: A Common Excise Working Tariff with connections to the AHTN

The final option proposed by the study was to build what has been termed a ‘Common
Excise Working Tariff’. This common excise working tariff type instrument is somewhat
similar to the second option above, but significantly it is more suited to the ASEAN
context by replacing some of the ‘ambition’ of achieving the ‘ideal’ excise tariffs with a
‘common sense’ or ‘practical’ outcome in respect to what could more readily be adopted
by the 10 ASEAN member countries. The term ‘working’ is also added to ‘common
excise tariff’ in recognition that the proposed instrument in its final form will be the basis
for national excise tariff systems and will contain actual national level classifications
where appropriate with national excise tax rates.
Importantly, this proposed option links a new nomenclature of product categories and
items with the AHTN, which then serves to establish consistency in product definition but
the provides member countries with some flexibility in terms of how to structure both the
excise tax base and include where required, an additional layer of classification to reflect
national policy or national statistical collection. The structure therefore has some
similarities with the Common Excise Tariff of the SACU with a unique regional
numbering system for classification linked to the SACU’s common external tariff which is
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the Southern African Customs Union Tariff at the heading and item level as appropriate
and utilising the relevant product definitions. However, the main difference then between
the proposed common excise working tariff and the SACU, is that ASEAN members will
have markedly more flexibility in terms over the final excise tax base and excise tax rates.
This proposal of a common excise working tariff is the preferred option of the study and as
such will be the subject of the next chapter in which the proposal is outlined in
comprehensive detail in terms of design, content, operation and how it would act to
achieve regional excise tax policy coordination. For illustrative purposes in this chapter, a
short extract of what will comprise the proposed common excise working tariff is included
in Figure 8.5 below. The extract relates to a proposed ‘Item 5’ that would cover the
classification of tobacco and tobacco products and provides an insight into the structure
and content of the coordinating instrument under consideration.
As with the second option above, the instrument would begin with a set of definitions and
notes to assist the user with classification and tax rate setting before including a schedule
of goods that are commonly subject to excise across ASEAN.
Figure 8.5: Extract: Proposed common excise working tariff connections with AHTN

Schedule:
ITEM

SUB
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

AHTN
REF

TAX
BASE

PERMISSABLE
NATIONAL
CRITERIA

TOBACCO,
UNMANUFACTURED
AND MANUFACTURED
AND TOBACCO
PROUCTS

5

5.1

Unmanufactured tobacco,
tobacco refuse

2401.1,
2401.2,
2401.3

Per
kilogram

5.2

Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos

2402.1

Per
kilogram

5.3

Cigarettes (including biddies)

2402.2

A. Hand made
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Per stick (or
per pack), or
a per
kilogram
equivalent
5.4

Cigarettes, cigars, cheroots,
cigarillos of tobacco
substitutes

2402.9

Per
kilogram

5.5

Other manufactured tobacco
and manufactured tobacco
substitutes; homogenised or
reconstituted tobacco;
tobacco extracts and essences

2403

Per
kilogram

B. Machine made

A. Smoking tobacco
B. Chewing tobacco
C. Snuff

Source: Author

This proposal works by creating a unique ‘regional’ item and sub-item nomenclature
which is linked to the AHTN at the chapter and heading level (four digit), sub-heading
level (five digit), or where appropriate down to the full eight-digit ‘ASEAN Sub-heading’
level of the AHTN. This includes use of both the AHTN classification code and product
descriptions against the relevant common excise working tariff item and sub-item.
As a brief explanation, 5.3 represents the proposed sub-item for ‘cigarettes (including
biddies)’ in common excise working tariff shown in Figure 8.6 above. It is proposed that
in the same manner that the region classifies ‘cigarettes including biddies’ through the
AHTN for customs purposes to at least 2204.2 have a single classification of ‘5.3’ whether
being applied by a domestic producer of cigarettes or an importer of cigarettes with the
definition of cigarettes, if required, being that already agreed to through the AHTN and
which is currently used in intra-regional trade. For assessment purposes, simplicity is also
gained in the fact that each member country will also be using ‘5.3’ as the classification
identifier in reporting liabilities.
There is then a column which captures the excise tax base to be applied, and then a final
column which allows for national flexibility on two levels, firstly in terms of actual excise
tax rates to be applied and secondly the ability to add an additional ‘sub-item’ to the
product for the meeting of other nationally based policies. In this case for example,
individual member countries could have separate excise tax rates for ‘hand-made’ and
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‘machine-made’ cigarettes. However, again this is predicated on the over-arching
principles of national treatment and if say a discounted excise tax rate was to apply to
hand-made cigarettes the discount relates to the mode of manufacture and not whether the
cigarettes were domestically manufactured or imported. The benefit of this proposal in this
example is that hand-made cigarettes are classified as ‘5.3.A’ and a single rate against this
classification applies to all hand-made product irrespective of origin.
Given the greater likelihood of consensus, the critical measure in proposing an excise tax
policy coordination instrument, this option has become the preferred option of the study
and will be detailed in Chapter 9 below in terms of how the instrument is constructed, how
it would operate to give its coordination effect, and how it would be implemented to ensure
the desired level of coordination resulted.

8.3 The need for a ‘Protocol’ to support implementation
Before moving to a detailed description and analysis of the preferred common excise
working tariff proposal, it needs to be recognised that the instrument being the common
excise working tariff alone may be insufficient to achieve excise tax policy coordination in
the region. In addition to this instrument there may need to be a form of further supporting
mechanism which binds member countries to implementation and provides members with
direction on issues such commencement dates, process for amending the instrument
dispute resolution. A review of the database of legal instruments which support the
operation of the AEC suggests that this supporting mechanism would likely take the form
of a ‘Protocol’ for implementing the common excise working tariff (ASEAN, 2015).
This supporting implementing ‘Protocol’ is also consistent with the approach in relation to
the implementation of the AHTN (ASEAN, 2003). In support of the implementation of the
AHTN, a ‘Protocol’ was developed and agreed to by all member states known as the
Protocol Governing the Implementation of the ASEAN Harmonised Tariff Nomenclature.
This Protocol will be further analysed in section 9.3 of Chapter 9 below, and relevant
concepts will be identified in the context of their potential use in a similar type of Protocol
agreement to support the proposed common excise working tariff instrument of this study.
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9. THE PROPOSED ASEAN ‘COMMON EXCISE WORKING
TARIFF’

9.1 Developing the structure and content
The proposed ASEAN Common Excise Working Tariff of this study, now referred to as
the ACEWT, is structured in a format that can be used in national excise tariff legislation
and hence adopts the term ‘working’ in the title. In this regard, it contains a nomenclature
for the classification of excisable goods as well as requirements in regard the tax base to be
applied those goods. Importantly, it will not specify actual excise tax rates for these goods,
these will be applied by national governments according to domestic policies but within
the requirements of the AECWT and implementation Protocol. This is similar to the
AHTN in that the nomenclature simply provides the consistent approach to product
classification but does not prescribe upon member countries a customs import tariff rate
that they are required to apply.
Guidance on the classification process is in the form of a set of specific ‘Definitions’
although it is important to highlight that there is an additional level of potential
‘definitions’ through the linkage to the AHTN. Where the definitions of the ACEWT are
not available or there is uncertainty, then users can refer to the relevant product definitions
incorporated with the AHTN. In addition, the ‘Definitions’ within the ACEWT also
extend to providing guidance on the application of the various excise tax base options.
The nomenclature itself is contained within the ‘Schedules’ for which at this point there are
two. A ‘Schedule 1’ for ‘common goods’ the term used in the AEC Blueprint 2025 and
which this study concluded in section 5.3 to be those goods subject to excise in all 10
member countries being automobiles, alcoholic beverages, and tobacco products. This is
followed by a ‘Schedule 2’ for all other goods the region would benefit from regional
coordination which based on discussion at sections 5.4 and 5.7 at this point include goods
subject to excise taxation in most member countries as well as goods under active
consideration in most member countries being fuel products, non-alcoholic beverages, and
motor cycles.
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There would also be scope for ASEAN members to add products to either schedule into the
future. Indeed, ‘Schedule 2’ products could readily be moved into ‘Schedule 1’ and be
considered ‘common goods’ if those member countries who were not levying an excise
duty today, adopt such goods into their excise tariffs at a later date. Likewise, any other
product for which five or more member countries decide to adopt into their excise tariffs,
then such goods can be added to ‘Schedule 2’, provided that consensus can be reached on
the definitions and tax bases to be incorporated. For this purpose, both schedules include
the term ‘Reserved’ to provide for future incorporations. The process for these types of
future additions or amendments to either schedule will be contained with the supporting
Protocol agreement.

9.2 The proposed ASEAN Common Excise Working Tariff
The proposed ACEWT is set out in full in Figure 9.1 below. Following Figure 9.1 the
ACEWT itself will be analysed in detail in terms of content, structure and its operation in
the context of achieving excise tax policy coordination. Subsequently, section 9.3 of this
chapter will evaluate the proposal against the criteria established for selecting the preferred
coordinating policy option.

Figure 9.1: Proposed ASEAN Common Excise Working Tariff

Definitions to the Schedules:
The following definitions shall apply in Schedule 1 or 2 of the ASEAN Common Excise
Tariff. For the definition of goods, where the definitions below do not provide certainty
over classification, then the goods are classified in accordance with the ASEAN
Harmonised Tariff Nomenclature and the relevant Sub-item of the Schedules applies.
Ad valorem means a tax rate expressed in percentage terms of a value set in national excise
tariff law provided that the national excise tariff law meets the requirements of Note 1. The
value on which an ad valorem tax rate can be set against any arms-length transaction in the
supply chain as defined in Note 2.
AHTN means the ASEAN Harmonised Tariff Nomenclature.
Aromatics means oils and other products of the distillation of coal tar; similar products where
the weight of the aromatic constituents exceeds that of the non-aromatic constituents
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Beer means an alcoholic beverage from the fermentation of malted barley to which hops have
been added, and which does not contain any other alcohol from another source, sugars,
colourings and flavourings.
Biodiesel means a diesel fuel obtained either by esterification of oil derived from plants or
animals or by hydro-treatment of oil derived from plants or animals
Brix means the degree of dissolved sugar in a fruit juice where one gram of dissolved sugar per
100 grams of juice is one Brix Degree
Bus means a vehicle designed for the carriage of 10 or more persons including the driver and
includes ‘mini vans’ seating 10 or more persons including the driver.
Crude oil means crude oil and oils of bituminous materials not intended as feedstock for a
refinery
Cigarette means a stick containing no more than 1 gram of manufactured tobacco
Fuel Methanol means methyl alcohol derived from a catalytic conversion process from carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, or hydrogen gases or by other means.
Passenger motor vehicles means a road motor vehicle, other than a motor cycle, intended for
the carriage of passengers and designed to seat no more than nine persons (including the driver).
Passenger Pick Up Vehicle means a Pick Up Vehicle designed with an extended or dual cab for
the carriage of no more than nine people (including the driver)
Per kilogram equivalent for tobacco products means that the rate should be equivalent to any
rate applied on a per stick for cigarettes
Per litre of alcohol means volume of alcohol contained within an alcoholic beverage when
measured at 20 degrees Celsius
Pick Up Vehicle means any vehicle which contains both a passenger compartment designed for
the carriage of less than four persons and open cargo bed for the carriage of goods.
Special Purpose vehicles means a Commercial Motor vehicle with specific purposes such as
fire-fighting, ambulances, spraying, concrete mixing, mounted cranes, etc
Specific means a tax rate expressed on a per quantity basis
Stick means a cigarette containing no more than one gram of tobacco
Truck means a vehicle with a power unit and either a permanently fixed or detachable cargo
carrying capability with two or more axles
Truck tractor means a non-cargo carrying vehicle designed to tow trailers and other devices.
Van means any vehicle with a closed cargo bay designed for carriage of goods with no more
than two axles
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Notes to Schedules:
1. For use by national governments to apply a national excise tax rate against each product
classification. This excise tax rate is to conform with the principles of ‘national
treatment’ as specified in the Protocol to Implement the ASEAN Common Excise Tariff.
2. Ad valorem tax rates may be applied against the following points in the supply chain (on
a net of excise, and value added tax basis):
I)
Manufacturer’s arms-length selling price (or if imported, the CIF value as
determined under customs law plus any customs import duties as determined
under customs tariff law); or where it is more appropriate for any Items in the
Schedules to this ACEWT
II)
The last wholesale transaction being the value of the sale to the entity that will
sell on a retail basis to the final consumer; or where it is more appropriate for
any Items in the Schedules to this ACEWT
III)
The retail transaction being the value of the sale to the final consumer.
3. Specific rates should be increased annually at the same rate as the national consumer
price index or equivalent index which measures national price inflation.
4. Where fuel products classified to sub-item 20.3 have been blended with products
classified to sub-items 20.5, 20.6 or 20.7 and the national excise rate for sub-items 20.5,
20.6 or 20.7 is lower than the national excise rate for sub-item 20.3, then the excise tax
will be calculated proportionately to those fuels in the blend. For example:
I)
A B20 blend of 20 percent bio-diesel and 80 percent diesel would mean that
excise tax is calculated by subjecting 20 percent of the volume to the tax rate for
sub-item 20.5 and 80 percent of the volume to the tax rate for sub-item 20.3; or
II)
An E10 blend of 10 percent ethanol and 90 percent gasoline would mean that
excise tax is calculated by subjecting 10 percent of the volume to the tax rate for
sub-item 20.6 and 90 percent of the volume to the tax rate for sub-item 20.3

Schedules:
ITE
M

SUB
ITE
M

DESCRIPTION

AHTN
REF

NATIONA
L
CRITERIA

TAX
BASE

NATIONA
L EXCISE
RATE
(see Note 1)

Schedule 1 Common
Goods

AUTOMOBILES
PRINCIPALLY
DESIGNED FOR
CARRIAGE OF UP
TO 10 PASSENGERS

1

1.1

8703.21

A. Fuel type

%
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B. CO2
emissions

Passenger motor vehicles
with spark ignition
internal combustion
reciprocating piston
engine of a cylinder
capacity not exceeding
1,000 cubic centimetres

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Ad
valorem

C. Fuel
efficiency

Passenger motor vehicles
with spark ignition
internal combustion
reciprocating piston
engine of a cylinder
capacity exceeding 1,000
but not exceeding 1,500
cubic centimetres

8703.22

Passenger motor vehicles
with spark ignition
internal combustion
reciprocating piston
engine of a cylinder
capacity exceeding 1,500
but not exceeding 3,000
cubic centimetres

8703.23

Passenger motor vehicles
with spark ignition
internal combustion
reciprocating piston
engine of a cylinder
capacity exceeding 3,000
cubic centimetres

8703.24

Passenger motor vehicles
with compression
ignition internal
combustion piston engine
(diesel or semi diesel) of
a cylinder capacity not

8703.31

A. Fuel type
B. CO2
emissions

Ad
valorem

%

Ad
valorem

%

Ad
valorem

%

Ad
valorem

%

C. Fuel
efficiency

A. Fuel type
B. CO2
emissions
C. Fuel
efficiency

A. Fuel type
B. CO2
emissions
C. Fuel
efficiency

A. Fuel type
B. CO2
emissions
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C. Fuel
efficiency

exceeding 1,500 cubic
centimetres

1.6

1.7

1.8

Passenger motor vehicles
with compression
ignition internal
combustion piston engine
(diesel or semi diesel) of
a cylinder capacity
exceeding 1,500 but not
exceeding 2,500 cubic
centimetres

8703.32

Passenger motor vehicles
with compression
ignition internal
combustion piston engine
(diesel or semi diesel) of
a cylinder capacity
exceeding 2,500 cubic
centimetres

8703.33

Other passenger motor
vehicles

8703.9

A. Fuel type
B. CO2
emissions

Ad
valorem

%

Ad
valorem

%

Ad
valorem

%

Ad
valorem

%

C. Fuel
efficiency

A. Fuel type
B. CO2
emissions
C. Fuel
efficiency

A: Electric
B: Hybrid
C: Fuel cell
D: Other

AUTOMOBILES
FOR CARRIAGE OF
MORE THAN TEN
PASSENGERS

2

2.1

Automobiles of 10 or
more seats

8702.10
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AUTOMOBILES
PRINCIPALLY
DESIGNED FOR
CARRIAGE OF
GOODS

3

3.1

Pick-up truck

8704.2,
8704.3

Ad
valorem

%

3.2

Dumpers for off-highway
use

8704.10

Ad
valorem

%

3.3

Vans

8704.2,
8704.3

Ad
valorem

%

3.4

Trucks

Ad
valorem

%

3.4.1

Gross weight not
exceeding 5 tonnes

8704.21,
8705.31

3.4.2

Gross weight exceeding 5
tonnes but not exceeding
20 tonnes
Gross weight exceeding
20 tonnes

8704.22,
8705.32

Special purpose vehicle
other than those
principally designed for
the transport of persons
or goods (for example,
breakdown lorries,
crane lorries, fire
fighting vehicles,
concrete mixer lorries,
road sweeper lorries,
spraying lorries, mobile
workshops, mobile
radiological units).

8705

Ad
valorem

%

3.4.3

3.5

8704.23,
8705.33
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4

ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES
4.1

Beer, including ale,
lager, porter and stout

2203.00

Specific

Per litre / per
litre of
alcohol

4.2

Other fermented
alcoholic beverages

2204,
2205, 2206

Specific
or
Composit
e Specific
& Ad
valorem

Per litre / per
litre of
alcohol
or with
%

4.3

Distilled alcoholic
beverages

2208

Specific
or
Composit
e Specific
& Ad
valorem

Per litre of
alcohol
or with
%

TOBACCO,
UNMANUFACTURE
D AND
MANUFACTURED
AND TOBACCO
PROUCTS

5

5.1

Unmanufactured
tobacco, tobacco refuse

24011,
24012,
24013

Specific

Per kilogram

5.2

Cigars, cheroots,
cigarillos

2402.1

Specific

Per kilogram

5.3

Cigarettes (including
biddies)

2402.2

Specific

Per stick (or
per pack), or
a per
kilogram
equivalent

5.4

Cigarettes, cigars,
cheroots, cigarillos of
tobacco substitutes

2402.9

Specific

Per kilogram
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5.5

Other manufactured
tobacco and
manufactured tobacco
substitutes;
homogenised or
reconstituted tobacco;
tobacco extracts and
essences

2403

Specific

Per kilogram

Where
excise
levied

Where
excise levied

RESERVED
(For future common
goods)

6

Schedule 2 – Other
goods

FUEL PRODUCTS

20
20.1

Aromatics (includes
benzene, toluene, xylene,
and naphthalene)

2707.10,
2707.20,
2707.30,
2707.40,
2707.50,
2707.60,
2707.91,
2707.99

Specific

Per litre

20.2

Crude oil which will not
be refined into an Item
of 20.1, or 20.3 of this
Common Excise
Working Tariff

2709.00.10

Specific

Per litre

20.3

Petroleum products
(whether or not
containing biodiesel or
ethanol in the blend) for
internal combustion
engines (includes topped
crude oil, diesel,
kerosene, heating oil;
unleaded gasoline, fuel
oil, and mineral
turpentine)

2710.1,
2710.2

Specific

Per litre as
per Note 3
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Petroleum gaseous
products (includes
natural gas, propane,
butanes, ethylene,
propylene, butylenes,
and butadiene)

2711.1

20.5

Bio-diesel

20.6
20.7

20.4

21

22

Specific

Per litre or
Per kilogram

3826.00

Specific

Per litre

Fuel Ethanol

2207

Specific

Per litre

Fuel Methanol

2905.11

Specific

Per litre

2711.2

NON ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES
21.1

Waters, with added
sugars, flavours or
colours

2202.1010,
2202.1090

Specific

Per litre

21.2

Juices of fruit and
vegetable with added
sugars, flavours or
colours

2009.19.00
,
2009.29.00
,
2009.39.00
,
2009.49.00
,
2009.69.00
,
2009.79.00
,
2009.89.99
,
2009.90.90

Specific

Per litre

21.3

Other ready to drink
beverages

2202.9030,
2202.9090

Specific

Per litre

MOTOR-CYCLES
(INCLUDING
MOPEDS)AND
CYCLES FITTED
WITH AN
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AUXILLARY
MOTOR, WITH OR
WITHOUT SIDECARS; SIDE CARS
22.1

With reciprocating
internal combustion
piston engine of a
cylinder capacity not
exceeding 50 cubic
centimetres

8711.10

Ad
valorem

%

22.2

With reciprocating
internal combustion
piston engine of a
cylinder capacity
exceeding 50 cubic
centimetres but not
exceeding 250 cubic
centimetres

8711.20

Ad
valorem

%

22.3

With reciprocating
internal combustion
piston engine of a
cylinder capacity
exceeding 250 cubic
centimetres but not
exceeding 500 cubic
centimetres

8711.30

Ad
valorem

%

22.4

With reciprocating
internal combustion
piston engine of a
cylinder capacity
exceeding 500 cubic
centimetres but not
exceeding 800 cubic
centimetres

8711.40

Ad
valorem

%

8711.50

Ad
valorem

%

22.5

With reciprocating
internal combustion
piston engine of a
cylinder capacity
exceeding 800 cc
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23

RESERVED
(For future inclusion of
other goods agreed for
inclusion in regional
coordination)

Source: Author

Taking a ‘section by section’ and ‘column by column’ approach to analysing the proposed
ACEWT, the instrument comprises:
Definitions
The ‘Definitions to the Schedules’ is the first component of the ACEWT and is provided to
assist users with both the classification of excise goods, as well as aspects of the tax base.
Defined terms are set out in alphabetical order. The definitions have been built from
various sources and include:


The HS chapter notes to Chapter 27 (WCO, 2012), fuel excise business guide
(ATO, 2016) and registry details of the Chemical Abstract Service (CAS, 2016) in
relation to fuel products;



Preece (2016, pp. 65-66) and HS chapter notes to Chapter 87 in relation to
automobiles and motor cycles;



The Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act 1921 (Australia) for beer;



The Codex Alimentarius (Food Code) in relation to Brix (FAO, 2017);



The list of dutiable goods under the Singapore Trade Classification, Customs, and
Excise Duties document (Singapore Customs, 2012) in relation to cigarettes
sticks;



A number of definitions created by the study considered as essential to excise tax
policy coordination such as ‘ad valorem rate’, ‘per kilogram equivalent’, ‘per litre
of alcohol’ and ‘specific rate’; and
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HS chapter headings and chapter notes generally in relation to Chapters 22, 24, 29
and 38 for all other items or sub-items.

Notes
Following the ‘definitions’ are a set of notes again designed to assist or guide the user in
terms of application at the national level. There are currently four notes included.
The first note relates to the adherence by member countries to the principles of ‘national
treatment’ when establishing any national level product classification against a sub-item
and in the setting of the excise tax rates that will apply against each classification.
‘National treatment’ will be detailed in the Protocol supporting the implementation of the
ACEWT, in a manner similar to that of the EAC in its Protocol to Establish the East
African Customs Union as seen in sub-section 7.2.4 above and which places obligations
upon member countries to not seek to utilise measures such as taxation policies to
discriminate against like imported goods. The full wording of the ‘national treatment’
provision and how this operates with the ACEWT is contained in section 9.4 below.
The second note applies when the ACEWT requires the application of an ad valorem tax
base, or for ‘other fermented alcoholic beverages’ and ‘distilled alcoholic beverages’
where there is an option to utilise an ad valorem component in a composite or mixed
specific and ad valorem tax base. The note identifies three possible valuation points in the
supply chain against which the excise can be assessed, and requires member countries to
start with the use of the manufacturer’s selling price (net of excise tax and VAT), or the
equivalent ‘landed cost’, being the CIF value plus any customs duties, for imported goods.
Where the manufacturer’s selling price is not appropriate in the member’s country, then a
wholesale selling price (net of excise tax and VAT) being the last sale to an entity who will
sell the product on a retail basis to a final private consumer. This ‘last’ wholesale selling
price may be more appropriate depending on the nature of the supply chain, particularly
the relationship between the manufacturers and wholesalers of the product. This is
consistent with Vietnamese Decree No. 106/2016/QH13 of 2016 which amended the
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national excise law to move the taxable value from being the manufacturer’s selling price
to an effective wholesale selling when there is a ‘non arms-length’ relationship the
manufacturer and wholesaler (Huong & Kiet 2016, pp. 2-3). The main intention here is an
‘anti-avoidance’ measure which prevents manufacturers and importers establishing wholly
owned wholesale operations to which to sell excise goods at reduced values to reduce
excise tax liabilities and subsequently recover costs and margins through the wholesale
selling price which is not subject to excise tax.
The final valuation option for ad valorem tax bases is that of the retail selling price (net of
excise tax and VAT). This valuation point should be applied where both the
manufacturer’s (or importer’s) selling price and the last wholesale price are both found not
to be appropriate. Already adopted in the Philippines and due to commence in Thailand
during 2017, and used by Indonesia and Myanmar for classification, retail level valuation
offers maximum transparency and as discussed in section 5.7 above, appears to be part of
an emerging trend to move the excise valuation point down the supply chain and closer to
the price to be paid by the consumer. Again, the level of appropriateness of manufacturer
or wholesaler pricing as valuation may depend on the nature of the goods and supply
chain, and manufacturer’s or importers who also retail their excise goods directly to
consumers may be able to manipulate excise tax valuations at various points along the
supply chain, and only the actual price paid by consumers is readily verifiable.
The third note relates to the use of specific rate and suggests that such rates be subject to at
least an annual adjustment in line with the prevailing inflation rate to ensure such rates
remain at the same value in real terms (Thuronyi, 1996, p. 435; Cnossen, 2005, p. 38).
This concept was raised in sub-section 5.6.1 in a discussion over the differences between
ad valorem and specific tax rates, with study believing that this is an appropriate approach
when utilising specific rates and is consistent with the WHO in relation to the taxation of
the two main products most suited to specific rates tobacco (WHO, 2011, pp. 93-94) and
alcoholic beverages (WHO, 2010a, p. 16). The Philippines has adopted a similar approach
in that the specific tax rates imposed on cigarettes and alcoholic beverages through
Republic Act 10351 will be automatically increased by four percent per annum beginning
on January 1st, 2014 one year after the laws commenced. The rate of increase was set at
four percent being an indicative inflation forecast over the initial coverage of the law
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which included 2013-2018 (World Bank, 2015, pp. 19-20), a feature of excise tax law
identified as a weakness which had resulted in excise falling from 0.9 percent of GDP to
0.5 percent of GDP between 1997 and 2012, a loss of USD 2.5 billion in excise tax
revenue (World Bank, 2015, p. IX).
The final note, or note four, relates to the taxation of petroleum products which have been
blended with either bio-diesel, ethanol or methanol. Where blending such situations occur,
the blended product retains the primary classification of a petroleum product but can
effectively allow for a reduced excise tax rate in member countries who are looking to
support sustainable supply and cleaner burning fuel policies, including the mandated use of
minimum levels of ethanol in the Philippines, Indonesia and Vietnam, and the aspirational
minimum levels in Thailand (Ng, 2013, pp. 34-39). In such cases the member countries are
able to assign a lower or even zero rate of excise tax against bio-diesel, ethanol or
methanol classifications.
Note four the sets out how the excise taxation will be applied by assigning the proportion
of lower taxed fuels to the tax calculation against petroleum product rate. The use of
proportional calculations is illustrated by way of two examples in the note, but essentially
if a petroleum product comprises 20 percent of a lower taxed fuel, then the excise tax
calculation will be 80 percent of the volume paying excise at the petroleum product rate
and 20 percent of the volume paying excise at the relevant lower rate. Where a member
country has decided not to offer a discounted excise rate for either bio-diesel, ethanol or
methanol, then the note will not apply.

The Schedules
The nomenclature is contained within two schedules. The first schedule comprises the
current ‘common goods’ being automobiles, alcoholic beverages and tobacco products,
however, automobiles have been separated according to passenger motor vehicles, vehicles
for the carriage of more than people, and vehicles for the carriage of goods. This
separation resulted from the study identifying in Chapter 5, clear excise tax policy
differences across the region between passenger motor vehicles and commercial vehicles
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that carry either multiple persons or cargo. The first schedule also contains room for the
assignment of future items that become subject to excise in all member countries.
The second schedule comprises other goods which represent some priority for the region
and which the study argued would benefit from being part of the ACEWT instrument to
guide current and future excise tax policy. These goods are motor cycles and fuel products
which are subject to excise in nine and seven member countries respectively, and nonalcoholic beverages being subject excise in four member countries but under active
discussion in a further five, as identified in section 5.7. As with the first schedule, the
second schedule also contains room for the assignment of future items that become of
agreed priority to warrant such inclusion.
Looking at the nomenclature itself, the classification coding for the ACEWT is proposed to
be a two-digit level classification being an ‘item’ number which represents a product
category of goods, and a ‘sub-item’ number which then captures a range of like goods
within that general product category. The item and sub-item references are contained
within the first two columns of the Schedules.
The nomenclature in the third column then contains a description of the goods both at the
item and sub-item levels. Product descriptions for items or sub-items that are in need of a
more detailed definition have been taken from the relevant AHTN Chapter heading or
AHTN sub-item. Irrespective, for certainty, all sub-items and their descriptions are linked
to the relevant AHTN sub-item classification code to a four, five or six-digit level as
appropriate and which is found in the fourth column.
In terms of classification at a national level, a degree of flexibility is then introduced to the
ACEWT by way of a ‘national criteria’ code or codes which allow for further refinement
in the classification of products. This is an important concept as flexibility could be
decisive in terms of reaching the required consensus amongst member countries, although
the challenge is to ensure that this flexibility does not permit the use of discrimination in
the design of national excise tax systems. The question of discrimination is addressed
partly by ‘locking in’ the options for these national level criteria, and where applicable
linking them again to the relevant Sub-heading levels of the AHTN.
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Member countries are not required to utilise this third layer of classification, but where
they do, the nomenclature provides some guiding options. These can be relatively simple
national level classification criteria such as those for alcoholic beverages, where for
example ‘distilled alcoholic beverages’ can be further separated nationally into brandy,
whisky, rum, gin and Geneva, liqueurs and ‘other’. This set of national level criteria for
distilled alcoholic beverages quite literally following the relevant Sub-headings of the
Chapter heading of 2208 in the AHTN namely A) Brandy 22082, B) Whisky 22083, C)
Rum 22084, D) Gin and Geneva 22085, E) Liqueurs 22086 and F) Other.
To illustrate the process of classifying goods within the nomenclature down to a national
criteria level, following is an example from the proposed ACEWT. The example below
represents a classification process to classify alcoholic ‘cider’, and includes the following
steps:
1. As an alcoholic beverage, cider will be classified with Item 4 as an ‘Alcoholic
Beverage’;

2. Within Item 4 there are three sub-items from which to select in the classification
process. Cider is not Sub-item 4.1 which is beer and ‘beer’ is a defined term in the
‘Definition’ section of ACEWT and requires the beverage to be made from
fermented malted barley and hops. Sub-item 4.2 ‘Other fermented alcoholic
beverages’ is not defined in the ACEWT, however in the Schedule, Sub-item 4.2
includes those alcoholic beverages classified in the AHTN to 2204, 2205 and 2206.
A review of those three AHTN Chapter headings specifies ‘cider’ at 2206 and thus
confirms the Sub-item as 4.2; and

3. Should a member country wish to classify alcoholic beverages to a more specific
level, that the ‘National classifications’ column provides a three-digit level coding
with options of a 4.2.A ‘wine’, 4.2.B ‘sparkling wine’ or 4.2.C ‘other’. Again
referring to the AHTN, the Chapter headings of 2204 and 2205 covers ‘wine of
fresh grapes’ which includes sparkling wine, and ‘vermouth and other wines of
fresh grape flavoured with plants or aromatics’ respectively. AHTN Chapter
heading 2206 which covers ‘other fermented beverages’ and uses ‘cider’ as an
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example and for which AHTN Sub-item 22060010 is for ‘cider and perry’ then
cider is classified in the ACEWT at a national level in this case as 4.2.C. Where a
member country leaves classification at the ACEWT regional level, the
classification for cider remains as 4.2.

The national level classification criteria can then be a little more complex when its required
to better reflect the nature of the goods and the rationale for the taxation. This particularly
applies to passenger motor vehicles where a member country may look to the excise tax
system to promote energy security and environmental policies and as such look at criteria
such as use of alternate clean burning fuel or carbon dioxide emissions, and even the level
of fuel efficiency. In this case, the national level criteria are then broken down to an
additional two levels against relevant Sub-items, the first level being ‘fuel type’, ‘carbon
dioxide emissions’ and ‘fuel efficiency’. The second level then relates to categories of
each criterion such as fuel type is which a number of options could exist such as ‘hybrid’,
or ‘bio-fuel’, whilst carbon dioxide emissions could have several bands of emission levels
per distance travelled, and fuel efficiency could likewise have several bands relating to
distances travelled on a certain quantity of fuel.
Although less likely, there would also be scope to allow for member countries to use two
or all three of these criteria meaning a national excise tax system could have a national
classification criterion which is four or six digits in length for each ACEWT Sub-item. In
such a case, the eventual classification would include all of the relevant product criteria
such as the reference for the level of carbon dioxide emission and the level of fuel
efficiency.
In terms of a potentially more complex classification, the following is an illustration of
how the passenger motor vehicle classification is structured. ‘Automobiles’ for the carriage
of passengers up to 10 persons, or Item 1 in the proposed ACEWT, is the relevant starting
point. Item 1 then has Sub-items 1.1 to 1.7 attached based around engine type and engine
size, which have been linked to AHTN classification in respect of those engine types
(spark ignition or compression ignition) and size as measured on cubic centimetres.
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A further Sub-item 1.8, then relates to passenger motor vehicles not run on petroleum fuels
and includes here electric vehicles, hybrid vehicles using two separate power sources,
vehicles powered by a hydrogen fuel cells and an ‘other’ to capture other or future
technologies.
Within each of these Sub-items, member countries can elect to then apply further national
classification based on either: fuel type; carbon dioxide emission levels; as well as fuel
efficiency to fit within domestic policy as it relates to say environmental or energy policy.
Therefore, should a member country seek to have excise tax incentives around lower
emission vehicles, then each sub-item could be split into national classifications
established around bands or tiers of carbon dioxide emission. As an example, take
passenger vehicles with an internal combustion engine between 1,500 and 3,000 cubic
centimetres of Sub-item 1.3 of the proposed AECWT, for which a member country can
then apply say three emission based tiers for which it may seek to apply excise rate
differentials to encourage the purchase of lower emission vehicles - national classification
may appear as follows:


Classification 1.3.B.1: Passenger motor vehicles with spark ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres with carbon dioxide emissions less than 120
grams per kilometre;



Classification 1.3.B.2: Passenger motor vehicles with spark ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres with carbon dioxide emissions between 120
grams and 180 grams per kilometre; and



Classification 1.3.B.3: Passenger motor vehicles with spark ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres with carbon dioxide emissions and
exceeding 180 grams per kilometre.
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It may also be that member countries are seeking to have more than one classification
criteria on automobiles, and in addition to carbon dioxide emissions, there could also be
reference to fuel efficiency. In this case, and building on the national classifications above,
the classification options would grow, and could appear in the following format:


Classification 1.3.B.1.C.1: Passenger motor vehicles with spark ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres with carbon dioxide emissions less than 120
grams per kilometre and has a fuel efficiency greater than seven litres per 100
kilometres;



Classification 1.3.B.1.C.2: Passenger motor vehicles with spark ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres with carbon dioxide emissions less than 120
grams per kilometre and has a fuel efficiency up to and including seven litres per
100 kilometres;



Classification 1.3.B.2.C.1: Passenger motor vehicles with spark ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres with carbon dioxide emissions between 120
grams and 180 grams per kilometre, and has a fuel efficiency greater than seven
litres per 100 kilometres;



Classification 1.3.B.2.C.2: Passenger motor vehicles with spark ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres with carbon dioxide emissions between 120
grams and 180 grams per kilometre, and has a fuel efficiency up to and including
seven litres per 100 kilometres;



Classification 1.3.B.3.C.1: Passenger motor vehicles with spark ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
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not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres with carbon dioxide emissions and
exceeding 180 grams per kilometre, and has a fuel efficiency greater than seven
litres per 100 kilometres; and


Classification 1.3.B.3.C.1: Passenger motor vehicles with spark ignition internal
combustion reciprocating piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 but
not exceeding 3,000 cubic centimetres with carbon dioxide emissions and
exceeding 180 grams per kilometre, and has a fuel efficiency up to and including
seven litres per 100 kilometres.

Although the national criteria classifications in this case are making the national excise
tariff laws increasingly complex, if followed there should little opportunity to create
discriminatory effects, for example the establishment of ‘eco car’ sub-items based on nonstandard criteria such as minimum investments, safety standards, and retail price as seen
back in Table 2.6, and classification criteria such as minimum local content, and retail
price as seen for excise tax concessions as seen in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. It will not however,
prevent discrimination such as large excise rate differentials in key Sub-items such as that
shown in Figure 6.4, or any use of valuation rules such as those seen in Figures 6.6, 6.7
and 6.8. Such areas of discrimination need to be dealt with by way of the setting of the
‘national excise rate’ and associated Note 1 of the ACEWT and the proposed supporting
‘Protocol’ outlined in section 9.4 below.
The next aspect of the nomenclatures is the ‘tax base’ and is fund in the sixth column of
the Schedules. The tax base indicates that the basis for applying the tax and shall be either
ad valorem or specific in nature, with an option for certain alcoholic beverage sub-items to
have a composite ad valorem and specific rate to reflect that these products can have
significant price differentials based on brands. Also included in the ‘tax base’ column is
an indication where applicable, on how the tax base is applied.

For ad valorem tax bases, this could include valuations at any of three points in the supply
chain as included in the Notes to the AECWT, whilst for specific rates reference is made to
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the nature of the goods and so ‘per litre’, ‘per kilogram’, or ‘per stick’ is included. On
occasions, there is need for an option and in this case, two tax bases are included with a
relevant note, for example see ‘cigarettes’ of Sub-item 5.3 of the ACEWT which sets out
the following options which each deliver the same effect:
Per stick (or per pack), or a per kilogram equivalent

In this case, the term ‘per kilogram equivalent’ is a defined term in the ACEWT and has
been included to ensure that all cigarettes have an equal excise tax burden irrespective of
how the excise tax rate is expressed.
The final aspect of the proposed ACEWT which needs to be highlighted is that of the
‘national excise rate’ and is found in the last column. This feature is for use by national
governments to insert the excise tax rate that will be applied against the relevant national
classification. Should a member country decide not to utilise national level criteria, then
the national excise tax rate would be applied to the Sub-item level.
Perhaps a significant point to raise at this time is that excise rates will need to be ‘national’
and that there will be no pursuit of a ‘regional’ excise tax rates for any items or sub-items.
The study has deliberately included in its title the term ‘co-ordinate’ rather than
‘harmonise’ where the later indicates a level of full alignment of all aspects of excise
taxation, including in this case classification and tax rates, and would be likely to have
significant risk of failing to achieve consensus across all member countries. Coordination
however, as Laffer (2014, p. 110) describes “involves the structuring of national taxes such
that the overall system works together to avoid macro-economic distortions” and suggests
it is preferable to harmonisation which often involves a regional power body effectively
removing sovereignty of nations to set tax policies around domestic needs and priorities.
Laffer (2014, pp. 110-111) adds that in the context of increasing regional integration and
globalisation, the goal of both co-ordination and harmonisation are the same in that they
both approaches seek to “eliminate obstacles to cross-border trade and investment, as well
as protect against erosion of the tax base” however, the actual achievement of coordination or even partial harmonisation is extremely difficult to reach agreements between
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member countries and unintended consequences can be a risk when compromise
agreements are reached.
The evidence appears to supports Laffer here. When looking at the EU with its strong
central decision making body and set of Directives, pure harmonisation of excise rates is
not place, rather an attempt at harmonisation has been made by use of Directives in relation
to excise taxation including use of ‘minimum rates’ and ‘possible exemptions’ (EC, 2015).
Looking at the taxation of distilled spirits, it is difficult to argue that harmonisation is in
place if considering that the excise tax on distilled spirits in Sweden is nearly three times
higher than for neighboring Denmark, and nine times higher than in Cyprus, whilst in
terms of wine taxation, some EU members have decided to exempt wine from excise
altogether (Bird and Wallace, 2010, p. 11).
Bird and Wallace (2010, pp. 11-13) then add that they believe that in the case of alcohol at
least, national alcohol tax policies appear to “reflect history, revenue needs, and
protectionism” rather than being based on actual economic and social impact analysis, and
this is particularly so in developing countries. In this regard, nations place different
priorities in setting excise tax rates and often do so because their economies are in different
positions and the populations have differing expectations. Bird (2015, pp. 7-9) suggests
that excise tax rates are set at levels that are ‘politically acceptable, rather than one which
is optimal or social or economic grounds.
It can be surmised that setting excise tax rates is a highly sensitive issue and one which
appears to need to remain with national governments which is the intention of the proposed
common excise tariff approach. Rather the focus of this ACEWT proposal remains to
‘guide’ the region in terms of the definition of those goods which will be subject to excise
taxation, the approach to the excise tax base to be applied, and importantly the principles in
designing national classifications. It will only guide excise tax rate setting to the extent
that such rate setting, in addition to classification and tax base, does not have the effect of
distorting the single market and production base of the AEC.

9.3 The proposed AECWT and the study’s evaluation criteria
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In section 8.1, the evaluation criteria for developing an excise tax policy coordination
mechanism were outlined and subsequently applied against the mechanisms that were
proposed. These included a proposal to expand the AHTN, as well as a proposal to
develop a ‘common excise tariff’ based on the established principles of excise taxation.
Here the evaluation criteria are applied against the proposed AECWT to support the belief
of the study that it would be the preferred option to put forward to the region.
The first of the evaluation criterion was the likelihood of consensus amongst the 10
member countries and is considered essential for the success of any regional policy
proposal put forward within ASEAN. The AECWT has the highest likelihood of the
options considered and whilst the reaching of consensus cannot be determined until it has
been proposed to all relevant national decision makers, however, this statement of potential
consensus is based on the following observations:


There is a significant linkage between this proposed ACEWT to the existing AHTN
which has been adapted and implemented across ASEAN. Given the acceptance of
the AHTN with its technical content, including product and product category
definitions, the likelihood of consensus by the member countries for the content of
the ACEWT also rises as long agreed definitions are transferred into the proposed
mechanism. Considering the discussion in section 7.4 previously, and in the
acceptance of the AHTN beyond the 10 member countries and into the intraregional traders who are using such definitions on a regular basis as they trade;



The increased consistency in the use of common excise tax bases for similar goods,
and in relation to alcohol a small degree of national flexibility in relation to the tax
base for fermented alcoholic beverages, cigarettes and gaseous fuels. In these
cases, the lower strength alcohol beverages can utilise either ‘per litre’ or ‘per litre
of alcohol’ rate, cigarettes have the option of a ‘per stick’, ‘per pack’ or a ‘per
kilogram’ provided the per kilogram is on an equivalent basis to the tax rate applied
to a single stick or a pack of 20 sticks, whilst gaseous fuels can utilise either a ‘per
kilogram’ or ‘per litre’ rate;



There will also be an element of national flexibility within certain sub-item
classifications for member countries to capture certain national policy positions in
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areas such as the environment, and energy policy, as well as to capture industry
related statistical data over the excise clearances and revenue collections over
specific product types for example beer versus wine, or loose tobacco versus
cigarettes; and


Flexibility also in the setting of national excise rates against domestic factors such
as product affordability, revenue targets, and general economic conditions in the
context of product category sub-items and excise tax rates are not used in
combination to operate as discriminatory measures or non-tariff barriers to intraregional trade.

The second criterion relates to the effect of the proposal in relation to the establishment of
a single market and production base which is central to the success of the AEC and is a
requirement of the AEC Blueprint 2025. To achieve this deeper level of integration, there
is an emphasis on removing existing non-tariff barriers to trade and continually
implementing various trade facilitation measures as outlined in existing agreements,
particularly the ATIGA (ASEAN, 2015, pp. 3-5).
In this regard, the linkage with the AHTN again serves to support this second criteria in
that it will provide the required consistency across the ACEWT in terms of items and subitems, and the definitions of these. Consistency also then extends into the area of the
relevant excise tax bases through the study applying tax bases consistent with both the
nature of the goods and the appropriateness in relation to certain sensitive goods as
analysed in sub-section 7.3.3, in particular alcoholic beverages and tobacco products. This
pairing of consistency in product categories, product definitions and excise tax application
will act to remove excise tariff design options that can potentially act as non-tariff barriers.
This prevention of non-tariff barriers in excise tax structure is further supported by the
requirement in the national excise tax rate settings by member countries who are required
to consider the ‘national treatment’ note to the AECWT schedules when assigning actual
excise tax rates.
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The consistency factor in terms of products and tax bases also supports the single market
and production base through enhanced trade facilitation. In effect, intra-regional traders
will be able to maintain reduced levels of classification and excise tax assessment data as
much of this information will be the same in each of the 10 markets. However, likely of
more benefit is the enhanced level of certainty when trading within ASEAN in terms of
classification and excise tax liability calculation.
The evaluation criteria also looked at certain issues relating to common goods, being
automobiles, alcoholic beverages and tobacco products. For the automotive industry, the
proposal must have the potential for ASEAN to enhance the regional value chain of this
key sector and to significantly grow the industry to the point where it can competitively
export into the global market.
Certainly the potential for the automotive industry exists, some estimates such as Mancini,
Ng, & Tonby (2014, p. 3) show a functioning AEC delivering savings of 12 to 18 percent
to the sector, however, much of this estimate comes from anticipated ‘economies of scale’
in production and in rationalising makes and models. Interestingly, Mancini, Ng, & Tonby
(2014, p. 3) found that for the automotive sector, less than one percent savings will come
from customs, tariff and logistics costs, meaning that the removal of non-tariff barriers is
the priority for the industry.
ASEAN’s potential post AEC has seen other experts predict that the effect of the AEC will
be to move the region into being the fifth largest auto producer globally by 2020, behind
China, the United States, India and Brazil, overtaking Japan and Russia (Vaidya 2014, p.
3). In addition to this overall growth, Vaidya (2014, pp. 12-14) adds that in the best case
scenario of a full implementation of the AEC without non-tariff barriers, the extra growth
will come from all parts of the value chain and in particular will see smaller manufacturers
better able to compete and grow relative to the existing large Japanese manufacturers.
The economies of scale needed, and the rationalisation of product needing to be built, will
be reliant on manufacturers having access to the full ASEAN market. In this regard, the
effect of this proposal in removing excise based non-tariff barriers to trade indicates that it
meets the evaluation test. The proposed ACEWT limits the scope for creating ‘domestic
preferential’ items and sub-items, and whilst allowing for ‘national criteria’ in rate setting,
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without access to special categories the process of discriminating is difficult.
Notwithstanding, any national criteria in the classification of automobiles such as carbon
dioxide emission levels, fuel efficiency or fuel type, and subsequent excise tax rate applied,
are subject to the provisions of ‘national treatment’ in which any such criterion or rate can
be structured to effect discrimination against like imports. As an example in this case
would be a national criterion that included a minimum local content or minimum local
value add component which gave way to a lower excise tax rate than other like
automobiles.
For alcoholic beverages and tobacco products, the proposal must not undermine existing
national policies on pricing and consumption of these sensitive goods. The most likely
effect of the proposed ACEWT on alcohol and tobacco in the region will be price neutral
in most cases with possible small price increases on products in those member countries
with prevailing ad valorem excise tax bases for those products priced lower than the most
popular categories. This occurs if a member country transitioning from ad valorem excise
taxes to specific rate excise taxes is starting from a revenue neutral position by looking to
receive the same excise tax revenue from alcohol and tobacco and so sets a new specific
rate by essentially dividing total revenue received under a prevailing ad valorem system by
the number of litres or number kilograms that were delivered to find the new specific
excise tax rate. Those dominant products in the market will impact this type of rate setting
exercise and will be subject to a similar excise tax burden when the rate moves to a ‘per
quantity’ basis, however, those products priced below this group could see higher excise
tax burdens whilst those products priced above the leading sellers could have a lower
excise tax burden. However, this is a ‘one-off’ impact at the time of transition.
The key positive aspect of the proposed use of specific taxation for alcohol and tobacco
under the ACEWT however, is the price stability longer term. Being a fixed excise tax per
unit consumed, the tax will be a constant in the price and not subject to possible reductions
from variables such as cheaper inputs or cheaper manufacturing possible under the
operation of the AEC but which serve to reduce the excise payable in an ad valorem tax
base. In effect, a price floor is placed under these products.
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However, certain risks will need to be managed in terms of those member countries who
will need to change excise tax policy and the tax base form an ad valorem basis to a
specific tax rate. As discussed in sub-section 7.3.3, this represents a significant policy
reform for certain member countries as ad valorem based excise taxation allows for a level
of affordability for consumers of alcohol and tobacco, ensuring that a range of ‘economy’
priced brands are available to the less affluent consumers in that market.
In this regard, the ACEWT has provided a certain degree of flexibility in relation to ‘other
fermented alcoholic beverages’ and ‘distilled alcoholic beverages’, two product categories
for which there can be significant price differences between what would be considered
‘premium’ and ‘economy priced’ products. Such price differentials between these
premium and economy brands has often supported continued use of ad valorem or some ad
valorem in an excise tax system, as it seen as more equitable to place a higher tax burden
upon a premium brand where consumption is likely limited to the more affluent.
The flexible mechanism within the proposed ACEWT is the option to have a ‘composite’
excise tax base being part specific and part ad valorem. This ensures the recognition of
externalities as raised by the WHO in their 2010 ‘global strategy to reduce harmful
consumption’ as well as helping to address equity concerns in several member countries
where a full range of brands at largely differing values are in the market.
The final area to note in terms of flexibility is that for ‘other fermented alcoholic
beverages’ the specific rate can be either ‘per litre’ or ‘per litre of alcohol’. This option is
given as most products falling to this category are wines of similar alcoholic strength. As
such, some member countries may find it less complex to offer a ‘per litre’ tax rate in a
composite excise tax base which by its nature already has a level of complexity to manage.
When addressing the evaluation criteria, the proposed ACEWT is confirmed as the most
appropriate proposal to put forward and is seen as most likely to reach consensus. Despite
this likely consensus, the study believes that there will still need to be a Protocol, which is
in keeping with ASEAN regional agreements, and which is signed by all 10 member
countries to support implementation. This supporting Protocol is now outlined in the
following section.
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9.4 Developing a ‘Protocol’ for implementation
This final part of the study looks at the creation of a Protocol for signature by ASEAN
member country representatives which covers the implementation of the proposed
ACEWT. Just as the implementation of the AHTN was supported by the Protocol
Governing the Implementation of the ASEAN Harmonised Tariff Nomenclature (ASEAN,
2003) the ACEWT instrument proposed in this study will similarly need an equivalent
ASEAN based authority that ‘holds’ members to implementation and on-going utilisation.
The AHTN itself is simply a nomenclature for the classification of goods within the region
and whilst contained certain rules about the classification process, in itself the AHTN is
not the authority for member countries to implement and use it, this comes from the 2003
agreed implementation protocol (Trung, 2015). It is assumed that this same issue would
arise for the proposed ACEWT which again is simply a ‘working document’ covering the
classification and tax bases excise goods, and not inclusive of an actual binding authority
for members to adopt and utilise it in national excise tax laws.
As with all ASEAN agreements, it is reached by consensus and signed by all 10 member
countries rather than created and issued by a central governing body under a legal
authority. The development and consensus aspects would ordinarily be expected to be part
of the ASEAN Finance Ministers Meeting (AFMM) process, supported by expertise from
the ASEAN Forum on Taxation and this is espoused in the proposed draft Protocol in
Figure 9.2 below. This expectation is derived from the interest in excise taxation taken by
the AFMM in their most recent post meeting communique of 4 April 2016, and the
reference to work of the ASEAN Forum on Taxation in the support they provide the
AFMM on assisting the region better collaborate on excise taxation (ASEAN, 2016, p. 5).
It is possible that the AFMM could request the ASEAN Forum on Taxation to further
examine the merits of the proposed ACEWT and implementing protocol study.
Key references in the proposed implementing protocol could include identifying the
relevant desires and the agreements reached to date, which are relevant to the area of
regional excise taxation policies. This enables an empowering of the document by linking
it to relevant and significant decisions and announcements that have been made publicly
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and which directly the support the need for greater levels of excise tac policy coordination.
In this regard, in addition to the communique of the AFMM in April 2016 mentioned
above, the following agreements and decisions as a basis for implementing a common
excise tariff have been included:


ATIGA (2010) which supersedes the AFTA Agreement and which contains the
need for member countries to ensure the adhere to the principles of ‘national
treatment’ as laid in the GATT (Article 6, Chapter 1) and to eliminate all non-tariff
barriers to trade (Article 40, Chapter 4);



The AEC Blueprint 2025 (2015), which continues the implementation of the AEC
and which is consistent with ATIGA in requiring member countries to fully
eliminate non-tariff measures to better facilitate regional trade (Sub-paragraph
10(iii)(g) Part II) and to explore ways in which to collaborate on excise taxation
over commonly excised goods (Sub-paragraph 35(v), Part II); and



Endorsement of the AEC Blueprint 2025 by the ASEAN Leaders at the 27th
ASEAN held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 21 November 2015.

The protocol for implementing the proposed ACEWT then follows a range of Articles
relation to the objectives and operation of the instrument. The full draft of such a protocol
now follows below in Figure 9.2 with an analysis of the articles following.
Figure 9.2: Proposed Protocol Governing the Implementation of the ASEAN Common
Excise Working Tariff

DRAFT PROTOCOL GOVERNING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
ASEAN COMMON EXCISE WORKING TARIFF
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The Governments of Brunei Darussalam, the Kingdom of Cambodia, the Republic of Indonesia,
Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Union of Myanmar, the Republic of Philippines,
the Republic of Singapore, the Kingdom of Thailand and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam of
the Association of South East Asian Nations (hereinafter referred to as “ASEAN”):
RECALLING the Joint Statement of the 2ndASEAN Finance Ministers’ and Central Bank
Governors’ Meeting (AFMGM), Vientiane, Lao PDR, 4 April 2016 which welcomed the Asian
Forum of Taxation’s exploration of ways to collaborate on excise taxation;
DESIRING to promote regional economic integration through the ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC), and in particular, to support the establishment of the ASEAN Free Trade
Area (AFTA) supported by the ASEAN Trade In Goods Agreement (ATIGA) and the AEC
Blueprint 2025;
HAVING REGARD to the successful implantation of the ASEAN Harmonised Tariff
Nomenclature and its benefits to trade facilitation and region integration;
HAVING REGARD to the adoption of AEC Blueprint 2025 by ASEAN leaders in the 27th
Summit in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 21 November 2015, which requires the exploration of the
possibility collaboration of excise as part of better regional taxation coordination for commonly
taxed excise goods;
DESIRING to establish an ASEAN Common Excise Working Tariff (ACEWT) nomenclature
to better coordinate excise taxation in the context of further enhancing regional integration
through an instrument that for commonly taxed excise goods, standardises product categories,
product definitions, and excise tax bases whilst allowing member states to set their own excise
tax rates against national priorities; and
DESIRING to implementation the ACEWT through this Protocol Governing the
Implementation of the ASEAN Common Excise Tariff nomenclature (hereinafter referred to as
‘the Protocol’).

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE 1
Objectives
The objectives of the Protocol are as follows:
a) to establish and implement the ACEWT so as to facilitate trade and investment in the region
as part of attaining the ‘single market and production base of the AEC, as well as supporting the
principles of excise taxation over sensitive goods such as alcohol and tobacco;
b) to establish rules about the implementation of the ACEWT, its definitions, its excise tax bases
and any subsequent;
c) to establish a standardized approach to the classification and taxation of common excise goods
in ASEAN;
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d) to enhance transparency in the classification of common excise goods in ASEAN; and
e) to establish a number of principles for the application of excise tax policy to common excise
goods in member state’s national excise tariff laws.
ARTICLE 2
Principles
Member States will be guided by the following principles:
a) National treatment
For the purpose of setting national product classifications and of national excise tax rates,
member states shall not discriminate against other member states by either:
I.
enacting excise tax legislation or apply excise tax administrative measures which directly
or indirectly discriminates against the same or like products of other Member States; or
II.

impose on each other's products any excise taxation arrangement of such a nature as to
afford protection to the same or like produced which have been produced domestically;
or

III.

imposing, directly or indirectly, on the products of other Member States any excise
taxation of any kind in excess of that imposed, directly or indirectly, on similar domestic
products

b) Consistency
Member States will ensure the consistent application of the AECWT in national excise tariff
law;
c) Transparency
Member States will ensure all excise tax and tariff laws, regulations and guide-lines are
published in a readily accessible manner
ARTICLE 3
Structure of the ASEAN
Common Excise Working Tariff
1. The ACEWT shall be a 2-digit nomenclature, consisting of an item and sub-item level at the
regional level, with each sub-item linked to the appropriate AHTN classification for consistency
purposes.
2. The ‘Definitions’ and ‘Notes’ to ACEWT shall form part of the AECWT for classification
purposes and to apply the appropriate excise tax base.
ARTICLE 4
Amendments to the ASEAN
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Common Excise Working Tariff
1. Procedures for amendments to the ACEWT are as follows:
a) any member state may ask the ASEAN Finance Minister’s Meeting for an amendment to any
aspect of the ACEWT, including ‘definitions’, ‘notes’, nomenclature which can include the
addition or removal of products to either ‘schedule 1’ or ‘schedule 2’;
b) the ASEAN Finance Minister’s Meeting may refer the request for amendment for review and
recommendation by the ASEAN Forum on Taxation, or may establish an appropriate review
group from the member state’s Ministries of Finance.

ARTICLE 5
Responsibilities of the ASEAN Secretariat
1. The ASEAN Secretariat shall provide the necessary support for supervising, coordinating and
reviewing the implementation of the Protocol, and shall assist the ASEAN Finance Minister’s
Meeting on aspects of proposed amendments to the ACEWT.

ARTICLE 6
Dispute Settlement
1. Member States shall, at the written request of a Member State, enter into consultations with a
view to seeking a prompt, equitable and mutually satisfactory solution, if that Member State
considers that:
a) an obligation under the Protocol has not been fulfilled, is not being fulfilled or may not be
fulfilled; or
b) any objectives of the Protocol is not being achieved or may be frustrated.
2. Any differences between Member States concerning the interpretation or application of the
Protocol shall, as far as possible, be settled amicably between the Member States. If a settlement
cannot be reached, the dispute shall be submitted to the ASEAN Finance Minister’s Meeting for
resolution.

ARTICLE 7
Final Provisions
1. The Protocol may be amended by mutual agreement of all Member States.
2. Annexes may be introduced to the Protocol and shall form an integral part thereof. Any
reference to the Protocol is deemed to include also a reference to the Annexes.
3. Member States shall undertake appropriate measures to fulfill the obligations arising from the
Protocol.
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4. Member States shall make no reservations with respect to any of the provisions of the
Protocol.
5. The Protocol shall enter into force on XX/XX/XXXX.
6. The Protocol shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of ASEAN, who shall promptly
furnish a certified copy thereof to each Member State.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized to sign the Protocol, have
signed this Protocol Governing the Implementation of the ASEAN Common Excise Working
Tariff nomenclature.

Done at:
Witnessed by:
(Signatures of representatives of The Governments of Brunei Darussalam, the Kingdom of
Cambodia, the Republic of Indonesia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Union of
Myanmar, the Republic of Philippines, the Republic of Singapore, the Kingdom of Thailand and
the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam)

Source: Author

It is important to analyse certain aspects of the content of this draft protocol and how they
relate to supporting the concept and subsequent application of the proposed ACEWT. The
draft protocol of Figure 9.2 has a similar structure to other ASEAN Protocols which are
listed in the ASEAN Legal Instrument Database to ensure consistency with this Protocol
approach.
In this regard, this draft Protocol for implementing to ACEWT is structured in a format
that begins with a list of the authorised national signatories, and then acknowledges any
number of relevant agreements, decisions or policies which support the need for the
ACEWT. The body of the draft Protocol then contains numbered ‘Articles’ which
lists the other decisions or agreements that the Protocol is supporting, followed a range of
numbered ‘Articles’ relating to the scope or objectives, the technical requirements to be
fulfilled, then the means to settle disputes and make future amendments. The Protocols
then contain details of the place of signing and the actual member country representative’s
signatures.
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Article 1 objectives
This first Article sets out the purpose in developing and signing the Protocol itself. This
would include the over-arching objective of facilitating trade and investment in the region
as part of establishing the single market and production base of the AEC as well as
working to prevent the undermining of certain policies in member countries around the
consumption of sensitive goods such as alcoholic beverages and tobacco products. Other
objectives included here are around the actual operation of the ACEWT in that it seeks to
have the definitions of both excisable goods and tax bases given authority, as well as
seeking an acceptance of the standardised nomenclature for the classification of excisable
goods.
The objectives also include the path to increasing transparency in terms of classifying and
applying excise tax to goods that eventuates if the ACEWT is implemented and followed,
as well as the adoption of certain principles for excise tax policy makers to incorporate as
they design future excise tax tariffs. Such principles are then laid out in Article 2.
Article 2 Principles
The key principle for adoption in the use of the ACEWT is that of ‘national treatment’
which based on the GATT, will require for example, policy makers to refrain from
including national classification criteria, or national excise tax rates that have the effect of
discriminating against like imports and serve to protect domestic industries. This is to be
achieved by adhering to three concepts that prevent member countries from:


enacting laws or administrative arrangements that ‘directly or indirectly
discriminate’ against like products of other member countries; or



impose on each other member countries products an excise tax measure which acts
to effectively ‘afford protection’ to like product produced domestically; or to



impose, directly or indirectly an excise tax in excess of that imposed on like
products from another member country.
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In addition to national treatment, are other principles of both ‘consistency’ which is the
need to ensure that national excise laws are consistent and certainly not contrary, to the
content of the ACEWT, and of ‘transparency’. In this regard, there is full openness or
disclosure of relevant excise laws, rules, regulations and guide-lines in that they are
published and readily available, and so that when excise laws are applied, there are no
‘hidden’ edicts or directives that give effect to a different outcome such as classification,
tax rate or calculation.

Article 3 Structure of the ACEWT
This Article outlines both the nomenclature structure and how to make a classification for
excise tax purposes within the nomenclature. In terms of structure, the Article identifies a
one digit ‘item’ and a two digit ‘sub-item’ classification at the regional level, with the subitem being linked to the relevant AHTN classification to enhance consistency of
classification decisions.
Article 3 also makes reference to the use of definitions and notes contained within the
ACEWT and separate to the nomenclature, and that these are to be used as part of the
classification process. Further, beyond classification, these definitions and notes may also
be used to confirm certain aspects as to the application of the appropriate tax base for
example in item 5 of the ACEWT, any excise tax rate expressed as per litre of alcohol,
then the volume for excise taxation should be the alcohol volume corrected to 20 degrees
Celsius.

Article 4 Amendments to the ACEWT
Article 4 recognises that there may be need for future amendment of the ACEWT and sets
out the procedures for undertaking such amendments. Amendments could be of ‘technical’
nature such as either the revision of definitions or notes with the instrument, or perhaps
through a need to realign sub-item categories with any amendments to the AHTN.
Alternately, the amendments could be of a ‘policy’ related nature such as the addition or
removal of items or sub-items from the nomenclature, the movement of items between
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Schedule 1 and Schedule 2, or perhaps from the need to amend the appropriateness of an
excise tax base applying to a particular sub-item.
It is most likely that any such amendment would be raised by a member country and given
current mechanisms to raise such issues of taxation,that such possible amendments would
arise through the ASEAN Finance Minister’s (AFMM) meeting process by addition of the
request by the relevant Finance Minister. For such taxation matters, the AFMM have
recourse to refer such policy matters to the ASEAN Forum on Taxation (AFT) for review
and advice. For technical excise matters, the AFT may even establish an appropriate group
from within the ASEAN membership with excise tax expertise to assist with that review
and advice.
Based on the recommendations of the AFT, the AFMM meeting process will provide the
ASEAN Secretariat with approval to make any agreed amendments, or will not allow those
amendments to proceed. Article 6 following, addresses the role of the ASEAN Secretariat
in terms of the management of the ACEWT.

Article 5 Responsibilities of the ASEAN Secretariat
The ASEAN Secretariat has been given the role of supporting the on-going management of
the ACEWT as well as the ‘supervision, coordination and the reviewing of the
implementation of the Protocol’. This on-going management includes the coordination of
future amendment processes with the AFMM meetings and their outcomes.

Article 6 Dispute Settlement
As ASEAN runs on consensus, this Article could become critical in the future. The likely
origin of disputes will be that one particular member country is having difficulty exporting
goods to another member’s market, and that this is due to the excise tax policies of that
member, and that this trade difficulty has arisen due to non-implementation or noncompliance with the either the ACEWT or the Protocol. The Article provides for two
levels of dispute resolution, the first being at the bi-lateral level between the two countries
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concerned, and that these countries enter into “consultations with a view to seeking a
prompt, equitable and mutually satisfactory solution”.
A failure to resolve the issue bi-laterally then it is elevated to the AFMM meeting process
for discussion and resolution in that forum. Continued failure to resolve the issue, may
mean that either the ACEWT or the Protocol may need amendment, in which case for
possible amendment of the ACEWT is set out in Article 4 above, whilst the process for a
possible amendment to the Protocol is set out in Article 7 below.
The AFMM meeting process may in fact resolve the issue by recommending appropriate
amendments, which again sees Article 4 utilised for amendments to the ACEWT and
Article 7 for amendments to the Protocol

Article 7 Final Provisions
This Article is ‘house-keeping’ and attempts to be a ‘catch all’ for issues that will assist in
other possible questions or issues as to the implementation of the Protocol. In this regard
there are six areas covered.
Whilst, the ACEWT itself has a mechanism for amendment as set out in Article 4, the
amendment of this Protocol is covered in the first of the sub-Articles, and states that it will
be a requirement that any such amendment to the Protocol will be ‘mutual agreement’ of
each of the 10 member countries. The process of confirming that such consensus
agreement has been reached will be the role of the ASEAN Secretariat as outlined in
Article 5.
The second sub-Article of Article 7 simply gives authority to an Annexes which may at
some point be part of the Protocol. At the time of drafting this proposal, the Protocol does
not contain any such Annexes.
The third and fourth sub-Articles are primarily principles which support the full adoption
of the Protocol, and therefore the ACEWT, by member countries. The first principle
outlined here is that the member countries will undertake any or all ‘appropriate measures’
to ensure that any obligations placed upon them by the Protocol are fulfilled. The second
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principle espoused is that the member countries adopt all aspects of the Protocol and not
effectively exempt themselves or decide not to implement any aspect.
The final two sub-Articles are about process. Sub-Article 5 provides a dates on which the
Protocol will come into force which will be that date agreed to during the relevant AFMM
meeting on the ACEWT. Finally, sub-Article 6 of Article 7 provides for the ASEAN
Secretariat to receive the signed copy of the Protocol, certify copies of the signed
instrument and distribute these to the 10 member countries.
The Protocol finishes with the signing convention, which contains the name of the place,
being the city, where the signing takes place and finally includes the names and physical
signatures of the authorised representatives from each of the member countries. In this
case, it is expected that the ‘place’ will be venue city where the AFMM meeting is
occurring and that the authorised representatives will be the 10 Finance Ministers.
It is envisaged that this proposed Protocol Governing the Implementation of the ASEAN
Common Excise Working Tariff supporting the proposed AECWT has the capability of
providing both the mechanism and the authority to introduce a level of excise tax policy
coordination in the region, and through this, support the ongoing creation and operation of
the AEC single market and production base. This claim is now outlined further in Chapter
10 which summarises the overall conclusions of this study.
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10. CONCLUSIONS
10.1 Conclusions of the study
Excise taxation has become an increasingly important form of taxation across the region.
The significance of this form of taxation has taken it beyond being seen as a simple
revenue source for member countries, but now as an effective policy mechanism for
influencing the consumption of certain sensitive goods that are considered harmful to
health, society or the environment and to addressing the cost of harm from this
consumption. However, as each member country develops its excise tax policy, the study
confirms that instances have emerged where these policies have solely looked to address
national priorities, and in some cases this has been to the possible detriment of the broader
regional policy to deepen economic integration through the formation of the AEC.
This study identifies and documents the existence of issues related to the non-coordination
of national excise tax policies in terms of the use of excise tax design as a non-tariff
measure and in the restructuring of supply chains to reduce excise tax liabilities. The use
of any non-tariff measures over intra-regional trade is a significant concern in any region
which is creating a ‘single market and production base’, and the fact that excise taxation
has been used in this manner is likely due in part to ASEAN not having a regionally agreed
mechanism to coordinate excise taxation policy development.
These excise based non-tariff measures have been identified in several member countries
and cover several products including alcohol, tobacco and some luxury items, however,
most notable is the use of excise taxation policies to protect domestic automobile
production. This clearly risks preventing the region maximising the economic benefits of
the AEC in what the region has affirmed as a priority industry sector with the potential to
bring significant economic benefit to the entire region if allowed to grow. Without some
form of agreed regional coordination this type of use of excise taxation as a non-tariff
measure has the potential to both continue and to expand with a resultant impediment to
the ‘free flow’ of excisable goods in intra-regional trade.
Further, the potential to restructure distribution of excisable goods such as alcohol and
tobacco products to undermine consumption national policies through driving down the
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prices of such goods is a risk that will also arise without this regional coordination. In
terms of supply chain restructure in response to the AEC, this in many cases would be
expected as industry looks to enhance their regional value chains and spreading the
economic benefits by sourcing best value components, achieving economies of scale in
production and selling to a regional market. However, in terms of the pricing of sensitive
goods such as alcohol, tobacco and in some cases fuel that rely on pricing to address the
external cost of the harm of their consumption, this restructuring may undermine certain
government policy objectives around that consumption. In this case, there is a clearer link
between the differing approaches to excise tax policy and issues of sensitive good pricing,
particularly in the area of utilising either an ad valorem or a specific rate excise tax base.
These same types of issues have been faced in other economic communities, in which the
study found that each community has incorporated either a requirement or a desire to
coordinate and in some cases harmonise, excise tax policies of the members. In response,
these communities have developed a number of approaches which include the legally
binding and less flexible Directives of the EU over product definition, tax bases and
minimum tax rates, and the Common Excise Tariff of the SACU with its unique regional
nomenclature, connected to the HS codes but with flexibility around national tax rates.
Other communities such as the SADC and EAC are still at a stage of committing through
formalised agreements under their Treaties, to coordinate both excise taxation policies and
administration.
Following both the ASEAN context of adopting regional policies by ‘consensus’, and the
guidance of the AEC Blueprint 2025, each of the various approaches from these
communities have been analysed and used to inform the development of a number of
proposed coordinating mechanisms for use in ASEAN. Upon evaluation of a number of
these proposals, the study concludes that the most appropriate mechanism was that adapted
from the ‘Common Excise Tariff’ of the SACU and to which ASEAN member countries
will be provided with the capability to add additional layering of product classification and
to derive excise tax rates based on national needs.
One aspect which has emerged in the study is that of the success and universal acceptance
of the AHTN in the classification of goods for customs and trade purposes. The AHTN is
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itself a coordinating instrument, and became part of the eventual preferred excise tax
coordinating proposal in that an ASEAN focused ‘common excise tariff’ would be linked
to the AHTN to assist with ensuring consistent product definition and therefore
classification. As with the AHTN it is also proposed that the preferred ASEAN common
excise tariff would become an instrument to be incorporated into national excise tax
design, just as the AHTN forms the basis of national customs tariffs.
The preferred proposal is named the ASEAN Common Excise Working Tariff or ACEWT
and its design incorporates relevant ‘definitions’ and ‘notes’ to assist users, as well as a
‘nomenclature’ of two schedules, one classifying ‘common goods’ being those subject to
excise in all 10 member countries and a second schedule for goods subject to excise in
most member countries. Classification is to be to a two-digit regional level, with scope for
member countries to apply national classification to three or four digit levels, however
such classifications are bound by the prescribed requirement of ‘national treatment’ which
prevents national classification being used to protect domestic industries. Finally, the
nomenclature establishes the tax base to be utilised against each product category with
these tax bases being determined as most appropriate for the relevant product through the
course of the study.
In order for the proposed AECWT to be implemented and utilised, the study identifies that
such an instrument would need to be supported by an appropriate ‘Protocol’ issued under
the agreement of at least the Finance Ministers of all member countries. In this regard, the
study has proposes a Protocol Governing the Implementation of the ASEN Common Excise
Working Tariff to be discussed in conjunction with the AECWT, as the region addresses
this question through the relevant decision making processes of ASEAN outlined in
section 10.2 below.

10.2 Directions for further work
Perhaps the most positive development for excise taxation policy within ASEAN during
the course of the study was that of the decision for ‘excise collaboration’ to be included in
the AEC Blueprint 2025 as agreed to by the leaders of ASEAN at their annual summit in
Kuala Lumpur 2015. Whilst collaboration does not necessarily automatically mean
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‘coordination’, the positive aspect of this inclusion in the latest Blueprint is an opportunity
for the region to have the types of discussions and work towards the solutions needed for
national excise taxation policies to not interfere with the smooth implementation of the
AEC.
Of note, is the establishment of the more formalised decision making structure for excise
taxation in the region, with the ASEAN Finance Ministers Meeting (AFMM) taking
ownership of the issue. In the Joint Statement of the 2nd ASEAN Finance Ministers’ and
Central Bank Governors’ Meeting (AFMGM) held in Lao PDR, April 2016, the regions
Finance Ministers stated that they had asked the ASEAN Forum on Taxation (AFT) to
“explore the possibility of collaboration on excise taxation” as outlined in the Blueprint,
assigning an appropriate body to undertake this task. Further, including this exploration in
a broader taxation cooperation in a strategic action plan with an outline of timing.
As at the time of writing, the AFT with support of the Financial Integration Directorate of
the AEC Development Division of the ASEAN Secretariat, was in the process of both
establishing an ‘Excise Sub-forum’ within the AFT with its own ‘Terms of Reference’, and
drafting excise taxation collaboration areas within the taxation cooperation strategic action
plan (Sirirvunnabood, 2017). Member countries are likely to endorse both at the AFT in
either it’s meeting of late March 2017 or late September 2017.
It is anticipated that the research conducted in this study could be presented to the Excise
Sub-forum of the AFT at the appropriate moment. It is hoped that the importance of
looking beyond simple collaboration and into a formalised ‘coordination’ of excise tax
policies can be argued in this forum and agreement reached to look at options for such
coordination. In this context the ambition is to have included in this consideration the
concept of Chapter nine above, being the development of the proposed ACEWT.
Notwithstanding, upon publication, the research from this study will be a resource for the
forum to draw upon as it considers the question, and will be presented at every opportunity
through one of any number of regionally run seminars and conferences on excise taxation,
or on taxation which includes excise in its agenda.
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